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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

During 28-30 October 1986, the Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE), under

the Water Operations Technical Support (WOTS) Program sponsored a workshop on

reservoir releases, which was conducted by the US Army Engineer Waterways

Experiment Station (WES). OCE, WES, and Divisions arid Districts from across

the Corps of Engineers (CE) and other Federal and local agencies were repre-

sented by participants and presenters at the workshop. A list of workshop

attendees is included in the workshop proceedings. The objective of the work-

shop was to provide a forum for the exchange of information related to reser-

voir release water quality problems and potential evaluation and solution

techniques and methodologies to improve reservoir releases. Papers were

solicited from across the CE, the Bureau of Reclamation, and the Tennessee

Valley Authority (TVA). Examination of the Table of Contents and the workshop

Agenda will reveal the breadth of the topics discussed in the twenty-seven

papers presented at the workshop. In overview, the papers were presented in

five categories: (1) Water Quality Policy; (2) Measurement, Evaluation, and

Prediction Techniques; (3) Operational and Tailwater Techniques; (4) In-

Structure Techniques; and (5) In-Reservoir Techniques. Generalized and

specific case studies of reservoir release water quality problems and

solutions were presented.

In general terms, papers in Session I: Water Quality Policy, covered

some of the issues that have impacted and shaped the existing posture

regarding reservoir release water quality. Representatives of the OCE and TVA

presented papers on each agency's policies regarding the quality of reservoir

releases. Both agencies have clear objectives to maintain suitable aquatic

habitat downstream of reservoir projects and to improve the release quality

when possible within the guidelines of authorized project purposes. Specif-

ically identified as a developing policy question is the challenge to develop

a strong policy of nondegradation of release water quality at projects where

non-Federal hydropower is proposed. TVA and CE, based on the papers in this

session, appear to be in transition from primarily identification and assess-

ment of water quality problems to emphasizing the monitoring and management of

water quality. To these ends, remote satellite data acquisition equipment is

being developed and deployed to permit the effective use of fiscal and man-

power resources to achieve the monitoring/management objectives.
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Papers in Sessions IIA and IIB: Measurement, Evaluation, and Prediction

Techniques, contained generalized topics related to existing capability to

model and thereby evaluate various aspects of water quality in reservoirs and

regulated streams. Quality parameters of interest were temperature, dissolved

oxygen (DO), and suspended sediment. Other papers dealt with the effects of

and methods to evaluate the impacts of reservoir releases on tailwaters. A

general paper on modeling provided an overview of several approaches available

to evaluate reservoir release water quality with a brief review of two appli-

cations of these modeling techniques. A case study was presented on the

application of a one-dimensional model for simulating the transport of

suspended sediment into and through a reservoir. Other papers presented case

studies on the evaluation of a modified reservoir withdrawal structure, the

potential impacts on in-lake and release temperatures of a pool raise and

storage reallocation, and the application of a reservoir system model for

real-time control of DO. Two papers focused on predicting the effects of

release improvement on project tailwaters below several TVA reservoir projects

and Buford Dam, a CE project, on the Chattahoochee River. Of particular

interest in these two papers were the effects of providing minimum flows

downstream of a reservoir and the application of an aquatic habitat model

PHABSIM.

The papers in Session III: Operational and Tailwater Techniques,

presented case studies on the data collection and analysis to determine the

causes of low DO downstream of a hydropower project. A case study was

presented on a project where provisions were made to provide minimum flows

downstream of a hydropower project. Two papers presented applications of a

numerical model of selective withdrawal that can predict release quality

characteristics and can provide guidance on the operation of a multilevel

outlet structure.

In Session IV: In-Structure Techniques, the results of generalized

research and specific applications of the concept of blending in a single wet

well to control release water temperature were presented. Additionally,

several applications of turbine venting to increase the DO content of releases

from hydropower projects were discussed.

In the last session, Session V: In-Reservoir Techniques, in-lake aera-

tion and oxygenation systems were the topics of several papers that outlined

experiences at TVA and CE projects. At both, the oxygenation system was

2
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designed to improve the reservoir DO concentration in a local area. At the CE

project, the water that was improved was for release quality maintenance. At

the TVA project, the locally improved water was to provide a haven for striped

bass. Case studies were presented relating results of applications of local-

ized destratification for release improvement. These studies specifically

dealt with the use of an epilimnetic pump and early experiences with a

pneumatic destratification system. Another paper developed the design of a

local hydraulic destratification system. Of particular importance was a paper

from the Bureau of Reclamation that outlined a design procedure for pneumatic

destratification systems. Additionally, the results of operating a retro-

fitted selective withdrawal structure were presented.

Appreciation must be expressed to OCE for sponsoring the workshop

through the WOTS Program; to the session chairmen for efficiently presiding

over their topic areas; to the presenters who provided the information and

technology transfer; to Mr. Dennis Barnett who was the local point of contact

from the South Atlantic Division; to Mr. William N. Rushing who made all the

physical arrangements; and to personnel of the WES Hydraulics Laboratory who

conducted the workshop.
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PREFACE

This report presents the proceedings of the CE Workshop on Reservoir

Releases that was held in Atlanta, Georgia, 28-30 October 1986. The workshop

was funded by the Water Operations Technical Support (WOTS) Program, which is

sponsored by the Office, Chief of Engineers (OCE). The workshop was organized

and conducted by personnel of the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Sta-

tion (WES). Mr. Steven C. Wilhelms of the Reservoir Water Quality Branch

(RWQB), WES Hydraulics Laboratory, and Dr. Richard E. Price, Acting Chief,

RWQB, were the principal conference coordinators. Mr. William N. Rushing,

Assistant Program Manager of WOTS, WES Environmental Laboratory, made ar-

rangements for the workshop facilities and served as point of contact for

submission of abstracts and papers. Messrs. Wilhelms and Rushing and

Dr. Price were assisted in workshop administration by Ms. Laurin I. Yates.

Messrs. Jeffery P. Holland, Chief, RWQB, John L. Grace, Jr., Chief, Hydraulic

Structures Division, and F. A. Herrmann, Jr., Chief, Hydraulics Laboratory,

directed the effort. Mr. Wilhelms prepared the Executive Summary and

organized the remainder of this report.

Dr. Jerome L. Mahloch, Environmental Laboratory, WES, was Manager of

the WOTS Program. The Technical Monitor of the WOTS Program for OCE was

Mr. David P. Buelow.

COL Dwayne G. Lee, CE, was the Commander and Director of WES.

Dr. Robert W. Whalin was Technical Director.
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Streams

1400-1415 Break
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in the Nashville District
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Time Topic Speakers Office

1345-1355 System Spill Allocation for the Jeffrey D. Hanson NPP
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POLICY ISSUES

ASSOCIATED WITH RESERVOIR RELEASES

by

John S. Crossman, Ph.D.
Environmental Scientist, Environmental Quality Staff

Tennessee Valley Authority
Knoxville, Tennessee

ABSTRACT o Recreation Benefits: Total estimated

benefits associated with recreational
Reservoir releases from the Tennessee Valley activities made possible by the
Authority's (TVA) dams are adversely affecting reservoir system are $6,363 million.
approximately 340 miles of stream during late
aumer, low flow conditions. The parameter of o Hydroelectric Benefits: The total
greatest concern and the one most often failing value of the benefits associated with
to meet State and Federal water quality the production of electricity by TVA's
criteria is dissolved oxygen (DO). system of dams and reservoirs is
Unacceptably low DO concentrations in between $8.3 billion and $12.9 billion
combination with reservoir operations that depending on the method used to measure
leave stream beds dry for up to 45 days per them, i.e., based on TVA average
year have severely impacted tailwaters and have wholesale rates or national average
virtually eliminated any potential they offer. wholesale rates (Anonymous TVA,
Because of changed public priorities, TVA is in 1985).
the process of addressing and/or accommodating
the nonstatutory demands being made on TVA's As the Valley's economy has improved and public
reservoir system. However, major policy priorities have changed, TVA has successfully
questions that still need to be addressed modified its operations to accommodate to some
include: (1) are reservoir releases being degree many of the nonstatutory demands made on
improved to restore beneficial uses or to the system. For example, TVA currently
develop the resource, (2) should the cost of operates its system to meet water supply needs,
improvements be paid by the ratepayer or to control mosquitos and aquatic vegetation, to
taxpayer, and (3) what level of improvement reduce the adverse effects of downstream
should TVA strive for? effluent releases such as thermal discharges,

and to provide for recreational use. Among
other things, these changes have helped

INTRODUCTION eradicate malaria from the Valley, they support
a fisheries valued at $425 million per year.

The TVA integrated water control system of 40 and they support a recreation industry that
dams comprises what is generally considered the draws 70 million visits per year (Mills and
most regulated river system in the world. Jones, 1986).
Developed in accordance with a comprehensive
plan mandated by the TVA Act, the Nation's
fifth largest river is managed primarily for NEW EXPECTIONS - TVA REGION
flood control and navigation, and as consistent
with these statutory purposes it also provides A study by TVA's Reservoir Development Branch
hydroelectric power. Largely completed by the indicates that the recreational use of TVA's
late 1950s, TVA's multipurpose reservoir system reservoir system is expected to grow by over
has been one of the cornerstones of the 10 million visits during the 1980s (Anonymous
region's success in economic growth and TVA, 1979). If the Labor Department's Bureau
development. Estimated benefits provided by of Labor Statistics trend on high employment
the reservoir system for the 1934-83 period growth in amusement and recreation services
(expressed in 1982 dollars) are: holds true for the TVA area, recreation will be

a growth industry deserving greater considera-
o Flood Control Benefits: Total flood tion in the way the Valley's water resources

control benefits from the TVA system are managed.
are estimated to be $4,127 million . . .
based on the cost of flood damages In addition to the expected recreational
prevented, demands, environmental concerns related to

wastewater treatment and meeting water quality
o Navigation Benefits: Total navigation standards are placing new demands on the

benefits of the TVA reservoir system quality and quantity of releases from water
are estimated to be $3,655 million . resource projects. For example, in Tennessee
[as determined by comparing the cost
of moving freight via the Tennessee 1. The real (inflation adjusted) rate of return
River to the next cheapest mode and is in the 7-10 percent range which is
route of transporation. roughly double the return society received

on Investments made during the same period.
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the governor's Safe Growth Team has noted that have also adopted resol'.ons urging
economic growth may be compromised by the in- TVA to move beyond its experimental
ability of many communities to provide adequate releases improvement program and
wastewater treatment. This was summarized in a mitigate the impact of its reservoir
1982 report to Governor Alexander in which the releases.
Safe Growth Team reported that:

o EPA has developed a draft guidance
At present there are 89 communities document clarifying the need to control
in Tennessee where the inadequacies nonpoint sources of pollutants through
of wastewater treatment facilities nonpoint source controls, best
are so great that water quality management practices (BNP's), and how
standards are regularly violated in BNP's should be implemented to meet
the streams receiving these wastes. water quality standards.
Approximately 630.000 Tennesseans
live in these comunities. A much o Pending hydropower licensing, omnibus
larger number of our citizens are water resources, and clean water bills
affected because of the widespread in the House and Senate indicate that
recreational use of the waters of the increased emphasis on environmental end
State (Smith. 1982). energy conservation requirements is

likely to be placed on new as well as
When considered in conjunction with the existing hydropower projects. The most
following observations, it is no wonder that environmentally significant legislation
states are making water issues a priority, involves hydropower relicensing in

which Congressmen Markey, Dingell. and
o During the 1975-82 period, the Nation others are recomending changes to the

was spending between $4 and S7 billion Federal Power Act that require the
per year on municipal waste treatment Federal Energy Regulatory Comission.
facilities with approximately 75 in deciding whether to issue a license
percent of the monies being provided by for any project, to give equal
the Environmental Protection Agency's consideration to energy conservation,
construction grants program. Today fish and wildlife amenities (including
this program has been scaled back to related spawning grounds and habitat),
S2.4 billion per year and the Federal recreational opportunities, and the
share has been reduced from 75 to 55 preservation of environmental quality
percent. to the power and development purposes.

o It is estimated that it will cost $1.2 TVA'S RESERVOIR RELEASES SITUATION
billion to meet the wastewater
treatment needs in just the Tennessee In August 1978, an interoffice task force
Valley region through the year 2000. prepared a special executive report for the TVA

Board of Directors on the impact of TVA's
o EPA's new Nunicipal Compliance Policy projects on downstream uses and water quality

is placing new demands on the States. (Anonymous TVA. 1978). One of the most
It specifically calls for enforcement significant findings of the report was that
actions against municipalities not releases from TVA's dams were adversely
complying with appropriate provisions impacting approximately 340 miles of stream.
of the Clean Water Act whether Federal The parameter of greatest concern and the one
wastewater treatment funds are most often failing to meet State and Federal
available or not (Wyatt. 1986). water quality criteria was dissolved oxygen

(DO). Unacceptably low concentrations of DO in
combination with operations that leave stream

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT CHALLENGES beds dry for extended periods of time had
virtually eliminated the tailwater resource and

As clean water related issues gain increased any development potential it offered.
public attention, water resource management
agencies should expect questions on how they The number of days that releases from TVA's
plan to address and/or accommodate these issues dams failed to meet protective criteria varied
while meeting the project uses authorized by from a minimum of three days at Upper Bear
Congress. Recent initiatives supporting this Creek to a maximum of 183 days per year at Tims
observation include: Ford. The most serious problems were

associated with the east Tennessee tributary
o In Tennessee, State water quality and projects. These projects are deep, stratified

natural resource agencies have impoundments with long retention times and
indicated an increased concern about highly variable releases. They are also
water quality and instream flows located in moderately to highly developed
downstream of all dams in the State, watersheds,
The Tennessee Division of Water
Pollution Control has proposed the TVA's efforts to mitigate these problems has
adoption of language in their water primarily involved a 2-prong technological end
quality standards regulations resource management approach, i e., mitigating
specifying that the State's use technologies aimed at improving DO concen-
designations and DO criteria, i.e , 5 0 trations at the dam and efforts to control
mg/l for wariinater fisheries and 6 0 pollution in the reservoir watershed. The
mg/l for coldwater fisheries. are technological work has involved a major asperi-
applicable to all tailwaters " . .. up mental program to identify inexpensive.
to the toe of the dam." The Tennessee efficient aeration techniques that can be used
Water Quality Control Board and the at TVA dams. The resource management effort
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Commission addresses the reduction of upstream pollution

- ~ ~~ ~~~ -- '.-v11i,~~ .



This has resulted in the development of Perhaps the most significant
reservoir water quality management plans. One deficiency in the past management of
of the major components of these plans involves water resources was the failure to
modeling the relationships between reservoir adequately consider water quality in
inputs (point and nonpoint source contributions many areas. Accordingly, it has been
to reservoirs) and reservoir water quality, necessary to make major investments
Although point and nonpoint sources of pollu- in an effort to bring water quality
tants are not the only cause of hypolimnetic DO up to an acceptable level. Aggres-
depletion, control of these pollutant loads sive programs directed at water
should improve reservoir DO concentrations, quality management should have been

initiated before major problems arose
In addition to the technological and resource as a result of industrial and agri-
management activities described, TVA has cultural development and urbanization.
undertaken institutional initiatives to address Even now, as an all out attempt to
issues related to the DO problem. One of the alleviate water pollution problems
most promising endeavors is a Memorandum of proceeds, the integration of water
Understanding between the State of Tennessee quality planning and management with
and TVA which recognizes TVA, "as the area other aspects of water resources
management agency with respect to nonpoint development tends to be overlooked.
sources of pollution originating from Without integration, the water qual-
properties in TVA custody or under TVA control ity goals will be more difficult, and
which are situated in the State of Tennessee." more costly to meet. The Second
As the designated management agency. TVA has National Water Assessment did not
agreed to work with the State and other address the issue of flow require-
authorized agencies to achieve implementation ments for water quality management
of the Tennessee Water Quality Management (Anonymous WRC, 1978).
Plan. Efforts being pursued under this agree-
ment include: The country has taken steps to factor reservoir

releases into the design of new projects. For
o Incorporating waste treatment matiagement example, in the planning of new projects,

plans into all TVA land use plans. Federal agencies now routinely factor in needs
to maintain downstream assimilative capacity,

o Incorporating requirements for nonpoint to protect fisheries, and to accommodate
source control measures into all future downstream recreation. There has been less
licenses, leases, and easements for success in resolving these issues at existing
property in TVA custody or control projects. Efforts to address these issues.
including any renewals of existing i.e., at existing projects, under the national
licenses, leases, and easements, water quality standards program, the sections

402 and 404 permitting activities, and the
o Incorporating requirements for nonpoint section 208 water quality management program of

source control measures into approvals the Clean Water Act have not been particularly
given under Section 26a of the TVA Act. effective. Instead it seems that litigation or

the threat of litigation over hydropower
TVA has also taken an increasely active role in relicensing has been the principle vehicle for
the review of State water quality standards. resolving these issues.
This year. TVA has urged the State of Tennessee
to control more effectively the pollutants that Whether litigation or some other option is the
are causing significant cultural eutrophication appropriate vehicle for addressing the reser-
and sediment buildup problems in Tennessee's voir releases situation at existing projects,
streams and reservoirs. Water bodies with only a future historian can say with any
severe use impairments should be identified as certainty. At TVA we are addressing it ms a
"Nutrient Sensitive Waters" or "Erosion technological issue requiring the combined
Sensitive Watershed." Following this resources and expertise of both resource
designation, TVA recomended implementation management and regulatory agencies. In that
of watershed pollutant control programs that regard, we have identified the following policy
emphasize the control or treatment of point and issues that are the subject of an ongoing
nonpoint source contributions at their source policy debate within TVA:
(Rivers, 1986).

o Are the downstream improvements in DO
and flows being undertaken to restore

POLICY DISCUSSION beneficial uses or to develop the
tailwater resource?

The issues raised strongly suggest a need to
reexamine resource management and pollution o Should the cost of improvements be paid
control strategies, in particular those related for by the ratepayer in accordance with
to water quality and quantity programs. Better the polluter-pays principle or the
integration of these programs is not only an taxpayer through Congressional
important policy issue in the Tennessee Valley, appropriations in support of the uses
but nationally as originally noted by the Water prescribed in the original project
Resource Council's (WRC) in their "Second authorization?
National Water Assessment," nearly 10 years
ago. In the policy section of that report, WRC o What water quality objective or what
stated: level of DO improvement should TVA

strive for?

Crossman
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How ever these internal TVA issues are
resolved, the following policy issues deserve REFERENCES
the attention of everyone interested in water
resources. Given the need to better integrate
water quality and water resource programs. if Anonymous TVA. "Impact of Reservoir Releases on
water resource projects are achieving State Downstream Water Quality and Uses," Tennessee
approved minimum flows and water quality Valley Authority, Chettanooga, Tennessee,
objectives: August 1978.

o Should construction grants decisions Anonymous TVA, "Recreation Resources -
for funding waste treatment projects 10 Year Action Plan," Tennessee Valley
beyond secondary treatment be Authority. Norris, Tennessee 1979.
coordinated with water resource
agencies? Anonymous TVA, "Measuring the Return of the TVA

System of Dams and Reservoirs." Tennessee
o Should EPA and States modify their Valley Authority. Knoxville. Tennessee.

policies making additional flows and February 1985.
increased DO levels eligible for
funding under the construction grants Anonymous (WRC). "Second National Water
or revolving loan programs? (Note - Assessment." Washington, D.C., December 1918.
This change should be consistent with
section 102(b) of the Clean Water Act. Letter, Kenneth W. Bunting, Director, Tennessee
i.e., water resource "shall not be Division of Water Pollution Control, from
provided as a substitute for adequate Martin E. Rivers, Director of Environmental
treatment or other methods for Quality (TVA), February 14, 1986.
controlling waste at the source.")

Hills, Debra D. and Avis L. Jones, "TVA
o Should flow related permits be Handbook," Tennessee Valley Authority Technical

encouraged? Library. Knoxville, Tennessee. May 1986.

Smith. Ben L.. "Safe Growth Team Staff Priority
Recomendations for Improving Water
Management: A Fifteen Point Plan." Nashville,
Tennessee, November 1982.

Wyatt, Michael J., "Privatization of Municipal
Wastewater Treatment Plants: A National and

Regional Perspective," Chattanooga, Tennessee,
September 1986.
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TVA RESERVOIR RELEASE IMPROVEMENTS: AN OVERVIEW

Bevan W. Brown

Director, Division of Air and Water Resources, Tennessee Valley Authority. Knoxville, TN

ABSTRACT A number of devices have been examined through

the years to try to correct the problem.

A brief overview o TVA efforts to improve the Several years ago TVA looked into ways of

quality of reservoir releases from major dame introducing oxygen into the water near the

in the Tennessee Valley. The program involves turbine intakes. But, there was no sense of

improvement of dissolved oxygen levels in reser- urgency on anybody's part to deal with low

voir releases and steps to provide a minimum dissolved oxygen in reservoir releases. The

stream flow below TVA dams. These and other situation was there. We knew it was there. And

efforts are, however, not to be understood in we knew, in the back of our minds, that someday

isolation but as part of a total concern for it probably would have to be dealt with. We

water quality in the region. Without a cam- were, however, somewhat like Scarlet O'Hara in

mitment to total water quality, such techno- "Gone With The Wind"--it was something we would

logical fixes would simply be stopgap measures, think about tomorrow.

doomed to be overwhelmed eventually by the

pressures of industrial expansion and population

growth. THE CURRENT TVA PROGRAM

It was not until the start of the 1980s, or

INTRODUCTION thereabouts, that we at TVA really got serious

about dealing with oxygen deficiency in reser-

TVA and others around the country have been voir releases. We began experimenting with some

aware for many years that our dams were creating technology that had been tried in Alabama, and

water quality problems. Two factors are we thought we had found a way to make it work

involved, of course. One is the natural without costing our power system a fortune.

tendmncy of deep bodies of water to stratify

during the summer. The other is the design of Improving the oxygen content of reservoir

power components which use the deeper waters of releases is the first part of a two-pronged

a reservoir for hydroelectric generation. These effort TVA has been pursuing for about seven

deeper waters tend to be low in oxygen through years. You'll hear more about the technical

much of the summer and early fall. aspects of this program from others in TVA.
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I'll just give a brief outline of where we stand Our work has convinced us that there is no

right now. But mainly I want to consider some simple, off-the-shelf method of improving oxygen

of the reasons why we believe water quality content of reservoir releases. We have found

issues must be among our top priorities in water that hub baffles work pretty well one place but

resource management. not at all on another, similar generating unit

somewhere else. Air compressors can do the job

At Norris Dam, we are working with hub baffles at some installations but are unsuited for other

to increase air injection into water turning facilities. Each installation has its own

hydroelectric turbines. The baffles installed characteristics and requires an individual

at existing aeration vents on the turbine hub solution. It may be that oxygen injection may

are able to increase oxygen content of the water be the best solution at some facilities. We

by 2.5 to 3 milligrams per liter. The baffles have not given up on that procedure.

are bolted onto the turbine hub in the spring

and removed in the fall of the year when they In fact, we are exploring direct oxygen injec-

are no longer needed. tion at Cherokee Reservoir as part of an attempt

to create fish sanctuaries for striped bass.

At Tims Ford Dam in middle Tennessee. we are These fish suffer considerable stress during

using a large air compressor to force air into the suser unless they can find an area of cold

the water flow. The effect is about the same as water with adequate dissolved oxygen.

we are getting with hub baffles at Norris.

It is also becoming clear that what we are doing

At South Holston Dam in upper east Tennessee, we now may be only a transient phase in dealing

found that a simple modification of the existing with oxygen depletion in reservoir releases.

aeration system gave pretty good results. Oxygen The ultimate solution probably lies with the

levels are increased around 2 milligrams per design of the replacement units in powerhouses

liter, all across the Nation. We have studied a number

of TVA installations in recent years. locing

And at Douglas Dam we have begun a study of at the older units and at the feasibility of

Garton pumps to overcome the problem of low replacing them with newer designs. There is no

dissolved oxygen in turbine releases into the doubt that many older TVA hydroelectric units

French Broad River. These pumps look something can be replaced with units that will not only

like airplane propellers. They are suspended produce greater amounts of electric power with

ten feet deep beneath a floating platform, and the same amount of water but that aeration can

are protected by a heavy wire cage. The idea be designed into the new equipment.

is to force surface water deep enough into the

reservoir near the turbine intakes so that the The second part of our efforts to improve water

well oxygenated water from the surface flows quality in streams below TVA dams involves

through the powerhouse and into the stream below sustainable minimum flows. Below Norris Das we

the dam. have constructed a small reragulating weir that

Brown
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is designed to ensure a minimum flow of 200 need oxygen and minimum amounts of flowing water

cubic feet per second. This is accomplished in order to thrive. Our experience below Norris

pretty much through normal operation of the Dam indicates that some cold water fisheries in

hydroelectric facilities. By impounding water the Tennessee Valley can be greatly improved

behind a rock dam during power generation and through a combination of oxygen improvement and

releasing it in a controlled manner when the provisions for a minimum flow. Not only do the

turbines are not operating, we can provide a fish have better quality water in which to live

reliable minimum flow in the Clinch River. but insects and other aquatic life important to

There are times when no hydroelectric generation fish thrive better under such conditions.

is scheduled for an extended period that we have

to pulse a turbine for an hour twice a day to This is especially important in tributary

supply the needed water, streams. On the Tennessee River from Knoxville

to Paducah, Kentucky, maintenance of navigation

At Time Ford Dam, we have installed a small depths ensures that there will always be con-

hydro unit that generates when the big power siderable water below mainstream dams. But in

unit is not operating. It releases 80 cubic some tributary streams, there are times when

feet of water per second to the stream below the the flow is little more than a trickle. Full

dam. development of any kind of fishery is impossible

under such conditions.

And below Tellico Dam, we are providing 8 cubic

feet per second of cold, well aerated air to an There is a broader range of considerations than

arm of Watts Bar Reservoir to create a sanctuary fishery development, however, behind our efforts

for striped bass. A siphon has been constructed at reservoir release improvement. Just about

to carry the water over the dam and into the old everyone in the Tennessee Valley region -- all

river bed below Tellico. To hold the cold water, 7 million people -- have a stake in water

an underwater barrier has been built near where quality improvement and protection in one sense

the Little Tennessee and the Tennessee River or another. The economic well-being of the

join below Fort Loudoun Dam. This sanctuary region is wrapped up in the health of its water

appears to have been used by considerable resources. An abundance of water has long been

numbers of stripers and other fish this past a major selling point for the Tennessee Valley

summer. when industrial recruiters go looking for

prospects.

OUTCOME AND OUTLOOK But abundance is often a relative matter. That

is one of the things we are learning from two

Obviously, improving oxygen content of water years of drought in the Tennessee Valley. We

below TVA dams and guaranteeing a minimum flow still have a lot of water in the region, but

in the stream provide fishery benefits. Fish that water is now under considerable stress.

and the aquatic organisms on which they feed Fish and mussels are dying in some places where
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we had no idea that severe water quality problems quality effort. But let me make it clear, they

existed, do not stand alone. Unless we guard water qual-

ity from all other threats, any improvement we

Some of the problems may come from sources of make in dissolved oxygen and more reliable stream

pollution that are poorly understood or undocu- flow will only be stopgap. Stresses of indus-

mented. Some of the problems may arise in the trial change and population growth will soon

reduced capacity of the water to assimilate overwhelm whatever we do unless we can see the

natural and manmade inputs of one kind or whole water quality picture.

another. And this probably results from a

combination of low dissolved oxygen and higher

than usual water temperatures.

Some things, of course, we can do little about

under the conditions that govern our opera-

tions. But fundamental reservoir release

improvements are within our capacity. And

because one reservoir generally feeds into

another in a downstream pattern, improvements

at certain key dams can make significant improve-

ments in water quality in one, two, perhaps

three or more reservoirs downstream.

THE BALANCED PICTURE

More than 50 years of TVA experience have con-

firmed many times over that quality natural

resources are essential to the economic well-

being of a region. When the agency went to work

in the 1930s, we immediately put people to work

restoring lands that had been abused for cen-

turies. This restoration had a bonus effect of

improving water quality in the Tennessee Valley.

Now we are hard at work on a number of water

quality issues, some far older than TVA, and

some as new as the latest consumer product or

industrial process. Reservoir release improve-

ments are an important part of the overall water

8rown
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STA1~t'S OF THE WATER QUALITY CONTROL MISSION IN ORD AND NEEDS FOR RESEARCH SUPPORT

MARK ANTHONY, PhD

Chief. Water Quality Section
Reservoir Control Center

U.S. Army Engineer Division. Ohio River

Water quality control is a significant, require the services of a skilled and also staff-
integral aspect of our water control mission in limited research staff whose primary mission is
the Ohio River Division. The location and to continua research toward identified and
resources of this basin resulted in early justifiable objectives and needs.
extensive development and subsequent major
problem with polluted streams. The Corps of The location and resources of the Ohio
Engineers was involved in two major studies of River Basin promoted early and rapid settlement
pollution in this basin (1920's and 1930's) prior and the Ohio River provided relatively easy
to any reservoir construction in the basin, transportation to the west. By 1800, Pittsburgh
While flood control was the primary focus of the was a thriving center of industry including iron
1938 Flood rontrol Act which authorized and steel, boat building, coal, lumber, and
construction of a large reservoir system in this glass. Thousands of flatboats were built to
basin, water pollution control was also cited as transport settlers and materials on one way
a major benefit. Subsequent authorization of journeys as far as New Orleans. In the early
specific projects have established water quality 1800's. bulk coal shipments by flat boat were
control storage as well as storage for low-flow routine. The largest of these boats was 175 feet
augmentation. A major improvement in water long, 26 feet wide, and drew 8 feet when loaded
quality control resulted from incorporating with 24,000 bushels of coal. They were floated
selective withdrawal capability at storage downstream only on high water stages. In 1847,
projects constructed during the last 20 years. the peak year. more than 2.200 flat boats from
This feature allows us to more closely comply the Ohio Valley landed in New Orleans.
with strem standards than at projects with only
a capability for bottom releases. The first Ohio River steamboat was built at

Pittsburgh in 1811 and the first Ohio River
While our districts were collecting at towboat taking coal to New Orleans delivered

least some water quality data for reservoir 2,280 tons in four barges in 1854. Steamboats
regulation guidance during the 1960's, an provided an enormous impetus to Ohio Valley
intensive effort was initiated in 1967. A long- industrial development and accelerated comercial
range plan was carefully developed along with growth. The success of this means of
specific objectives and priorities and an transportation led to the first Inland Waterways
organized data collection effort began. The Improvement Act in 1824 which dlirectd that
basic strategy was to acquire an adequate data experiments be conducted to determine the best
base at all projects, employ interpretative method of coping with sandbars in the Ohio River
techniques abetted by an understanding of and that measures be taken to remove snags
hydrodynamics and hydrometeorological conditions obstructing navigation on the Ohio and
in order to anticipate and respond to the quality Mississippi Rivers. The Army Corps of Engineers
of storage when scheduling reservoir releases. was assigned responsibility for implementing this
The success of this strategy along with very Act.
careful coordination with state agencies has
allowed the Ohio River Division ORD) to avoid In 1824 the Ohio River was much obstructed
controversy, litigation and crash mitigation throughout its length by snags, rocks, and sand
efforts. and gravel bars. The width of channel varied

exceedingly and the low-flow depth varied from a
We, at the present time, are attempting to mininm of one-foot above Cincinnati to two feet

further refine all of the procedures associated below Cincinnati. When the depth over the worst
with water quality control. We now have access shoals was three feet or more, the river was
to a multitude of sore precise and eloquent navigable throughout its entire length for
procedures developed through the Environmental steamboats, flat boats and keel boats.
Water Quality Operations Study Research Program,
many of which have already been integrated into Improvements initiated in 1825 consisted of
our program. However, further integration or removal of rocks and snags, placement of wing
utilization of this improved technology is dikes and back channel dams. This approach was
proving difficult because of the limited size of continued and expanded until construction of a
district staffs and the level of difficulty posed system of 50 locks and dams with a nine-foot
by the complexity and sophistication of some of navigation channel completed in 1929. By 1950,
the latest computerized analytical techniques. this system had become obsolete because of
Staffing constraints force districts to rely more capacity and maintenance costs. Beginning in
and more on direct support by research personnel 1954, 13 new modern navigation structures were
for initial application of water management built to replace 39 of the old structures. The
procedures. Thus, there is a dileim: districts present navigation system consists of 20 locks
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and dams on the Ohio main stem. Tributary decreased the flexibility that was established by
navigation projects include the Allegheny River the original plan.
eight structures,, Monongahela River nine

structures,, Ranawha River four structures,, By the mid-11O's the r-rps was operating
Kentucky River ;14 structures), Green River four more than 45 reservoirs in the Ohio Basin and was
structures), .umberland River four structures), immersed with water pollution issues. Public
and Tennessee River 1O structures,. sensitivity concerning pollutioni was rapidly

increasing in proportion to post-war affluence
As settlement proceeded, Ohio Basin floods and increased leisure time. Severtal of the

became a major problem and a controversial issue. existing reservoirs and many under construction
A proposal by Charles Ellet, Jr. in 1849 outlined or being planned were impacted by coal mining
improvement of the Mississippi and Ohio Rivers by activities. Hundreds of miles of tributary
means of storage reservoirs. He maintained that streams were biological deserts nd the Ohio
reservoir sites should first be established on River was heavily polluted. The navigation
the Allegheny, Monongahela and other Ohio River modernization program, replacement of many low
tributaries. His plan suggested that such head locks and dams with a few highlift
reservoirs would control tlooding, and low flow structures, had adversely impacted rpaeration and
navigation and produce power. The opposing made dissolved oxygen conditions much worse.
position including the Corps of Engineers') Efforts were being initiated to draft legislation
considered levee systems to be a much more to establish water quality standards and fund
feasible approach. A series of devastating flood extensive new treatment facilities.
events led to the 1936 Flood Control Act and
responsibility on the part of the Corps for A Water Quality Section was formally
planning, constructing and operating flood established in the ORD Water Control Branch in
control reservoirs. 1967 and shortly thereafter in the district

Hydrology and Hydraulics Branches. The primary
Ohio River water quality degradation had mission was to advise reservoirs regulation

become a serious problem by the early 1900's. A elements concerning water quality issues. At
report published in 1912 by the Pittsburgh Flood that time, there was no published guidance
Commission contained the results of surveys, regarding procedures for man-made lakes. A long
investigations and studies concerning the causes range plan and specific bjectives were
of damages by and methods of relief from floods developed. Objectives were to acquire adequate
in the Allegheny, Monongahela and Ohio Rivers. knowledge and understanding so as to improve and
This report recommended building a system of maintain the water quality in reservoirs to
storage reservoirs to c,nfrol flooding and enhance fish and wildlife and recreation uses,
provide benefits to navigation, sanitation, water control the quality of releases to protect
supply and hydropower. Human sewage alone was downstream fisheries and water supply, maintain
overpowering during low flows. Industry, mining the best possible quality conditions in the lower
and deforestation also contributed major tributaries and main stem Ohio and to mitigate
problems. Exposed metal boats, lock gates, the low-flow impacts of the highlift navigation
boilers, etc.' had an extremely short life. For structures.
example, three-eighths inch steel plates were
reduced to a knife edge in a year's time. Based on the experience of a multi-
Increasing pollution and typhoid epidemics soon disciplinary staff and data collected previously
led to additional studies. The Corps was by the districts and other agencies, a multi-
involved in two major Ohio River pollution faceted approach was implemented. Limnological
studies during the 1420's and 1930's. These procedures complimented with knowledge oif
studies led to the establishment of the Ohio hydrodynamics and hydrometeoro-ligical expertise
River Valley Sanitation Commission in 1946 and to provided a protocol for .-valuating existing
the addition of water pollution control as a reservoirs and performing pre-impoundment
major benefit for the Ohio River Reservoir System studies. Reservoir temperature models helped
authorized by the 1938 Flood Control Act. with interpretation of data and understanding of

existing reservlir ,-,n nit i ns, Is well s
The Corps currently operates 76 storage prediction of conditions in future projects.

reservoirs in the Ohio River Basin. These These models along with physical modeling by the
projects are located on 21 tributaries. The Waterways Experiment Station WES, improved the
primary authorized purpose is flood control at design of selective withdrawal structures. While
all projects. Other authorized purposes include we had achieved a reasonable degree of success in
recreation at 74 projects, water quality at 39 understanding and control of problems by the mid-
projects, fish and wildlife at 35 projects, water 1970's, the after shocks of the Dredge Material
supply at 16 projects, hydropower at six projects Research Program and spinoff frim 'he
and navigation at 1 project. These projects are Environmental and Water Quality Operational
located on 21 tributaries. Thirty-six projects Studies Program EWOOS) enhanced the efficiency
have selective withdrawal capability, 64 projects and effectiveness of our procedures.
hsve minimal summer releases, 18 projects have
ownstream tmperature objectives. Reservoir Ohio River Basin water Iuality conditions
system operation is critical during both low and are significantly improved today. A quality
high flows in the basin and is highly fishery now exists throughout most )f the Ohio
controversial luring drought events when River from Pittsburgh to Cairo and hundreds of
requirements toi initiate early drawdown conflict miles of tributary streams have reciivered. While
with desires for stable recreation pools. The several of our reservoirs are borderline at times
original plan if operation for this system because of watershed problems, most support at
assumed that main stem Ohio and lower Mississippi least a reasonable fishery and releases comply
low flow needs, including navigation, would be reasonably with water quality standards most of
met with system releases from conservation the time. Certainly much credit for this
storage. Subsequent authorizations that improvement is due to the massive outlays for
established recreation as a project purpose have improved wastewater treatment and enforcement of
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effluent standards. Nevertheless, intentional skills are is increased. We must rely more and
and inadvertent operations on our part more on direct support by research personnel or
occasionally kill fish in streams that were consultants for application ind other support.
barren 10 years ago and changes in systems Even this alternative is constrained by both
operation could easily induce extensive research laboratory and district resource
degradation because of accumulative impacts as limitations. The effective use of contractors
flow passes from pool to pool. also requires a high level of technical skill and

time in order to comunicate objectives to the
Conditions are still far from pristine in contractor and evaluate the return product.

the basin and political and economic changes can
easily reverse what has been accomplished. State Another problem that concerns us is the
and local governments are willing to allow some degree of sophistication and especially the data
degradation as a part of the competition to required by some of the models already developed
attract industry. The acid rain issue threatens or proposed for further research. Even if
costly changes for industry. Enforcement of coal district manpower were at optimal levels, any
mining regulations has been relayed but, model that will be used for operating reservoirs
fortunately, reduced coal production and recent and reservoir systems for water quality purposes
closures of steel mills have significantly must be as simplistic as possible in regard to
enhanced water quality in several stream reaches, data requirements and computer time.
The treatment of abandoned mine wastes has been
reduced and sewage treatment is still short of The development of models for day-to-day
optimal. The new secondary treatment facility at regulation of reservoirs and reservoir systems
Cincinnati, at best, provides primary treatment requires in-depth knowledge of district
because of design defects. Consumption of fish regulation procedures and of projects to be
,-aught in parts of the Ohio River should be regulated. The orientation required far exceeds
limited because of concentrations of toxic the historical data or the period of record and
materials in the flesh, regulation manuals. The verification and

calibration of the greatest model in the world is
Our strategy for day-to-day guidance of just the beginning of the tedious, frustrating

reservoir operation to control water quality has and perhaps lengthy effort required if it is to
been relatively simple in concept. Collect become a useful, reliable tool for real-time
enough of a data base over a long enough period regulation of reservoirs.
of vears so that the response of each lake water
chemistry, hydrodynamics, etc.) to any The reservoir system and navigation
hydrometeorolugical event is clearly understood, improvements have had a major impact in terms of
Subsequently, data collection would be the history of the Ohio River Basin. Since most
substantially reduced to a level that verifies of the feasible storage projects have been
that current conditions correspond to those constructed, the future needs must be met by fine
anticipated in relation to hydrometeorological tuning water management procedures and changes in
events. We had assumed that computerized water use must be accommodated by project and
procedures, remote sensing techniques, and operational modifications. The addition of
limited data collection would support control hydropower is one such change that will stress
efforts. the operating flexibility of the system. The

operational demands of the system already suggest
[n practice, this strategy is only partly that 24-hour/7-day water control staffing is

successful. Our data collection efforts have necessary. We have only partially met expanding
been reduced substantially and the actual needs needs for operating models for reservoirs and
for data and priorities regarding specific tributary systems including water quality.
problem areas have guided this reduction.
However, manpower limitations have become a major We will require increasing support from
issue. Our listricts have never acquired a research elements for more than routine
desirable skill level regarding use ,if technology transfer. We need support in terms of
,,mputeriied procedures for water quality or for applying water management models and implementing
water control . while we have successfully available software for precise identification of
utilized modeling and made reasonable headway in data needs. We need additional research,
developing data management and interpretive including simplified operational models and use
procedures, recent manpower cuts have had a very of remote sensing, to acquire water quality data
negative impact. to support reservoir regulation. We need

instruments that are compatible with data
We cannot complete an objective of collection platform and the Geostationary

modifying and integrating the multitude of useful Operational Environmental Satellite -GOES) that
computerized procedures developed by EWQOS. We are relatively maintenance free. We need
feel that we need these procedures in order to guidance regarding reseration in relation to
fully utilize in extensive data base and to hydropower development at storage reservoirs and
effectively manage a program that faces navigation structures. We need to improve
increasing pressures from conflicting water user selective withdrawal capability for hydropower
groups. For example, add-on hydrorower at releases. These needs obviously exceed the
storage and navigation projects wilt cause at resources of the research laboratory elements
least some degradation and may result in and, unless agency priorities are changed, ater
significant accumulative impactP unless we management in the Ohio River Basin is likely to
upgrade water ontrol and water quiklity control experience unnecessary controversy.
procedures.

There is little possibility that ORD will
be able to fully utilize the extensive list of
EWQOS software products regardless of the
advantages and needs unless staff numbers and
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WESTEX REVISITED PREDICTED '.ERSL'S
OBSERVED RESERVOIR TURBIDITY

1 2
D W Larson,Ph.D. and J D Graham

Limnologist. Hydraulics and Hydrology Branch. Portland District.U S.A E Portland.Oregon.

2
Hydrologist, Hydraulics and Hydrology Branch. Portland District.U SAE. Portland.Oregon.

ABSTRACT At Lost Creek Reservoir, selective withdrawal

Reservoir turbidity was simulated with a capability was increased substantially by the

mathematical model called WESTEX during addition of a turbidity conduit (Figure 1),

preimpoundment water quality studies of the Rogue facetiously called an "elephant trunk," for rapid,

River Basin in southwestern Oregon The main downstream disposal of turbid inflows whenever

objective of this simulation was to predict the river turbidities throughout the Rogue River were

turbidity of reservoir release flows for a variety naturally high because of frequent winter storms

of operating schemes and watershed hydrological and high streamflow conditions (Larson. 1982).

conditions A comparison between observed data These commitments were certainly appropriate and

after the project became operational with simulated necessary. not only for safeguarding the Rogue

data shows that the WESTEX predictions had been River's famous and much-valued fish runs (Larson.

very high and, hence, that the reservoir's 1984), but because most of the lower Rogue River

turbidity potential had been greatly overestimated. had been officially designated as "wild and scenic"

'WESTEX's unreliability raises questions about the and, therefore, would require careful operation at

value of turbidity assessments which depend solely upstream dams to assure that its essential

on mathematical modeling. This paper offers attributes would be preserved.

suggestions as to how studies to determine

turbidity potential might be made more reliable and A major objective of the WESTEX study,

effective. hencewas to predict release-flow turbidities for
several combinations of yearly runoff conditions

INTRODUCTION and selective withdrawal operations In this paper
we compare WESTEX predictions with 4 years of

WESTEX is a reservoir temperature and turbidity observed (postimpoundment) reservoir afid release-

simulation model that was developed for Portland flow turbidity data. collected routinely at Lost

District. Corps of Engineers in the early 1970's Creek Reservoir. to assess the reliability and

(Fontane et al. 1973) This model was used during usefulness of the WESTEX model. We also report on

preimpoundment water quality studies to estimate the selective withdrawal manipulations at Lost

the turbidity potential of three large multipurpose Creek Reservoir to minimize the problem of
dams in the Rogue River Basin. Oregon (U S. Army turbidity downstream and in the impoundment
Corps of Engineers 1974) Finally, we discuss why WESTEX performed so poorly

WESTEX's development and use costing over one and suggest ways to improve the model's capacity to

million dollars, was one of several commitments predict water quality impacts

made by Portland District to ensure protection of
the Rogue River from the possible disruptive WESTEX ADAPTED TO TURBIDITY PREDICTIONS

effects of dams Another commitment was the

installation of reservoir intake towers with multi- WESTEX was originally des'Sned to simulate

level ports for selective withdrawal capability thermal and chemical stratification in a reservoir.

(Figure 1) to avoid the discharge of poor quality and to predict temperatures and dissolved-solids

water or. alternately, to discharge reservoir water concentrations for reservoir-release flows (Clay

capable of enhancing water quality downstream, and Fruh, 1970) The model's execution of three of

its mathematical components-- (1) vertical
-- placement of reservoir inflows. (2) the extent of

vertical mixing, and (3) the de'th of reservcir
- withdrawal-- relies almost solely upon reservoir

. density stratification, either physically or
-- chemically induced. For example, the model directs

reservoir inflows into that reservoir stratum whose

density equals the density of the inflow The model
- - then vertically mixes the reservoir, to whatever

extent necessary, to attain a stable densitv

gradient. This stability must be obtained before

WESTEX can calculate the depth of reservoir
withdrawal.

, .Fontane at al (1973) justified the use of

WESTEX as a reservoir turbidity model on the

underlying assumption that suspended sediment.

Figure 1. Cross-section view of intake tower at which causes turbidity, can be budgeted for and

Lost Creek Lake.Oregon. routed through a reservoir system, similar to the
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budgeting of heat and dissolved solids for other suspension. i e have a zero settling rate
water quality predictions The model's output. Third, stormflows greater than 2000 cis were
eicted concentrations of greaner atter in the

suspended m athematically plunged to the reservoir bottomreservoir and in outflows, is converted to followed by a 50 percent reduction in resero r
turbiditv predictions by linear regression, turbidity. Fourth, coefficients for heat diftusion
estarlishing a "correlation" between turbidity and and light extinction were assumed to be 0 1 and
s.spended matter U S Army Corps of Engineers, 0.05, respectively; other parameters, such as heat

absorption and heat entrairnment were also assumed.

.ESTEX CALIBRATION AND VERIFICATION Fontane et al. (1973), after a series of
computer trials, best-fit WESTEX to the Hills Creek

.ESTEX was calibrated with actual turbidit Reservoir prototype. They stated that they
"obtained reasonable agreement between the

data collected by Klingeman et al .ld'l at Hills predicted and observed turbidity profiles." The
:reek Reser.oir, Oregon. Hills Creek had been priced anE bsr turbidity pries theverified W'ESTEX turbidity model, calibrated to fir
shuen for 'ESTEX verification simply because i the extreme turbidity gradient in Hills Creek
was the only reservoir among Portland District's 16 tFigure 2). bwastnow radefo in at Lost,Figure 2), was now ready for application at Lost
reserv'oir projects with turbidity data Creek Reservoir
Unfortunately. Hills Creek was unique in another
respect The reservoir contained a deepwater layer
of relatively turbid water Figure 2), which caused LOST CREEK RESERVOIR TLRBIDITY PREDICTIONS
considerable turbidity downstream whenever the
deeper water was released from the project Three hydrologically different years were

selected for WESTEX turbidity simulations: 1950

)average runoff), 1955 (low runoff), and 1958 khigh
- runoff) Additionally, a spring freshet in March

1972 was modeled to estimate the effect of highly
turbid inflows on the reservoir's turbidity
structure during reservoir refill i1 S Army Corps
of Engineers. 197 ). A second regression analysis.

- , flow versus turbidity, was used to compute
) reservoir inflow turbidities for the particular

45 2e vars of study. This "correlatiun," perhaps as

tenuous as the relationship between turbidity and
2 4'' .suspended solids (APHA. 1985) was based on

.5k approximately 35 turbidity and flow measurements
., recorded in 1971-72 (U S. Army Corps of Engineers,

1974),
- 45' Turbidity simulations were also made underS . three project operational schemes, designated as

. 2... plans A, B, and C, in combination with various
p.~.toc --. assumed or actual watershed hydrological conditions

42, " (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1974) In Plan A.
all dam outlets were utilized year-round for the
sole purpose of meeting water temperature
requirements downstream. In plans B and C. the

'9 r same temperature objectives were desired, but there
5: was also an attempt to meet turbidity objecti.'es by

using only the dam's low- elevation outlet, the
"elephant trunk." during the winter when flows and
thus turbidities, in the Rogue River Basin are
highest. Plans B and C differ from one another in

scheduled use of the low-elevation outlet Under
20 40 6o 9 00 Plan B, the outlet would be used from November

rJsBIoI ,ry u through February; Plan C would carry this use on

Figure 2 Vertical turbidity profiles for Hills through April, to pass highly turbid spring
Creek ReservoirOregon, 1971 (Klingeman et al freshets. The predicted data considered in this
1971) report were generated under Plan C, which the Corps
Deepwater turbidity had persisted for years in eventually recommended for Lost Creek (U S Army
Hills Creek owing to the reservoir's poor flushing Corps of Engineers. 1974).
ability and the predominance of extremely fine- Reservoir turbidity predictions for 1950,
particle. hence slow settling, montmorillonite clay 1955,1958. and 1972, are given in Figure
in suspended loads entering the reservoir
(Kllngeman et al. 1971, Larson, 1979)
Interestingly, it was the Hills Creek turbidity

situation which had prompted Portland District to
undertake the preimpoundment turbidity assessment "
for Lost Creek Reservoir, using the WESTEX .
turbidity model

Several assumptions were required before the
Hills Creek Reservoir turbidity structure could be i
simulated with WESTEX (Fontane et al, 1973, U S.
Army Corps of Engineers. 1974). First. the
reservoir's initial thermal and turbidity profiles
were assumed to be uniformly 4 4' and 5 NTU.
respectively Second. it was assumed, because of
the characteristically slow settling of Hills Creek
clays, that soils and other particulate matter in '

the reservoir's water column would be held in
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Table 1. Observed versus Predicted
am 0 Outflow Turbidities (NTU).

Average Monthly ValuesPlan C.
U.S. Geological Survey Records

Month 1982/1950 1981/1955 1983/1958 1984/1972
Jan 4/4.5 1/5.0 2/5.0 5/12.5
Feb 5/4.5 1/4.0 2/8.0 4/26.5
Mar 5/4.5 2/4.0 3/9.0 5/32.5

- Apr 2/4.5 2/4.0 2/7.0 4/28.0
- May 2/5.5 2/4.5 1/9.0 3/13.5

Jun 1/6.3 1/5.0 2/7.5 2/9.0
-*-0Jul 0/5.8 2/4.5 2/6.5 3/8.0

Aug 1/5.0 1/4.0 3/6.5 3/8.0
.... _ _ _ _ _ _ _Sep 1/4.5 1/4.0 2/5 0 3/6.5

Oct 1/4.5 1/4.0 2/4.0 2/6.0
Nov 1/6.5 1/3.5 2/5.0 3/13.5
Dec 2/9.5 5/25 5 6/4.5 2/7.0

Average monthly turbidity values such as those
compared in Table I, however, are probably not
indicative or representative of day-to-day outflow
turbidity conditions, which may vary substantially
over a 30-day period (Figure 4). Thus, predicted
versus observed comparisons may be uninstructive,
at least for outflow conditions

. '11.1. . .==. . . .

*oFigure 4. versus outflow turbidities, Lost
Creek Reservoir,Oregon.

a .. There are perhaps several reasons for WESTEX's
generally poor predictive record at Lost Creek.
Certainly, using Hills Creek turbidity data to
calibrate and verify the model, especially various

.1 o0 . assumptions made to obtain correlation between
- ..... I observed and predicted turbidity profiles,

contributed to the model's questionable

performance. In addition, the model generally
predicted that highly turbid stormwaters entering

I Lost Creek Reservoir would be retained
i indefinitely, when, in fact, these flows pass

quickly through the impoundment and on downstream.
Figure 3. Observed (0) versus predicted (X) That this quick outflow occurs is suggested by both
turbidity profiles in Lost Creek Reservoir, Oregon. Figure 5 and data in Table 2, which show that

turbidity values for the period of record (1976-
Predicted profiles are compared with their present) are nearly as high at the downstream
respective observed years, i.e., 1982, 1981, 1983, station as they are upstream of the reservoir.
and 1984. As demonstrated, WESTEX reservoir
turbidity predictions were mostly I or 2 orders of
magnitude above observed conditions (Figure 3).

Similarly, predicted outflow turbidities were
higher than values actually observed, but those
differences were considerably less (Table i) than
those for reservoir turbidity; in fact, the
differences in outflow turbidity may be
insignificant in some cases.

Larson, et A2
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I Sos..a. 141 MEAN MIN MAXLE.-,a 114 It NO 
NO NO TUR TJR TRIss 0.) STATION MON OBS MISS NTU NTh N'-

14335075 Jan 314 .3 . 0 lqO
(DOWNSTREAM) Feb 239 56 3 0 35

Mar 330 27 3 0 55
Apr 279 19 2 0 20
May 316 25 2 0 is
Jun 302 12 2 0 15
Jul 365 14 1 0 3O. sb... 11eNaVo. Aug 382 7 1 0

5530.1 Sep 3.7 27 2 0 10Oct 374 21 1 0 15Nov 316 28 2 0 s0

Dec 323 33 0 0 5,)

As seen In Figure 5. a plume of sediment appears in
the upstream portion of the reservoir on 3
December. then moves as a concentrated mass along
the bottom of the reservoir, reaching the outlet on

Ilt 0 4., 1161 8 December. At the outlet, a portion of theL- E"SAi- 1816It 0 V0 sediment plume is discharged downstream (as shownin preceding Figure 4) The estimated velocity of
this density current was approximately 0 1 fps
(feet per second) during the monitoring period

Conventional applicatons of analytical

techniques such as Churchill (1947), or
applications of reservoir hydraulics and sediment
settling velocity concepts would indicate that
nearly all of the fine sediment would remain in the,i. Oe Iimpoundment area In actuality the hydrodynamicsil It- 0of denity currents are nor well known According

___to 
a density current study on Lake Mead (Howard,

1953) those currents consist rhiefly of particlesss. va.C smaller than 20 microns, whose settling velocity is* approximately 0.001 fps These fine sediments
would require only 1 percent of the mean velocity
of 0.1 fps in the vertical to stay in suspension

Figure 5. Turbidity-density currents in Lost Creek Thus. we should not be surprised to find thatReserrer. Trbidity t c t iturbidity-density currents tend to move throughReservoir. Oregon. 1981. Lost Creek Reservoir, and that tendency has been

efficiently demonstrated
Little information about particle-sizeTable 2 Statistical Comparison by Month distribution of sediments yielded to Lost Creekof Inflow and Outflow Turbidity Data Reservoir is available At the very least, allFrom 

i S Geological Survey Records inflowing sediment of sand-size or larger is

MEAN MIN . deposited within the backwater or delta areas ofthe reservoir (Brune. 1953. Churchill. 1948) TheNO NO TUR TLI TUR fate of sediment finer than sand-sized (<O 62 mm)STATION MON OBS MISS NT NTU NT is not so evident. Intensive monitoring of a storm
-------------------------------- 

event in December 1981 showed that fine sedimentUPSTREAM) Feb 210 32 0 32 apparently follows the bottom of the reservoir as aMar 287 15 5 0 101 density current Figure 5 tracks a turbidity-Apr 284 8 3 0 21 density current from the upstream end of theMay 289 14 4 0 47 reservoir to the dam axis.
Jun 247 13 4 0 85 RECOMMENDED ACTIVITIES FOR A RESERVOIR TURBIDITY
Jul 306 4 3 0 41 STUDY
Aug 295 8 1 0 12Sep 248 16 1 0 40 A primary feature of any sediment studyOct 270 9 1 0 22 should be a sediment budget for the watershed of
Nov 180 32 3 0 77 study A sediment budget can be defined as
Dec 129 65 3 0 55 conceptualization of the type and magnitude of

sediment sources and the linkage and timing of
sediment transport through the watershed (Swanson
and Fredriksen. 1982.) A reservoir, if its
turbidity regimen is to be accurately predicted.
cannot be evaluated in Isolation A thorough
turbidity studv mus, include an evaluation of
sediment yields to the reservoir as well as
sediment transport and deposition within the pool

A reservoir's sediment input is found bystudying its tributary watershed's hydrology
soils, geology, and erosional charecteristics
Geologic, soil, and hvdologic resource maps show
what material might be yielded to a stream channel
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The nature of erosional processes depends largely ACKNOWLEDGMENT
on land-use, rainfall intensity, and slope, such as
rill and gully erosion on croplands or debris W Hugh Delanty, Corps of Engineers. reviewed the
avalanches and debris torrents in steep, forested manuscript and provided valuable editorial
watersheds Aerial photos are the best means to assistance.

identify active areas of erosion, especially if
coverage of the reservoir's watershed has been REFERENCES
repeated
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results. Quality Model Emphasizing Selective Withdrawal,"

The mathematical/statistical results of the CRWR Report No.66, University of Texas. Austin,

sediment discharge/water discharge relationship can Texas.

then be integrated with a flow duration curve to
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yield to the proposed reservoir (Vanoni, 1977). "Mathematical Simulation of the Turbidity Structure

The proposed land use of a watershed is an within an Impoundment," Research Report No. H-73-2,
important factor of expected reservoir U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,

sedimentation. Changes in land usesuch as Vicksburg, Mississippi.

conversion of grazing to crop lands or timber
harvesting, may increase sediment yields Hecky, R.E., Newbury, R.W., Bodaly. R.A.,
considerably. Therefore, a reservoir sedimentation Patalas.K. and Rosenberg, D.M. 1984. "Environmental
study should include analysis of anticipated as Impact Prediction and Assessment: the Southern
well as present sediment yields. Indian Lake Experience." Canadian Journal of

The processes of sediment transport and Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, Vol. 41.
deposition in a reservoir are not completely known
at the present state of art. There are Howard. C.S. 1953. "Density Currents in Lake Mead,"
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within a pool. Sediments coarser than silts (> 0.62 Larson, D.W. 1979. "Turbidity-Induced Meromixis in
mm) generally settle in the backwater and delta an Oregon Reservoir: Hypothesis," Water Resources
areas of the reservoir. These coarser sediments can Research, Vol.15. No.6.
be effectively and readily studied using a
hydraulics-based model such as HEC-6 (U.S. Army 1982. "Comparison of Reservoirs with
Corps of Engineers, 1977). Dissimilar Selective Withdrawal Capabilities:

The fate of fine and non-inert sediments, as Effects on Reservoir Limnology and Release Water
mentioned, is less well defined. Obtaining Quality," Canadian Water Resources Journal, Vol.7,
estimates of retention of fine sediments in some No.2.
cases may be as simple as using a nomograph, such
as Churchill (1948) or Brune (1953); other studies 1984. "Effectiveness of Reservoir
may require complex procedures such as x-ray Releases to Provide River Temperatures and Flows

diffraction of sediments, sediment chemistry, and Optimal for Pacific Salmon and Steelhead Trout in
numerical modeling. If numerical modeling, such as the Pacific Northwest, U.S.A.," Pp.365-385, In
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this study suggested that Lost Creek would release
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never done. Routing and Budgets: Implications for Judging

There is a danger in making environmental Impacts of Forestry Practices," U.S. Department of
impact predictions: The process often becomes an Agriculture General Technical Report, No. PNW-141.
end in itself. Preimpoundment turbidity
predictions, in this case, are merely planning aids U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 1974 "Rogue River
that will require testing in the postimpoundment Basin: Water Temperatures and Turbidity," Vol.l.
period to establish their authenticity (Hecky t Technical Report, Portland District, Oregon.

al 1984) As Nielson (1967) eloquently stated,
"Predictions are easily made: it is accuracy in a 1977. "HEC-6. Scour
prediction which is difficult." and Deposition in Rivers and Reservoirs," Users

Manual, No. 723-G2-L2470, Hydrologic Engineering

Center, Davis, California.
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ABSTRACT analytical models to more sophisticated unsteady
flow water quality models. This paper provides

Environmental consequences of construction of an overview of these various tools with a brief
new water resource projects or changes in opera- description of applications.
tions of existing projects must be addressed. A
variety of tools developed during the Environmen- ANALYTICAL MODELS
tal and Water Quality Operational Studies (EWEOS)
program may be used to assess impacts of regula- Some riverine and stream water quality
tion on stream water quality. These techniques issues can be addressed with analytical models
range from simple analyti:al models to more that have closed solutions solvable with a hand-
sophisticated unsteady flow water quality models, held calculator. Questions about the initial
Model applications have been made to a number of spread and dilution of a pollutant discharged
systems in order to address riverine management into a receiving stream can be determined with
issues. Several of these applications are dis- such methods. In general, these analytical
cussed to provide an overview of tools available models are referred to as integral jet-plume
and their possible uses. models. Typically these models address the

question of whether a pollutant has been suffi-
INTRODUCTION ciently diluted over a reach of concern. An

example is the spread and dilution of return flow
Like our other natural resources, we find from a confined dredged material disposal facil-

that water, too, is limited. To meet this chal- ity or other types of effluents (see Figure 1).
lenge, the Corps of Engineers (CE) is seeking out
every obtainable benefit from our existing water The integral jet-plume solution used depends
resource projects. Not only are our dams and on physical characteristics of the discharge and
reservoirs valuable resources, but the tailwaters receiving stream. Guidance on selection and
below them are also becoming increasingly impor- application of these models can be found in a
tant. Consequently, more environmental concern is publication by Holley and Jirka (1986). Although
being focused on regulated stream environments application of these ana ytical models is rela-
such as reservoir tailwaters and waterways. tively simple, selection of an appropriate proce-

dure can be a tedious task if one is not familiar
A variety of modeling tools have been with the various models and their assumptions.

developed and applied to study effects of project The test way to make these models readily useable
modifications on riverine and stream water qual- by even a novice would be to develop them and
ity. These tools range from relatively simple their protocols into an expert system through

~AM FLOW

- CONCENrRATiON

Figure 1. Two-Dimensional Spread and Concentration Distribution of an Effluent in a Stream
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Artificial Intelligence. This development, which QUAL-1I
has been proposed by several researchers familiar
with this field, would lead the user through the QUAL-I1 is a I-D (longitudinal) stream water
proper model selection and use. quality model having branching capability (Roes-

ner et al. 1977) and is maintained by the EPA.
After a discharge has fully mixed with the The basic equation to be solved is the time

receiving stream, the mass transport equation is dependent water quality constituent transport
used to compute downstream transport and biochemi- equation which allows for changes in each con-
cal transformations of water quality constituents. stituent due to advection, dispersion, and
Most stream water quality issues can and should be sources and sinks.
addressed with the one-dimensional (1-0) mass

, transport equation. In other words, the only sig- QUAL-II subdivides a stream system into
* nificant changes in water quality occur along the basic sections called reaches. Each reach repre-

longitudinal axis (stream-wise direction), and sents a portion of the river having similar chan-
cross-sectional homogeneity is assumed. If nel geometry, hydraulic characteristics, and
steady, uniform flow can be assumed, and if con- chemical and biological coefficients. Reaches
stituent kinetic processes can be adequately are further divided into equally spaced units
described with rather simplistic relationships, called computational elements or nodes. The con-
such as first order decay, then analytical solu- stituent transport equation is solved simultane-
tions are still possible. The stream model, ously (implicitly) for all elements in the
STEADY, is a good example of using an analytical system.
solution procedure to provide a relatively simple
method of modeling temperature and dissolved oxy- Hydraulic conditions (flow rate and depth)
gen (DO) in streams, used within the constituent transport equations

are determined from steady, non-uniform flow by
STEADY (Martin 1986a) is based upon 1-0, lon- satisfying continuity and using either stage-

gitudinal, steady-state, analytical methods for discharge relationships or solution of Manning's
determining stream-wise variations in temperature equation with channel geometry information.
and DO. STEADY allows comparisons of different Steady flow implies that flow, velocity, width,
flow regimes, inflow loadings and meteorological and depth at a given point in the stream are con-
conditions on the spatial distribution of water stant with time. Non-uniform flow allows these
temperatures and dissolved oxygen concentrations factors to change longitudinally from reach to
in flowing systems under steady-state conditions. reach.
It is easily applied and requires minimal input
data. QUAL-II was applied by WES (Hamlin and

Nestler 1986) to 108 miles of the Rogue River
While STEADY is based upon analytical solu- downstream of Lost Creek Dam in Oregon. The

tions, its coding allows simulation of a series of study objective was to provide the Portland Dis-
piece-wise non-uniform segments which make up a trict with a model that could predict the down-
river subreach. A series of subreaches with dif- stream effects on water temperatures of the Lost
ferent, but steady, flows can make up the total Creek Dam operation. Specific temperature ranges
river reach modeled. The effects of withdrawals, are critical to Rogue River salmon abundance.
branches, and tributaries can be simulated. The model was calibrated and verified with data

collected from 1978 to 1981. For this study, the
STEADY was originally developed for the Nash- model was modified to allow for variable dis-

ville District by the Waterways Experiment Station charge updates at inflow boundaries. Use of this
(WES) to allow a reconnaissance level assessment feature provided acceptable results as long as
of temperature variations above and below a pro- flow updates were gradual with respect to the
posed reregulation dam downstream of Wolf Creek system's travel time. Flow changes in this sys-
Dam, Kentucky. In subsequent studies, the tem were gradual, thus this model was selected as
unsteady flow model, CE-QUAL-RIVI, was applied to opposed to using the CE-QUAL-RIVi model. The
the same system. Comparisons indicated that model was considered to be quite accurate for
STEADY provided water temperature predictions temperature predictions as Figure 2 demonstrates
nearly identical to time-averaged values from the for the Merlin gage (River Mile 86) during 1979.
unsteady model. STEADY is considered appropriate
for other applications where steady-state or time- One problem encountered in the Rogue River
averaged predictions are useful. The model has study was the lack of flow and temperature data
also been applied by the Walla Walla District to for many of the tributaries. The ungaged tribu-
assess temperature variations in river reaches taries were estimated to contribute 30 to 50 per-
affected by proposed drainage from Lake Malheur, cent of the flow in the river depending on the
Oregon. time period modeled. To solve this problem,

regression equations for temperature and flow
When assumptions that facilitate analytical based on STEADY (Martin 1986a) and basin charac-

solutions become inappropriate or do not allow for teristics, respectively, were developed for these
enough flexibility, it becomes necessary to resort tributaries. This development substantially
to numerical water quality models. Numerical improved model accuracy.
water quality models for rivers and streams vary
widely due to the amount of detail allowed, the The Rogue River model has been developed
number and type of water quality constituents, and within an interactive, user-friendly system so
whether or not the model allows for time-varying that the Portland District can easily apply the
conditions. Discussions that follow provide an model for various operational scenarios.
overview of two 1-D, numerical, stream water qual-
ity models used by WES on CE projects. At the time this paper was prepared, the

QUAL-II model was also being applied by WES to
the Red River in Louisiana for the Vicksburg Dis-
trict (Martin 1986b). The objective of the Red
River application was to assess tne impact of a

Dortch, et al.
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Figure 2. Comparison of Predicted Temperature Using QUAL-I with Observations for the Rogue River at the
Merlin Gage during 1979

series of lock and dams on DO concentrations in ammonia, nitrite plus nitrate, phosphate, dis-
the waterway. The model was calibrated with data solved iron and manganese. and coliform bacteria.
collected during 1979 and 1985. The 1979 and Reaeration may take place via stream reaeration,
1985 data were collected prior to and following, wind-driven reaeration, and reaeration through
respectively, the construction of Lock and Dam 1. control structures. Temperature may be
The model was then used to assess the effects of modeled with a direct energy balance method or
the ongoing staged construction of a series of equilibrium temperature calculations.
five lock and dams and the effects of the This model's versatility in simulating time-
completed project. The application allowed varying flows and water quality has lead to its
assessment of structural reaeration requirements use in a variety of situations. Three applica-
for maintaining DO concentrations in the waterway. tions presented here cover a wide range of sys-
The effects of present as well as projected future tems and constraints. The Chattahoochee River
loadings were assessed, study (Zimmerman and Dortch 1986), conducted for

the Savannah District, addressed potential
CE-QUAL-RIVI effects on water quality of building a proposed

reregulation dam below a peaking hydropower dam
CE-QUAL-RIVI, a I-D, unsteady flow, riverine (Buford Dam) to meet projected water supply needs

water quality model (Bedford et al. 1983), actu- for the Atlanta area. The Wolf Creek Dam study
ally is comprised of two sub-models: a hydro- (Martin 1986c) on the Cumberland River in
dynamic model, RIV1H, which can stand alone and a Kentucky (Nashville District) addressed water
water quality model, RIVIQ, which requires output quality impacts associated with proposed modifi-
from RIVIH or another routing model to drive it. cations of adding peaking production and a down-

stream reregulation dam to an existing baseload
RIV1H uses the four point, implicit, finite hydropower project. The on-going modeling effort

difference scheme to solve for flows and eleva- for the Lower Ohio River Multipurpose Study
tions. The model's formulation allows unequal (LORMS) of the Louisville District addresses the
steps in time and space and simulation of branched water quality impacts of retrofitting for hydro-
river systems with multiple hydraulic control power generation six lock and dams on a major
structures (flow regulating structures such as inland waterway.
weirs and dams). In the Chattahoochee River study, CE-QUAL-

RIVI simulated unsteady flow and water Quality
RIV1Q uses a two point, fourth order accurate conditions over 50 river miles. Concerns

scheme to calculate advective transport. This addressed in the study included possible devel-
allows sharp gradients in water quality constit- opment of unsuitably high temperatures. low
uents to be accurately resolved. The program can dissolved oxygen concentrations, and high
simulate ten water quality variables: tempera- concentrations of dissolved manganese and iron.
ture. dissolved oxygen, CBOD, organic nitrogen, Summer and autumn water quality conditions were

Dortch, et al.
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modeled as they represented times when highest has its own merits and limitations and should be
temperatures and lowest dissolved oxygen concen- selected based on the specific needs of an
trations, respectively, could be expected. The application.
model was calibrated and verified using prototype
data for most of the model variables and a variety Additional research is presently underway to
of conditions. Figure 3 demonstrates how well the better identify and describe factors influenc-
model predicted stages, dye concentrations, and ing the quality of reservoir tailwaters. An
temperatures as a power wave moved downstream, additional tool under development is the system
After the model was fully calibrated and verified, for Management and Analysis of Tailwater Quality
Zimmerman and Dortch (1986) made numerous simula- (MATQ), which will provide a user-friendly method
tions to compare various conditions with and of estimating, with limited input data require-
without the proposed reregulation dam and to ments, effects of reservoir releases on down-
investigate various reregulation dam design and stream water quality. The need for such
operational alternatives. information and techniques to aid in understand-

ing and managing our reservoir tailwaters and
The CE-QUAL-RIVI model was applied to a regulated streams becomes increasingly important

16 mile reach of the Cumberland River below Wolf as we attempt to increase benefits we obtain from
Creek Dam, Kentucky. Hydropower modifications our projects.
have been proposed which include uprating existing
units, a change from base load to peaking opera- ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
tion, and construction of downstream reregulation
dam to attenuate the power wave. Like the Chatta- The material presented herein is a result of
hoochee River study, the highly unsteady releases research conducted under the Environmental and
from Wolf Creek Dam required application of an Water Quality Operational Studies of the US Army
unsteady flow model, such as CE-QUAL-RIV1, to Corps of Engineers and reimbursable studies for
examine time-varying conditions. The objective of the US Army Engineer Districts, Portland, Nash-
the model study was to assess the impact of the ville, Savannah, Vicksburg, and Louisville, by
proposed modifications on water quality and fish- the US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Sta-
eries habitat. Fisheries habitat was evaluated by tion, Vicksburg, MS. Permission was granted by
Curtis et al. (1986) using the PHABASIM system the Chief of Engineers to publish this
(Milhous et al. 1984) driven by the unsteady flow information.
output of RIVIH.
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Effects of Aeration and Minimum Low DO also limits the number of fish species In

Flow on the Biota and a stream and the size and diversity of fish food

Fishery of Norris Tatlwater organisms. Low Ltream flows below tailwaters
reduce water depths and velocity and change the

amount of preferred habitat for individual

by Donley M. Hill species and can reduce the number and weight o

and William M. Seawell fish a stream can support both by direct Influ-

ence on their physical habitat and by affecting

the food base.

Tennessee Valley Authority

Knoxville, Tennessee Approximately 191 miles of the tallwaters
of 10 tributary reservoirs operated by the
Tennessee Valley Authority are affected by low
DO and/or lack of minimum releases. In these
stream reaches, fish and aquatic invertebrates
are limited, and recreational use is held well

below its potential.

ABSTRACT A study of the Norris tallwater from
1971-1977 (Boles. 1980) identified low DO and

Low dissolved oxygen (DO) in the releases lack of adequate minimum flow as the primary
from Norris Reservoir was improved through tur- factors limiting further development of the
bine venting in 1981, and minimum flows were trout. fishery. Partly as a result of these

increased in 1984. Subsequently, several bene- findings, TVA's Reservoir Releases Improvements
ficial changes have occurred In the tallwater. Program (TVA, 1980) began an effort to Improve

Invertebrates sensitive to environmental stress dissolved oxygen and flow conditions in the

have increased, and trout condition has improved tailwater. In 1980 a hub baffle system was

somewhat during the season when low DO is most Installed and tested intermittently on one of

pronounced. These improved conditions have the two Norris turbines. This aeration system
allowed an Increase In number of trout stocked increased minimum DO in the releases by an
and in fishing use of the tailwater. A trophy average of about 0.7 mg/i in 1981, and ?-3 mg/I

fishery for brown trout has developed and is from 1982-1985. The system was operated when DO

receiving widespread publicity. Possible In the releases fell below 4 mg/i.
reasons for the lack of complete recovery of

aquatic life are presented. Construction of a flow reregulation weir
approximately 3.2 km (2 ml) downstream of Norris

INTRODUCTION Dam was completed in May 1985, and water stored
behind the weir, supplied by pulsed flow from

Hypollmnetic discharges from storage roser- the hydropower units, has since provided a mini-
¢oirs can significantly affect downstream comu- mum flow of approximately 5.7 m

3
/s (200

nitles of fish and benthic invertebrates through ft
3
/sec) downstream. Approximately 1/2 hour

altered stream temperatures, extreme and fre- of flow from one turbine is required to fill the
quent fluctuations In flow, Inadequate minimum pool behind the weir which supplies flow down-
flows, Increased heavy metal concentrations, and stream for twelve hours.
reduced stream organic matter. Some of these

effects can be positive (Axon, 1976). Cold The purpose of this paper is to describe
hypolimnetic releases have created many miles of changes in fish, Invertebrate populations, and
big river trout water where previously none angler use In Norris tailwater that have accom-
existed. However, several conditions caused by panied aeration of releases and operation of the
these releases are detrimental to both fish and flow reregulation weir.
benthic invertebrates, principally low dissolved
oxygen (DO), inadequate minimum flows, and
associated phenomena. Low DO concentrations MATERIALS AND METHODS

have been demonstrated to limit growth and sur-
vival of fish in laboratory studies (USEPA, Description of Study Area
1986); and similar effects are believed to occur
In some tailwaters. Norris Dam impounds a storage reservoir

located at mile 79.8 of the Clinch River. It
Invertebrates such as midges, isopods, and was impounded In 1936, covers 13,841 ha (34,200

amphipads are tolerant and are often very abun- ac) at normal full pool level, and has a
dant In streams with low DO (Davis, 1975). drainage area of 7,539 km

2  
(2,912 m1

2
).

Benthic invertebrates such as mayflies, stone- Water is normally released from the reservoir's
flies, and caddiaflies are, however, sensitive hyolm- nion through two hydroelectric units.
to low O0 and are not abundant In affected Maximum two-unit discharge Is approximately 241
waters. Inadequate minimum flows can cause sub- m

3
/sec (8,500 rt.

3
/sec). Flow is controlled

strata drying, reduce available habitat, and primar- ily for peak power generation to meet
favor Invertebrates which are adaptable to these power loads.
conditions. These invertebrates also include

many of the same types that are tolerant of low DO varies seasonally In the releases from
DO. I.e., midges. Isopods, and amphipods. Norris Dam, with lowest concentrations (as low
(Brown at al., 1968). as 0.6 mg/t) usually recorded in the early

autumn. A typical DO and temperature, and dis-

Adverse effects of low DO on fish may charge cycle Is shown in Figure 1.
include loss of appetite, depressed growth and

condition, increased susceptibility to disease

and predation, and in extreme cases, mortality.
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Figure 1. Representative DO. temperature, and -0
discharge trend in turbine discharge - . .

from Norris Reservoir for 1975.

The tailwater extends approximately 22.5 kmll

(14 mi) downstream from Norris Dam to the head-

waters of Melton Hill Reservoir. Average width
of the river at two-unit flow from Norris Dam Is

approximately 131.6 m (432 ft), while under

mtinimum flow conditions width is 94.5 m 1310
ft). Water level in the river fluctuates about

1.8 m (6 ft) between periods of two-turbine

generation and no generation. Average unreg-
ulated flow at the dam site (1903-1969) was Sampling Stations

120.8 m
3
/sec (4,624 ft

3
/sec) Stream

gradient Is about 0.6 m (2 ft) per mile with a 0 Benthos

normal sequence of pools and riffles. Bedrock

Is the primary substrate in the tallwater. with * Fish

small patches of rubble, gravel, and cobble.

Extensive growth of filamentous green algae, Figure 2. Sampling stations for benthos and fish

primarily Oedoaontum with small pockets of in Norris tsilwater.

Cladophora. covers much of the bottom.
Creel

The river is used for boat, bank, and wade
fishing. Most bank and wade fishing takes place A roving creel census based on non uniform

when the turbines are off and access Is limited probability design developed by Dr. Don Hayne,

primarily to the upper 6.4 km (4 ml) below North Carolina State University was used.

Norris Dam and a short section 22.5 km (14 ml) Sampling was conducted In accessible areas of

downstream of the dam. Most boat fishing takes the tailwater five (5) days a week. All week-

place when the turbines are operating. At full ends and holidays were Included; then enough

flows the entire 22.5 km may be floated. weekdays are randomly selected to complete the

needed number of workdays during a period.

Benthos Census days were divided Into two work periods.

sunrise until noon, and noon until sunset. The

Four quantitative samples for benthic period censused for each day Was chosen by ran-

invertebrates were collected at each of 5 tall- dom selection. The time for a count of anglers

water locations (Figure 2) with an unmodified was then chosen by random selection. At this
0.09 m

2  
(1 ft

2
) surber sampler with a 750 preselected time the clerk counted all persons

micron mesh net. Samples were collected from fishing in accessible areas. During the

shoal areas less than 0.3 m deep from substrate remainder of the day the clerk interviewed

consisting mostly of cobble and/or rubble, anglers. Information collected included time

Samples were fixed In a 10 percent formalin fished, number caught, and length and weight of

solution. After sorting, invertebrates were individual fish.

preserved In alcohol, identified (usually to

genus), and counted. The fishing pressure count was then

expanded to estimate total fishing pressure for
Fish Population Sampling the day. Harvest estimates were made for each

eriod as the product or mean daily effort and

Samples were collected with chemical fish pro fra

toxicants (sodium cyanide or rotenone) at river estimated mean catch per effort. Estimates from

miles 77.1 and 70.5 from 1971-1977 and individual periods are summed to produce

1980-1985. River mile 70.5 was not sampled in monthly, quarterly, and annual estimates.

1973 or 1977. Sampling was conducted twice
annually In summer and autumn). Fish collected
in these samples were Identified, weighed, and

measured.

Hi1:, t *.
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Trout Condition Effects on Benthic Fauna

Relative condition, proposed by LeCren Although the Norris tallwater benthic fauna
(1957) to eliminate trends In condition associ- coemunity continues to be dominated by chiron-
ated with length, was used as a measure of the omids, isopods, and amphipods, less tolerant

changes in plumpness (condition) of fish taxa are occurring more frequently (Figure 4).
harvested by anglers. Condition was used to Caddisflies. crayfish, snails, stoneflies, and
examine changes in growth rates after aeration mayflies. all desirable food for trout, now
of releases and increased minimum flow. occur more frequently at all stations in the

tallwater except immediately below the dam.
Caddisf~les, crayfish, and snails are also

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION beginning to influence the benthic fauna coemun-
ity structure as their percentage composition

Physical Changes increases relative to other taxa (Table 1). The

overall numerical abundance of bottom fauna
Aeration and flow enhancement measurably organisms in samples taken ha.. not changed

Improved physical habitat in Norris tailwater. significantly since aeration and flow enhance-
The minimum dissolved oxygen concentrations in ment, even though these desireable forms are
the releases which typically occur during August more abundant.

through October were elevated by as much as 3

mg/t immediately below the dam and the effects The delayed, and as yet Incomplete recovery
diminished downstream (Figure 3). Flow, temper- of the Norris tailwater benthic fauna community
ature, and water quality modeling (Beard and may be because DO is still too low to allow
Hauser, 1986) under low flow conditions (pulsing survival and reproduction of some sensitive
to maintain weir pool) typical of weekend oper- benthic species, a shortage of colonizers, or
ations indicate that the increased minimum flow: because full recovery simply takes longer than

I. Decreased daily maxi,sum temperature by 0.5 -
10 C. Table 1. Percent composition of 10 taxa of

bottom fauna organisms in Norris
2. Increased daily minimum DO by about I mg/t Tailwater from 1971-1985.

below the weir.

3. Decreased daily maximum DO by about 2 mg/I
below the weir. Taxonomic Community Percent Composition

Group 1971-1975 1980-1984 1985

70

--- HUB BAFFLE Caddisflies 0.27 1.07 3.43
6 0 ONO AERATION Mayflies 0.01 0.01 0.01

-. , Stoneflies 0.01 0.01 0.01
Black flies 9.11 3.98 6.54

o Midges 59.98 70.74 59.99
- 40 Crayfish 0.00 0.03 0.04

Snails 0.05 0.12 0.43
30 Amphipods 5.76 6.13 11.13

Isopods 17.60 9.26 12.60
20 Others 7.21 8.65 5.72

expected. A tranplant of additional Inverte-

brates was made into the tailwater In 1985 in an
7S 76 77 78 79 so effort to increase the speed of recovery. TheCLI 'CM RIVER wiI.E results of this transplant are being monitored.

Figure 3. Mean DO (Mg/P) during a "typical" Response of the Fishery
24-hour period with 2-unit discharge
(8,000 cfs) from 10 a.m. until 10 p.m. Prior to 1971, the Norris tailwater trout
with and without hub baffles (after fishery was not intensively managed, and fishing

Beard and Hauser. 1986). pressure was relatively light (estimated at

10,000 hours per year). Along with increased

Under high flow conditions water residence times stocking of both fingerling and catchable rain-
are considerably reduced, dampening diurnal bow and brown trout (Table 2), angling pressure
variations in DO and temperature. has increased significantly during recent years

(Figure 5). Effort during 1980 83, when DO
Flow model simulations under minimum flow improvements were made and public awareness of

conditions also indicate the wetted area of the the fishery at Norris increased, was 17 percent
stream is increased about 25 percent as a result greater than the 1970S (average oF 54.394
of Impoundment upstream of the weir and about 10 hours/year for 1980-83 vs average oF 46,520
percent downstream from a sustained minimum flow. hours/year for the 1970s), an increase of

approximately 17 percent.

During 1984 85 following establishment of a
5.

7
m/sec (200 Ft

3
/sec) minimum flow. angling

pressure again showed a 79 percent increase
(average of 83,388 hours/year) over the 1970s

and was also significantly greater than the
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Figure 4. Frequency of occurrence (percentage of samples which contained one or more individuals of a
particular order) of major orders of Norris tailwater bottom fauna organisms. Graphic scales
are for relative comparisons within an order and are not comparable among orders.

1980-83 period. Expansion of angling pressure
is probably attributable to a number of factors,
including: public interest and awareness of

efforts to enhance the fishery at Norris (i.e.,
teeee DO improvements; increase in stocking of rainbow

trout; and successful establishment of a trophy

brown trout fishery); provision or more stable.
Eae esthetically pleasing, and more "fishable"

waters by maintenance of a minimum flow; and

0 ,~additional access created by the flow reregu-

,'' lation weir.

28"* During the il-year creel period (1973-77,
1980-85) an estimated 254,.120 trout af all

species weighing 37,323 kg were harvested from

:V 6 0 the tallwater. Total annual harvest of trout
increased significantly (Table 3). Average

'I:ITIF ,J'1G 6harvest 
was 15,656 fish (2,40 kg) per year in

',;L,-Re r.LL the 1970s and 27,640 fish (4,217 kg) per year In

the 1980s. Increased total annual harvest was
related primarily to two factors, increased

Figure S. Norris tailwater fishing effort (fish- total fishing effort and Increased stocking oferman hours per year). 1973-1977 and catchable- sized fish which both occurred under

1980-1985. improved DO and/or flow conditions during the

19808.

6
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Table 2. Trout stocking record. Norris tsilwater Table 3. Estimated annual harvest for the Norris
1973-77 and 1980-85. Numbers include Tailwater Trout fishery, 1973-77 and
both rainbow and brown trout. 1980-85.

Total Number of Total Harvest
Year Catchables Fingerlings Year (Number) Kilograms

1973 48,290 0 1973 19,591 3.424
1974 14,842 244.285 1974 11,538 1.761
1975 0 209.359 1975 15.661 2,307
1976 0 159,989 1976 16,871 2.251
1977 10.001 180,256 1977 14,617 2,300
1980 37,743 160,000 1980 20,416 3,395
1981 10,000 145,723 1981 15.540 1.562
1982 30.433 134,400 1982 18,389 3,602
1983 36.733 159,926 1983 33,436 3,124
1984 29,084 180,000 1984 44,085 8.098
1985 37,759 159,572 1985 33,976 5.518

Total 254,120 37,316

z 23,102 3.392
The number or weight of fish harvested in a

unit of time (catch rate) is probably the best
measure of changes in a fishery. Figure 6 shows
yearly catch rates in Norris tallwater. Average Average drop In LeCren condition of trout
annual catch rates improved from 0.34 fish/hour between summer and autumn is shown In Figure 7.
In 1973-77 to 0.43 fish/hour for 1980-85. Aera- There is an apparent trend toward improving
tion of the releases and establishment of a trout condition following aeration, although

minimum flow had little direct effect on catch there are no statistically significant differ-

rate. These improved catch rates were however ences between pre- and post-aeration years. The
highly correlated with increased annual stocking beat year on record occurred during 1985. Flow

of catchable sized trout, demonstrating that the is apparently a major factor affecting this
fishery was Improved by altered stocking strat- condition, since high turbine discharges expose
egies which took place concurrently with, and fish to low DO for long periods, even with tur-
are impossible to separate from, improved DO and bine aeration. Record low flows occurred in
flow conditions. summer and autumn 1985, while 1984 had extremely

high flows.

7.S S.

j .5 -5 I

: - ..J , -

F isur 6.~ Nori tsla nge cs Fisure S7A Percen 5han5 in5 l95e codiio o

(number of fish caught per hour of trout in Norris tajlwater population
effort) during 1973-1977 and 1980-1985. samples between July and October.

All actions in concert have dramatically
improved the fishery in Norris tailwater.
Recovery of invertebrates is still not complete,

- and growth of individual trout has been only
; minimally affected, indicating a need for addi-
_ tional increases in dissolved oxygen In the
~releases and possibly increased minimum flow.

j Additional access would also allow increases in

j fishing use in the tailwster.

Mill, et al.
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PREDICTING EFFECTS OF REREGULATION
DOWNSTREAM OF BUFORD DAM, GEORGIA

John M. Nestler

Research Ecologist, USAE Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss

ABSTRACT trout - S. airdneri, adult brook trout -
Salvelinus-fontinalis) although many other spe-

This presentation describes a case-history cies of fish also occur in the Chattahoochee

application of the Physical Habitat Simulation River (Hess 1980) because of the value of the
(PHABSIM) system, developed by the US Fish and trout fishery.
Wildlife Service. The application resolved poten-
tial instream flow conflicts between needs for Study Background
water supply and trout habitat that would result
from operation of a reregulation dam downstream of In 1974 county governments in the Atlanta
Buford Dam, Chattahoochee River, Georgia. This vicinity determined that demands on the Chatta-
study documents how potential downstream conflicts hoochee River for water supply plus the stream-
between project operation and fishery concerns can flow required for water quality nearly equaled
be approached, formalized and resolved from both the minimum low flow release from Buford Dam
an institutional and technical standpoint. The (Atlanta Regional Commission 1981). Projected
study results indicate that multiple downstream increases in water supply demand in the following
uses of the releases from the reregulation dam can years could not be supplied under the existing
be accommodated with relatively minor changes in release schedule in the river. Ir response to
project operation. the anticipated shortage of water, regional plan-

ners suggested a number of alternatives to

INTRODUCTION increase the base flow in the Chattahoochee
River. The preferred alternative for providing

As part of water resources development and future water supply was construction of a reregu-
management, reservoir projects are operated for lation (rereg) dam about 6.3 river miles down-
flood control, water supply, navigation, irriga- stream Buford Dam. The proposed rereg dam would
tion, power generation, and other beneficial uses. release a much more constant flow than the peak-
However, operation of reservoir projects, partic- ing flows presently released from Buford Dam
ularly peaking projects, can cause considerable (generally, a maximum release of approximately
modification from preimpoundment conditions in the 8000 cubic feet per second (cfs) or minimum
downstream reaches. Peaking hydropower operation release of about 550 cfs) by st'ring the genera-
can have potentially severe effects on the tail- tion releases from Buford Dam for gradual release
water ecosystem because of extreme short-term flow during non-generation periods. The anticipated
and water quality alterations and long-term minimum release from the rereg dam would be
changes in channel morphology. These effects are approximately 1050 cfs. Considerable concern was
restricted more to peaking operation than other expressed that flow modifications caused by oper-
types of project operation because of the rapid ation of the rereg dam (and resultant water qual-
changes in flow associated with meeting peak ity changes) to meet increased demands for water
demand for power and because most peaking projects supply within this reach of the Chattahoochee
are deep release. Deep releases usually depart River could have a negative effect on the valu-
more from equilibrium conditions than surface able trout fishery downstream of Buford Dam.
releases, particularly in the summer.

Site Description
One alternative often identified to decrease

the detrimental effects of peaking operation is to The reaches of river investigated in this
construct a smaller dam downstream of the peaking study (Figure 1) are bounded upstream by Buford
hydropower project to reregulate the releases. Dam (River Mile 348.3) and downstream by the con-
The smaller reregulation dam attenuates or elimi- fluence with Peachtree Creek (RM 300.5). Three
nates the peaking releases and instead releases a study reaches were identified based on the pres-
more constant flow into the river. However, the ence of actual or potential hydraulic control
benefits and trade-offs associated with reregula- structures. The results of this study are pre-
tion have not been well quantified. sented separately for each of the major reaches

of the Chattahoochee River: (a) from Buford Dam
This case-history study presents results from to the site of the potential rereg dam, (b) from

a cooperative study performed by the USA.E Water- the site of the potential rereg dam to the Head-
ways Experiment Station and the US Fish and waters of Bull Sluice Lake and (c) from Morgan
Wildlife Service to predict the effects of reregu- Falls Dam (a small Georgia Power dam that creates
lation of the Chattahoochee River below Buford Bull Sluice Lake) to the confluence of Peachtree
Dam, Georgia on downstream trout habitat (Nestler Creek (river mile 300.5). The storage capacity
et al. 1985) using the PHABSIM system. This of Morgan Falls Dam has been substantially
study was limited to trout (juvenile and adult reduced by siltation to the extent that daily
brown trout Salmo trutta, adult rainbow
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Figure 1. Map showing major features of study area.

operation is largely determined by the flows Chattahoochee River by the Georgia Game and Fish
entering Bull Sluice Lake. Division. Juvenile brown trout are stocked down-

stream of Morgan Falls Dam by the Georgia GameOperation of Buford Dam for peaking hydro- and Fish Division with the assistance of Trout
power has considerably altered the preimpoundment Unlimited. Over 100,000 catchable-size trout are
flow regime. Buford Dam is peaked for a minimum stocked in most years. Long-term survival ofof 11 hours per week with peak releases of about stocked brown trout has produced trophy-sized
8000 cfs occurring during the afternoon and eve- fish, particularly downstream from Morgan Falls
nings of weekdays. Minimum releases near 550 cfs Dam.
are discharged during all other time periods. On
autumn weekends, increased flows may be released MATERIALS AND METHODS
from the dam to improve water quality conditions
at the trout hatchery located near Buford Dam. General Approach

The year-round availability of cool water has An examination and evaluation of the issues
allowed the development of a valuable put-and- related to the proposed reregulation of Buford
take" trout fishery in this formerly warm water Dam releases indicated that, with same modifica-river. Harvestable-size rainbow, brook, and brown tion, the PHABSIM system could be used as a tooltrout are stocked at numerous points In the to predict and manage fish habitat in the
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Chattahoochee River. PHABSIM was selected flow study consists of three essential steps.
for the following reasons: The first part involves a description of the

depth, velocity, and cover available in the river1) it is generally accepted by many agencies at discrete discharges. The second part is the
as a defensible method to assess the development of criteria for each species of fish.
downstream effects of reservoir operation The last part of an instream flow study is to
on fish habitat; combine parts one and two for each discharge of

2) the results of an instream flow study interest to derive an estimate of the value or
using PHABSIM are particularly amenable to worth of the river for each fish species at each
resolving potential water resources discharge. Figure 2 depicts a conceptualization
conflicts; of the major steps involved in performing an

instream flow study. The discussion above pro-
3) it is incremental, that is, it relates vides only a summary of the conceptual basis of

small changes in operation to changes in the PHABSIM system. Depending upon the problem
habitat for target life stages; at hand, the user may choose any of a number of

4) it is well-documented and supported; different options and approaches to complete an
analysis. The next sections will detail how these5) it is flexible; the organization of the general steps were applied to the Chattahoochee

system is such that changes can be made River.
easily as the state-of-the-art of fish
habitat simulation increases and addi- Suitability Curves
tional studies provide more information
to the analysis. Criteria (or suitability) curves for each

variable (depth, velocity, and cover) must be
PHABSIM Description identified or generated to relate cell-by-cell

flow conditions in the study river reach to use-
Background ability by a target life stage. That is, the

value of conditions in cell(i) for a particular
The PHABSIM system is based on the observa- target species or life stage can be assessed if

tion that most species of fish prefer certain the criteria (the value of different velocities,
combinations of depth, velocity, and cover and depths, and substrates) are either known ini-
tend to avoid other combinations of these param- tially or identifiable with further study.
eters. If the relative values of different depths Figure 3 presents the criteria curves used in
and velocities for each species are known and the this analysis. Note that the range of potential
hydraulic conditions within the channel can be values vary from zero (no value) to one (ideal
described for different discharges, then it conditions) for each variable. For most applica-
becomes possible to determine both the quality and tions of PHABSIM, depth, velocity, and cover are

quantity of habitat for each species of fish at assumed to be independent variables, even though
these different discharges. Thus, an instream
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Figure 2. Conceptualization of how PHABSIM makes habitat predictions. First, as depicted in subfigure
A, depth D(i) and velocity V(i) and cover conditions, C(i), in cell(i) are measured or simulated for a
given discharge. These conditions are then evaluated relative to criteria in subfigure B to generate a
single habitat value for each cell. The habitat values for all cells in the study reach are summed to
obtain a single habitat value for the given discharge, depicted as a single point in subfigure C. This
procedure is repeated for different discharges to obtain the graph in subfigure C.
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Figure 3. Plots of suitability functions for velocity, depth, and cover for target species analyzed in

the Chattahoochee River Instream Flow Study. Note that suitability values range from 0 (no value) to 1.0
(optimal value).

these variables are known to be correlated. If suitiv, - suitability of the velocity in
necessary, bivariate representations of depth and cell(i) for a given discharge for
velocity can be used; however, field data must target life stage,
then be collected to develop bivariate cri- suit(c) - suitability of the cover in
teria since almost all published criteria curves cell(i) for target life stage.
present depth and velocity as independent vari-
ables. Additional information on interpreting, The amount of river area (WUA) available for a
evaluating, and generating criteria curves can be target life stage in cell(i) can be represented
found in Bovee (1986). as

Estimating Habitat wLA(i) area'i) - W(0
where

In a typical application of PHABSIM, the val- WUA(i' - total weighted useable area of
ues for depth, velocity, and substrate in cell(i) the river surface area repre-
are each evaluated relative to the criteria for sented by cell(i),
the target life stage to generate a weighting fac- area(i) - area of river represented by
tor for the surface area of river represented by cell('),
cell(i) w(i) - weighting factor for cell(i).

W(i) suit(d) - suit(v) . sult(c) ( ) The total weighted Lseable Area (wUA) in the

whe-e study reach avai;able for use by the target life
W(i - weighting factor fo- cell(i), stage 'or a given discharge can then be repre-

suit(d) - suitability of the depth in sented as the sum of the weighted areas of each
cell(i) for a given discharge for cell or
target life stage,
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=I- (3) in the southeast would be problematic, at best.
WUA E WUA(i) The criteria were modified (Figure 1) through con-

n sultation with two experts designated by the
where Georgia Game and Fish Division to make them more

WUA - total WUA for a given life stage, applicable to the Chattahoochee River. The suit-
WUA(i) - WUA in cell(i), ability criteria for substrate, developed specif-

n - number of cells in the river ically for this study, are shown in Table 1.
reach of interest,

- summation symbol.
Table 1. The Channel Index Used for the

This formulation allows estimation of a single Chattahoochee River Trout Fishery
habitat value for a river reach that is a func-
tion of discharge for the target life stage. The Channel Suit-
habitat available at other discharges can then be Index ability Description
calculated in a similar fashion to generate a
habitat versus discharge relationship. Additional 1.0 0.10 all sand, no cover
information on different ways of combining indi- 1.5 0.15 gravel, no cover

vidual criteria curves to generate a composite 2.5 0.25 sand, some cover

criteria or weighting value can be obtained in 3.0 0.30 sand, extensive cover

Milhous et al. (1984). 4.0 0.40 gravel, extensive cover
5.0 0.50 cobble (75-254 mm), some cover

This discussion presents only the most fun- 6.0 0.60 boulder (, 254 mm), soe v cover

damental underpinnings of PHABSIM. Many other 7.0 0.70 bedrock, some cover

techniques, options, and programs are available 8.0 0.80 cobble, extensive cover

that provide for complete analyses of water 9.0 0.90 bedrock, extensive cover

development projects including comparisons of 10.0 1.00 boulder, extensive cover

different operational or structural alternatives, 11.0 0.50 upland vegetation

time series analysis, and other types of habitat
analyses. The reader should consult Instream
Flow Information Paper No. 11 (Milhous et al.
1984) and No. 12 (Bovee 1985) for more details on Time series analyses of habitat and flow, ordi-

the use and application of PHABSIM. narily part of an instream flow study, were not
performed in this analysis because: a) natural

Flow and Channel Geometry Description reproduction was not a source of trout recruit-
ment; b) comparisons between peaking flows

Collection of detailed field data was (existing conditions) and steady flows (project

restricted primarily to shoal areas, particularly condition) were not possible, and c) because

downstream of Morgan Falls Dam, because of their little opportunity was available to modify

value for recreation and trout habitat. Reaches releases from Buford Dam on a seasonal basis.

that were considered to provide less trout habitat
were described using historical information previ- RESULTS

ously collected either by the US Geological Survey
(Faye and Cherry 1980) or by the Corps of Engi- For the sake of brevity, the results of this

neers (1974). Field data were collected by the US study are presented in weighted useable areas

Geological Survey using standard methods of stream (WUA) for total reach summaries (Figure 4). The
gaging. summary figures present the mean weighted useablearea for a length of river 1000 feet long for

A range of techniques are available in the each of the three major reaches. This form of

PHABSIM system to simulate cell velocities and presentation allows for comparison of reaches of

water surface elevation in a stream. The Water unequal length. Total habitat for each reach can

Surface Profile (WSP) Program (see Milhous et al. be calculated as WUA per 1000 feet times a reach

1984 for more detailed information) was used where multiplier.

only cross section geometry data were available
and cell water velocity information was unavail- Trout Habitat

able. For the reaches investigated as part of the
field effort for this study a stage-discharge The general results for trout of all life-

relationship, developed separately for each cross stages for the major reaches were remarkably

section, was used to determine the water surface similar (Figure 4). In all cases, habitat for

elevations at different discharges of interest each species peaked at a discharge under

(see Trihey and Wegner 1981 for more details). 2,000 cfs and then declined to a minimum at the

The IFG4 program was then used to determine the highest simulated discharge of 12,000 cfs.

velocities within the stre. channel given the
stage-discharge relationship (see Milhous et al. The four species life-stages investigated in

1984 for more information on the IFG4 program). this report could be placed into two groups. The

Sensitivity analyses indicated that selection of WUA-discharge relationships for adult rainbow

an alternative hydraulic approach would not have trout and adult brown trout were generally simi-

had a significant impact on the final results. lar. The WUA-discharge curve of both peaked at
approximately 1.500 cfs and then declined to a

Trout Suitability Criteria Curves minimum at 12,000 cfs. For the second group,
brook trout and juvenile brown trout, the WUA-

The criteria for the trout were based ini- discharge relationships peaked at or under

tially on information available in Bovee (1978). 1,000 cfs and declined to a minimum at

However, the curves of Bovee (1978) were based on 12,000 cfs. In general, the amount of habitat

trout behavior in trout streams in western states available for adult brook trout was less than

and their use, without modification, on a highly that available for either adult brown trout or

managed, upper piedmont, put-and-take trout fish- adult rainbow trout.

ery downstream from a peaking hydropower project
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Figure 4. Relationship between WUA (presented as the average weighted useable area for 1000 feet of
stream channel) and discharge for trout life stages for - A) Morgan Falls to Peachtree Creek B) site of
proposed rereg dam to headwaters of Bull Sluice Lake C) Buford Dam to the site of the proposed rereg
dam.

The habitat value of the different major cover and width of the extensive shoals found in
reaches differed significantly. The largest area this reach.
of habitat for all trout species and life-stages
was found below Morgan Falls Dam, primarily Adult Brown Trout Habitat
because of the steep stream gradient, increased
river width, and numerous shoals that occur in Habitat for adult brown trout followed the
this reach. Rocks, boulders, and fractured bed- same general pattern observed for adult rainbow
rock in the shoal areas provide abundant cover trout, except that it peaked at a slightly lower
for t, out. Two additional areas of prime habi- discharge, usually around 1000 cfs (Figure 4).
tat, shoals at river mile 328.6 and 319.5, occur Again, the habitat-discharge relationship
within the major reach between the site of the declined from the peak at 1000 cfs to a minimum
proposed reregulation dam and the headwaters of at 12,000 cfs. The habitat value of the major
Bull Sluice Lake. reach below Morgan Falls Dam was greater than

that o1 the two upstream reaches, primarily
Adult Brook Trout Habitat because of the increased cover associated with

the extensive shoals found in this reach. There
Habitat for adult brook trout in the three did not appear to be a major difference in the

major reaches peaked at a discharge near or under habitat-discharge relationship among the sub-
1000 cfs (Figure 4). For the rereg pool reach reaches that comprised the major reaches,
and below Morgan Falls Dam, habitat dropped sub- although the shoal areas tended to have a more
stantially below the optimal discharge. Habitat flattened peak.
availability as a function of discharge dropped
more gradually in the reach of river between the Juvenile Brown Trout Habitat
site of the proposed rereg dam and the headwaters
of Bull Sluice Lake. Although the habitat for The habitat-discharge relationship observed
adult brook trout for each major reach peaked at for juvenile brown trout was similar to that
low discharges, there were several noticeable observed for brook trout. In general, habitat
exceptions. Habitat in shoal areas usually for each major reach peaked at or near a dis-
peaked at discharges near 1500 cfs. charge of 500 cfs. The habitat value (Figure 4)

of the major reach below Morgan Falls Dam was
Adult Rainbow Trout Habitat greater than that of the other reaches, again,

primarily because of increased cover provided by
Habitat for adult rainbow trout in the three the shoals and increased width of river. Habitat

major reaches peaked at a discharge between in the shoal areas either peaked at a discharge
1,500 and 2,000 cfs and declined to a minimum at above 500 cfs but below 1500 cfs or the rate of
12,000 cfs (Figure 4). The habitat available in decline in habitat with increasing discharge was
all of the subreaches also follows the same less pronounced than in the total reach
trend. There did not appear to be major differ- summaries.
ences in the habitat-discharge relationship for
this species between shoal and non-shoal areas. DISCUSSION
The habitat value of the major reach below Morgan
Falls Dam was greater than that of the two The potential effects of flow alterations in
upstream reaches, primarily because of increased the Chattahoochee River can be broadly classified
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as fish habitat modifications resulting from of the subreaches, particularly in the widest
changes in depths and velocities; water quality shoal areas, some areas of good habitat will be
changes caused by construction of the proposed available at discharges above the current minimum
rereg dam (operation of a rereg dam will slow the flow.
travel time of water through the system thereby
resulting in more warming of the water and Firm conclusions concerning the effect of
increased water temperatures over current condi- flow modification cannot be reached for sections
tions); changes in cover in the channel; and downstream of Morgan Falls, since it is operated
changes in the channel itself (i.e. bank independently by Georgia Power Company. If
sloughing). Morgan Falls Dam is operated as a run-of-the-

river project, in which discharges equal inflows,
Under current operating conditions, trout then the trout fishery downstream from Morgan

habitat at any point within the entire study Falls Dam will be enhanced in much the same man-
length of the Chattahoochee River varies between ner as the reach between Bull Sluice Lake and the
optimum and near-optimum at the lower flows (550 site of the proposed rereg dam. However, if
to 1050 cfs, depending upon location in the Morgan Falls Dam is operated in pond-and-generate
river) to a minimum at the higher discharges or in peaking mode, the effects of flow modifica-

*(near 10,000 cfs depending upon discharge from tions could be considerably different.
Buford Dam and local inflows). Additionally,
habitat can vary from a maximum to a minimum If no rereg dam is constructed and flows
several times in a 24 hour period. Thus, fish necessary to meet water requirements are obtained
habitat may be optimal for much of the day and by modifying Buford Dam, then the effects on the
minimal for several hours. under the proposed trout fishery will be similar to the effects
revised operating schedule, the minimum in habitat downstream from the site of the proposed rereg
that occurs on a daily basis will be eliminated dam. However, if a rereg dam is constructed,
and the overall flow regime will more nearly firm conclusions cannot be made for the reach
approximate the optimum flow required by the four between Buford Dam and the site of the proposed
trout life-stages. The benefit to the fishery rereg dam since neither the size, storage-
obtained by this change could not be assessed at capacity/elevation relationship, nor operation of
the time this study was completed because relative the rereg dam is currently known.
differences in habitat value between a steady flow
and a fluctuating flow could not be defensibly The general effects of operating a rereg dam
quantified; although, from a qualitative stand- on this reach will be determined by how low the
point considerable information exists suggesting water level drops within the pool of the rereg
that daily fluctuating flows are more detrimental dam. If the pool of the rereg dam falls enough
to fishes than steady flows. In addition, teady to dewater the shoals in this reach and minimum
flows in the river will be more conducive to flows from Buford Dam are stopped, then much of
increased primary (algae and aquatic macrophytes) the prime trout habitat in this major reach may
and secondary (aquatic macroinvertebrates) produc- be lost. The effects further downstream but
tion than the fluctuating flows. Neither aquatic within the pool of the rereg dam cannot be esti-
vegetation nor aquatic macroinvertebrates will be mated since the details of operation are unknown.
subjected to alternate scour and stranding by
fluctuating water levels under the revised opera- Water quality, particularly temperature, is
tion to meet water supply needs. From a fish hab- a major concern downstream of Morgan Falls Dam
,tat standpoint. the revised flow in the river and, in fact, in the summer may be of greater
obtaired by eliminating the peak flows associated concern than the depths and velocities available
with demand for power will be beneficial for the for trout habitat, since lethal temperatures can
reaches downstream of the site of the proposed occur at very low flows. Water quality modifica-
,eeg dam, assuming that detrimental water quality tions in the Chattahoochee River caused by opera-
conditions do not occur. ticn of a rereg dam were addressed in a separate

study (Zimmerman and Dortch 1986).
The fish nbitat benefits derived from flow
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HEC-5Q: A HANDY TOOL
OR MONKEY WRENCH?

Richard E. Punnett, PhD

Hydraulic Engineer, Corps of Engineers, Huntington District, WV

ABSTRACT lakes and three navigation pools within the system for multi-
purposes including low-flow augmentation for dilution,.

A HEC-5Q model was developed and tested for the Kanawha Temperature. dissolved oxygen, and flow were the three most
River, West Virginia The model included three upstream reservoirs. mportant regulation parameters for determining the flow
The s ystem was regulated for dissolved oxygen at a point near the augmentation requirements of the river The HE-Q model was
mouth of the river Historically. the regulation method was based augmenatio reqimentof trer The Hl-w meltas

upona tmpeatue fow elaio shipTheHEC5Q ode wa teted tested as a real-time tool for predicting the flow augmentation
upon a temperature flow relationship The EC-rQmodel wastested requirements. The inputs for the model included initial conditions
during the 1986 summer season as a real-time, operational guide and predictions of natural flows iwhich wert available from HE'- I
Data inputs included real-time flow cnditions receid via model outputs' and weather conditions Because of the bulk of
vatelhite' and the future flow conditions 'rom HEW-I forecastingi A required initial conditions, the uncertainties associated with the
comparison of the augmentation requirements as predicted by the forecasted inputs, and the complexity of the system, there was an
t .omethods a made initial concern that the model usage would be too cumbersome and

AUTHOR'S NOTE inaccurate - hence, a "monkey wrench " However, most of the
required inputs were already available in compatible data files and

The written paper was not avadable at th- time of publication the forecasted values were sufficiently accurate
Thi-relor., the following svnopsi as provided in lieu of the full
rnport flowever. a detailed report on the model development. Five-day forecasts were generated by the HE( 5Q model For
calibratin. and verification %,is given in Special Projects Report the 1986 summer period, the model accuratelv predicted the
N 5 b. the- |l.droligv Engirring ('enter. l)avis. alfornia regulation parameters Additionallv the model provided a lot of
SYNOPSIS insight into the effects of travel time, weather patterns, changes in
Sflowrates, and changes in oxygen demands The preliminary

The Kanawha Hiver s vtein has a watershed (f 12,300 square evaluation 'based on one season' was that the HE( '-5Q model was a
miles. the Corps of Engineers. Huntington District, regulates three "handy tool

4!
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LAKE GERSON AND LITTLE MISSOURI
RIVER MODELING STUDIES

D. R. Johnson. Supervisory Environmental Engineer, USAE, Vicksburg District, Vicksubrg, Miss.

ABSTRACT
As part of the ALIS, a variety of techniques

Lake Greeson, Arkansas, was modeled with the were considered to alleviate *he cold-low DC

numerical model CE-QUAL-RI. The modeling study discharges from Narrows Dam. Among the techniques

evaluated the merit of attaching steel plates to considered were: (I) selective withdrawal; '2'

the trash racks in order to create a skimer submerged weirs; (3) destratifirstion; and, 4)

weir. The plan was considered as part of the aeration. The proposal with the greatest merit
Arkansas Lakes Interim Sudwas to plate the lower portion of the trash racks
increase the temperature and dissolved oxygen in to elevation 520 NGVD. The plating would form a

the releases from Narrows Dam. The numerical skI er weir, withdrawing lake water from a zone
model, CE-QUAL-RIVl was then used to evaluate the 30 feet above the existing withdrawal zone. The

effects of warmer releases upon the water quality WES selective withdrawal model, SELECT, was used
of the Little Missouri River. The results of the to determine if the elevated withdrawal zone wouldof heLitl Mssur Rve. hereuls f he be sufficient to increase the temrperature t h
modeling studies were favorable, indicating likely bersutfcientrttircreaeotheetmperatue to th
success of the plating proposal to improve water target temperatures provided by the USFWS.
quality in the Little Missouri River. Although the SELECT study showed the USFWS target

temperatures could not be met, it was determined

INTRODUCTION that the temperatures would be close enough to
warrant a more detailed modeling study.

Since 1971, the Vicksburg District has
received considerable comunication from the Reservoir Modeling Study

Department of the Interior, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USFWS), the Federal Power Commission (now The Water Quality Section determned that a

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission [FERC]), the one-dimensional, vertically segmented, reservoir

Arkansas Game and Fish Comission (AGFc), and model would be appropriate for the study.

cther agencies concerning the effect of cold CE-QUAL-RI and the thermal sub-model CE-TNERM-RI
hypolimnetic releases upon downstream water were selected. A one-dimensionai model was chosen

quality and ftsheries in the Ouachita liver Basin because conditions in the outflcw were of ma3or

in Arkansas. The releases are from three District interest and these are best approximated from

hydroelectric dams: (i) Narrows Dam on the conditions near the dam.
Little Missouri River; (2) Blakely Mountain Dam on
the Ouachita River; and (3) DeGray Dam on the Four years were used for *he thermal

Caddo River. In 1977, Congress authorized the calibration and verification of Therm. Those

Arkansas Lakes Interim Study (ALIS)--a 5-year years were 197h, 1975, 1976, and 1983. These

basin-wide comprehensive study. The study was to years included 2 "average" years (1974, 1975' anddentify what problems exIsted and to r coend 1 hot, dry year (1976) and a wet year (1983). Thesolution orwmatronems tthsed prdtreobl . three earlier years had been modeled previously
solutions or mitigations to these problems. with ECOTIERI, and the data decks were modified to

Vicksburg District initiated a 
4
-year in situ the format needed for THERM. The last year, 1983,

water quality monitoring study which utilized 18 was the best year in that the most data were

recording monItors located upstream and downstream available for verification. In 1983, weekly
of each reservoir. Analysis of the in situ data temperature profiles had been taken Imediately
confirmed that low temperature and low dissolved up-lake of the dam and in situ monitors were

oxygen levels were found downstream of the located on the inflow and outflow. THERM was

reservoirs. The months of September and October calibrated using the 1976 data and verified with

showed the greatest temperature and dissolved the other years. Figure I is a plot of the
oxygen deficits. These problems were most severe predicted temperature versus depth and the

downstream of Narrows Dam on the Little Missouri measured temperature versus depth for 1983. In

River, where the temperature was as much as 16 C general, THERM predicted temperatures well for all
less than above the reservoir and dissolved oxygen years; however, a large storm on 2 July 1983,

levels stayed bplow the Arkansas state criteria of created a bulge in the metalllmnion during the

5 mg/l for 3 months of the year. 1983 simulations. Tne storm inundated the
monitoring station and nc temperature data were

In addition to the In situ monitoring, a available for a period of ' days. Dur~ng that

fisheries study was conducted. The study perIod, the model had some dIffIculty pla<lng the

'oncluded that fisheries downstream of all three water in the appropriate layers. The i.ff...lty
reservoirs had lss sie dierit than Is likely due to Incorrect water temperatureless speces dversty *ban estimates fcr the missing period.
upstream and that both numbers and percent of game
fish were reduced from above the reservoirs. As Statistical analysis of the predl~ted versus
with the water quality monitoring , the problem was s t emera tures wa e it h e

* most severe downstream of Narrows Dam. observed emperatures was done wi"h the
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Figure 1
Temperature

Simulated versus Observed
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Table I

Results of CE-Therm-Lake Greeson

Year 1974 2975 1976 1983 Average

Elevation
Withdrawal 493 Ft 520 Ft 493 Ft 520 Ft 493 Ft 520 Ft 493 Ft 520 Ft 493 Ft 520 Ft%N-VD NGVD NGVD NGVD NVD NGVD %-VD N-"VD %WD GV

USFWS
Target

TPps C C C C C C C C C C
Jan 15 7.2 7.2 9.5 9.5 6.9 6.9
FebD 1 8.0 8.7 8.3 8.9 6.3 6.4 7.5 8.0
Mar 14 12 8.3 8.2 8.0 8.0 9.5 10.7 8.6 9.0

Apr 1 is 12.0 13.4 10.6 10.9 12.5 L5.0 11.7 13.7

May 1 22 15.3 19.5 12.2 18.4 13.1 17.9 13.5 18.6

Jun 1 26 16.4 23.7 12.7 23.6 14.0 21.5 13.7 18.0 14.2 21.7

15 28 18.6 24.5 19.1 24.6 14.0 32.1 15.2 19.2
Jul 1 30 24.1 26.0 19.2 27.9 15.5 24.8 15.8 22.8 20.2 25.3

Aug 1 25.9 30.5 15.8 30.0 21.3 29.3 21.8 26.7 21.1 29.1

Sep 1 26.3 29.2 20.4 28.6 23.7 28.5 23.4 30.2 23.4 29.1
Oct 1 21.6 21.8 21.4 21.8 23.5 24.1 24.1 25.9 22.7 23.4

4 Nov 1 18.9 18.6 19.1 17.6 14.9 13.5 22.2 20.7 18.9 17.6

Dec 1 12.6 12.2 11.5 10.6 8.7 8.3 13.7 12.4 1.63 10.9

reliability index (Leggett and Williams, 1981). A for 'he normal versus elevated wlthdawal zones.
perfect match would give a reliability index RI

1  
The temperature values listed indicated that even

of 1.0. The RI's for the four years simulation with plating, 'he USFWS target temperatures would

were 197T - 1.13; 1975 - 1.12; 1976 - 1.12; 1qP3 - not be met. However, after platIng, 'he
1.13. The inflow temperatures for 1983 were from

weetemperature would be met after a !-month delay.
average daily values. Only oc~asional measured it Is also important to note .hat release

values were available for other years; therefore, temperatures from November +hrough March are

inflow temperatures were estimated based on aRr relatively unohanged. Thus, little impact on 'he
temperature and observed water temperature. winter put and take trout fishery Is anlicipated.

After the -alibratIon of the model was The second parameter of interest in the

completed, The withdrawal port elevation was modeling study was discolved oxygen. Although

increased 10 meters for the four model years. In-lake profiles for *enperature and dissolved
Table 1 lists the release temperature predicted oxygen 'DO are available for 10 years, sufflcIent

% 
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Figure 2
Dissolved Oxygen

Simulated versus Observed
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chemistry data were only available for 1983. Missouri River Ul) was irutiated. A 12-mile
Weekly DO profiles were available for that entire reach of the !PiR umedatel' downstream of lake
year, while monthly profiles were available for Greeson was studied. The oblectives of the study
many other parameters. CE-QUAL-RI was calibrated were to evaluate the temperature and dissclved
and verified on DeGray Lake, a Corps reservoir 40 oxygen conditions downstream of Lake Greeson under
miles east of Lake Greeson. As the reservoirs are a variety of release conditions and to consider
similar, the coefficients for the DeGray the use of control structures to augment low
simulations were used for the Lake Greeson study. flows. Because Narrows Dam is a peaking
Thus the 1983 model runs on Lake Greeson should be hydropower facility, a dvnamc riverine model was
considered verification runs instead of necessary to suulate hydraulic conditions in 'he
calibration runs. ISP. C-'UAL-RIV l, a one-dumensional,

longitudinally segmented model, was selected.
Modeling the Do in Lake Greeson was more

complex than modeling the temperature, because Two weeks in 1983 were selected for input 'n
more factors were involved. Using the available the modeling study. The first, n late July, was
data plus making estimates for such factors as characterized by long periods of hydropower
sediment oxygen demand and percent liable organic generation with low temperatures, and moderately
carbon from the DeGray study, reasonable low D. The second week selected was in early
predictions of Do levels were made. The RI for DO September and was characterized by shoct
for 1983 was 1.79. Plots of the simulated versus generation periods, warmer tempera-ures and ver%
the observed IO are on Figure 2. The plots low D. The second week represen'ed a worst-case

indicate that Lake Greeson has a severe situation with regard to DO levels.
metalimetic oxygen minu. The metalimnetic
zone of oxygen depletion cincided with the 1,-)UAL-RIVI is cxtlosed cf two separa

t
e

elevation of the hydropower penstocks and was 'he codes-hydraulic and water quality. Altbcoqh
reason for the low DO levels in the releases from CE-QUAL-RIV-I is a dynamic model, .he hdvraulic
the reservoir. code was not able to handle 'he peaking hydropower

flows well. The instantanecos barr in flow fror'
Raising the elevation of the withdrawal zone 15 cfs 'o 2000 cfs was 'uc much fir 'lhe -ode.

not only increased the release temperatures, but Most 1-uns were made usinq 100 ,fs as the low flow
also improved the Do levels within the reservoir and stepping tie discharge up 'o -he peak flow
and downstream of the reservoir. The plots of DC over 'en, 5 mirute ie rwrcis. The effect of
versus depth in the reservoir with an elevated 2his adjustment on the dowrsream hydroqraph was
w_,lhdrawal zone are shown on Figure 3. When the small.
Plots in Figures 2 and 3 are coumared, it is
apparent t hat the zone of metalumetic oxygen The L-ological .o-re handled ten
depletion has been reduced with the elevated constituents: "sirature, -arhenacous
witdrawal zone. In addition, the overall rate of hiochemucal oxygen demand, crqanic ni'rogen,
-vpolimnetic oxygen depletion was reduced with arioniacal nirce, n:'ra'e ni'rngen, phcspha'e,
plated withdrawals. dissolved cxyen, iron, manaanese and colifcrmn

bacteria. As w,,1l 'he reser',c r modelina,
The res-rvcir modeling study showed ,hat tempera-ure and dissolved oxygen were of primary

jrcposal to plate -he trash rakes to elevatlion 52J interest. Compar.sons cf 'he suula'ed vPrsus -e
NOv'T would effectively improve iwn.stream water observed temperature at node 15, river mile 98.6,

m1 The 1npacst o .e lake wculd be a are plotted in Fiure 4. In the July sueulat:cr,
d eeper :hvpc:1.rtcr., but ore w.'h =cre Dc, the model predi'-e a cqrater response 'o -he

-' ' eGray .ake :n-i-r slr.Ftr wa'er durin per~cvis of nc Generation, hut Aumnq
..nd ins l :-r .c ne ".a-ve mpa,*-s to flsberles generation, pre-da t- d a smller r.rease :r

as a eso-" :f nreased withdrawal Plevatlcns. 'Ierarure than was oh ered. 'n -be Seplerer
simulatlicn (Figure 4:' the model aoain pred:cted a

Flver'ne Meilr .g 'dy qrea'er resporse 'c "he weaher dur:nq pericds ef
After rpletion of 'he Lake Greeson ?*lxd lin no genera'ion than was observed; however, model

S-tudv, a riverine modeling s-Ady (.f 'ne r,:tt!,- respore during generation was good.

Z./
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The calibration of CE-QUAL-RIVI for dissolved apparent anomaly was likely the result of higher
oxygen vas not as straight forward as for saturation values in the colder waters of the

temperature. RIV-I had two stream reaeration existing condition releases.

equations which could be selected. The first was
a generalized equation suggested by Rathbun and CONCLUSIONS

Bennett. The second was the equation developed by
Tsivoglou-Wallace. Both equations were tried. Corps of Engineers-developed numerical water

Rathbun-Bennett provided too little reaeration quality models CE--QUAL-RI and CE--QUAL-RI were

during generation and too much during found to give good results and were reasonably

not-generation (Figure 5). Tsivoglou's formula easy to use. The major difficulty in using both

provided too much reacration all the time, but models was obtaining all the necessary data to

when the constant was reduced from .0537 to .016, accurately run the models. Both studies were

the reaeration was acceptable (Figure 6). clfldlicted using existing data, which were at times

fi,.oe 5

Versus Observed Data K.1 4. t

25 26 27 Juy183 29 30 31

Dissolved Oxsv.WO
Sjmuiated Versu !

- 25 26 27 28 29 30 31
July 1983

Once the model was calibrated, riverine outdated or Incomplete. These are constraints

onditIcns be~ween normal and plated releases were that most Distri~ts must occasionally handle. The

cOmpared. Release water quality with plated favorable results of the studies indicate no major

rplpases was derived from the CE-QUAL-RI output impacts to the reservoir as a result of plating

from the apprcpriate week of the 1983 model run, the trash rac~s and that the water quality in the

.opatsn f hetepeatrean daslvd xyen Little Missouri River would be measurably

If the two condillons are plotted on Figures 7 and Improved.

A. R:';-: prpdlcted the temperatures would range ACNOWLGEMENS
from 2',* 11 As with the calibration
simuiaticns. la!!Y water temperature variations The Water Q~~alltv Modellng Group, Wa-erwav 9
were l.ikely exaggerated. Observed water Experiment Sltton, provided assistance In modepl

'empta'us dspayed a maximum of 50 C daily selection and techniltal subjects 'n. support of
range and averaged a V'C daily range. Dissolved these modeling studies. Or. J. WolsInskI and D.
,,xygen levels from plated releases were Hsilin provided assistanre with CF.-QUA.L-RI and M.
substantially increased during generation but were Dortch and Dr. J. Martin provided assistance with
som~ewhat less during non-generation. This CE-QUAL-RIVI.
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Figure 7
Temperature

25 26 27 28 29 30 31
July 1983

Figure 8
Dissolved Ox5Cen

25 26 27 28 29 30 31
July 1983
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KWARD A. HANSON RESERVOIR, WASHINOFON, TEMPERATR3E ANALYs:S
.ATHEMAr1CA'L MODEL 7NV*ESr1OA"1DN

by Michael L. Schneiderl and Richard E. Price~

'Research Hydraulic Engineer, USAE Waterways Experiment Station
2-Research Physical Scientist, USAE Waterways Experiment Station

ABSTRACT

The JS Army Engineer District., Seattle )NPS),
,a presently evaluating proposed additional wate
storage at Howard1 A. Hanson Reservoir in
Washington State. This proposed project will A
involve raising the existing pool approximately
12 m (40 ft). This investigation examined the (A.

impacts of raising thie conservation pool on the~~0
reservoir thermal profilo-s and release tempera- ~/-
tures for several study years. The mathematical
model used in this study examined impacts of
raising the pool with and witnout structural I N

.modification to the exiating outlet works.
Optimization procedures were used with the,,'.
mathematical model to provide optimum number and -

elevstions for the additional ports. Results
indicate significant improvement in release
temperatures could be achieved with a multilevel HOWARD A. ANSON DAM
outlet structure.

!NTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope of Study Figure 1. Location of Howard A. Hanson Reservoir

This outset has a Capacity Of about 14.2 m3 /sec
,he Howard A. Hanson project Was authorized soo ft-/,sec, at maximum conservation pool

by Congress on 17 May 1950 to provide standard (l3Bm (.5 GD) h xsigote
flood protection and minimum flow requirements for lower is shown in Figure 2.
fishery enhancement in the Green River. The US
Army Engineer Distric t. Seattle (NPS), is
presently evaiuating a proposed additional water
storage MOdifilation to the project involving the -

raising of the maximum conservatlon pool oy 12 m ,->>7

.40 ft). This 3t CIY was conducted to investigate7
thle thermal characteristics of the existing
reservoir and releases and to assess changes in
these crnaracte- !sties resulting from the proposed
3torage reallocation.

Project Description

Howard A. Hanson D)am is located 105 KM
(65 miles?) upstream from the mouth of the Green
River and 56 Km (35 miles:' east of the city of
Tacoma in aestern Wasningtrin, as shown in
Figure ~. The project drains 57 K.7 2 -

221 square miles) if protected watershel in th e - ______________

:ascade Mountains. The earthn- and roe-flll dam
raches a nei19t of 7' m 2351rt above t1he ~e 2. Howard A. Hanson iutlet worca
streambed. 7ne talnter gate cont~roled sPillWay
is 3ncte inn th rih ttet-f h an~ne reservoir operation rle .rvp
ma3ximum J.'s- 7arge capac1'tY of 3,030 m 'se, 1pinl-- present flodng downstream in n
-7,000 ft'

3 
'se at3 mas.Mjm proecpt pool1 wi "I~ Tr, inj to, augment low flows Iurng 're

el 371 m ''22(, 14 7D, Noral releases Ire sme r an I fall for fisnery enhncement. -lie
passed tnriogh a 6.3-m '9-ft. norseshne-snaped. reev i s Tanrtiined at 3 pth of aot3m
s.,i-way -ont ro.,ed ty reglatIng t ainter gates 3) ft i 1ring te nonconservat,,on period of tre
l)catePd At 'tne Ottomfn the pool. On e 9 I.IVeWay 4eAr from ;coe nro ug! 31 Mar-h es'ep'*-.

reess n'63 .see '22,000 ft.fSec, at -ns3alY wet condit.Ions. 'he 3ve'ige pa'-l
maximuM project pool. Low-f low releases are made rainfall In the dr3inagP basin is .3 m 53 n.'
throjgh a 1.22-in s3-:n., byasintake located w~tn 75. percent if t he precipira ,or -c rring
about 12 m '40 ft) above the tottom of the pool. during this nonconservatlon seasonn Runoff
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hydrographs are characterized by frequent short- water supply demands would involve raising 'he
duration, sharply peaKed events diring the winter maximum conservation pool 12.2 n .O0 ft' and
months followed by longer durition, smaller peaKed impounding almost three times the ex:sting "on-
nydrograpns 3s5soated with snowmelt. servation storage. Over 2.02 Km2 '500 3cres of

land would additionally be inundated regularly by
Beginning I April the reservoir begins this proposed change. Specific concerns about

filling to a maximum conservation period depth of raising the pool center on the impacts to the
30.5 m (1141 NGVD), as shown in Figure 3, with reservoir thermal stratification. With a deeper
water of as low a turbidity as possible, maximum conservation pool, a stronger strati-

fication is possible. This stratification may
alter release temperatures significantly and
ultimately impact the steelhead salmon habitat
downstream in the Green River. If tnis appears
likely, a selective withdrawal str.'ture may be
needed to provide adequate control of release
temperatures along with an operational plan to
minimize depletion of desired thermal resources in
the reservoir and control release temperature
fluctuations. In-reservoir impacts may also be
significant since upstream fisheries are being
developed.

Approach

_The approach taken in the investigation of

. -proposed storage modifications to Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir involved the application of a mathe-

matical thermal reservoir model entitled WESTEX
(Holland 1982(. The model was adjusted to

Figure 3. Existing and proposed r~le -urve historical data from 1982 and verified through

data collected during 1979 and 1983. The impact
Inflowing water impounded by Howard A. Hanson of changing the storage allocation in the
Reservoir is of good quality with low concen- reservoir subject to the existing outlet tower was
trations of liSSolved minerals and nutrients. investigated by comparison of predicted release
Turtidity levels In tne tailwsters are the only temperatures to release temperature objectives.
parameter Known to exceed water quality standards. Release temperature objectives providing an

T optimal environment for the varied downstream
The reservoir impounds 9.8 km fisheries were specified by NPS to equal 14.4- C

'25,650 acre-7t) at full conservation pool with a (58* F) throughout the year. Addition of
surface area of 0.9 million m

2 
1732 acres), selective withdrawal capability to the existing

During the summer-fall low-flow period, the pool outlet was simulated to predict impacts on in-
Is generally drawn down from minimum rejease reservoir thermal profiles and release
requirements consisting of 3.1 m /sec temperatures. Although other water quality
110 ft

3
/sec) for fishery enhancement and characteristics may be affected by changes to the

3.2 m
3
/sec '113 ft

3
/sec) for water supply for the operating schedule, the influence on temperature

city of Tacoma. The city of Tacoma operates a was of primary concern in this study.
concrete water supply diversion dam approximately
5.6 m 3.5 miles) downstream of the project. No MATHEMATICAL METHODOLOGY
1tner treatment except enlorination is required of
tnis water supply. However, during high-flow The downstream release and in-lake
eents, water in the Green River is too turbid for temperature characteristics for Howard A. Hanson
.sage by the city witnout dilution. The impound- Reservoir were modeled using a one-dimensional
ment also becomes tnermally stratified in the 'ate thermal simulation model. The model WESTEX used
spring and early summer once a pool is in this investigation was developed at the US Army
established. Low-level releases provide for Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) based
downstream temperatures slightly -ooler than those on results of Clay and Fruh (1970), Edinger and
which ocur naturally in the Green River. During Geyer (1965), Dake and Harleman (1966), and Bohan

portion of the year, this is beneficial for most and Grace (1973). The WESTEX model -an be used
of the downstream fisheries, for examining the balance of thermal energy

imposed on a reservoir. This one-Jimensional
Tne Green River is one of Washington State's model includes -omputational methods for pre-

primary producers of salmon and steelhead. The dicting dynamic changes in thermal content of a
completion of Howard A. Hanson Dam in 1961 pre- body of water through simulation of heat transfer
"luded the migration of fish upstream of the at the air-water interface, heat advection d~e t-
proje't, but downstream passage is possible Inflows and outflows, and internal dispersion of
through the existing sluileway. There is a strong thermal energy. The reservoir is conceptualized
commitment by both State and Federal resource as consisting If a series of homogeneous layers
agencies to preserve snd enhance the anadromous stacked vertially. The time history of toermal
fishery resources In tne Green River Basin. The energy in eacn layer is determined throgh solving
water resources demands in western Wasnington, for conservation of mass and energy at eIn tire
however, are changing. The %ity of Tacoma has increment sjbse't to an equatlon of state regard-
requested additional storage in Howard A. Hanson log density. The boundary -onditions 3t the water
Reservoir for the purpose of water supply while surface, inflow, and outflow regions are required
the State of Washington woull liKe to further to conduct these simulations. The computational
augment Green River flows during the ummer and procedure for the withdrawal zone allows pre-
late fall to enhan'e the fishery in the lower diction of release temperature. Matnemati-al
Green and Duwamish Rivers. These additional

Scnneider, et al.
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olptimization ro.ties nave been added toti Daily re-Ies temperature 13'1 from tne lam
model enablinrg the systematic eval.3tl!on or were .mon i - rel at the city o f Ticoma's water
optImlal otlet -onfigurations sibject to specified 5-.pply :1,tave :'t'ed approximately 5. r Km

release water q~ality objectlaP3. A more detailed 2.-5 mil-s' ownst-eam from tne project. These
discussion of the WESTEX mode. may be round in lat proved to be an _nreliable meas ire of release
Holland !982). temperatures from the project through 3 comparison

with tailrace temperatures collected in the summer

Thermal Model Inputs of 1985. Therefore, with the exception of 1985.
release temperature data were not used in

The WESTEX model required input data con- measuring the performance of the numerical model.

cerning the physical, meteorological, and
hydrologic characteristics of Howard A. Hanson ri.ii'all Zharacteristics
Reservoir. Hydrologic input included daily v3lues
of reservoir inflow and outflow volume and inflow The properties of the exi3tlng outlet at
temperature. The meteorologi.cal data (air temper- Howard A. Hanson Reservoir were reqiired data for
ature. cloud over, relative humidity, and wind simulation of historical events. The port eleva-
velocit.y' were ;Sed to compute surface neat ',os dimensions, and ra'ting curves dere otained
excnange at the air-water Interface. Physical from project records. Operating conditions for
cnaracterist ics included the stage-storage given hiistoric events were also required during
relationsnip or th e reservoir and the rating model Adjustment and verification. A third order
curves ror the outlet struc!ture, polynomial was fitted to the rating curve of the

existing water quality port to calculate the
Study Years capacity of a port at a given submergence. This

calculation Was required because of the signiri-
Th er tde nti netgto ee -ant pool fluctuations which occur throughout the

determined in consultation with NIPS and were based year.
on the inflow during the conservation period.
Historical events of varying return periods were The area-capacity curve for Howard A. Hanson
modeled to study reservoir tnermal properties Resarvoir as furnished by NPS indicated the lake
under a wide range or hydrometeorological condi- storage curve is typic:al of mountainous terrain.
tions. The calendar year 1979 Was chosen as Only 7 percent or the storage at maximum conserva-
representative or a low-flow year, 1972 as a high tion pool occurred at or below the elevation or
flow year, and 1982 as an average-flow year. The the low-flow outlet, indicating little storage in
years 1983 and 1985 were added as additional study the lower levels of the reservoir.
Years because or available field data. Simula-
tions were run January through December, although MODEL ADJUSTMENT
tne primary period or concern was during the
conservative period after spring filling. The WESTEX model requires determination of

coefficients characterizing certain reservoir
Meteorological and Hydrological Data processes. The hydrodynamic processes represent-

ing entrainment or inflows and internal mixing
Meteorologl'al data required by the model are resulting from circulation within the reservoir

daily aver~ge values for wet and Cry bulb temper- are approximated through the application of mixing
ares, *.I speed, and cloud cover. These data coefficients. Other coefficients influence the

were availble from the US Air Force Environmental distribution or thermal energy Absorbed into the
Techni'al Applica3tions Center at Scott Air Force pool. These model -oerricients were modified
Base (USAF-ETAC), Illinois, ror the Tacoma, until modeled conditions approached field observa-
Washington, Airport weather station, which is the ti 'ons for the year 1982. Temperature profiles
nearest meteorologi,'al station to the Howard A. were predicted for days In whic h observed
Hanson Dams. Meteorological data received from the pro' otype data were avalible.
;,SAF-E7AC were averaged on a daily basis.

Ylirlmtemperatures, Surface heat exchange The i982 simulat.!on WAS inltiated on
'oerficienits, and daily average solar radiation I Jancairy with an ioti niform temperature --f
quantit'ies for the years of study were computed .4* C 39.2* F). Conndit.ions during the non-
sing tne HEATEX program (Heat Excnange Program conservation period of the year were nearly

722-F5-E1010) . sthrnlwith an Average depthi of only 9.'
30 ft'. Storm events during this period "es~lted

Hydrologlc data provided by NPS consisted of In slgnifi'ant il'.al n ih te pool levei as
daily discharge from the project and pool level inli~lted in Flg.re .4. Storage was J I 'ly
flucltuations. The average daily inflow was released After thnese events ,o privide 3dd4,%lonal
'omputed from these data. The existing operating filod ontr,'l nerefit.s. denerally, spring fi~ling
3chedulv for the project as well as the proposed tegan in tone -eing 3ide of t" 3e W an ntylr~-
rule -jrve were also prnvided. g-aph to mfinimize t~a aetr~~ Onceth

pool was Wsaoi;sned, tenrl tatiain
Temperature Data leve!Ioped iapi1ly is o1li -ted by to e ne arly

vertvi telpe'ture 'nt.-.ra 1,ri-og lure in '-J.y
Historiec inflow t emperatures on the -,rpen shown in. Figure , The maximum stf~t

River were A3iate for the years 19'O. ')". and ''u"eI-:. e 03-:y Aummer w'en lo", iofl:Ws
1185, At HUMPrrPys. Wasingtoin. Sin-c AVf.- wi. .t I av .. tl. As toe 9,mne' i'ogressed,
tempert~res f-r toe years of st.uly were iot sfoe'me -n~ e u
avai3labl, a rn !tIplp regression tenrn:;,e o3a4 Ael'- ae me.tre4 Pe-e .nfn
,.sed to develop a 3 ait3 molel fnr inrl w ,vn st0 ~ v -~'.' pring
temperare. Toe lependent. varistle0, wate- aol Pirly iul rTpe. Opleaso w~tep tmprtue
temertre, was expressed as a fuo-'ion of Air in -- isd1 .. neorly i-m F, at the
temperature and inflow rate. --ginon 'r Apr-.''' 72 F) by the end

if ;uo. miParesrP exceeding 'oO C 7.20 F'
were ep ~ dtooh' most if 'he Simmer and

Scneider, et al.



0MiNMLt W !II 110011 es.1 ts were generally w itnin 1~ 0 C 33. 50 F)
%Now E~ RVNMQ* -igno t the simulat.ion period. The modeled

_________- s-1-- were sligh~tly warmer toan thne observed
-es.lts on JIay 175 2. June) bI ause of the
SYnThesized inflow temperatures. The mixed layer
depth was modeled a little deeper on day 277
.October). This could be a result of using wind

speeds froms the Tacoma airport that were not
4ndicative of those at the project.

The temperature releases from te project are
highly variable during the nonconservation portion
of the year and reflect the rapidly changing
west'er -on~liions. Spring filling initiates the
atabilization of release temperatures with a near-
linear increase in project release temperatures.
Only large hydrologic events significantly
influence release temperature during this period.
The releases are dominated primarily by the
meteorological warming of the reservoir. Since

- , -,- - - - -, - -the "eleases come from the hypolimnion, tailwater
temperatures are consistently cooler than the
naturally occurring atream temperatures during the

1 _r olelel -temperature and soring and early summer. Later in the summer,
wa~"-scfue l~cuatonfor 1982 release temperature exceeds objective temperature

releases for a duration of several months.
'A:jf:_ At tine teginning of September. lake

_e-r >' gan d.itn tie remaining stratifi-ation Model Verification
7n Te low-flow ou;tl1et was

-e ;,cl is 1drawn down near tne end The mathematical model was verified through
'N,em*er. comparison of predict1ed an : observed thnermalI

conditions for the years 1983 and 1979 using model
7 e -el 'd ve3-s measured temperature coefficients determined during the adjustment

'.n il.,stment of tne model for '982 phase. The degree of agreement between observed
I.- 4tr.ng.e 1.1oele! and observed and simulated thermal properties Was similar to

the results for 1982. Early in the year, prior to
ULAWIN stratification, measured and simulated temperature

WW'Wan =11LO WWWmumprofiles deviated as much as 8- C (46.4- F)
beeause the reservoir processes were advectively
dominated and inflow temperatures were synthe-.1sized. By day 175, which is well into tne pooled
conservation period, the predicted and observed
temperature profiles deviated by no more than T* C
33.80 F). This degree of agreement between

modeled and observed temperature cIharac-teristics

- remained throughout the stratified period and into
Le fall overturn. Because observed -elease
te-mperature data were unreliable, verification
,.!J not Ie made to predicted releases.

Proposed O-tirage ReslLo~at:on

Tie proposed operational -ninges enabling
aitional713 storage at Howard A. Hanson Reservoir

FW1"qM XU-11MVGFW qf;La ere In~orporated into the release 3arnedule for
the st': y years SuI'ect t.o the existing otl.et
-onfiguration. The proposed rulIe cu rve specifies

-~ .:~.spring storsg-,e to egin ie f "rs of -hr and In
1 3a maxlmum onservatJi-on poo.l 1 ablut . m

.2 t nigher t han existing -ondi% .ons 7.ne
T rinmum !nW-f!oW release f ro IMtie 'r 'e e

PtOOCtO almost lo . t ,e ,o 11.7 m~
:-12f% s-:212 f- sec for Ta-o1Ma water Spplv

i nd 2 00 ft 
3 

sec fir low-flw iagmpnt ation for
* .~rsner:xs -lineon . Te proposed r, e' 1.rve

3!nsown in 7;gure 3

The Pffe,%i ,f -I:;r tI ;0g secos

3, gi 'ian't 'ring tti~'t n'! ealy Sucmer.
-Sire not6 is prevaipnt .nier the p-opied cndJlti~hs

teise ~f tie :n~s~nproperties f tneP deeper
lhgre. Pr-ttype ver3,i3 1 1. e. podl. Reld-13P teo ao uring n-,st If the

tpe teprofiles for 782 sprin r eoa ges oe cn ti
existing 'onlitl,!ns iii nenep 3-vae3 !egrpes
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further removed from the objective temperature. that the flow control for low flow outlets would
The maximum release temperature during the summer remain the same. The rapacity or tns system is
Is also lower than existing conditions. In tne then defined by the rating curve of the 1.22-m
fall, the effects of raising the pool will (48-in.) bypass. Hypolimnetic releases coild also

slightly warm (less than 10 C (1.80 F)) releases be maintained through the existing sluiceway by
from Howard A. Hanson Reservoir because of the throttling the control gates or througn the addi-
larger heat content in the raised pool. tion of an independent low-level outlet. This

design allows independent operation of two levels
The comparison of raised pool predictions of release and does not consider the potential of

with observed thermal profiles indicates that the single system blending.
raised pool condition begins to retain more
thermal energy due to the increased surface area. Optimization of Outlet Structure Design

The surface and bottom temperatures are not
radica~ly altered by the storage modification, but To arrive at an efficient outlet structure
the volume of the hypolimnion and epilimnion is design for the raised pool, the number and
greatly changed. The existing outlet maintains location of additional intakes needed to meet
hypolimnetic releases, thereby preventing the release temperature objectives must oe determined.
conservation of cooler water resources. The The design of the outlet structure is greatly
breakup of stratification in the fall is also simplified through the coupling of mathematical
different from the existing conditions in that the water quality models like WESTEX to mathematical
deeper pool retains more thermal energy and hence optimization techniques. This combination enables
has a warmer profile. Isothermal conditions are the consideration of numerous hydrologic,

also reached at a later date with the raised pool. hydraulic, meteorological, biological, chemical,

and operation conditions in the formulation of
The comparison of objective release tempera- tower design. Prior to the implementation of such

tures with predicted release temperature for the optimization techniques, selective withdrawal
raised pool scenario indicated most late winter intake configurations were based on judgment and
and early spring releases were below the objective experience of the design engineer. Optimized
by up to 5.00 C (9.00 F). The maximum release outlet configurations may involve fewer ports, as
temperature will be reduced up to 10 C (1.80 F) compared to traditionally accepted designs, to
during the summer, but tne duration of tempera- meet a given downstream temperature objective,

tures exceeding the objective will be extended thereby reducing both operational complexity and
into the fall by several weeks, the costs associated with design, construction,

and maintenance. Additionally, the use of optimi-
Impacts of Selective Withdrawal zation techniques should further enhance tower

design by allowing systematic evaluation of the
The existing project releases allow for flexibility needed in the design for multiple or

establishment of a certain quality environment anticipated quality objectives.

downstream from the dam. If the raised pool is
put into effect, changes would be expected in the The purpose of the mathematical optimization

downstream environment -it seeks a new equilit- procedure is to systematically screen numerous
ri va in response to the modifIed relead outlet tower designs in terms of performance in
temperatures. The Green River downstream of meeting a specified release water quality
Howard A. Hanson Dam supports a rich anadromous criterion. The goal of releasing water with a
fishery resource. If the anticipated response of temperature of 14.4* C (57.90 F) was expressed
the downstream environment to modified release earlier. This objective wis modified silghtly to

temperatures is unacceptable to resource managers, represent the cyclical nature of available thermal
then several alternatives are available to resources. The objective temperature was defined

minimize these impacts. One alternative is the as the naturally occurring Green River stream
incorporation of a multilevel selective withdrawal temperature as defined by a sine function up to a
system to allow release of water to meet specified maximum temperature of 14.4- C (57.90 F).
objectives. The chief advantage of a multilevel Employing a cyclical objective temperature avoids
selective withdrawal system is flexibility in temporal biasing of optimization results
meeting release water quality objectives over a characteristic of constant release temperature
wide range of operating conditions. objectives.

The need for a multilevel outlet to compen- A satisfactory measure of system performance
sate for pool raising on Cowanesque Lake was must also be specified if optimum outlet con-

investigated by Holland (1982). Although his figurations are to be determined. The objective
study involved reallocation of flood storage, function is a mathematical reflection of how well
additional intakes were needed to meet existing one possible decision (i.e., number and location
release temperatures. Similar conclusions were of outlets) meets a given set of objectives. The
reached by Dorton I1981) in his investigation of objective function chosen in this study was the

Kinzua Dam in Pennsylvania and by Peters (1978) in sum of squares of deviations between predicted

his report of modifications to Fleming Gorge Dam release and target temperatures during the
in Utah. In the investigation of release water conservation period. Minimization of the
quality from Sutton Dam (George, Dortch, and Tate objective function yields the optimal location of
1980), a riser was designed to improve water additional ports for releas- temperature control.

quality releases. This form of objective function was chosen since

its minimization tends to produce outlet configu-
The addition of a port or ports higher in the rations whi-h reduce the magnitude of objective

pool at Howard A. Hanson Reservoir should allow deviations experienced. The formula chosen to
releases to better meet release temperature represent the objective function is project
objectives downstream. The existing outlet works dependent and may Include mathematical represen-
could be modified to allow releases from the tations of such factors as state and Federal water
epilimnion and still allow the existing sluiceway quality regulations, temporal weighting of
releases to operate Independently. It was assumed deviations, or numerous water quality constituents

Schneider, et al.
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Dortch and Holland 1984). Since the addition of Design simulations for the dry year 19'9
another intake to the system will generally result yielded an optimal port elevation slightly lower
in reducing the objective function value, the than te oter years modeled. The oteetive
incremental benefits of project releases must be function values for this year were signifim3ntly
weighted against the additional costs of this tigner because of the larger heat "ontent n! tne
port. Often, however, the incorporation of addi- reservoir and the depletion of older water
tional selective withdrawal ports is dictated by m amr im III ,M 11IWm
the need to meet legislated quality standards mm' SE
rather than the desire to improve on existing good
quality releases. i

Results of Single Port Addition

Stream temperatures are generally warmer than
reservoir releases in the spring And cooler in the
fall. For releases from Howard A. Hanson
Reservoir to match more closely the naturally
occurring stream temperatures, an outlet located
in the epilimnion is required. This outlet will
enable warmer releases earlier in the spring,
thereby saving cooler water for release later in
the fall. However, there are several drawba-ks
associated with a single outlet located in toe
upper epilimnetic region of the reservoir. Pool
level fluctuations dictated by the proposed rule

curve may render an upper level port inactive over
a large portion of the year. The subsequent - - - - " - - - - ----

transition from upper to lower release may result Figure 6. Modeled temperature and water-surface
in s4Inificant day-to-day fluctuations in fluctuations for proposed outlet and rule curve
temperatu;e releases.

reserves earlier in toe summer which resulted in
During the conservation period in the late large deviations or release from obje-tive

spring and early summer months, there is a rapid temperatures in the fall. Locating the upper
warming of the surface waters at Howard A. Hanson level port lower in the pool iaised the hypolim-
Reservoir resulting from the longer retention time netic waters to remain cooler, thereby reducing
associated with reservoir inflows as well as deviation in the late summer when lower level
grsater solar energy. To achieve warmer spring releases are required. The objective function
releases, an outlet located in the epilimnion is values are relatively insensitive to port location
required. Results from the outlet design simula- within a wile band of elevations.
tions for toe normal and wet years indicate that
this port snould be located at an elevation about Two Additional Ports
36.6 m (120 f-) alove the reservoir bottom. This
elevation corresponded to the minimum obJective The incorporation of two additional levels of
function value computed by the optimizer for toe ports to the outlet tower has the potential for
host of intake elevations consldered. The region extending selective withdrawal capabilities for
nounllng toe optimal port location exnibited longer periods in the fail. The upper level port
almost no coange in the objective function values could be used to withdraw surface water in the
or thermal release coaracteristics. The signifi- spring and early summer, and an intermediate level
cant reduction or the objective function value for port 'Ould be employed when surface water is above
each year compared to that computed based on the release temperature objectives and during the fal
existing system indicates toe inadequacy or the when the upper port is out of toe pool.
present utlet configuratlnn in meeting release
target temperatures sub'ect to the proposed Dle Design simulations witn two additional ports
curve. Indicated ports located at elevations 30.5 m

C100 ft) and 39.6 m ' 30 ft) above the bottom,

As midsummer approaches, releases strictly respectively, resulted in the optimal release
from the upper level are -warmer than the target temperature characteristics. The Improvement In
release temperatu-es. Lower-level releases are the objective function value with the existing
required at this point to wltndraw water ports, one additional port, and two additional
aelectively at the objective temperature as shown ports Is shown in Figure 7. A significant
in Figure 6. Tnis type of operating conditlon is improvement in meeting obJective release tempera-
"ontinued throughnut the summer with increasing tures resulted from adding one additional port,
rates of hypolimnetIc releases to meet release but very little improvement resulted from two
temperati.'e rlter!a. Daily gate "hanges teo- additional ports. The second port does not
retically woul -esult in meeting the daily significantly improve releases be-ase very iittle
release temperature objective trughout this stratification exists when toe pool drops telw
p-rivd. COwer level -eleases in turn deplete the upper port, thus minimizing any benefIts
,older water reserves. By toe time toe upper port associated with retaining sele-tive withdrawal
is ., Congo- aurnerged in mI-A~gut, the 0/po- "apahilities.
linnin na ra--'n a naxlimum t-mperature If 3bo.t

" " 3.6 . t nis point, toe bottom level 7ONCLUSIONS AND RESOMMENDATi3NS
release t-on ." toe sole >.tlet w!tn toe flexibil-
ity 'f sele'iv watndrawai eilmirited for toe Modifying toe operating poliiy at Hnward A.
-ema~qer of tre year. Temperature 'eleaves will Hanson reservoir Dy initiating spring storage
leviate from ;teqt: e ele3se temperatur-s luring earlier an increasing the maximum oonservatlon
"'is er 01. pool will impa't the project releases and in-

reservoir thermal characteristics. The In'reased

SnneI ler, et 3i.
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OBJECTIVE FUNCTION VALUE VERSUS ADOITIONAL OUTLETS REFERENCES

5U Bonan, J. P., and 3rae, J. L., Jr. 1973 Mar .
•"Selecive Withdrawal From Man-Made Lakes;

S.-.G 983 HydraUli-s Laboratory Investigation," Ternnial
F 979 Report H-73-4, US Army Engineer Waterways

"S 1-72 Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.

U Clay, H. M., Jr., and Frun, E. 1970.
A "Selective Withdrawal at LaKe Livingston; An
R Impoundment Water Quality Model Emphasizing
ED Selective Withdrawal," Progress Report EHE 70-13

- (CRWR 66). Environmental Health Engineering
E Research Laboratory, University of Texas,
R ---- 4

-- Austin, Tex.
0 --------
R ] uKe, J. M. K., and Harleman, D. R. F. 1966. "An

S 0 Analytical and Experimental Investigatlon of
2 Thermal Stratification in Lakes and Ponds,"

Technical Report No. 99, Massachusetts Institute
NUMBER OF ADDITIONAL OUTLETS of Technology Hydrodynamics Laboratory,

Cambridge, Mass.
Figure 7. Objective function value versus

number of ports Dortch, M. S. 1981 CSep). "Investigation of
Release Temperatures for Kinzua Dam, Allegheny

a significant increase in total heat content of Technical Report HL-81-9, US Army Engineer
the reservoir. The deeper conservation pool Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.
provides for larger temperature gradients to
develop from top to bottom, resulting in stronger Dortch, M. S., and Holland, J. P. 1984 'Nov). "A
stratification and increased water column Technique to Optimally Locate Multilevel Intakes
stability. Release temperatures from the raised for Selective Withdrawal Structures, Hydraulics
pool through the existing outlet works will be Laboratory Investigation," Technical Report HL-84-
cooler during the spring and summer months but 9, US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
slightly warmer during the late summer and fall. Vicksburg, Miss.
Tte maximum release temperature would be reduced
if the proposed storage reallocation is Imple- Edinger, J. E., and Geyer, J. C. 1965. "Heat
mented. The existing outlet configuration has Exchange in the Environment," Publication No. 65-
little flexibility in altering the release water 902, Edison Electric Institute, New York.
quality characteristics from the project. During
low-Flow years, late summer and fall release George, J. F., Dortch, M. S., and Tate,
temperatures may signiffnant1y exceed downstrem C. H., Jr. 1980 (Mar). "Selective Withdrawal
temperature objectives. The addition of selectlve Riser for Sutton Dam, West Virginia; Hydraulic
withdrawal capability through epilimnetic releases Model Investigation," Technical Report HL-80-I, US
provides a means of effectively managing the Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,
tnermal resources in the reservoir. The locatlin Vicksburg, Miss.
of an additional port in the epilimnlon allows
warmer surface water to be released earlier in the Holland, J. P. 1982 (Apr). "Effects of Storage
spring while conserving cooler water resources. Reallocation on Thermal Characteristics of
This cooler water can be blended with surfare Cowanesque Lake, Pennsylvania; Numeriral Model
water later in the summer to meet downstream Investigation," Technical Repcrt HL-82-9, VS Army
release target temperatures. For certain low-flow Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, VicKsburg,
years, Howard A. Hanson Reservoir aill be resource Miss.
limited. For these events it is critical to
manage the available thermal resources to minimize Peters, J. C. 1978. "Modification of Intakes at
the damage to the downstream environment. Dynamic Flaming Gorge Dam, Utah, to Improve Water
optimization procedures when used in conjunction Temperature in the Green River," Environmental
with the numerl'al reservoir model can also Effects of Hydraulic Engineering Works,
provide operational guidance for mitigating the Proceedings of an International Symposium Held at
damage caused by release temperatures deviating Knoxville, Tennessee, 12-14 September 1973,
from project obJectives. Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee,

pp 295-304.
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Water Quality Monitoring Using Satellite Data Transmission

Steven D. Hiebert

Biologist, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Engineering and Research Center, Denver, Colorado

ABSTRACT spillways, a sluiceway, and a canal diversion
headworks (figure 1). The spillway has an ogee

Instruments to monitor and transmit total crest controlled by radial gates. The sluiceway
dissolved gas, dissolved oxygen, water temper- consists of three bays and is controlled by
ature, pH, conductivity, and oxidation-reduction three 3.1 by 2.4 m (10 by 8 ft) slide gates
potential (ORP) data have been installed at (Young, 1982). Supersaturation conditions result
two sites below Yellowtail Afterbay dam on when entrained air in water released from the
the Bighorn River, Montana. Data collected sluiceway gates plunges to depths in the stilling
with these instruments are being used as part basin pool. Usually supersaturated dissolved
of a long-term study of the effects of nitrogen gases contained in water can be dissipated in
supersaturation on fish and aquatic a short period of time through natural turbulence
macroinvertebrates. Water quality measuring in the river; however, the river stretch below
Instruments are interfaced with a satellite Yellowtail Afterbay Dam is tranquil, which
transmittal system so that data gathered are interferes with this dissipation process and
transmitted and readily available for review the flow remains supersaturated for several
and analysis using a receiving station computer. kilometers downstream.
Power supply and instrument circuit
modifications have been made to ensure the To meet the objectives of the nitrogen
compatability of the systems components. supersaturation study, ambient water condition
These electronic modifications were the result data including flow, hydrology, and water quality
of field experimentation and recoimendations needed to be monitored in order to correlate
by instrument manufacturers. The correlation this information with gas supersaturation and
of continually monitored dissolved gases and the subsequent effects on the fish and
other water quality parameters with dam invertebrates. Gas tensionometers that measure
operations will contribute information to total gas pressure, water temperature, and
be used in considering modifications in dissolved oxygen pressure plus multiparameter
operations which would enhance conditions water quality instruments that measure
for aquatic fauna downstream of the dam. dissolved oxygen concentrations, pH, water

temperature, conductivity, and ORP were selected
:NTRODUCT:ON to monitor in situ water quality at each river

site.The Bureau of Reclamation and the Fish

and Wildlife Service entered into an interagency Satellite telemetry was identified as the
agreement to study nitrogen supersaturation best method to monitor and record the data from
problems affecting trout below Yellowtail the water Quality instruments. Data transmitted
Afterbay Dam on the Bighorn River in south at regular intervals in real time to a computer
central Montana. The high concentrations data base eliminated the delays and costs
of nitrogen gas in the river cause gas bubble associeted with strip chart and internal
disease in the rainbow and brown trout. Gas instrument memory data recording and storage.
bubble disease (GBD) in fish is a pathological The satellite-telemetered data is stored directly
process due to excess gas (usually nitrogen) to a computer with no delays caused by retrieval
taken in through the gills and forcing its of a strip chart or instrument memory, and
way out through the tissues when reaching monitoring of events and analysis can be performed
equilibrium with atmospheric pressure. The in the office. This paper presents information
nearest corresponding process in humans is and recommendations on satellite telemetry of
known as decompression sickness or the bends, eater quality data from 'nst'uments .sed as

4 part of the gas supersaturation study .Onducted
Releases from the afterbay dam have been by var'ous Federal agenc.es on the B),horn River,

documented since 1973 as the source of the Montana.
supersaturation in the Bighorn River (Bureau
of Reclariation, 1973). The afterbay dam is DATA TRA,SM:ZSD', SYSTEM
approximately 3.5 km (2.2 miles) downstream

of the 160 m (525 ft) high Yellowtail Dam The sate
2
!'te ata :ol'e; ,sn uste s toed

and Powerplant. The afterbay dam is a concrete -s sty f as re 'r ,s o, tb e Bureau
diversion structure 415 m (1360 It) n length :f Reca-'aton *jr t!-msi.)r 7 ct.-i staoeano
and 22 m (75 ft) in height and functtons to reservoir '.eval,-,,"s 'ttn'e -ouyi Basn
provide uniform daily flow in the Bighorn Region .e r ." , r' aeE' , t site
River by buffering the peaking power generation and two ater a s were added to the
flows from the Ye)lowtail Powerplant, The s'ysst tg em for. . re water quality
afterbay dam includes structures such as Slte 1t toocted km below the afterbay along
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,GOES

SATELLIT

X.:1111 .........
. . ,,j~~~~~ ........... .iiiii~::

EARTH RECEIVING'En.e STATION

, ~ BOISE, IDAHO

WATER QUALITY
MONITORING STATION
BIGHORN RIVER,

"'A,, . _ _"'A

Figure 2. - Diagram of Satellite Data Transmission System

ments varied between instruments and the earth station in Boise, Idaho, about 20
between parameters. InitiaIly calibration seconds later (Figure 2). The earth station
was performed weekly for most parameters. computer stores the data which can be accessed
Currently up to 3 weeks is sufficient between over a phone line from a field terminal. Once

.,, calibrations for many parameters. As discussed the DCP has been programmed with parameter codes
later in the report, the ability to monitor and scales and tested to operate n the required
t ,e parameters in real-time helps establish time slot, no further programming is normally
a realistic calibration and maintenance schedule. necessary.

The DCP was initially programmed in the Modifications of water qualtj ns*r,,ment
field by a portable computer to collect water electronics and power supplies were recessary
quality data every 30 minutes after a 2.5 minute following difficulties in interfacing to the
minute warmup time. Th is data is stored in DCP. Solutions to the problems included diagnosis
the DCP for 4 hours before being transmitted with a voltmeter, monitoring of satellite signal

'5/ to the GOES. All DCP stored data is sent in information, and consultation with electronic
about a 20-second transmission and returned to technicians.

44d %
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Initial difficulties with the system setup The data can be retrieved from the computer
were experienced in the power supply interface in two basic formats, short term and long term.
with the multiparameter probe. All instruments The short term format provides every parameter
at each site were initially powered by one value at every collection. These data can
110 ampere hour 12 V battery with photovoltaic be retrieved by site, by day in any time frame.
panel recharge. Through the dissolved gas Short term format is kept on hard disc resident
pressure and multiparameter water quality memory for 6 months and then archived to tape.
transmitters, a ground loop was created that The long term format provides a daily average
fed back voltage and damaged components in read out of each parameter. This information
one of the control units. This problem was can be retrieved in 15-day increments. Long
corrected by isolating the multiparameter probe term data is stored on resident memory for
with a separate 33-ampere hour battery and immediate access at any time.
photovoltaic panel.

An initial value of the satellite
Problems with the interface of the transmission and recording of data has been

multiparameter water quality probe and the to monitor instrument performance over time
DCP were caused by the output signal matching and detect malfunctions and calibration drifts.
of the two systems. The DCP could accept Data from this has indicated that the
digital, analog, and switch closing inputs. multiparameter probe should be serviced about
There was also programmable scaling on the every 10 days to clear algae and accumulated
analog inputs. The multiparameter water quality aquatic macrophytes from the probes. The gas
units analog output scale were different on tensionometer needed a less intensive maintenance
each parameter measured, none of which was schedule; however, on few occasions was observed
based on the DCP Iefault scale of 0 to 5 volts, measuring hydrostatic pressure rather than
The DCP had errors in handling these scales dissolved gas pressure after several weeks
along with the fluctuating voltages from some when moisture accumulated behind the gas
parameters. To correct these problems, the permeable membrane (silastic tubing). Continuous
water quality monitoring equipment manufacture monitoring and comparison of the two different
was asked to change the electronics to produce type dissolved oxygen probes tentatively indicate
a filtered output with a linear, analog scale that the three electrode, oxygen
corresponding to the output readout, producing-reducing probe is more accurate for

long-term monitoring in that it requires less
Excessive power consumption (above maintenance and fewer and smaller calibration

specified), low light intensity, and cold adjustments as opposed to the two electrode
diminished the battery and recharge system polarographic dissolved oxygen sensor on the
over the winter. These problems were solved, multiparameter probe. The value of knowing
following load tests on the battery, by the immediate instrument malfunctions is obvious
addition of a larger capacity battery. in the course of gathering reliable, accurate

data for extended periods of time.
impedence differences between the DCP

and the multioarameter probe caused a small In preliminary analysis of several
voltage offset during collection which is parameters and dam operations some trends are
corrected with the earth station computer shown in dissolved gas pressure in the river.
programming. This voltage offset from the As found in previous lnvestigations. and
field has been diagnosed from each parameter confirmed with the continuous monitoring

and then programmed to be added to the incoming instrumentation, the regulation of the slu'ceway
data by the receiving computer. This problem gates on the afterbay dam positive!, -orre~ates
is still being worked on with the intent being with total gas measurements taken .mmedate'y
no voltage offset and consequent computer below the afterbay at the 1, 2 k,, s~te
correction, negative correlation of :cta! as press,.e

was observed with the operation :f Ile ad,,3'
All of the previously discussed problems gates (White et al.. 1986) Ccrse,.e-',

were discovered in the field and most were a mixed flow or release onsst'ng a a,,'
primarily caused by non standard (non DCP of the water passing :nO~qh e S" ' ed.
manufacturer product) instruments being installed and a portion passing 3ross t e;,''wa,
to the DCP. The manufacturers of all the produces less supersat,-dt'on 'la Ile ;dne
electronic equipment were helpful and informative total volume thrOug" 'le e.a,
in solving these interfacing problems. The Unfortunately, this ei-*'In , .

most efficient way to solve these problems supersatuation 'ora't .',t.at -
would have been for the manufacturers afterbay and the~ef;,e o.' A' Ded' .
representatives to get together at the sites generation by yel'ota'' - ' ,

or to be able to connect and bench test this tests, where flows t ". .' , .
equipment before field installation, were 'educed and * pr .o.r - ,..

as mentioned, "'p- i s i , -. ,.
MONTORING AND PRELIM:IJARY RESULTS of inreasng ,!A" ' m -i''' . "

All data transm'tted is stored at te .iove ir,' -a*
central receivin~g site and is avaiable ',)r no acoa;'3* -'* . .

analysiS at any t'ie. Data :an ,e obta' ne i n I , ,. .
from tle IeeiPn sdte adOndS after a blensm o ni' ,"
With each t"ansmisslon. a sfstel stats; 7% -abs.
sent tat in ,des battery Vol ae , '-e1
strength s, and ieansm iss on errors , j vp

ienor-dt on vsat e l)te in Iqs:no s' Mg ' . , ,
equipment or satel 1!e problems.~ s i

he DvjA e .,-o

f "
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with the spring runoff starting in mid-June. an attempt to eliminate or reduce the air
The conductivity in the river increased to entrained and consequent supersaturation by
the highest level in early May. The pH has the afterbay sluiceway. These studies elucidated
remained relatively constant. Dissolved oxygen other problems arising with installation, costs,
has remained constant at the upstream site and operation of structures or ineffective
below the afterbay and varied at the 4.5 km reductions of supersaturation (Denson and Loomis,
site in daily fluctuations due to photosynthetic 1985). This research with monitoring equipment
production. The dissolved oxygen makes up will provide valuable information to be used
a greater portion of the total gas in moving in further modification or operation of the
downstream. At The 4.5 km site, the oxygen dam. In addition, the investigations have
saturation exceeded 138 percent during sunny been structured so that the results will have
afternoons whereas at the site 0.2 km below maximum application to other locations where
the afterbay oxygen did not exceed 114 percent gas supersaturation problems exist but the
saturation, various habitat parameters cannot be easily

sampled.
CONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT History Of The Problem

A special study of conditions within and Construction of both the WFG and the GWA
downstream from Walter F. George Lake (AL-GA) was projects was essentially complete in 1963. Prob-
conducted from 13-19 August 1986, in response to lems with fish kills in the WFG tailrace area dur-
numerous fish kill incidents that have occurred in ing periods of stratification soon followed. A
the tailrace. The Study focused on the suspected number of interim measures have been inplemented
cause of the problem, low dissolved oxygen, and on to combat the problems. The first of these meas-
an evaluation of possible corrective measures, ures, Standard Operating Procedures (SOP), was
such as spillway gate releases and generation developed in 1970. Basic provisions of this ini-
startup procedures. Results indicated that tial effort were to provide for water releases
extremely low dissolved oxygen water apparently through spillway gates when fish were observed
leaked into the tailrace and moved up through the distressed or dying, to monitor conditions for
water column and subsequently downstream. A com- indications of causal effects, and to verify that
presqid turbine startup sequence proved to be the corrective actions were effective.
most beneficial startup method. Releases through
the spillway gates during nongeneration periods In 1972, an automatic water quality monitor
offered the most feasible results in preventing or was installed downstream of ,JFG Lock and Dam.
alleviating downstream depressed dissolved oxygen This monitor, which is presently located about 457
conditions. m (1 500 ft) below the dam on the west bank of the

river, monitors dissolved oxygen (DO), pH, temper-
INTROOICTION ature, and conductivity.

Project Location and Oescription The same basic provisions of the 1970 SOP
were incorporated into a subsequent SOP revision

The Walter F. George (WFG) Lake is forned which was implemented in 1982. On 30 July 1985, a
along the ^hattahoochee River by the WFG Lock arid major fish kill occurred affecting approximately
nam (1 ,)) which is located near Fort Gaines, 100,000 fish as estimated by State of Georgia
Gieorgia. The impounding structure consists of a fisheries personnel . It was this incident which
concrete dam, a fourteen-gate spillway, and single resulted in increased ,oonitoring of tailrace con-
lift lock. The WFG Lock is the second highest litions and culminated in this study. Through

lift east of the Mississippi River. The WFG this increased monitoring, several trends were

Dowerhouse with four generating units is located ohserved in the tailrace area. When water levels
on the oopos'te bank from the lock. The lake is dropped following generation, fish were traoped in
121 km (75 mi) from -he nouth of the river, has a a drainage channel which paralleled the lock wall.
surface area of 13 ?92 ha (45 131 ac) , and is The fish would subsequently die and be swept lown-
73.3 m (33.0 ft) deep at the deepest point. Nor- stream during the next generation period. A stni-
Tnal pool elevation is 57.9 m (190.0 ft) %ational lar situation occurred in the stilling basin which
Geodetic Vertical litum (NGvri). Authorized pri- parallels the face of the WFG spillway. This
rarily for navigation and hydroelectric power shallow area has a short vertical wall along the
generation, associated purposes inclde flood con- downstream edge which serves to trap fish as water
trol, streanflow regulition to provide a nine-foot levels drop. Another situation noted was fish
navieation channel, outdoor recreation, and fish entrainment during the startup of generation. On
and Wildli'e ronservation. The WFS Powerhouse is several occasions small numbers of dead fish were
oeratel as 7eaking facility. Characteris- observed below the AFG Dan shortly after the
t'cally, hydroelectric power is generated 3 to 6 initiation of generation. Laboratory examination
hours Jaily, Monday through Friday. of specimens revealed that the fish had ruptured

gas bladders and gas bubbles trapped in the fins
Approiriately 47 river krn (29 river mi) and gills which indicated a rapid rnovement from

downstreav of 4F, L&O is the George W. Andrews depths to the surface.

fr'GWA) L&O. This strictre consists 0' a concrete
dam with i 'ed scillway and a single lift lock. %bservations djring the spring revealed that
' The GWA L&I i s a single noirpose navilation project fish, primarily shad, which are anaJroious in
i ntended only to provid e sufficient depth for nature, tended to enter the lock in large numbers
-uthorzed navigation. The lake created by GWA through the downstream valves. When these fish
L&D has a sjr'ace area of 623 ha (1 540 ac). remained inside the chamber for extended periods,
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the o was depleted and the fish died. ly far the Station 3 - 457 m (1 500 ft) downstream of

most cormon situation which also produces the F3 L'i
) at water quality monitor

highest incidence of nortality, is the occurrence
of extrenely low 10 throughout the tailrace area. Station 3A - 579 m (1 900 ft) downstream of
This situation occurs frequently durinj the spring ,JF1 LAD (single point vertical profile)
and summer. generally in the early morning hours
between 2409 hours and 3790 hours, and over the Station 4 - 2.4 km (1.5 Mi) downstream of
weekend. ',FG L&O

As a result of the 1935 fish kill, another Station 5 - 25.6 km (16.5 mi) downstream of
SIP was implemented later that year which con- 4F" LD
tained the basic provision of releasing water fron
the spillway gates once conditions deteriorated. Station 6 - 42.3 km (26.3 mi) downstream of
There were, however, some provisions of note in £F0 LAO
this procedure. The SOP was orepared recognizing
that although the problen had existed for several Stations 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were sa:mpled until
years, little was actually known bout the cause. 1400 hours 15 August. Aith the understanding
In in attempt to better understand the problem, acquired from these initial tests, Stations 4, 5,
the 1115 SIP required significantly increased and 6 were relocated closer to the dam (Stations
monitoring requiren.ents. Notable among these was IA, IR, and 3A) for the renainder of the study.
the direct transnittal of the nonitor's 0 infor-
mation to a ligital display in the 41", Powerhouse 'easurenents were taken using Yellow Springs
and the inclusion of 1easures to provide for Instruments (YSI) 00 meters. Air calibration of
snillway releases prior to isible fish distress the mleters was verified with the azide-modified
or fish kill. 4inkler titration technique. Tenperature readings

were verified with mercury thermometers. In addi-

Some of the provisions for increased moni- tion to the YSI meters, a ydrolab water quality
toring contained in the 1935 SOP were revised as monitor was used at selected locations to measure

more was learned about the situation and to accon- temperature, DO, pH, conductivity, and oxilation-
modate the neel to reduce the overwhelmling burden reduction potential. Generally, data at each
it placed on field personnel. The last revision, station were collected for at least one hour

dated June 11035. will remain in effect with some prior to operational changes, such as generation
nodi'ications until early 1937. At that time, the startup, and continued until the transient
SID will be nodi'ied to reflect recommendations hydraulic effects of the event had dissipated.

developed from this study. Data were collected at 20-minute intervals for all
the tests, except the 24-hour test period on

4ETHOOS 15-16 August when the frequency for collection
varied depending on project operations but pro-

This concentrated investiation was con- vided as a ninimum one profile per hour. Station

ducted from 13-19 August 1986, to better describe 1 profiles were collected generally once per hour
Ibe effects of operational procedures such as throughout the study.

generation startup sequences, spillway releases
and lock discharges on 00 and temperature in the DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
i-nediate tailrace an,1 at locations farther down-
stream. It was anticipated that data from the lata from Station I were typical for large
stidy would identify operational regimes which stratified bodies of water (detzel , 1975). During
when combined with the naturally occurring pro- the study, surface readings varied from 6.0 to R.O
cesses would achieve the highest possible DO mg/l, middeoth readings ranged from 3.0 to 4.)
levels. mg/l and to below 1.0 mg/l at 15.2 m (50.0 ft) and

conti-ued to Jrop until readings were virtually 0
A temiperatire and 00 profile was measured at ng/l from 21.3 m (70.0 ft) to 73.3 m (13.0 ft),

midstream and at the right and left quarter points the lake bottom. Figure 1 illustrates the effects
of the channel, except as indicated below, at each at middepth at Station I, and surface changes at
of the following stations. The depth intervals Stations 2 and 3, when each of the three func-
for each profile ranged from 0.2 m (9.5 ft) to tional turbines were brought on-line in one-hour
1.0 m (3.0 ft) at all stations, except Station I. intervals. (Turbine 4 was nonfunctional due to
At Station I in WFG Lake, the data were collected servicing.) 'he DO level at middepth of Station
at 1.5 m (5.0 ft) or 3.0 m (10.0 ft) intervals I, a point approximately 6.7 m (22.0 ft) above
through the 23.3 m (93.0 ft) depth of the lake. the turbine intake area, showed an appreciable
Pool elevation during the study averaged 56.2 n decrease after the second turbine was brought
(134.5 ft) NGVD. on-I ne. 130 levels continued to fall unto' the

units were turned off at 1710 hours. 90 soon
Station I - 244 m (300 ft) upstream of dF£ recovered to iregeneration concentrations at

LAO (single point vertical profile) Station 1.

Station 1A - I - (25 ft) downstream of AFj qeleases ron sp,llway gate ., which ur'1-

LV
) at powerhouse draft tube exit area (single inate frun a Ie;th of 01.1 m (30. ft) ,n he lake.

point vertical profile) had no effect on the 1I epoth D) concentrat )n at
Station I. Aowever, as shown in - lure . he

Station 1.A - 1? mn (400 ft) downstream of surface II readlngs at Stations 2 )nd 3 d's; lay)n

41 LA (single point vertical profile) imedlate increasps that continued even iter the
gate VMs closed. It should be noted that the

Station 2 - 244 m (300 ft) downstream of FG initial increases in tailwater 10 from extremely
LAD low concentrations achieved wth a late openinq of
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Figure 1. Dissolved oxygen concentrations at stations 1, 2, and 3 on 14 August 1986
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Figure 2. Surface dissolved oxygen concentrations at stations 4. 5, and 6 on 14 August 1986
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1.2 m (0.5 ft) were much more dramatic than the advisor from the Waterways Experiment Station,
increases achieved 4rom a '7.3 m (1.0 ft) gate Mr. Steven C. 4ilhelins, at Mark Twain Lake,
opening after the DO level had reached 3.0 mg/I. Missouri , it was hypothesized that the cause of

the low 0 water in the tailrace as due to leak-

Stations 2 and 3 displayed a sharp drop in age through the turbines during nongeneration
10 levels when the first turbine was brought on- perioJs. This poor quality water would gradually

line followed by a gradual increase as the two displace the water from generation in the tailrace
remaining units were brought on-line. However, and would move downstream. Therefore, testing and

the DO never completely recovered to the pre- data collection were oriented toward testing this
generation concentrations observed after releases hypothesis beginning 15 August at 1700 hours
were ade from gate 12. through the remainder of the study. k test of an

interim procedure as a means of preventing the
Figure 2 illjstrates the DO concentrations buildup of extremely low 00 water was conducted.

at Stations 4, 5, and 6 for the same time frame as This procedure provided spillway releases over-
depicted on Figure 1. lenerally, variations in o0 night from 15,00 to 0700 hours and indicated good
concentrations observed at the upper tailrace effectiveness. At Station 2 following an oaer-
stations were also observable at Station 4. nol night release of 0.1 m (0.25 ft) from gate 12, DO
changes noted at Station 4, however, were not as readings were between 3.0 to 4.0 mg/l at all
dramatic, and were shifted with respect to time depths compared to readings of 1.0 mg/l or less
and rate of discharge. Fluctuations in 00 read- when the releases were not provided. Lower read-
ings at Stations 5 and 6 could not be specifically ings of 1.0 mg/I or less, however, were easured
3ttriouted to operational discharges as they were directly in front of the turbine discharge bays.
at stations in the i-imediate tailrace area. It
was noted that 10 at Station 6 was higher than Figure 3 depicts no changes in the three upper
upstream stations by is much as 2.0 mg/l during stations resulting fron spillway releases from
the lid-lay hours and extremely low readings (<2.0 gate 14 which was opened to a height of 0.2 m (0.5
mg/l) were not observed luring the study. This ft) and 0.3 m (1.0 ft) . For the purpose of the
correlates with Strain (1990). study gate 14 had been modified by inserting stop-

logs on the upstream side of the gate to a depth
Approxiately two hours after generation of 1.8 m (6.0 ft) from the surface. These stop-

ceased on 14 August, 0O and temperature readings logs created a weir !ffect and allowed gate 14 to
were measured in the draft tube exit area immedi- discharge surface water rather than water from the
ately below the powerhouse. These measurements depth of the gate opening, 9.1 m (30.0 ft) . The
revealed that 00 ranged from 3.0 mg/l at the sur- effects of discharges from gate 14 on DO paral-
face to ?.n mg/l or less from 3 m (10.0 ft) below leled data collected during discharges from the
the surface to 11 m (36.0 ft), the bottom. Based urnodified gate 12 (Figure 1).
on the previous experience of the technical

6 A B D EF
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,- Surface Station 2 Midstream ) C Gate 14 Open 0.3m (12 n)
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E Units 1, 2. and 3 On

I~~ IAl 
Units Off
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Figure . Dissolved oxygen concentrations at stations . 2, and 3 on 15 August 1986
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Figure 3 also depicts generation startup short-lived depression in 0 concentrations at all
wi th all three functional turbine units started depths of the vi istream sanplin; point at Station
seluentially within minutes of one another. This 3.
startup began It approximately 1430 hours a d
shows that 10 at the middepth of Station I regis- - )CLJS!)NS
tered a corresponding rise over the duration of
the generation period. This rise seemingly is due 'bseriations at the mildepth of Station I
to an expanded withdrawal zone which encompasses upstream and the surface at Stations 2. 3, and
'lore highly oxygenated water closer to the lake A in the tailrace, during the startup of genera-
surface. Over the same period the surface DO at tion indicated that irrespective of the startup
tations " and 3 showed an inmediate but snort- sequence, there is an initial drop in DO levels

lived sag of about 1.0 mg/l followed by an equally in the immediate tailrace associated w'th the
s, Iden rise of about 2.0 mg/l. Stations 2 and 3 start of hydropower production. The seIerity and
also registered a general improvement in 00 over duration of this 90 drop is influencerS by the
the 3-hour generation period (to approximately 5.3 startup procedure. ',ata indicate that conpresseJ
ig/lI) followed by a drop of about ?.0 mg/l after starting of the generators. i.e., iII units
generation ceased. Tontinued monitoring at these sequentially put on line within iunites of one
stations through 0300 hours on 16 August revealed another, :ini n zes both the acuteness and the
a progression of low 00 readings (<1.0 mg/I) from duration of the DO drop). 'his seems to be due 

t
o

near the bottoin at Station IA, both up through the the increased expansion of the zone of withdrawal
water column and downstream. By the end of the within the lake, thus capt u ri ng lore of the
monitoring period this slug of low DO water had epili nnetic waters.
reached the surface at Stations IA and 2, and to
middepth at Station 3. Data collected during spillway gate openings

, dicatel that comparatively there is no differ-
()n Il August the procedures outlined in the ence between releases from gate 14 lodified with

Jine 11135 S9 were tested for effectiveness. In stoplogs and other gates. Additionally, the data
summary, these provisions require spillway re- indicated that when 03 levels were severely

leases from gate 12. opened at 0.1 m (0.5 ft) , to depressed, the spillway releases resulted in more
relieve fish distress situations or to increase 10 dramatic improvenents compared to releases when
concentrations in the inmediate tailrace following tailwater 0 was 3.0 'i/l or better. Manipula-
a 3-hour period of below 2.0 mg/l readings or a tions with spillway gate heights indicate that
single reading of 1.5 mg/I at the water quality releases result in improvenents in 30 without
monitor. If the initial one-hour release from respect to gate height, however, these improve-

. gate 12 does not relieve the situation, the SOP ments occur more rapidly with increased discharges
ifrther specifies that gate 10 be opened the same either through increased gate heights or by open-

' height and both gates provide releases for one ing additional gates. Data collected luring

hour. spillway discharges indicate that the slug of low
DO water that accumulates in the immediate tail-

Responses to low D0 levels summarized above race is apparently pushed downstream by releases
were based on initial data recorded by the auto- and 0 is not significantly improved. lurther,
natic water quality monitor and verified by titra- overnight releases through the spillway gates seem
tion tests performed by WFG personnel . Therefore, to prevent significant accumulations of low DO
dlscussions of results regarding SOP procedures water and instead both nixes and transports this
are focused on data collected at Station 3. How- water downstream except in a very localized area
ever, it was noted throughout the study that 00 In the vicinity of the turbine discharge bays.
concentrations near the water quality monitor
'ntake were highly variable compared to readings :ntensive monitoring in the tailrace area
taken at other points aCross the river at this substantiated the hypothesis that extrenely low 00
lOCation. Also, coilarisons of nonitor and YSI water "oved 'uto the Jownstream area 1r)n the tur-
results revealed that the 10 monitor generally bine discharge 'bays. Using conductivity as a con-
indicated higher readings than those obtained with servative tracer, data collected with the Hydrolab
the vsI meter. in the like clearly showed that the low DO water

being observed in the tailrace during nongenera-
The test of the SOP began following a period tion :)eriods was available at the elevation of the

of about '5 hours when the 10 from Station 3 powerhouse intakes. onductivity and pH were
upstream was less that 1.0 mg/l. At Station 3 measured at the draft tube exits and were found to
midstream n0 levels throughout the water column ie ildentical to those values measured un the lake
remained below 1.0 mg/1 luring the one-hour period at the intakes. urther, data Collected Lrinj
when gate 1" was opened singularly. In accordance the study indicated that the extrenely 

1
ow 30

with the 1196 q0P, after one hour gate 13 was water accanulates in the tallrice a t varying
opened. At the tIwo-hour mark in the operation the rates. ')uring an overni ght monl#)rn per' ) the
surface 0 had recovered to above 4.0 'g/l , the s I:q of low T0 water had nove, j .ownstrea )nly to
midepth value had improved to slightly above 1.) the 'ildeath at Station 3. In 'ther occasions
mgl , and the bottom 90 had remained below 0.5 when nonqity)r'ng began un t e early Ornin,.
mg/l. Qeleases from both gates continued frr an results Indicitel that the )w Yl water was
additional 30 minutes at which time surface DO was in!t )rml y I s tr, ted thro g,)h. it e WIer C )1' 1"n

'r to 6.0 -g/l. however. middepth an bottom 0 at Station 3 and had oved fartner i,)Wnst'i.va 1

readings remained unchanged f , )n concentrations 's hydlthes' zed. therefore, "hat "he I ka le
measjred at the two-hour mark. Within a 'ew varies '1 rat )1 lischarje in] 'i lost 0 1 y

minutes of gate closure "ildeoth concentration att ruted to %)r))er )r nc -;1 t cI )s~re )f
reached over 4.0 mq/I and the bottom readinq w'c et ,rs . IdtI)naliy. r jnwatIer ls-
increased to about ?.0 'q/l . Approximately I hour charges in the tailrace area lay aIso ;)r)41 le a

'ollowing the gate closures described above, there 3ource of xtrenely low 00 water.

was a lock discharge which resulted in a sharp,
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Comparisons between data collected in the the low 00 water in the tailrace. Evaluate struc-
river at the location of the monitor intake tural solutions to stop the leakage and/or other
(Station 3), titrations using the azide-modified alternatives. If any alternatije is inplenented,
'4inkler technique, and data obtained from the further study to letiriine the necessity for in
automatic water quality monitor at the same time SOP as Jescri bed above shoulJ be conducted.
indicated that the monitor frequently recorded
erroneous r0 data. In consideration of the hypo- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
thesis regarding leakage, a monitor would best
provide data on which to base actions described in The authors wish to express their appreci-
the SOP if it were located closer to the power- ation to the personnel from the 'IS Geological
house. Survey offices in Tuscaloosa. Cullman. and

Montgomery. Alabama, for the professional manner
REC .)MMENIDATIONS in which they perforaed the field work Juring

this study. The technical advise and participa-
(1) Provide for the maximum use of corn- tion in the study through the WOTS Program of

pressed starting procedures for hydropower oro- "r. Steven C. Wilhelms from Waterways Evoeriment
luction during the nonths when the lake is Station was an invaluable aid. Personnel from the
strati fi ed. 1WFG Powerhouse, Lock, and Resource 'Manager' s

Office provided assistance and support throughout
(?) Adjust the automatic monitor position the study. Engineering Technician, Mr. Terry

to a site closer to the powerhouse where the low Williams, from the :lanning Division, Mobile
nIO oroblems originate and resolve the discrep- District, furnished logistical help that was a
ancies noted between the ionitor readings and major contribution to the successful completion of
readings obtained by other methods. the study.

(3) Revise the SiP to provide for immediate
action (spillway releases) when low '10 conditions REFERENCES
(3.0 mg/I or less) are detected which are not the
result )f an operational release producing a Strain, G. 4. 1 :O. "Environmental Aspects of
short-term drop in concentrations. Or, as an Reservoir Releases," Proceedings of a
alternative, provide for continuous low volume Seminar on 4ater Quality Evalation,
(0.1 m (0.25 ft) gate opening) spillway discharges ?2-24 January 1930, Tampa, Florida. Army
luring nongeneration for the months the lake is Corps of Cngineers, Somittee on Water
stratified to prevent the extremely low DO condi- luality, Washington, D.C., Paper 13.
tions from developing.

Wetzel , R. r. 1975. "Limnology," W. B. Saunders
(4) ^onduct further investigations to Co.

determine the source and circulation patterns of
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ABSTRACT operated during offpeak hours. Extended periods
of zero discharge covering several days to several

Many hydropower facilities are operated only weeks can occur in the spring and fall periods to
during a portion of the day to meet peak system conserve water in Norris Reservoir when power
power demands. Sometimes, during portions of the demands and reservoir levels are low, or during
year when system power demands are low, no flood control operations.
releases are made for several days at a time.
Such periods without flow can seriously damage These daily flow fluctuations and the
aquatic life in the tailwater. prolonged shutoffs combined with the low dissolved

oxygen concentration in the discnarge (late June
This paper discusses two projects where through early November) are considered to have

continuous minimum flows are provided year deleterious effects on aquatic life, river
around. The first is the Norris project where a recreation, water quality and aesthetic values of
minimum flow of 5.7 m

3
/s (200 cfs) is provided the downstream river reaches. By venting turbine

by a reregulating dam located approximately 2.4 km releases when needed and providing a minimum
(1.5 ml) below the main dam. The other is the release of at least 5.7 m

3
/sec (200 cfs), it was

Tims Ford project where a minimum flow of 2.3 felt that these adverse effects could be mitigated
m2/s (80 cfs) will be provided through a small or eliminated altogether.
hydroturbine operating during periods when the
main turbine is shut down. The paper will address Alternatives Considered
the alternatives evaluated at each project and the
design, construction, and operation of the minimum Various schemes were investigated for
flow systems. providing the desired minimum flow. These

included releasing through the existing sluices,
NORRIS MINIMUM FLOWS adding a small hydroplant, and constructing a

reregulating structure downstream of the dam.
General Venting of turbine releases when necessary would

be a part of each alternative.
TVA's Norris project is located on the Clinch

River at river mile 79.8 in Campbell and Anderson Sluice releases to provide continuous minimum
Counties, Tennessee, about 32 km (20 ml) northwest flows when the turbines were not operating were
of Knoxville. The dam is a concrete gravity evaluated for several minimum flow values. For
structure approximately 580 m (1,900 ft) wide and the period October through March, 5.7 m

3
/s (200

81 m (265 ft) high. The powerhouse contains two cfs) was acceptable with higher values desired
generating units rated at 50.4 MW each. The during daylight hours in the warm months.
hydraulic turbines are the vertical Francis type Estimated annual costs ranged from $1.13 to $1 .70
and have a discharge capacity of about 120 m

3
/s million (1980 dollars) and were due to power

(4,200 cfs) each at a rated head of 50 m (165 ft). losses from releases bypassing the generating
units.

Flow conditions for several miles downstream
from the dam are essentially determined by A new small hydro unit to be constructed on
controlled releases from Norris Dam. An the left bank was also considered. The powerhouse
insignificant amount is contributed from would contain a single vertical Francis turbine
uncontrolled runoff. Leakage through Norris Dam connected to a generator rated at 8,000 kW. The
produces minimum flows of 0.5 to 1.8 m

3
/s (17 to unit's rated discharge would be 17.0 mi/s

65 cfs) when the turbines are off. (600 cfs) and could discharge as little as 5.7
m'/s (200 cfs). Costs for this option would

With a turbine discharge capacity include an Initial Investment of $14.1 million and
approximately twice the average annual inflow, 12 an annual cost of $0.47 million. The annual cost
hours of peaking per day are needed on the average was primarily due to a shift of some peak
to pass inflow in a normal year of operation. generation to offpeak hours.
Actual daily schedules vary depending on system
load requirements and reservoir levels. Two schemes for constructing reregulating
Summertime peaking releases normally begin about structures below Norris Dam were seriously
midmorning and continue for the remainder of the considered. The first was a collapsible dam which
daylight hours. Wintertime load peaks tend to would regulate the release of stored water by
occur in the morning and again in the evening, maintaining a constant depth of flow over one or
Unless the Norris pool is well above its normal more gates. When the turbines were operating, the
operating level, the turbines are normally not gates would be lowered to prevent a tallwater
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increase at the dam. The initial cost of a addressed by the model study was navigation over
collapsible barrier dam was estimated to be $5.8 the weir by small boats or canoes. Several weir
million. Annual costs would range from $0.67 to geometries were tested, with most performing
$0.94 million, depending on the minimum flow satisfactorily at one or two of the expected
assumed. flowrates, but being unacceptable at other flows.

Recommendations were to construct and observe a
The second scheme was a low weir which would 6.4-m (21-ft) wide weir in the field, and if the

have a series of sluices installed at its base to performance was not satisfactory, then the
retard emptying of the channel following turbine structure could be modified into a 9.1-m (30-ft)
shutdown. Short turbine pulses every few hours configuration. Discharge coefficients were also
would be required to recharge the channel until computed and provided for the mathematical model.
generation resumed. However, the weir would cause
a permanent tailwater rise at Norris Dam, Regulation of weir releases would be by
resulting in a loss of capacity and energy butterfly valves controlled by floats installed in
generation from the hydroplant. Estimated costs some of the discharge pipes. After turbine
for the weir were $0.5 million initially, and operation ended, flow would pass over the weir and
annual expenditures of $0.04 million, through the uncontrolled pipes. As the water

level dropped below the top of the weir, the
Construction of a rock-filled gabion weir valves would begin to open to maintain desired

approximately 2.4 km (1.5 ml) downstream of Norris releases. Without controls, 5.7 m
3
/s (200 cfs)

Dam was determined to be the most attractive could not be maintained wathout either increasing
alternative. Total costs for this scheme were the weir height or increasing pulsing frequency.
lower than any other alternative considered by Either option would cause a significant increase
far. Also, since the project was considered to be in annual power losses at Norris.
experimental, a rock weir could easily be removed
if major problems were encountered during testing. Physical Features

Design The weir was constructed of galvanized steel
gabion baskets filled with 10 to 20 cm (4 to 8

The preliminary design process involved in.) washed limestone rock. It is 1.5 m (5 ft)
examining several different weir locations, sizes, high, 6.4 m (21 ft) in width, and contains 54
and shapes to determine a solution that best met 3D-cm (12-in.) diameter steel pipes for discharge
the project design objectives. The most important control. The 122-m (400-ft) long weir is divided
objectives considered were maintaining a minimum by Hibbs Island into a 46-m (150-ft) long west
flow of 5.7 ms/sec (200 cfs), avoiding channel section and a 76-m (250-ft) long east
significant impacts on the Norris Dam hydroplant, channel section. To reduce construction costs, a
providing safe floating and fishing conditions, loose rock core was used. Twenty of the
and minimizing project costs. Improvement with fifty-four steel pipes were fitted with float
respect to one objective often meant a reduction actuated butterfly valves to control weir
with respect to one or more of the other releases. Trashracks were placed upstream of all
objectives. Numerous tradeoffs between objectives controlled pipes to reduce potential damages to
were evaluated using mathematical and physical the flotation device from debris. An impermeable
modeling to find the best overall solution. For membrane was placed within the upstream portion of
example, it was important to locate the weir as the weir to minimize leakage. Figure 1 is a
close to the dam as possible to minimize the photograph of the completed weir structure.
amount of uncontrolled local inflow that could
deposit sediment or debris In the weir pool and
at the same time provide improved hydraulic
conditions over the entire tailwater. However, if
the weir was located too close to the dam, then
headlosses would occur due to the higher tailwater
elevation caused by the weir backwater.

The hydraulic effects of the weir were

examined through the use of a mathematical
computer model and a physical model. The computer -.

model was used to determine headlosses (due to
tailwater rise) at Norris Dam and to determine how . ...-,
long a minimum discharge of 5.7 m3/s (200 cfs)
could be sustained without storage replenishment
from Norris turbine releases. Data collected
during operation of the physical model was used to
calculate computer model discharge coefficients
for flow over the weir and to evaluate boating Figure 1. Norris Weir
risks.

Construction
A mathematical model for a section of the

Clinch River from the dam to about 6.4 km (4 mi) The weir was constructed in three stages from
downstream was developed. Simulation results fall 1983 until spring 1984. Total construction
showed that a flow of about 5.7 m

3
/s (200 cfs) time, excluding delays, was approximately three

could be maintained below the weir for about 12 months. The west channel section of the welt was
hours without turbine releases. Also, tailwater built in the first stage. Flows (mostly leakage)
elevation below Norris Dam would increase by about were diverted to the east channel through pipes
O.09 m (0.3 ft). contained in a small dam built for this purpose.

The dam was also used as an access road to the
A physical model was constructed at the TVA west channel construction site. After the weir

Engineering Laboratory. The primary concern section in the west channel was completed, flows
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were diverted through discharge pipes in the further, raising expectations for greater use in
finished section while work proceeded in the east the future.
channel. An --m (36-ft) long section was left
uncompleted until the remaining weir was TIMS FORD MINIMUM FLOWS
constructed to its full height. This enabled the
pool level to drop sufficiently for construction Alternatives for supplying instantaneous
personnel to enter the river three hours after minimum flows in the Elk River below TVA's ims
unit operation ended. The last stage of Ford Dam were evaluated. Due to thermal
construction was closing the open section over a stratification in Tims Ford Reservoir, turbine and
two day weekend period with no turbine releases. sluice releases at the dam provide cold water
All work was accomplished during periods the rangIng from 5°C In the winter to 16C in the
turbines were not operating. During the fall, fall. These temperatures offer the opportunity to
power demands required that construction take establish and maintain a 64-km (40-mi) long cold
place at night on the 11 p.m. to 7 a.m. shift, water fishery in the taliwater. Supplying minimum
All other work was performed during daylight hours, flows In the river channel at all times would help

maintain an adequate food base and suitable flow
Operation and depth conditions for trout. Costs and

benefits for four alternatives were estimated, and
The weir is designed to sustain a minimum Implementation of the most favorable alternative

discharge of approximately 5.7 m3 /s (200 cfs) is nearing completion.
for 12 hours after turbine releases end. Based on
historical records, adequate streamflow below the Project Description
weir can be maintained on a typical day of
operation. However, during extended periods of Tims Ford Dam is located at Elk River
zero release, a one-turbine pulse of 30 minute Mile 133.8, in southcentral Tennessee. This
duration is required twice daily to replenish location, within two hours driving time of the
storage behind the weir. large population areas of Huntsville. Alabama;

Chattanooga, Tennessee; and Nashville, Tennessee,
The weir as constructed did not provide offers an opportunity to maintain and enhance a

satisfactory regulation. Field tests revealed cold water fishery unique to this region.
that there was too much leakage and the flow
decreased too rapidly followin turbine shutoff. Site description
Seventeen of the uncontrolled pipes were plugged,
and leakage was reduced by sealing the top 15 cm Tims Ford Dam was closed in December 1970 and
(6 in.) of the weir. Field tests to evaluate the a single diagonal-flow, fixed blade generating
weir's hydraulic characteristics were again unit went into commercial operation in March
conducted, and overall flow patterns were 1972. The unit Is rated at 45 MW at a net head of
determined to be satisfactory. The water surface 36.2 m (120 ft). The dam is also equipped with a
profile over the weir appeared smooth, and no 0.41-m (3-ft) diameter low-level supplementary
large recirculating eddies were observed. The water release sluice with rated discharge capacity
measured increase In tailwater elevation varied of 7.1 m3/s (250 cfs). Below the dam, the Elk
between 0.05 and 0.11 m (0.18 and 0.35 ft). Rtver flows through Fayetteville, Tennessee,

approximately at river mile 90. The Fayetteville
Three hours after the turbine releases stop, Water Treatment Plant pump intake is located at

the pool elevation drops to the top of the weir. river mile 93.9. To maintain proper submergence
From hours 3 through 7. a flow of 4.5 m2/s (160 of the pump intake, a river stage corresponding to
cfs) is maintained through the weir, primarily by one foot at a nearby USGS gage is required.
the uncontrolled pipes. The valved pipes begin to Currently, this corresponds to a flow of about 4.1
contribute more and more as the pool level drops, ml/s (145 cfs). The unregulated drainage area
steadily increasing total discharge to about 6.1 between Tims Ford Dam and the gage is 713 km2

mJ/s 1215 cfs) at hour 10. The flow gradually (298 mi2 ), and the estimated 20-year recurrence
returns to 4.5 m'/s (160 cfs) by the end of the interval. 3-day minimum local inflow from this
12 hour period. Leakage through the abutments area is 1.25 m3/s (44 cfs).
supplements pipe discharge to effectively maintain
a constant release. Current operations

Results Tims Ford is a multipurpose project, and as

such, is operated for authorized purposes of flood
Conditions in the tailwater have improved due control, recreation, power production, and water

to weir construction and aeration of turbine supply. The single generating unit is generally
releases. Fish food organisms, such as mayflies, limited to a discharge rate of 110 mI/S
caddisflles, stoneflies, snails, and crayfish (3,900 cfs) due to downstream considerations. The
preferred by trout have grown in number. Also average annual adjusted flow at Tims Ford is 27
increasing in abundance have been minnow species. m3/s (955 cfs). which means that the unit on
a part of the diet of the large brown trout, average can be expected to operate about 25
Trout condition, a measure of the plumpness of an percent of the time. Based on historical records,
individual fIsh and an indicator of growth rate, the average number of "zero release hours per day"
has also improved. From 1980-83, conditions of varies from 12.3 in December to 19 b In October
rainbow trout dropped an average of 12 percent
between summer and fall. In 1985, the condition The supplementary water 'Iulce % .,,ed 'r,m
did not drop at all. Memorial Day weekend throuqn September tc p~'v'de

for water supply at Fayettevl1'e These tows are

An increase in trout stocking In addition to provided on weekends, since 'nited .eser oi ,
improvements In taIlwater conditions has resulted inflows during this period are ge era;'y passed
in substantial growth In fishing pressure and through the generating .nit on h.qher 'oad
recreation. Plans are to increase stocking even weekdays only During the smn er and ei-y 'a''
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months. when two hours of turbine use per day is factors to consider in assigning points. These
coemmon, the unit is often operated for an hour in factors include: (1) recreation experience,
midiiorning and again for an hour in late afternoon (2) availability of opportunity, ( 3) carrying
to provide for a more even distribution of flow at capacity. (4) accessibility, and (5) environmental
Fayetteville to ensure that the stage requirement quality. Out of a possible 100 points, the Elk
is met. River was judged to merit a range of 65-69

points . In 1985 price levels, this converted to a
The generating unit at Tims Ford is operated range In the value of visits from $16.50 to $11.50

locally from within the powerhouse. The per unit day. For the purpose of this analysis.
powerhouse is normally staffed from 6 a.m. until about 75 percent of the increase in benefits was
10 p.m. on weekdays only. Turbine use on weekends attributable to enhanced minimum flows, and about
requires personnel to be calIled in. The sluice 25 percent to enhanced dissolved oxygen levels.
cani be operated either locally or by remote
control from a neighboring project. Evaluation of Current fishing use estimates were supplied
various alternatives described later In this paper by personnel from the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
is based on not having remote operation capability Agency who are most familiar with fishing in the
for the turbine. An air compressor was Installed tallwater. The Ir estimates represented the best
at the plant in 1984 and used during the fall of available Information but have yet to be confirmed
1984 and 1985 when the natural dissolved ouygen by actual pressure estimates based on field data.
concentration in the turbine releases dropped
below 4 mg/L. Use of the compressor is planned In response to these Improvements in the
for the future during similar low 00 periods. tallwater. stocking would be increased in each of

the alternatives In proportion to the expected
From examination of available records, biological Improvements and increase In angler use

leakage from the reservoir rim and through the expected. Potential for Increased fisherman use
unit was estimated to be 0 6 ml/s ( 20 c$vs) . was calculated based on the following factors
This water enters the river Channel In the provided by the various alternatives: improved
proximity of the dam. Leakage wll vary with food base,. increased production, increased
headwater elevation , being somewhat l ower I n carrying capac'ty. and Improved conditions for
winter and higher In suimmer. bank arid boat f Isxlng

Current visitation to the Elk River from Tims For eval..at'on of the alternatives, the
Ford Dam to Fayetteville was estimated to be about minimum f Io. was targeted to be 2 3 ml/s
9.000 annual trips. Two thousand are canoeing (80 c01) This selection was based on f IelId
trips and 7,000 are fishing trips . Recreational v Is It s to t ne t a Ia ter s It es by va I ous per sonnelI
access to the river is provided at seven different during periods o' operation Of the sluice at that
locations owned by TVA. and with one exception, rate Ii was f et that this rate would provide
they are maintained by the Elk River Development acceptable "'ow ondlItions for the fishery as well
Authority. Currently, the State stocks about as maintain s~itable conditions for floating.
70.000 trout annually in the Elk River below the Tisx release, plus the estimated 'eakage and
dam. minimum 'ocal Inflow as described Previously.

would also be adequate to Drovide t he required
Evaluation Criteria 0 1lOw a t 'ayettevil le Ii'. mo st cases I t wa s

apparent a t the begIn n Ingq o f the study that
The I mpa ct of the various nin Imum f ow Minimumi f , Ws much .1 r1d~ er than these woulId

alIternat Ives on power produc t Ion a t 'Inms for d was Se,e , Y Inpal t -0wer :ivductioi'. and would imi t
based on the comparison of projected plant outp.,t ty exS' ~ se ti'q aterat'ves~
for each alternative vs. simulated outPut for the
base case, or historical conditions nsisto"'' aj A !ernar'1,e, Ma'riai'-., Minimum f 'Ows
flow and reservoir elevation data 'or the ber'od
1973 through 1983 were used to simulate la Iy Dest 3re aete rt.e 5' 1e ted In th

and offpeak generation These va'ues were sel to ,t- A: -a, e-a d!Pd bacfd , r the above
compute month Iy averages for the Per I d . ' '''C. I

comparative purposes HIstorica! eservoir
elIevat ions were used as muc h as DO% I b 'e , a tnougi, ''g a1 dC'~
for s ome alternatives the r e s eroi wa %
necessarily lowered during dry conditions 3r.cp, '' t'''t,e SPI !-e e.is'ng %%I~cet
to meet the minimum 'low 'equiremxerts " ioce l'.e I a' -a';e a 'i5 'od i 3 MI/S
cases, computed elevations were torced to .onvt'je 8. a', ''ie !1P gr~'a!'"g .vnit was not
to historical elevations as soon as pcss'p yI~'t' a !e'ati-e 'ed.

1
1ed 10 -apital
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pressure on the river immediately below the dam,
at a highway bridge access. Due to rapid water
rise when the turbine is started, additional
warning signs at the site would have been
warranted.

The impacts on water quality would be
positive. The sluice releases would maintain
lower overall temperature in the river between
turbine pulses. The releases would be well
aerated due to aspiration through the sluice vent
system. Recent tests showed dissolved oxygen
increases from 1 mg/L at the sluice intake to 10
mg/L just downstream from the sluice outlet in the
tailrace.

For the period of record analyzed, the impact
on reservoir elevations was minor. The
simulations indicated, even in the drier years. a

projected drawdown of only one foot below levels
observed historically. 000

Fishery benefits were calculated as described ISOMETRIC OFpreviously. Benefits accrued from provisions of

desirable DO concentrations and flow conditions in TIMS FORD

the upper tailwater. Those Improvements would POWERHOUSE
increase the food base, improve the ability of 'C .. o,,.

trout to feed during the late summer and early
autumn, and improve the minimum water depths and Figure 2. Tims Ford Powerhouse
velocities. These benefits accrued primarily in
the upper reaches of the tailwater where the was the dissolved oxygen concentration expected in
change from existing flow conditions would be most the tailrace during the operation of this unit.
dramatic. It was estimated that this alternative It is expected that some natural aeration could be
would increase total annual visitation to 24,000 induced in the draft tube of the unit, however
within five years. On a present worth basis, this provisions would be made for forced air injection
corresponded to an increase in benefit of by a small compressor. In either case, DO uptake
$1,820,000 to $1,924,000 over the life of the would not be as great as that occurring with the
project. sluice releases although It was anticipated that

adequate amounts would be provided when the
Small generating unit alternative natural 00 content dropped below 4 mg/L.

This alternative would include the addition Fishery benefit increases for this
of a small generating unit to the existing alternative were projected to be the same as for
powerhouse (see Figure 2). The unit would use the the sluicing alternative.
existing sluice pipe for water supply. A surplus
cooling tower makeup pump/motor would be installed The project capital cost was estimated to be
and operated in reverse as a turbine/generator. $860,000, with a projected present worth O&M cost
This equipment was available from a cancelled TVA of $103,000. An additional $40,000 was estimated
nuclear project. Preliminary estimates of for outage costs during the construction period.
performance for this unit, operating as a turbine, since use of the existing unit would not be
indicated full gate releases of 2.2 to 2.5 ml/s possible during early stages of construction.
(78 - 90 cfs), with generator outputs ranging
between 470 and 830 kW, depending on the reservoir Reregulating weir alternative
pool elevation.

This alternative would involve the
As in the case of the sluicing alternative, construction of a low weir some distance

this unit would be operated any time the existing downstream from Tims Ford Dam. This weir was
unit was not, thereby providing an instantaneous similar In purpose and scope to the Norris (Clinch
minimum flow at the project. Both units would be River) weir described previously in this paper.
operated concurrently only during flood control Two alternate weir sizes were studied: one which
operations to evacuate water from the reservoir, could provide flows of 2.8 m'/s (100 cfs) for

twelve hours duration; and one which could provide
This alternative would result in a small gain the same flow for twenty-four hours duration. Due

of total generation but a shift of peak energy to to limited access to the river in the first
offpeak energy. This was due to the new unit several miles below the dam, the proposed weir
releasing water during offpeak hours which site was located 4 km (2.5 ml) below the dam.
otherwise would be passed through the larger unit This location Is owned by TVA and allows public
only durinq peak hours. The expected annual access to the river.
generation gain was 600 Wh, with 1,930 Mh being
shifted from peak to offpeak use. The net effect The option to provide for 24 hours storage
of these impacts was a present worth power cost of required a weir size that was deemed unacceptable
$315,000. Nevertheless, this alternative had the due to safety concerns. The final weir selection
least impact on power production of any of the was based on providing only 12-hours storage. The
alternatives studied. cost estimate for this option was based on a

similar design as the weir below Norris Dam. and
Most other impacts were the same as described included 15 valved and 10 unregulated pipes. To

for the sluice alternative. The main exception replenish the water behind the weir would require

Goranflo, et al.
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a pulse of water from the generating unit at the results from the unit being operated for pulses In

dam of 25 minutes in duration once every 12 the offpeak period. Annually, this shift would

hours. Because the powerhouse is not manned on total 9,490 MWh. The present worth of the net
weekends, it was more cost effective to slulce the replacement cost due to these impacts Is
water rather than call in operators to make the $2.111.000.
two pulses 12 hours apart.

No benefits were claimed for the higher net

The impact on power production was a net loss flows in the lower reaches of the tallwater. This

of total generation, mostly from peak periods, is because the river was not considered as a prime
resulting from the sluice discharge required on recreational floatway. There could be a negative

weekends. This loss was estimated to be 640 MWh. impact on safety for those persors using the river

It was estimated that the weir would raise the in the upper reaches, particularly near the dam.
tailwater elevation about .06 m (.2 ft) during Water surface elevations would rise rapidly during
normal operation of the generating unit. The the pulse, up to 2 m (6.2 ft). This would happen
estimated net present worth replacement cost of eight times per day, in contrast to current
these impacts was $431,000. operations with only one or two pulses.

Most other impacts were the same as described Constant raising and lowering of the water

for the other alternatives. However, it was surface in the channel reaches immediately below
predicted that increased biological benefits would the dam could increase the rate of bank erosion

not occur between the weir and the dam. Thus the there. However, the reaches further downstream
increase in annual visitation was projected to be which have historically been eroding at a faster
lower, resulting in a total present worth benefit rate would not be affected as much because of

increase ranging from $1,169,000 to $1,241,000. channel attenuation.

The weir was also evaluated as to possible For the period of record analyzed, upstream
backwater impacts upstream from the weir to the reservoir elevations could be reduced
dam. It was calculated that the impoundment effect significantly. In the drier years, projected

of the weir would result in water surface profiles reservoir drawdowns up to 2.9 m (9.5 ft) below

which exceeded the flowage easement boundaries levels observed historically were computed. This
originally acquired between the weir site and the could seriously Impact recreation on the reservoir
dam, for normal release rates of 110 m

3
/s depending on the timing of the drawdown, with

(3,900 cfs). Therefore the cost estimate included August and September being the most critical times.

the purchase of additional flowage easements where

appropriate. There were no capital costs associated with
this option. No attempt was made to estimate

The estimated capital cost was $673,000, with increased O&M costs due to much more frequent

an additional $40,000 required for outage cost and starting and stopping of the unit. However.

a projected present worth OM cost of $52,000. operation costs would increase substantially.
Because the powerhouse is currently manned from

Pulsing alternative 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. during the weekdays, additional

operators would be required to provide for
This alternative required that the generating operations 24 hours per day. 7 days per week The

unit at Tims Ford be operated in a pulsing mode to present worth cost of this increased staff was
provide minimum flows in the reaches below the estimated to be $1,240,000.

dam. This option did not provide for
instantaneous minimum flows at the dam, but due to Fishery benefits were reduced due to the
natural wave attenuation and depending on the time variability of flow in the reaches ilmmedlately

interval and pulse duration selected, would below the dam. which would not orovide biological
provide minimum flows of varying magnitudes In the benefits or ]ood londltions for bank or f'oat

channel downstream. For sItes nearest the dam. fishing Bene'lts were Increased f.rther
resultant hydrographs would be sharply ,piked. downstream because the nI'her minimum flowrates

with high flows during the puIse and apldly would poiuIde increased water depths, wetter
diminishing to zero shortly after the pu;se substrate, and more stable water temperatures

ceases. At intermediate locations downstream a The estimated resent worth benefIts were $S92.000
noticeable rise in flowrate would occur sometime to $1.024.000
after the pu'se, but appreciable minimum flows

would be maintained At locations further Comparlson of Alternatlves

downstream, the resulting flows would be
essentially steady A quantltatlie and qualitative comparIson of

alternatives Is shown in Table I 'he economic

The pulse dur tion. 15 minutes, and interval ana'yses ,how BC "ato% of apDo.
1
mately the same

between pulses. 3 hourS, selected for evaluation magnItude for altenatiwes one, two. and three
were based on maIntaIning an instantaneous flow of The lower 0,C for the wel ailternatlve is dut to
about 2.8 ml/s (100 (fs) at the proposed weir the 'Cdu(ton In benefits because minimum lows
, te Minimum 4lows upstream from this site would are not provided in the reach between the jam and

be less (only 0 6 m'/s (20 cfs at the Immedlate wer site based .)n the study, the %ma'I rit
tatwater), whIle the instantaneous mlnimum Ilows a'ternatIPe -,he least advere m'rnIt onl Dower
downstream would be larger, ranging to 9 8 m'/s productIon and 'he most attractIe bC atIo

345 cfs) at Fayetteville A'though the p'an 1nd1at,S relatve y h qh

I nItlal coSt. It provldes an eamp'e G an

IIacts on power productilon would inc lude a Innovative ,ma
1
. hydro lnstallatlon It w1 1

net gain In total generation and significant allow a chance for the eva uatlon of the

shifts of peak to offpeak generation The gain effectiveness of this type of Installation in
(430 MDfh) Is because no water would be released maintaining and enhancing a designated cold water

through the sluice The shift to offpeak power fishery

_V.'. Mft.!



TABLE 2

Comparison of Alternatives

Alternative

Sluice Small Unit Weir Pulsing

COSTS

Construction 0 860 673 0
Unit Outage 0 40 40 0
Operation and Maintenance 0 103 52 1,240
Power Losses 1.550 315 431 2,111
Stocking 155 155 103 103

Total 1,705 1,473 1.299 3,454

BENEFITS

Coldwater Fishery 1.820-1,924 1,820-1,924 1,169-1,241 962-1,024

NET BENEFITS 115 - 219 347 - 451 (130)-(58) (2,492)-(2,430)

BENEFIT/COST RATIO 1.07 - 1.13 1.24 - 1.31 .90 - .96 .28 - .30

Note: All amounts are present worth values expressed in thousands of 1985 dollars.
Amounts in parentheses are negative values.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Sluice Small Unit Weir Pulsing

Potential negative impact on bank erosion No No No Yes
Maintain minimum flow in upper 3 miles Yes Yes No No
Includes Improved access for public No No Yes No
Additional safety concerns Yes Yes Yes Yes
Requires land easements or land purchase No No Yes No
Flexibility In changing minimum flows Yes No Yes Yes
Minimum flows are aerated Yes Yes' Yes2 Yes2
Recreational floating enhanced No No No Yes
Possible adverse impact on reservoir levels No No No Yes

'Aeration provided by natural induction or small compressor when 00<4.0 mg/L
aAeration provided by large compressor when DO<4.0 mg/L

Three primary factors Impacted greatly the completed by late fall of 1985. Work resumed in

,election of this alternative: (1) the relatively 1986, consisting of installation of electrical

large amount of time the unit would be run tie-in to the switchyard, wiring of controls and
(average of 80 hours/day). (2) the physical Instrumentation, and modifications to the shaft

aval'abillty of a usable water supply for the and bearings on the unit. A small air compressor
unit. thereby minimizing clvil costs, and (3) the is being Installed to enhance oxygenation, with
availability of the unit as a surplus item at a air being injected into the penstock just upstream
greatly reduced cost of the unit. Preoperational testing Is expected

to begin in October 1986. with online operation

Implementation anticipated to follow soon thereafter.

Implementation of the small unit alternative Additional Material

began in the summuer of 1985 An earth and rock
cofferdam was placed in the tailrace for the Ruane. R. J.. et aT., 1 Improving the Downstream
purpose of dewatering the existing draft tube. Environment by Reservoir Release Modifications,'

'he top of the draft tube was used to support the Reservoir Fisheries Management Strategy for the

operating platform for the new unit. After a 80'_s Gordan E. Hall and Michael J. Man-Oen-Avyle

period of several weeks, the cofferdam was editors. American Fisheries Society, Bethesda,
removed. allowing normal operations with the Maryland. 1986.

existing unit The penstock for the new unit was
tied Into the concrete encased sluice pipe, which Shane, Richard M., et al.. *Flow Reregulation
runs laterally along the tailrace. Butterfly Weirs: An Inexpensive Way to Meet Instream Flow
vaives were installed between the new unit and the Requirements,' Hydro Review. 5(3):29-35, 1986

sluice pipe, and downstream of the penstock on the
sluice pipe for directional control of water. IVA, "Experimental Clinch River Flow ReregulatIon
enabling the sluice to be used for providing flows Weir," TVA'ONR/WR 83/5. April 1983.
during maintenance an the new unit

TVA, "Feasibility Report Tlims Ford/Elk River
The platform and penstock work had been Minimum Flows, TVA/ONREO/A&WR 85/22, May 1985.

et al.
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TVA. 'Field Evaluation of ClIinch River Weir
Hydraulic Characteristics,- Report No.
WR28-1-590-116. January 1985.

TVA. "Mathematical Modeling of a Rock Reregulating
Structure for Enhancement of Norris Reservoir
Releases," Report No. WR28-l-2-109. December 1983.

TVA, "Physical Model Studies of Clinch River Flow
Regulation Weir," Report No. WR28-2-590-104,
January 1983.
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.SEL£ETUE WITHDRAWAL STRUCT'JRE OPERATION

JacK E. Davis' and Steven C. Wilhelms
2

Research Hydraulic Engineer, USAEWES, VicKsburg, Miss.2
Researcn Hydraulic Engineer, USAEWES, Vicksburg, Miss.

ABSTRACT The major questions that must be answered for

accurately operating an outlet structure to

Reservoir personnel operating multilevel anLeve an oojective release temperature wlitn a
selective withdrawal outlet structures often have certain flow rate are 1) which outlets should be
difficulty determining the daily outlet operations opened, and :2) if multiple levels are used, now
required to yield a desired release temperature, should the total flow rate be distriouted between
Therefore, we have compared four techniques them? To answer tnese questions, one must know
designed to determine day-to-day outlet structure the temperature of the water being withdrawn
operations that will yield a particular reservoir through each outlet. With this information, the
release temperature given a specific outlet works flow rate for each outlet could be determined so
configuration and various reservoir conditions. that, when the releases mix, the total release has
Data from a stratification season of approximately a temperature equal to the objective release

8 montna were used in the comparison. Given the temperature.
prescribed optimal operating scheme of each tech-
nique, a mathematical description of selective As a result of density stratification in a
withdrawal was used to predict the resulting reservoir, upper and lower limits are formed by
project release temperatures. The release temper- the process commonly called selective withdrawal
atures produced by each s cheme 's prescribed ~Wilhelms 1986) because a selective region of
operations were compared to the target release water (the withdrawal zone) is withdrawn from the
temperature, and the most accurate technique was reservoir for release. Only the water between the
identified. The OS Army Corps of Engineers (CE) limits is withdrawn (Figure 1). If the withdrawal
program SELECT with a port-selection capability zone limits can be determined, and if the tempera-
was considered the best of the four techniques. ture and withdrawal distributions are known
SELECT is a one-limensional, user-oriented numeri- throughout the withdrawal zone, the resulting
cal model of withdrawal and daily operations that release temperature from the reservoir can be
is executable on a microcomputer, as well as on a predicted. The selective withdrawal processes
mainframe computer. The program is capable of have been described mathematically (Smith et al.
being an integral part of an automated reservoir 1986) and incorporated into the computer program
data collection and structure operation system. SELECT (Davis et al. 1986), making the program

capable of accurately calculating the temperature
INTRODUCTION of water withdrawn through an outlet given the

release rite and reservoir temperature or density
BacKground stratification.

As s result of increased public awareness of

our environment and the formulation of state and UPPER LIMIT

Federal legislation, CE reservoir projects are
being )perated with an emphasis on specific water
quality objectives. Cur emphasis in this paper is
on reservoir releises and ways to meet specified PORT -.. WITHDRAWAL ZONE
release temperatures. While temperature is not
tne only water quality parameter of interest In
reservoir releases, it *is certainly an important
one. For example, the viability of a fishery

downstream of a reservoir may depend on tne
-elease of water with a certain maximum or minimum
temperature. Furtner, there oould be limits on
the rate of ohange of the water temperature during
operational hanges. Attempting t) accurately
meet requests iccurately for particular release
temperatures pisces a neavy burden on project
Dperators. Figure 1. Selecti;e withdrawal zone.

At most proe~ts where re.eases 05n be be2tve and -cope
controlled, te cutlet worK3 are multilevel
selective wltndrawal itructures. Operator3 ufter A port select,)n capabil ty has teen
find :t cifflcult to Istermire how to operate the )nnorpcrated :1t e ne-Iimensional nimerica,
3tructure to achieve I ta-get -;r co._etive release mouel -f wt.rlriws., SELECT, maKing the computer
temperature. Experience may tell them that under :oe a predii:tve tool for operational guidance
given temperature ::nI*tions in toe reservoir, nird anl W1lr* 's 05 . This paper compares
certain Outlet )peratLons will approximate the tie effetlveness )" four teonnilue3 :nc[,Ing
objective -elease temperature; O t when toe .;EIECT) at , ,Ig otlet )perations re4uired t)
release requirements are stringent, experience eet release tempe-ture )oJeotives. In ildition
alone iay not be sufficient. 0I -I . to te*nn,:es I pnclule toe s'mpleat

technique, cialel the 1 seat-Port Oethod , PM',
te Proportional 3stance Metnol PDM , ind tie
Proportional Temperature Method PTM). The PDM
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and the 2PM are completely independent of water
temperature at the outlet elevation and are T total flow rate through tne outlet worKS

furcti4 ,ons o f the proximity of the outlets to tne QL - lo rate through telwrote
elevation of the )bject-ve release temperat. re in
the reservoir. The PTM estimates tne release 0 L distance between the lower outlet and the
temperature from an outlet as the temperature at L elevation of the objective release
that outlet's center-line elevation. Theaeteprue
methods may not be the only techniques used toteprue
determine outlet oeaIos buEhyae ehd quations I ano. 2 Indicate that Port 1 snould
qhi ch m ay commonly be used at some reservoir release 75 percent of the total discharge wnile
proects. Port 2 should release 25 percent. Note that tne

outlet. release temperature does not influence the
DESCRPPT:CN OF METHODS AND DATA computation of the flow rates. In fact, tne only

-los~t-Prt Mthodinfluence exerted by temperature for both tne :PM
loes-Pr Mthdand PDM is the selection of the ports to be

operated and then only as a function of proximity
For tne :PM. one determines tne elevation of to the objective temperature.

the target or objective release temperature In the
reservoir and then selects the submerged outlet Proportional Temperature Method
closesgt to that elevation for operation. All of
tne release jp to tne hydraulic maximum) is With tne PTM, one must Jetermine the outlets
passed througn that outlet. For example, from immiaey boe nd elwte lvton fth

Figure 2, Port 1is closest to the tsrget tempera- objective release temperature in the reservoir.
t~ure; tnerefore, the total rvlease would pass The temperatu;re at the center-line elevation of
through that outlet if the 2'PM is used for eacn of the outlets must then be determined. The
operatial g uoidance. portion of the total release to be released

tnrough each outlet for ma~ntenance of the release

20C ob ec-ti ve , s based on a ratio of the temperature
differences between the outlets and the objective
temperature. Mathematicaly described. the flow
rate tnrough the ipper out let would be

PORT 1 20 A

PORT - ____ -15 * -

0 BJETIVEand the flow rate thirough the lower outlet would
OBJECTIV be
TEMPERA Ti/RE

TEMPERA Ti/RE A.)

PROFILE A

PORT? 2 i - where

r1 A6U T temperature difference between water at the
1,iZ\ \/ \1"\/upper Outlet elevation and tne obective

Figure 2 . Outlet elevations rltv ees eprtr

to temperature profile, T, temperatire lifrnebtenwater at tie

Proportional Doa3tance Method ipradlwrDtteeain

ATL temperature differene tetween water it tne
ortne PDM, ore must letermnine line levitor )Q l)we r ".tl"t elevati;n 3ni tie oetv

of the target iielease temperati-e oh tre nearv-o" eae temperature
and thnen 3elpot tre ouitlets that .e, imme~o-ateli
i-nne Aid bealow that ele vion for 7p 1 !.......FD- -xarple. sing tne 07 Fig.re i n:'ates ta
;Yri:> :) tne total release fior ea.,h Dotlet is A Ports Ian. 2 should eac. - le.Ase hI percent )f
fln,2ton of how _)3se tre outlet is to the Pe- te aleleas.t.orti ae.t- h

hoo~n of tne target -elease tempesture. For approxlitlo-1n of the 3-itlet *'aliase temperat~res
example, -7gure 2 inlicates that Ports and 2 Ar l- outlet 2,enter-lihp temperatures sogniICrrtly
tne ports llmmedo.ately ao-oee And below the P lvA-e t the )ompititionl 0 the flow aitei
* .on :. the target temperature. P f-.It 3 f mp aredJ to ) 1ePM an I P DM me" I) IS.
Away f-;cm the target temperatire; 3

0Tt 2 13 f
away. A s;,ipl o tne rat 0 .3 3e,'t_ . -,

thne toDtal -lease zietween th- e porto. !he r

St'e for ti.? u t le wool 11 . As ;?': ,'i1 II ll 1a-4-3

-noah 1pae a.a--n 'o~remn p*', se

t .. :n1l.:AlY IC~ 'TM i3 3s.' 13 tne "lt_ ma'e
o)-)tl et )peia*ooh .1-11 1.). tePr 'potOi.. hg.

anl the rjcw -3ot, rir tne lower itl 3 -n 37 ,
.I -,tM reat ta I o.t-m .h.'e I f: 7

a:..t f 't~A v tr. r.w

-flow ate. ti- -gh the .pper <tl 'wae * ''

- itanie netween the upper ujtlet in',th
e~evatlo)n of the obeCt!Ve P.'leaa' )-T..o~a-lfs ar e he - J~' to
t emperature !eterm:~n hC C t let I t.mea4tJ-i 19

D., 11d3tance t etween Outlet3 ,ewSrwl

uS -



These release temperatures are then used The example outlet structure ons:sted of two
to redlatribute the flow between the ports Jsing 3eparite wet wells containing two p)rts per wet
the same ratio equations as in the PTM. well at staggered elevat:ons F1g re 5'. The

outlet structure Ai"oweJ two outlets to be u3edIn almost every cise that has been evaluated, tnis one :n each wet well simultineously for the
single iteration has been sufficient to accurately blending of differing reservoir .ater temperatures
determine outlet operations, needed to meet the temperature objectives.

Data Used for Comparison

The above methods were used to Jetermine SURFACE
outlet operation over an 3-montn period for an
,Dserved set or reservoir conditions. The
reservoir 13ta were typical of stratification
patterns from meteorol-gically lominated

reservoirs. -:gure 3 snows an isotnermnal plot of

30 A

25

24'
22

j20a

15 wETEELL 2

'0P

T - E
,o'

* Figure 5. Witdraaal structure co.f,garation.

1'f 5RESULTS AND ZONCLUSI NS

The results or these four methods were
compared to evaluate their 2apa lt ies for
selecting the outlet operat on to achieve a

o L I parti:ular release temperature inder a given set
0 a 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 of reservoir and operating -ond:tions. These

EEK lec!31on-maeing techniques were :ompAreJ ty using
a numer ial iescription of the .;tndrawa,

:3e :)terms n test i:3e reservoir. p. s es to letermtne -e.oase ir.ite',3t:23 II

opposed to a Pnys' al M", Ie'l r ;'.to pe meas.re-
t'e '-ser;o r tempe'ature prof . ~; tne me'ts . For the PM, , an. '

. 
te-:,qjes '7

'Itnn r e M" ' 5 n. 3t't..r- )pe-it in :~-a,1. cv po rt 3 At . ".

oct et -, A was "acgeO V In, Wli. inl -t lii,7 ~.d~' ~ arge is - i
1 , - a 7o:'Itn, temper3,te r) ..- an,, ipec,- . it. )n'. Th1) rm" -

.'VJ". ''. tet e ra33 ,'es 'e - I' cI-.~ 1vvM.Ie *

n t'i*. in~o -3e ion ire i C,wn in'.~r .a*. .. T e 3e:so n-n a - ,g i.g t t'. . '7
18 1 se- L .y - eproJ ,e, tre 0T4 ai- tre,. al i -

i' tr e w.tn'a: 'te t ,r .gn .-a n Teet t2C

16 -'el se '"-' fC more z.jsej.

Is 
, i cn of the port ieet ,in e_:-i es .is

14 .- Se I a 3 T .u5atn of i mntns > ipeo'it <1 4'

13 *,ne- ),'tet 3t'4.cture preqiia1y a'-
!2 isetempe-at~re,3 -esu!Lt'ng fm t,~ .n:4

'0 '7.e_ were -ompred w e th *e '- - *- t' s-t
1t 'emper itires . F~gure ~ 2* t
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3.5'2 The PDM 3nowel a tinla-.I error of 0.* Z iccurate, snould be consiJered for use, parliu-
inj I naximijm error ,f 1.30~ C. The ?TM hiad a larly when specific release temperatures are

51l*- iq 'rir of 2. 2 nd a iiaxim.m errr of critical.

.50 :. S.r.t 3no t~ioture oper'ion wiitn
tne le.,Lir;-ma~ i-'g i)r~tnm ,,I SELEC:T resoited It should be noted tnat ie would not expect

.. 3t~r "o f2 ~nasnl oz an operational error of 0.00 C if SELECT were in
e-nor of -2.l* C. use at a reservoir, but we would expect the error

CLOSEST-PORT to be smaller than if one of the other tecnniques
METHOD ere used. To qualify these results, one mist

3 recognize how they were derived. A mathematical
description of selective witndrawal was used to
determine the withdrawal character istics for tne

22PM, PDM, and PTM operations. SELEY' a-so useJ
tnat description. Thus, the results of 0.00 C

I average error for SELECT indicate! tnat tne port
selection al'goritnm is able to determine tlie port

, 0 operation and flow proportions to meet, or)ectlve
teprature exactly wnen tne mathematical desc rip-

tion of withdrawal accurately defines the actual
out fliow characteristics of the structure.
Significant lifferences between Ine actual release

2 temperature and objective temperature would occur
X only if tne actual iitnlrawal characteristics of

C3 Vthe project differed greatly from the mathematical
PROPORTIONAL -DISTANCE lescription of iutflow. !I tn.,3 case, however,

I METHOD all metnozls mentioned would probably nave
sibstantia* error. witn SELECT genera'l naving

0_1_A_-on tle least errcr of tne four.
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APPLICATION OF THE SELCIDE MODEL
IN THE NASHVILLE DISTRICT

R. B. Sneed

Hydraulic Engineer, U. S. Army Engineer District Nashville, Nashville, Tenn.

ABSTRACT respect to the density profile as the important
variables. The data were correlated to the den-

The author discusses application of the simetric Froude number as in the case of flow
SELCIDE model developed at the Waterways Experi- through an orifice.
ment Station to Corps of Engineers projects in the
Nashville District. The need to accurately route The SELECT model underwent several modifica-
water quality through a system of ten impoundments tions through its development. However, most of
on the Cumberland River system is emphasized. The these changes involved the format of required
ability to predict the physical and chemical prop- input data and the presentation of model results,
erties of water released from both tributary and and the basic theory behind the model remained
main-stem projects using SELCIDE is presented with intact. In 1985 the DECIDE option was added to
a series of four case studies. Included in the the SELECT code, thus the name SELCIDE was derived
examples of the application of SELCIDE are a navi- from the SELECT code with the DECIDE option added.
gation project, a tributary hydropower project, a With SELECT it was possible to determine the
mainstem hydropower project, and a tributary proj- quality of release water given the location of
ect with selective withdrawal capability, outlet ports and the headwater profile. The

DECIDE option allows the user to specify an objec-
INTRODUCTION tive value and the model will determine which

ports to open and the relative flow distribution
The CE has long recognized the need to be between them. The SELCIDE model can still be used

able to accurately predict the physical and chemi- in the SELECT mode by omitting from the input file
cal properties of water released from their proj- the specific lines which initiate the DECIDE
ects. This is particularly true in the Nashville option.
District where a system of ten tributary and main-
stem projects are operated in the Cumberland River PROJECT APPLICATIONS
Basin. The ability to route water quality through
the system depends in a large part in being able An effort is made herein to present examples
to accurately assess the quality of spillway and of the application of SELCIDE to projects in the
t~rbine releases from both tributary and main-stem Nashville District. These examples represent a
oects. The Nashville District has for a number wide range of projects in terms of their size and

o years accomplished this with one or another convlexity. Individual applications were selected
version of what is now titled SELCIDE. SELCIDE to demonstrate the flexibility of the SELCIDE
illows the Jser to make predictions of release model. As will be noted later only one of the

water quality for both planned and existing pro,- examples involves the DECIDE option. This is due
ects and is thus both a usefjl planning tool as to the fact that only one Nashville District proj-
well us an )perational tool. xct has selective withdrawal capability.

S-LC:DE as it exists today has its roots in Bay Springs Lock And Dam
the earier SELECT model developed at 4ES by Bohan
and -rice '973). Initial physical model investi- Bay Springs Lake is the northernmost im-
gations were begun in 1966. these studies were poundment on the Tennessee-Tombigbee Waterway.
carried ouit by injecting red dye in a stratified Bay Springs Lock and Dam was designed and built by
water column and filming the effect of varying the the Nashville District and is operated by the
'I Oantity if discharge and the location of the Mobile District. Water released from the lake can
discharge Dort on the zone of withdrawal. From originate from one of two sources: a low flow
ths work it was determined that the variables of diversion channel used during prolonged periods of
Dr'iary concern in describing the upper and lower zero or limited lockages to augment downstream
1imits of withdrawal were the orifice size, the flows and release from the 25.6 m (84 ft) lift
velocity through 'he orifice, the density profile, lock. Bay Springs Lock and Dam has no facility to
idi the location of the orifice with respect to make spillway releases. Lake elevations are con-
the density profile. These relationships were then trolled by Pickwick Lock and Dam on the Tennessee
described mathematically for the case where boun- Pver whose pool 's connected to Bay Springs Lake
laries are not encountered In terms of the den- through the 43.5 km 27 ml) Divide Cut channel.
smetric Froude number. :t was also determined
that the ipper and lower withdrawal zone limits It was recognized during the design phase of
are independent of each other and one or uoth can the projecl that owing to the long retention time
extend to the boundary without affecting the in Bay Springs Lake strong thermal stratification
other. A similar approach for flow over submerged patterns would develop. The intake for the lock is
weirs identified the velocity over the weir. the located near the bottom and release of water from
density profile, and the location of the weir with the lower layers of the lake would not meet down-
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stream water quality objectives. it was deter- Potential impacts of the uprate and the new
mined that a submerged weir located in the lock powerhouse on the withdrawal pattern were eval-
approach would effectively skim the higher quality ited with SELC!DE. Although SELCICE is not struc-
water from the upper layers of the lake. tired to handle the inclined penstocks 'ound it

Wolf Creek, a reasonable approximation of 'he
Wilhelms (1976) used SELECT to evaluate the withdrawal zone was computed by raising the cen-

effects of different weir crest elevations and a terline elevation of the penstocks a few feet in
range of lockage rates on the temperature and the input data. At Wolf Creek the centerline ele-
dissolved oxygen of lock releases. Results from vation of the existing penstocks is 189.1 m 62O
the model were compared with an objective tem- ft). The effective centerline elevation, 190.Q m
perature band developed for Mackeys Creek under (626 ft), was determined through a trial and error
pre-oro'ect conditions. The investigation found process which involved entering observed tempera-
that the objective tererature band could not be ture profiles and manipulating centerline eleva-
met all times of the year owing to a shortage of tions until computed outflow temperatures agreed
cool oxygenated water during the summer. This with observed outflow temperatures. Since the
shortcoming was most evident for model runs simu- size, elevation, and inclination of the penstocks
lating low lockage rates. The project was in the proposed powerhouse alternatives will be
designed with the weir crest 6.1 m (20 ft) below the same as the existing penstocks, the effective
summer pool. This location resulted in lock centerline elevation will also be the same.
release temperatures warmer than the objective
during certain times of the year; however, accep- Once the outlet port characteristics were
table dissolved oxygen conditions were maintained established, SELCIDE was executed for typical tem-
during the entire simulation period. perature and dissolved oxygen profiles for each

month under different flow conditions. Selected
wolf Creek Dam flows which were modeled correspond to minimum und

maximum flows for the existing powerhouse, the
Wolf Creek Dam is located on the Cumberland existing powerhouse with uprated units, and for

River in Russell County, Kentucky, 742 km (460.9 the maximum proposed power plant expansion. Ning
mi) above its confluence with the Ohio River. to the proximity of the proposed powerhouse to the
Lake Cumberland which is the impoundment formed by left bank, which is perpendicular to the dam,
Wolf Creek Dam provides flood control for nearly there was concern that the withdrawal zone would
one-third of the Cumberland River Basin. Lake be significantly altered due to the restricted
Cumberland is characterized by a rocky shoreline angle of withdrawal. This was accounted for by
and a steep-sided channel where water depths specifying an angle of withdrawal of 90 in the
exceed 30 m (100 ft) some 97 km (60 mi) upstream input data for the new powerhouse.
of the dam. Wolf Creek Dam was completed in 1950.

Discharge distribution curves were generated
Lake Cumberland experiences an annual cycle with SELCIDE for each combination of hydropower

of thermal stratification which begins in late capability and flow for the months of April,
March or April and usually persists until August, and October, which were considered typical
December. At this point the lake is mixed and spring, summer, and fall withdrawal patterns.
remains mixed until stratification patterns again Since minimum flows under existing and proposed
develop in the spring. Releases from Lake conditions are virtually equal, computed with-
Cumberland are through six hydropower units whose drawal zones for these conditions were similar.
oenstocks are located in the lower layers of the The greatest difference was for the proposed new
lake. Outflow temperatures normally range from a powerhouse, where the restricted angle of w'th-

low of 60C (430F) in the winter to a high of 150C drawal tendel to expand the withdrawal zone soi-e-
(590 F) in the early fall. Dissolved oxygen con- what. Under maximum flows the w'thdrawal zmne
centrations in project releases vary between 3 always extends from surface to bottom and the
maximvm of 12 mg/l in March to a minimum of 5 'ig/l shapes for the three hydropower configurat ons
in Dctober. The assured release of cold water were very similar. Changes in the withdrawal zone
with an acceptable oxygen content during the of the magnitude found 4n this study would have
warmer months has led to the development of a put- only minor effects on water quality. S'nce the

nd-take trout fishery In the Wolf Creek proposed project will not signIf'cantly change
tailwater. either the seasonal operation or withdrawal .,a*-

tern, there will be no significant changes co
The Nashville District (1985) is currently water quality conditions in Lake Cumberland or the

evaluating the possibility of increasing the outflows from Wol' Creek Dam.
hydropower capabi;ity of WolF Creek Dam by e'ther
uprating the six existing hydropower units or Old Hickory Lock And Dam
adding an additional four units or a combination
of both. Water quality studies were performed to !Old Hickory Lock and Dam is a -ain-s'p
ensure that the proposed project will have the project located on the %mberland River :st
capability to meet water quality objectives, upstream of Nashville. 'he Ol1 41ickory :'r - ect
These objectives include maintaining existing provides a I '-'ted amount of flood control in
water quality conditions in Lake Cumberland, addition to its hydroelectric and ndV'gation bene-
meeting state water quality criteria in releases fits. The Old Hickory pool extends upslrea-
from Wolf Creek Dam, and maintaining the Wolf nearly 160 km (11C mi) to the point whe-e 't ckchs

Creek tailwater as coldwater habitat suitable for up to Cordell Huil Lock and 'a-. Stratif'cat'r
a put-and-take trout fishery. If either the normally persists in lid Hickory during the :'er-il
seasonal operation or withdrawal zone at Wolf June through December, however, it is leneralII
Creek were significantly altered, both lake and limited to the lower third of the lake. 'he '0d
outflow water quality could be affected. Since Hickory tailwater has been recogn'zed as the cr1-
one of the fundamental assumptions of the overall tical point on the Cumberland River ma'n-stem in

study was that the seasonal operation of the proj- terms of maintaining acceptable dissolved oxygen
ect would not change, then the remaining concern conditions.
was any impact on the withdrawal zone.
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Experience has shown that as 'ong as the release for periods of several weeks.
dissolved oxygen concentration in Old Hickory
releases is above the state standard of 5.0 mql An obective temperatire band was developej
the downstream reaches of the river will -a'ntain from data collected prior to construction of
or increase this level. 'he d SSClved oxygen of Martins Fork jam. 'he ;2ro ect is now operated to
JlJ -icKory outflows is dependent on the residence reproduce this objective temperature band as long
tine in the lake which in turn is dependent on how as acceptable dissolved oxygen conditions are
the upstream storage projects are operated. In maintained. 'he selective withdrawal system at
order to model the effects of project operations Martins Fork consists of three gated conduits
on Old Hickory releases it was necessary to be located at discrete elevations on the face of the
able to predict release water quality for given dam. There are bypass lines associated with each
lake conditions. A withdrawal zone study was per- gate for passing low flows.
formed using SELCIDE. The ob2ectives of the study
were to define the withdrawal zone of the lake for The operation of the selective withdrawal
instantaneous flows, simulate outflow conditions system at Martins Fork is monitored on a daily
from both power and spillway releases, and estab- basis with SELCIDE. A Water quality monitoring
lish the effective withdrawal zone for predicted system was incorporated into the design of the
average daily flows. project. The monitoring system consists of four

monitor intakes located at discrete elevations on
The ability of SELCIDE to accurately predict the face of the dam. Information collected from

outflow conditions for a relatively shallow main- these monitors is transmitted through the GOES
stem project had not previously been tested in the satellite system to the Harris 1000 computer in
Nashville District. Hydraulically, SELCIDE treats the Nashville Reservoir Control Center. A program
ports as point sinks; therefore, port dimensions is then activated that pulls the objective tem-
are not used in the model's computations. The perature from a file, integrates the monitor data,
port dimensions are used to perform an internal and executes SELCIDE. The output from SELCIDE
check cn the validity of the point sink assump- gives the flow distribution from the three ports
tion. This check is based on a ratio of the needed to meet the objective temperature. This
thickness of the theoretical withdrawal zone to entire process is accomplished without input from
the vertical dimension of the port. For the case the user. There is a GOES water quality monitor
of Uld Hickory, while the vertical dimension is located a short distance downstream of the dam
approximately 10 m (33 ft) and the lake is only that is used to check the effectiveness of gate
about 23 m (75 ft) deep at the dam the point sink settings.
assumption was not violated. A minor program
modification was required to compute the theoreti- CONCLUSIONS
cal withdrawal zone limits.

SELCIDE and its predecessor SELECT have been
SELCIDE was able to closely reproduce successfully applied to a wide range of projects in

observed outflow temperature and dissolved oxygen the Nashville District. These projects include
values. Under all conditions, including when the tributary storage projects, main-stem navigation
lake was destratified, the upper and lower with- projects, a navigation lock, and a project with
drawal zone limits extended from the surface to selective withdrawal. SELCIDE has been used to
te lake bottom. When Old Hickory goes from one define the withdrawal zone in lakes, assess the

to two units power generation significantly more impact of changes in project operation on the
water is withdrawn from the upper layers of the withdrawal zone, and to predict the quality of
like and consequently a lesser percentage is releases for both existing and future conditions.
w-tdriwn from the lower layers. 'he withdrawal Outflow conditions predicted by SELCIDE compare
z_-e flattens -,t when power generation goes from well with field data. Typically, predicted tem-
two to three units and is reflected in a more uni- peratures are within O.3'C (O.5'F) of observed
'or- w'thdrawal zone throughout the water column, values, although differences exceeding I.O*C

aere ire only "nor differences in the withdrawal (1.8'F) have been observed. Differences between
zyne when ild -c'ory goes from three to the mai- predicted and observed dissolved oxygen values
-,7 of four n'ts cower generation. Spillway tend to be somewhat greater. This can be ex-
re'eases Were -deled by treating the spillway plained in part by the differing turbine reaera-
;ates wh'cn at ?ld uiCkory are tainter gates and 'ion characteristics found among Corps of
naoe a crest elevation some 11.9 m (39 ft) below Engineers projects. These differences range up to
nor-al pool is a second port vertically separated about 1.5 mg'

1
1, however differences of 0.5 mg/l

vrom those ised for power generation. are more the norm.
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SYSTEM SPILL ALLOCATION FOR THE CONTROL OF DISSOL.ED GAS
SATURATION ON THE COLMBIA RIVER

3olyvono Tanovan, PhD, PE.

t
Chief, Water Quality Section, North Pacific Division

Portland, Oregon
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deflectors ir the spillway-stilling basin, trans-
fering power loads to high-dissolved gas producing
dams, and altering spill patterns at individual
projects. to minimize N mass entrainment; and (d)
collecting and transp8rting juvenile salmonids
around the supersaturated river reaches, to avoid
exposure to dissolved gas.

The general area of spill (and load) transfer
is attractive because it involves no costly struc-
tural modifications and can be based on a rela- . .
ively simple monitoring network. The GASSPIL
model has been developed within this framework as -- : ~
a management tool to predict the power and dis-
solved gas impacts of the spill-for-fish passage
and spill priority lists and, if necessary, to
suggest other acceptable alternate spill sched- W
ules. . Figure 4. Model

Representation of
SPILLWAY-STILLING BASIN AND RESERVOIR SUBMODELS Spillway-Stilling Basin

The conceptual representation of the
spillway-stilling basin combination and the reser- Time dependent data
voir used in GASSPIL is the same as that origin- 1. total hydraulic discharge at the project
ally used by Water Resources Engineers, Inc. 2. spillway discharge
(1971) in the N Gas Model for the Columbia River 3. forebay water surface elevation
they developed fgr the Corps (See Figure 4 and 4. tailwater water elevation in the still-
5). The spill is assumed to be uniform over the ing basin
entire width of the spillway, and the reservoir is 5. number of spillway gates open
treated as slow moving stream fully mixed in its 6. forebay N concentration, and
vertical and transverse dimensions -- a condition 7. forebay witer temperature
that fits the low-head, run-of-river type dams and
reservoirs found in the lower Snake and Columbia
system. Simulation of the complete system is ac-
complished through successive application of the
spillway-stilling basin and reservoir submodels, FOREBAY STILUNG BASIN
as each dam and reservoir set is considered to be-
have as if it were functionally independent of all • ENTYP I
cther dam and reservoir sets of the system. L-PSTREAM

Mathematically, the stilling basin concentra- t l PROJECT

tion is expressed as a function of saturation DOWNSTEAM .

concentration, forebay concentration, discharge PROJECT

per foot along the spillway crest, length of the
stilling basin and entrainment coefficient. In the
reservoir submodel, N concentration in a given CONCEPTUAL REPRESENTATION
segment of the reservoir depends on time interval TYPICAL RESERVOIR SEGMENT
and rate of concentration change due to internal
and external advection, air-water interface and Q .
instream eddy diffusion processes. Data require- N J-1
ments including the following:

Spillway-Stilling Basin

Time independent data
1. length of stilling basin

2. elevation of the stilling basin floor()
3. average spillway gate width Q C
4. specific gravity of air-water mixture,

and
5. two empirical coefficients describing N2

exchange in the stilling basin. Figure 5. Model Representation of
the Reservoir System
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Reservoir Simulation
49

Time independent data
1. total reservoir length 400

2. volume-stage relationship for the res- 3 *°hn.

ervoir 
3. reservoir's effective bottom elevation

at its upstream and downstream bound- "so
aries 'OB

4. ratio of top to bottom width for the
assumed reservoir trapezoidal cross- ISO -

sect ion IBBneil
5. system parameter relating effective

water surface area to the planar pro-
jection of the reservoir's surface 0 1
area, and 0 6 26 30 40 S 1 70 so

6. initial longitudinal N2 profile in the CFS (SPILL)
reservoir

m dFigure 6. N2 Entrainment versus Spill~Time dependent data

1. total reservoir inflow
2. total reservoir outflow
3. water surface elevation at the upstream

and downstream boundaries of the reser- Discontinuity in the functional relationship
voir between spill and mass of N2 entrained at some

4. average water temperature in the projects precludes the use of standard optimiza-
reservoir, and tion methods such as linear programming. Further-

5. concentration of N entering the reser- more, simulation is performed one project at a
voir by upstream i~flow. time and all time steps must be completed at that

project before proceeding to the next downstream
The two submodels were modified by OTT Water project. This is tantamount to assuming that N

Engineers, under contract to the Corps of concentrations in each time interval arg
Engineers, to allow for simulation/optimization independent. Therefore, since adjustment or
starting with any dams and/or reservoirs in the redistribution of spill in any time interval at
system, in case the model user is only interested one project can produce adverse changes in N con-
in a given reach of the stream. They can now centration in later time intervals at downgtream
operate in both historical and forecast modes projects, the optimization amounts to the mini-
using, as the case may be, either known input ex- mization of the maximum of the dissolved N
tracted directly from a real-time data base or ar- saturation levels at the head of each reservoi
tificial data corresponding to an expected pool in each time interval. There is no direct ac-
hydraulic condition and a tentative spill count for time delay and decay function between
schedule. In this manner, simulation runs are made the upper and the lower ends of the pool.
possible to answer a wide range of "what if" ques-
tions of interest. The system power demand used to drive the op-

timization can be specified in one of two ways.
GENERAL APPROACH TO SYSTEM SPILL OPTIMIZATION Power demand can be inferred from the hydraulic

data input, assuming that the flow available for
Given a fixed total discharge past each pro- power production is the total flow less spill and

ject in each time interval, the goal of the optim- less diversion, and using data relating discharge
ization is to distribute spill among the dams so and head to power generation stored for each
as to minimize dissolved gas saturation while project in the model. Power demand can also be
meeting a pre-specified total system power produc- specified directly to the model as a separate
tion for the same time interval, input. For time steps shorter than a day, load

curves giving hourly and daily power demand pat-
A typical relationship between spill and the terns are used to convert daily power demands into

mass of N2 entrained at each dam is shown in the required hourly values. Spill amount is ad-
Figure 6, in which the quantity of spill is varied justed so that system-wide power production
while all other variables (forebay and tailwater matches demand. If power production does not match
surface elevations, water temperature, and forebay demand, then power production is increased or
N concentration) are held constant. This decreased at the various projects on a priority
rilationship va-ies from one project to another, basis, the priority being another pre-specified
depending on the design of the dam's stilling input.
basin and the way the spillway gates are brought
into operation. It may sometimes have a saw tooth
appearance when the resulting changes in hydraulic
conditions are rather abrupt.
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The first step of the optimization is to When a redistribution of spill has been
identify a single target project at which N successful, the original spills stored in a tem-
entrainment (and, hence, concentration) caused b porary work array are updated for use in future
the spill determined earlier is to be reduced. The iterations of an optimization ri. This also
project choosen is either (1) that with the provides the user with protection against inadver-
highest level of saturation at which N is being tent computer failure during long optimization
entrained, or (2) as specified in a spilt priority runs and the option of further refining the system
list. The mass entrainment versus spill relation- operation based on information from a previous
ship for the selected project is used to estimate run.
the change in spill required to reduce N satura-
tion to the target level, at the targei project. A sample summary output illustrating an op-
In all cases, the change in spill is constrained timization run with four iterations for 9 one-day
to a maximum of 50 percent of the flow to avoid time intervals and a limited six-dam system is
unduly large spill variations, provided in Table 1. It can be seen that even with

four iterations, sionificant reductions in dis-
Reduction (increase) of spill at any project solved gas saturation levels have been achieved,

must be compensated by corresponding increase particularly at John Day and The Dalles Dams. The
(decrease) in power generation flows since the to- lack of change at Priest Rapdis Dam and Ice Harbor
tal flow past each project in each computational is largely the result of the high N concentration
interval is fixed. The increase in power produc- originally specified for the upstream boundary
tion brought about by a decrease in spill at the conditions.
target project is thus computed. To maintain con-
stant system-wide power production for that time
step, there must be a decrease in power production
(increase in spill) at other projects in the
system.

Redistribution of excess power capability is
carried out by assigning additional spill (red-
uction in power production) at projects with N
saturation below target. Spill is increased untiT
the excess power production is eliminated. If the
increase in spill results in N2 saturation above
the target saturation, then the redistribution of
spill is considered to be unsuccessful. In this
case, the process of reducing N saturation at a
selected target and redistributing spill among
other projects is repeated but with a smaller
reduction in the N2 levels at the target project.

Table 1. Summary Results of GASSPIL Run:
N2  Concentration Below The Projects

Projects Time Ste
1 2 3 d 6 7 8 9

Priest Rapids 118.8 124.5 121.5 118.2 118.1 118.7 122.6 119.7 120.1

118.8 124.5 121.3 118.2 118.1 113.7 122.6 119.7 120.1

Ice Harbor 115.4 112.8 114.5 125.4 130.2 129.9 128.9 128.8 128.8
115.4 114.5 114.6 124.3 128.9 128.6 128.1 128.3 128.2

McNary 116.9 117.0 113.8 111.6 112.2 113.2 118.1 118.6 120.6
116.9 117.0 116.1 113.6 112.6 113.3 117.8 118.3 120.2

John Day 125.0 126.1 126.7 125.6 124.2 124.3 123.5 121.5 121.5
117.2 118.2 116.8 121.4 124.2 120.4 121.5 120.1 122.5

The Dalles 113.5 122.4 120.6 121.8 122.1 120.4 123.4 119.3 119.8
112.4 115.7 113.1 113.9 118.5 120.2 123.4 117.7 118.5

Bonneville 118.7 118.9 117.5 120.8 120.5 123.3 124.1 122.1 123.5
116.0 116.8 116.4 116.1 115.8 118.0 121.3 120.3 121.3

NOTE: The first line numbers are N concentrations (as a percentage of the saturation
concentration) below the spegified project at the start of the optimization. The
second line numbers are the corresponding numbers at the end of the 4th optimi-
zation.
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APPLICATION OF GASSPIL MODEL able to use all that power for every hour of the
day, every day of the week, especially during the

The following sequence of events that oc- night hours of the week-days and for the most hours
curred in 1986 is given to illustrate the various during the week-end. The resulting surplus power
steps involved in actual spill scheduling and SMW, was computed based on the difference between
GASSPIL model application. Assume today is Monday the power generation potential, PMW, and the
April 14, 1986. forecasted load,PLOAD.

(1) Inflow forecasts have been issued for the (3) Enter the anadromous fish. As prescribed
following week of April 15 - April 21 for Grand by the Power Planning Council, the Corps has
Coulee on the Columbia River and Lower Granite on agreed to spill at several dams to achieve a 90
the Snake River, as well as for the tributaries percent fish survival at all but one of its lower
downstream from those two dams. As a result, in- eight Columbia/Snake River dams. Specific spill
flows to all reservoirs in the system were assumed requirements to meet the Council's objective had
known for the next seven days. been worked out in the winter of 1986 in col-

laboration with all agencies concerned. Details of
(2) Based on their best forecast of power the Corps' 1986 Juvenile Fish Passage Plan are

loads, the staff of the Bonneville Power Ad- summarized in Table 2.
ministration (BPA) planned the schedule of hydro-
system generation operations for the week of April
15-21, 1986. They looked at the inflow forecasts
and computed the potential power output for the
system. They realized they were not going to be

Table 2. Summary of the 1986 Corps Spill Plan

1. Bonneville: Optional spill only. No sooner than date of 10%
fish passage and for as long as spill is requ-
ired at The Dalles. Limit operations of the
second powerhouse as specified below.

8prn-6am: Shut down the second powerhouse. Un-
limited spill when flows exceed 120 kcfs.

6am-apm: Second powerhouse may be activated if
needed to limit spill to 75 kcfs or for fishery
research.

Flow 1st pwh 2nd pwh spillway
0<Q120 Q - -

120Q4195 120 0-120
195Q<325 120 Q-195 75
325<Q 120 130 Q-250

2. The Dalles: 3.6 to 4 kcfs through sluiceway, 16hr/daytime
during juvenile fish passage season. In add-
ition, between 60, fish passage date (typically
between Apr 15 - Jun 11 for spring run, and Jun
15 - Aug 21 for summer run) and Aug 15: as soon
as 30,000 yearling (or subyearling) have passed
John Day, spill 10% of instantaneous Q between
6pm-6am. This will protect 80% of the fish run.

3. John Day: Between dates of 80% of summer run juvenile
fish passage (typically between Jun 7 - Aug 21)
and Aug 15 (or when less than 30,000 fish for
three consecutive days, or when 90% fish have
passed the project): spill 36 instantaneous Q
between 6pm and 6am.

4. McNary: No requirement (optional spill only).

5. Ice Harbor: Use 2.7 kcfs through sluiceway 24 hours/day
during fish migration season.
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(4) The fishery agencies and Tribes had been The basis for decision-making included best
requesting spill-for-fish passage list almost predictions on the impacts of the proposed spill
every week to sepcify their recommended levels of schedules, using analytical tools such as the
spill at the projects. For the forthcoming week, GASSPIL Model and other means to determine how
their spill-for-fish passage was as summarized in much the spill should be at the dams desired to
Table 3, based on fish movement in the area. help fish migration.

Table 3. Requested Spill-For-Fish Passage The needed input for GASSPIL runs to provide
April 14, 1986 these predictions included:

Lower Monumental: Starting April 15, spill 31% of a. Initial TDG percent at the forebays of
daily average flow between 6pm- all dams (at time T=I).
6am.

b. Inflows at each dam for every time step
Ice Harbor: Starting April 18, spill 31* of of the week long study period.

daily average flow between 6pm-
6am. c. Predicted forebay and tailwater eleva-

tions at all projects. These were as-
The agencies and Tribes recognized that the sumed approximately constant during the

spill levels in Table 3 exceed those assumed study period since run-of-the-river dams
necessary to obtain the 90 percent survival objec- basically pass all inflow and, there-
tive established by the Northwest Power Planning fore, sustain no storage change.
Council. However, whenever there is a surplus of
federal firm power, or when federal non-firm d. Daily load projections in MW for T=I to
exists, they routinely request that the Corps make T=7. Hourly loads for each hour and each
every effort to provide more generous spill, day of the week will be computed by the

model using the built-in load shapes.
A few days earlier, on April 10, the agencies They will be used as load requirement in

and Tribes have already submitted a spill priority the optimization.
list for distribution of surplus spill. That list
(See Table 4), also based on natural and hatchery e. Minimum spill percent at each dam.
fish movement, was still in effect at this time.
It was to be implemented only after spill-for-fish f. Spill priority list, for use in control-
passage levels have been satisfied. ling the sequence of the model optimiza-

tion and specifying the maximum spill
Table 4. Spill Priority List levels.

April 10, 1986
The model output first included a summary

Priority Dams Spill Limits condition reflecting the input, especially the
flows, loads, surplus spill amounts, spill-for-

I Lower Monumental 50% Q fish passage and spill priority lists, and the
2 Ice Harbor 50% Q power generation potential. At the end of each op-
3 John Day 50% Q timization iteration, a list of maximum dissolved
4 The Dalles 50% Q gas saturation levels reached in each pool with
5 Bonneville 75 kcfs (daytime) date and time of their occurrence, and the spill

no limit (night-time) at each dam was given. When the run was completed,
6 The Dalles no limit the series of standard outputs developed by the
7 Lower Monumental no limit original model for the dams and the reservoirs
8 Ice Harbor no limit followed. Also, the spill amount (in percent of
9 McNary 50% Q the project total discharge) for each dam was
ID Lower Granite 50-' Q provided, along with the maximum dissolved gas
11 Little Goose 50% Q saturation levels.

(5) The Reservoir Control Center's staff, in (6) Based on all the information developed
the North Pacific Division's Water Management above and following consultation with BPA and the
Branch, reviewed the agencies' recommended spill Corps staff biologists, appropriate spill sched-
levels and priorities in the light of other opera- ules we,'e finalized. As it turned out, the Reser-
tional constraints. Final decisions had to account voir Control Center decided in this case not to
for these recommendations, the Corps comnmitted implement the agencies' recommended spill-for-
spill percent, dissolved gas saturation, flood fish-passage levels, leaving them at the Corps-
control requirements, size of migrating fish runs, committed spill levels. It also modified the spill
etc. priority list to put spill at Chief Josepn and

Grand Coulee prior to spilling at McNary and Lower
A few potential problems surfaced because the Granite, which have fish transportation facil-

agencies' recommended spill for fish passage levels ities. The agencies and Tribes were informed of
exceeded the Corps' commitment; these spill these decisions, and necessary instructions sub-
levels could also generate inadmissible dissolved sequently teletyped to the projects for
gas saturation levels. Likewise, the spill implementation.
priority list needed to be checked as to its prac-
ticability and system impacts on power and dis-
solved gas.
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CONCLUSION schedules) is a very useful management tool. It

provides a better understanding of how the Colum-

The North Pacific Division of the Corps of bia System works and furnishes the basic 3us-

Engineers has direct responsibility for effi- tifications needed to support a Corps spill

ciently managing the water resources of the Colum- schedule that may be different from that requested
bia River basin, including the task of ensuring by the agencies. Efforts will continue to be made

that spill at its dams does not generate dissolved to refine the model to make it an even better tool
saturation levels in excess of existing state and for operational use.

federal standards. The multi-purpose, often
conflicting, nature of the water uses in this REFERENCE
region makes water resources allocation a real,
day-to-day challenge. A model such as GASSPIL that Roesner, L.A. and Norton, W.R. 1971. "A Nitrogen

can quickly predict the diSsolved gas saturation Gas (N2 ) Model for the Lower Columbia River",

and system power impacts of the fishery agencies Report lo. 1-350. Water Resources Engineers, Inc.

and Indian Tribes' spill-for-fish passage requests Walnut Creek. CA.
and spill priority lists or other alternate spill

Tanovan
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S:MULrANEOUS MULTIPLE-LEVEL WITHDRAWAL THROUGH
S:NGLE WET WELL STRUCTURES FOR DOWNSTREAM WATER QUALITY MAINTENANCE

Stacy E. Howington
I

Research Hydraulic Engineer, Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, MS

ABSTRACT Dual wet well type operatiors, however, are
Tnt always possible. In recent years, the addl-
The concept of selectively withdrawing from tion of hydropower to existing outlet structures

multiple levels sim4.taneously in a stratified has become an attractive source of energy. Inreservoir is presented and its sefulness Jis-
many cases, this process involves the transfer of

c ssed. The problem of predicting the flow flow cc trol from the service gates to the turbine
1stribution between the w.tndrawal levels under downstream. To continue multiple-level operations
vario s operating conditions is outlined. A brief as before would require the mixing of water from
Iheory from previous worK is expanded to increase multiple withdrawal levels upstream of a single
the applicability if ,he technology. The applica- point of flow control. For the purpose of tni3
tin of the expanded tneory is shown and the publication, this process will be referred to as
'esults are compared o observed data. blending. The difficulty associated with blending

is that toe amount of flow withdrawn from each
BACKGROUND level is not strictly controlled and can ae

influenced by the density stratiflcation in the
rhermal stratification is a common occurrence pool. The selective withdrawal characteristics of

in many laes and reservoirs, especially durig the structure will not be altered, only the amount
the warmer months when inflows and outflows are of flow which is withdrawn through each pot.

generally low, neat infl~x is high, and other
climatic components such as wind are favorable for Another situation i which blvndlng can occur

istratificaion development and maintenancel is multiple-level withdrawal in a single wet wellDensity stratification accompanies toe thermal tuur. SnlwewllsucrshaebnStructure. Single wet well structures have been
stratification 14e to the physical properties of employed in some cases for economic reasons or in
water. An increase in temperature results in a situations where individual flow control on each
decrease in density for water. above 14 C. potential simultaneous level of withdrawal is not
Therefore, the srface waters in a reservoir feasible. These situations include ielective
accepting heat from solar radiation and the withdrawal addition to existing hydropower facili-
atmosphere become lIghter and tend to remaln at ties and the use of greater than two levels of
the s,-fne. -hnversely, the bottom waters do not simultaneous withdrawal in a single wet well.
receive as M-ch neat and therefore remain more
dense. Density itratifi ation limits the vertical Blending operations may even be desired at
iovement If Water within the reservoir since dual wet well projects with separate flow controls
idditloral energy is required to overcome buoyant n each well to gain additional flexibility.
forces. Thii limiting of vertical motion may also Potentially, more flow could be passed through the

13 se cnemi'al stratrf"cation as the mixing water quality system lavolding use of the flood-
between layers ;s red.nde and the hypolimnetic control outlet for some discharges) if more than
water no' hnger exchanges with tne surface, two ports were used. Also, additional capability

-he effects of density stratification, the might be gained in meeting downstream qualityTo ffcsofdnst trtfiainte obj ect ives by using more t han ine level of
timited verti-al movement of the water, may be ojcie yuig mr hn oe lvl olimied in poitive manemn. Af secf ualty of withdrawal In each of the individual wet wells.,sed in i positive manner. A specific quality of

w3ter might be selected from the vertical variety THEORY
of q.alities and released, while not withdrawing
from the entire vertical range in the pool. This Single wet well blending can be approached
technilue, whIn 1s vey 'ommon in release water from an analytical standpoint as seen in Howington
1,ality maIntenance, Is onown as selective (1986). Consider the simple case in Figure !a.
withdrawal. This is a single wet well structure with two p0-ts

open. The density stratification Is perfectly two
Sometimes, ine vertical level of withdrawal layer represented by p and o-+o . One open port

Srom a 3tratifiel pool is adequate, but often two resides in each of the two homogeneous layers.

ir more levels ire needed. This sitation may The same pattern of density stratification exists

irlse when single-level operation cannot withdraw in the wet well as in the pool. The outlet from
the leslred ,.a:ily and qt.antity of water. fraI- the wet well Is located at the bottom if the

tlliy, 3'Trltineos multiple-level withdrawal structure. Figure la. represents the "no-flow"
has teen v-rmpli1ned through tre use of I.al wet condition.
wCl o t et str, trres. In these ,3ses, one level
-,f windrawal is selected in e3ah wet well, and When a small discharge is Initiated from toe
the two qgalities are mied in tne release conil, structure, the system will respond by withdrawing
and itilling nis~n downsteam of toe Individual the total discharge through the lower port as
wet w-l servle gates. shown in Figure lb. This is due to the buoyancy

effects of the pool density stratification. The
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lighter surface water is buoyed up by the more
dense bottom water. More work would be required

.A to pull the lighter water down tnan to witndrawn the entire amount through the lower port. The
thermocline (which is also the pyenocline) will be

0 " 
+ : 

depressed In the wet well until an equilibrium has
been reached. The drop of the thermocline in the

~ .wet well is a reflection of the energy loss as
flow enters the lower port. This small discharge
will induce only enough flow through the upper
port to fill the void created by the receding
thermocline. At this equilibrium condition, no

flow from the upper port will be released from the

system. The water-surface elevation in the wet
well will be the same as the reservoir pool eleva-
tion. This situation is referred to as density

Figure la. No discharge blockage since the density effects prevent flow

through the upper port. This phenomenon has been
observed in a laboratory environment using an

approximately two-layer stratification with the

.A upper layer dyed.

As the total discharge is increased, so is

the energy loss across the lower port, and the
+  

,thermocline in the wet well is further lowered.
-C This trend obviously cannot continue beyond the

point where the thermocline reaches the elevation
of the lower port without inducing flow from the

upper port. This critical equilibrium point, seen
in Figure lc, Is termed incipient blending and the
associated discharge is termed critical dis-

charge. At this equilibrium point, the potential
energy associated with the stratification is
exactly offset by the energy lost by the flow

Figure lb. Small discharge entering the lower port.

a As the discharge is further increased,
blending occurs with some amount of flow coming

.A through each of the two port elevations (Figure

Id). However, density stratification still plays

an important role in downstream quality
maintenance since it affects the flow distribution

o 4- ! between the port elevations.

-- C To describe the processes involved in blend-

Ing, the Bernoulli equation, as seen in Brater and
King (1976), is employed. For flows less than or
equal to critical discharge, the Bernoulli equa-

* tion can be written from a point in the pool
(point B in Figure 1c) to a point in the wet well
at the elevation of the lower port (point C). For
flows less than critical discharge, the equilib-

Figure 1c. Critical discharge rium elevation of the thermocline in the wet well
can be determined from this formulation. If the

thermocline is established at the elevation of the
lower port, the critical discharge can be deter-
mined from the following application of the
Bernoulli equation:

PB L 2 PC +VC
2D--- ZC.-..HL (

WB 2g C 2g B-C

B - L HLB C " p # D (2)

B -C

2g A t HLB 3

where

ZB, ZC - elevation of points B and C
Figure 1d. Blending referenced to datum, a

PB, PC - pressure at B and C, N/m
2

Figure 1. A single wet well system responding WB. WC - specific weight at B and C, N/
3

theoretically to increasing discharge VB, VC - velocity at B and C, m/sec

Howlngton
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g - gravitational acceleration, m/sec
2

_ -C - head lost between points B and C, m -

A - density diff rence between the
layers, kg/rl

D - distance between the thermocline
and point B, m

Qc - the discharge at incipient blending,
m
3
/seo

A - lower port area, m
2

kL . head loss coefficient across lower

port
For flows greater than critical discharge,

3ernoulli's equation can be written through each
port. Referring to Figure Id, Bernoulli's Figure 2. A nonlinear, non-two-layer
equation can be written from point A, which is at density stratification.
the elevation of the upper port, to point C and
from point B to point C. Given this, and using development of the density potential energy
Equation 1, the ratio of flows between the ports term. Once again, Bernoulli's equation can be
can be determined from the following: written across the lower port for Flows less than

2 2 or equal to critical discharge. At incipient
ZA PA VA PC + VC

2 
+ HL (4) blending, Equation 8 results. For flows greater

than the critical discharge, the resulting formu-

lation Is given in Equation 9. The discharges
HLA C  A M (5) through the individual ports ran be determined

using the same general procedure as used before in

AmD + HL A-c* P (6 Equations 6 and 7.
HL B C - LA..C* A (6)-1 A

where BC HLB(z) dz (8)

HLA c = head loss between points A and C, m where z - elevation referenced to datum, m.

AH - water-surface drop in the wet well, - * fA HLA-C*PA
m HLB - B (z) dz (9)

p - density of the upper layer, kg/m
3  

where B-C B

Equation 6 indicates that the head loss PB " density at point B, kglm
3

across the lower port must always be greater than

the head loss across the upper port by p(z) - density as a function of elevation,

approximately the constant amount of potentlal kg/mr

energy associated with the particular density PA - density at point A, kg/m
3

stratification.

A more meaningful representation of the
To determine the Flow distribution between density potential energy term 1an be seen in

the ports, an Iter3tive technique must be Figure 3. The potential energy is computed by
employed. First, an estimate of the water-surFace vertically integrating the density oF the water in
drop in the wet well Is made. This equals the the pool between the two port elevations. The
head loss across tne upper port. Equation 6 is area between the reservoir density and the upper
jsed to letermine the head loss across the lower port density and between the two port elevations
port. The Known relationship between head loss (shaded in the figure) constitutes the density
3nd discharge for each port "an then be used to potential energy term For this situation. Figure
determine the Individual port flows. The two 3 represents the density effect for a two-port

flows are computed and summed, as seen in Equation
7, and compared to the known total discharge. The lee
estimate of upper port head loss is adjusted until
the summed discharges agree with the known total

discharge. as

2g* A- 2g*AOHLB-

- * (7)
ku k

where

Q - tOt3l discharge, m
3
/sec 29

Au - upper port area, M2

k, - head Ioss coefficient across upper _

port S 997 s 0 M 9 I I S,

A vep y similar procedure can be followed for DENSITY, G/CC
the analysis of blending in a linearly or an
arbitrarily stratified environment as seen in Figure 3. Gr3phical representat4on of the

Figure 2. The only difference arises in the density potential energy term.

How! '11.,n
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configuration with one port at elevation 30 m and ASSUMPTIJNS ANl L:M:TATIlNS
the other at elevation 70 m.

In leve'ip ng ',he p-eei.ng "near ,
A more complex sit-ation can develop with the iss~mptos ere ne-essAry.

simultaneous operation of more tnan two levels of
ports in a single wet well under a stratified a. 5erno .li'3 eq~aton is app:'atle.
condition. This proolem can also be approached
using Bernoulli's equation. In this situation, a b. No hydraulic Dlo-Kage exists.
stratification pattern exists within the wet well
under blendlng conditions. This pattern is caused . Losses other than entrance l23sps
by the withdrawal of a potentially different are negligible.
density through each of the open ports which can
influence the flow distribution significantly. J. The density of the water :n the pl~ 3,t

the center-line elevat-_o 1 "te Port .3
The water-surface drop in the wet well is the density that will De w:ltnran

approximately equal to the head loss across the through that port.
upper port. It is also an unknown component in
the head loss terms for every other port within e. Lower port velocmty 'et mixing is
the single wet well. Only one water-surface drop unimportant.
exists which will provide a flow distribution
"onsistent with both the theory and continuity. The Bernoulli -quatlon as snme assumptions

which are inherent in its formulaion. When tneThe solution method to determine the flow eqiation is applied along streamlines, as 1t "s

distribution is iterative and very similar to that is this application, the fl.id flow m.t e
used in the two-level analysis shown earlier. The incompressible and steady. These assimptions are
head loss across the highest open port )call this valid for this application.
port level 1), which approximately equals the
water-surface drop in the wet well, is estimated. The existence of hydraulic blocKage was
Then, the head loss across the next lower open proposed as a potential problem in bleroing. It
port :port level 2) is computed. From the theory, was proposed that hydraulic blnckage might then-
the head loss across the lower port is known to be retically occur under stratified or unstratifed
approximately equal to the port level I head loss conditions when the velocity jet through the lower
plus the energy associated with the stratification port could create a turbulent zone in the wet well
difference between the wet well and the pool which would be impassable by flow from the upper
between port levels 1 and 2. The port level 3 port. Hydraulic blockage, to our knowledge, has
:the next lower open port) head loss is equal to not been observed in outlet structure operations.
the port level 2 head loss plus the density
potential energy between port levels 2 and 3. Energy losses other than entrance losses are
This process continues until all the losses are assumed to be negligible. Entrance losses include
known. The individual flows are computed, summed contraction and expansion losses associated with
and compared to the known discharge. The water- flow from the pool, through the port, into the wet
surface drop estimate is adjusted and the process well, and with velocity jet impingement turbulence
repeated. The equation which is solved follows, in the wet well. The only losses which are being
The head loss term in Equation 10 includes the neglected are those frictional losses encountered
density potential energy associated with the by the flow as it passes from the upper port
stratificatinn difference between the wet well and elevations downward through the wet well. :n most
,h~e pool between withdrawal levels n and 1. cases these losses are minor, making this an

2 *g * appropriate assumption.NP1Fg*A-*HL
n, 10 Another assumption is that the density of the

n water at the elevation of the port is the densit?

of the water which will be withdrawn through that
where intake. From selective withdrawal, it 43 Known

NP -number of simultaneous withdrawal that this is generally, but not always, a good
levels assumption. This potential problem will be

An  area of port n opening, m
2  

accounted for once the blending technology is
e oincorporated with selective withdrawal technology.

HLn  head loss across port n,m The las assumption i that the t.rblence

kn * head loss coefficient across por. n associated with the velocity entering the lower

port does not affect blending. This is tr.e in
Once the total discharge has been matched in most situations, but the theoretic* lly computed

this iteration, the individual port flows are then critical discharge will be affected. The effects
determined, as follows, knowing the port head of this assumption an be seen in FIgure -. The
loss. theory assumes that the thermocline In the wet

2 well will drop to the elevation of the lower port
2g** HLn undisturbed. However, the turb lent mixing -a1sed

On = kn by the lower port velocity jet wmll break 'p the

thermooline at some dis-harge whi 'ns , lwer th'an
where Qn is the dlisharge through port level n, the theoretical 'riti'al discharge, and toeref~re
m
3
/sec. induce a small amount of flow through the i;pp-

port. The theoretical c-ltlil d1snharse ma a
The process described In Equations 10 and 11 conservative estimate of the imount ofr fow

is theoretically applicable for any number of necessary to overcome density blocKage 3sn-e the
simultaneous withdrawal levels (including two) actual critical lischarge is always lower.
within a single wet well with any stratification
pattern in the pool.

Howi ngton
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expected impact as well. The temperature of the Head loss is the driving mechanism for

releases increased as the lower port was throttled blending. The generation of head loss by port

for constant discharge. gate throttling adds a great deal of flexiility
to blending operations. However, creation of

CONCLUSIONS increased head losses is contrary to hydropower
purposes and, under extreme conditions of port

The theory for single wet well blending has throttling, head loss can potentially become

now been expanded to account for arbitrary significant. The result could be a situation

stratification patterns and for multiple (greater which requires compromise between water quality

than two) simultaneous levels of ports operating. and hydropower interests. This would be most

The limitations of the theory appear to be li~ely to occur when the flow distribution desired

minor. Turbulence in the wet well does not is predominantly through the upper port and the

appreciably affect blending except in a very stratification is strong. Port throttling sho"ld

limited range of discharges near critical be considered in the design of new intake

discharge. The implications of this discrepancy structures or in the modification of old

appear minor as well. structures if blending capability is needed.

Throttling of the gates is not msndatoy in

The theory applies well in all cases tested blending operations but is highly desirable from a

thus far. These cases include a variety of sizes water quality management perspective.
and types of intake structures. For those

situations in which quantitative comparisons are REFERENCES

possible, the theory is accurately predicting flow
distributions between the port elevations. In Brater, E. F., and King, H. W. 1976. Handbook of

those cases where only qualitative analyses are Hydraulics, McGraw-Hill, New York.
possible, the trends of the observed data and the

theory compare favorably. Further testing of the Howington, S. E. 1986 (May). "Blending in a

theory is planned under an ongoing research Single Wet Well," Proceedings: CE Workshop on

effort. Sit.ations are being sought In which the Design and Operation of Selective Witndrawal

theory ioes a less than adequate job of prediction Intake Structures, 24-28 June 1985, San Frannisco,

so tnat these can be accounted for in the Calif., pp. 93-98. Also published 33
ation. Miscellaneous Paper HL-86-3, US Army Engineer

Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.
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SINGLE WET WELL BLENDING AT APPLEGATE LAKE, OREGON

Jeffrey 0. Hanson and Richard A. Cassidy, P.H.
2

1Hydrologist, USACE, Portland District, Portland, Orecon2Superviscry Environmental Engineer, USACE, Portland District, Po-tland, Oregon

ABSTRACT two different operating conditions.

In 1983, the Portland District performed WATERSHED DESCRIPTION

experimental reservoir releases using one half of

the dual wet well selective withdrawal system at The Applegate River Basin is a subbasin of the
Applegate Lake to evaluate the potential for Rogue River, a coastal stream in southern Oregon
blending water in a 1 5 m (5 ft) diameter single (Figure 1). The confluence of the two rivers is
wet well. The reservoir water located in the approximately 8 kilometers (5 miles) west of Grants
epilimnion was approximately 18 C (65 F) and the Pass, at the upstream terminus of the 135 km (84
hypolimnion water, 27 m (90 ft) deeper in the mi) portion of the Rogue River that is designated a
reservoir, was near 90C (49 F). Successful water national "wild and scenic" river.
temperature blending was achieved for two days with
a wide variety of gate opening combinaiions, at the Applegate Lake is located on the Applegate
test release flow of 14.2 m /s (500 ft-/s). River, 74.5 km (46 mi) upstream of the Rogue River,

near he California-Oregon border. It is a 1.01 x
In 1986, an operational study was perormed to 10 m (82,200 ac-ft) multiple-purpose project

test single wet well mixing at 4.8 m /s (170 authorized for flood control, irrigation, fish and
ft s). A constant water tempera ure nsar the wildlife, recreation, and water quality enhancement
target release temperature of 12.8 C (55 F) was in the Applegate Valley.
maintained for eight days. The reservoir wter
temPeratures at the operating ports were 16 0
18 (600 to 65 F) near the surface and 70 to 8 b C
(44 to 46 F) near the bottom. m " -.

INT" auTION.

Selective withdrawal systems provide the
capacity to remove water from one of a number of ' .

different levels in a reservoir, or from a
combination of two levels, to utilize the best "
quality water in a 'eservoir for discharge 'oo .

downstream. ----

Conceptually, the intent of a selective
withdrawal system is to provide the flexibility to
choose better quality water for release compared to . -
a traditional fixed, low-level withdrawal system. +(?'. -
For instance, the temperature of water released 'L, -
from a reservoir can be more closely controlled to Figure 1. Project Location, Rogue River Basin,
resemble natural temperatures using a selective Oregon
withdrawal system. Control of the temperature of
water being released, therefore, can have a The project has a butterfly-shaped watershed
significant long-term effect on the biota of that and controls the ranfall and 2snowmelt runoff from
regulated stream. approximately 580 km (225 mi ) of the Applegate

River Basin. The headwaters of the Applegate Lake
The use of the dual wet well selective watershed are at the heavily timbered crestline

withdrawal structure at the Portland District's along the Siskiyou Range of California and Oregon,
Applegate Lake has provided good control of release usually above 1,525 m (5,000 ft), National Geodetic
water temperature. However, a few operating Vertical Datum (NGVD). Streams have steep
conditions have occurred where water temperature gradients varying from 4.2 to 6.3 m/km and flow
requests were greater than the dual wet well system through narrow channels cut deeply into intrusive
could provide. The Reservoir Regulation and Water rock.
Qual ity Section has tested the capability of
blending water from two levels in one of the The Applegate River Basin experiences mild,
Applegate Lake selective withdrawal wet welis for wet winters and warm, dry summers. A predominately
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westerly flow of moist air from the Pacific Ocean El 20006

during the winter produces a large proportion of
snow at higher elevations and rain at lower
elevations (U. S. Army Engineers, 1983). Rare
summer rainstorms of short duration and small areal
coverage occur because of local convective activity El ,9Q 0
that develop as thunderstorms. The normal annual
precipitation is approximately 114.3 centimeters 90 E0 ..

(cm) or 45 inches, ranging from 76.2 cm (30 in) at-
the project to nearly 152.4 cm (60 in) in the
headwaters where significant orographic lifting
occurs. Usually about 75 percent of the annual
precipitation occurs from November to March, and >900 E 85M0

less than 2 percent occurs during July and August.

Fall chinook and coho salmon, along with El 8700

steelhead trout, are the major anadromous fish that 2
utilize the Applegate River system. Resident '80

rainbow and cutthroat trout are other sport fish -

present in the watershed. Before the construction
of Applegate Project, approximately 15,000 fall A 1

chinook spawned annually in the mainstem Applegate
River. Also, approximately 5,000 coho salmon
spawned annually in tributary streams. ,0oo
Additionally, about 10,000 steelhead trout utilized
both the mainstem and tributaries of the Applegate oE 770

River for spawning before the dam was built (Fish
and Wildlife Service, 1961). Rainbow trout are ,,

stocked annually in the watershed.
Figure 2. Applegate Lake Selective Withdrawal

In the recent past, the aquatic habitat of the Structure Schematic
drainage basin was affected by significant water
diversions for irrigation. Low flow and
concomitant increases in water temperature were conduit approximately 243 m (800 ft) long,
considered harmful to the fish. Consequently, the connecting the withdrawal structure to the
Applegate Dam was designed with a multiple level downstream stilling basin thrfugh the :am
withdrawal structure to provide better quality embankment. Flows of up to 161 m /s (528 ft /s)
outflow, will pass through the regulating outlets.

Downstream of the cut and cover conduit, an open
DESCRIPTION OF THE SELECTIVE WITHDRAWAL STRUCTURE channel flares into a 9.1 x 85.3 m (30 x 280 ft)

rectangular primary and secondary stilling basin.
Applegate Dam was constructed with a dual wet

well selective withdrawal structure capable of Reservoir water used for temperature control
removing water from six different levels in the can be drawn into the temperature control wet wells
reservoir. The withdrawal structure consists of a from any one of up to five levels, or mixed from

72.2 m (237 ft) high, freestanding concrete tower different levels. The top two intake ports 1. x

and a 144.5 In (474 ft) long, 3.6 m (12 ft) wide 3.0 m J5 x 10 ft) high and are rated at 14.1 m /s

service deck providing access to the intake tower (46 ft /s). The other three intake ports ar9 1.5 x
(Figure 2). p.J m (5 x 6 ft) and are designed for 8.5 m /s (28

ft /s). They are operated in either a fully open
The base of the tower contains two regulating or closed position. Water passes through the ports

outlets for control of high flows, a regulating into either or both of the 2.1 x 1.4 m (6.9 x 4.6
gate chamber, and a trash rack structure. The ft) wet wells. The wet wells transition into a
tower consists of two vertical wet walls for water gate chamber area regulated by 0.6 x 0.8 m (2 x 2.6
temperature control and a single dry well ft) high tandem sliding wet well control gates.
connecting the equipment room with the regulating The wet wells then merge into the regulating outlet
gate chamber. The two water temperature control conduit for downstream release.
wet wells are served by five intake ports, two
serving one wet well and three serving the other. Also, a 0.77 m (2.5 ft) diameter fish facility
The low level regulating outlets serve as the sixth water supply pipeline takes water from the right
level of withdrawal, wet well (B) and delivers it to the fish collection

facility by the stilling basin. 3The pipeline, with
The bellmouth intakes for the regulating a capacity of 5.7 m /s (107 ft /s), is controlled

outlets are on the face of the base, behind the by tandem 0.6 m (2 ft) diameter ball valves fully
trash structure of vertical and horizontal open or closed.
trashbars. Each outlet is controlled by two 1.4 x
1.8 m (4.6 x 6.0 ft) slide gates used for METHODOLOGY
regulating discharges and emergency closures.
Water passes through the regulating outlet gates Two separate studies, a test study and an
into twin 1.4 x 1.8 m (4.6 x 6.0 ft) rectangular operational study, of water temperature mixing in a
conduits that transition in 7.7 m (25 ft) to a 4.4 small, single wet well using intake ports at
x 2.7 m (14.5 x 9 ft) oblong concrete cut and cover different levels, were conducted. The test study

,et 11.
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was conducted for a two-day period on 5-6 October of the above peculiarities noted.

1983, and the operational study covered an eight-
day period between 5 and 12 September 1986. In
both instances, the downstream gaging station,
Applegate River near Copper, located I km (0.6 mi)

downstream of Applegate Dam, was the control point.

A profile of reservoir water temperatures were
taken near the selected withdrawal structure prior
to each test study. E1evationin feet Elevation in meters

1960 .. .600

OCTOBER 1983 TEST STUDY 1940-

590
This test study was the first time since the 1920-

project began operating in December 1981 that lake
elevations, drawdown rate, lake stratification, and l 0- 580
downstream fish spawning, were suitable for
conducting a single wet well mixing study. 1880-4 ot 163

Because of the possible impact on the 1860-
anadromous fishery downstream of the project, the
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) was 1840- 560
informed of a the test and the possibilitj of
temperature fluctuation between 9 C and 190C (48 1020-
and 66 F) over the two day period. Approval was

given with the stipulation that the period of 1800... 550

maximum temperature outflow be minimized. 0 10 12 14 16 10 20 22
Temperature in C

The plan was to use intake ports (IP) 3 & 5 on
wet well (WW) B for temperature mixing (Figure 2). Figure 3. Applegate Lake Temperature Profile
Initially, only IP 3 was to be open. WW A was to 4 October 1983
be completely closed, although IP 4 would be left
open in case WW A was needed in an emergency. All
gate settings were to be held for a 2-hour period
to insure temperature and flow stablization
downstream. Various port combinations would be

tested by keeping IP 3 fully open and opening IP 5 Day I Test
in 0.3 m (I ft) increments.

IP 3 was operated fully open at a 1.8 m (6.0

During the test, the wet well control gate ft) setting, while the IP 5 opening varied from 0.0
(WTC) B would remain open at 0.8 m (2.5 ft) m to 0.9 m (0.0 ft to 3.0 ft) in 0.3 m (I ft)
releasing near maximum flows for wet well B. The increments. Each setting was held for
fljw during the test was held near 14.2 m /s (500 approximately 2 hours to stabilize downstream
ft /s). temperature and flow at the Copper gage. During

the first day's test, outflow from the project was
The downstream gaging station, Applegate River maintained by setting the let well control gate

near Copper, was used as the control point. The (WTC) B at 2.56 feet (495 ft /s).
GOES satellite data collection platform (DCP) at
that gage was reprogrammed to transmit in 10 minute As shown on Figure 4, definite mixing occurs
increments. The two gaging stations farther when more than one intake port is used in a small
downstream at Applegate and Wilderville were wet well. At each incremental change in IP 5 (the
similarly reprogrammed to give downstream effects lower port) the outflow temperature indicated a
of the study for future use. A water temperature noticeable temperature drop. The incremental
initial profile taken by project personnel on 4 changes also had a constant effect downstream,
October 1983, before the test began, is shown on showing up at the Copper gage 15 minutes later and
Figure 3. stabilizing 50 to 60 minutes after the change.

Operational Procedures During Test Study A minor increase in flow was noted with the
successive IP 5 openings while WTC B remained fixed

Tables I & 2 give chronological tabulations of at 0.8 m (2.56 ft). This could be attributed to a
events, gate settings, flows, and temperatures for higher pressure head resulting from using the lower

each step of the test. These tables are enhanced gate.
by Figures 4 & 5 which show the effects downstream
at the Applegate River near Copper gaging station. At he end 8f the day, the outflow temperature

was 14.3 C (57.8 F), near ODFW's desired target
Since the intake ports were designed to temperature and the temperature expected using the

operate in fully-open or fully-closed positions, 4 October lake temperature profile shown on Figure
and the test operation would be at partial gate 3. IP 3 was left fully open overnight at 1.8 m
openings, the ports were observed for gate hanger (6.0 ft) and IP 5 at 0.9 m (3.0 ft) using only WW
cable slacking, increased gate vibrations, abnormal B, to observe if any mixing change caused by
wet well water surface level changes, excessive density or temperature differences in the well
noise, etc. At no time during the study were any would occur overnight.

Hanson, et a!.



Temperature in 'C Flow in ft 3,s

20 500

1 2 3 400

ICI

12.

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24

5 October 1983

Figure 4. 1983 Test Study - Effect of Gate Changes on Temperature and Flow Day I

Day 2 Test static condition in WW B. This operation resulted
in a temporary increase in water temperature at

Although WTC B gate had settled from 0.78 m to Copper of approximately 1 C. Because of the short
0.77 m (2.56 ft to 2.53 ft) overnight, the flow had timing of the gate adjustments, water temperatures
slightly increasel from 14.0 m /s (495 ft /s) to most likely did not stabilize enough at the gage to
14.4 m /s (510 ft /s). The temperatureoat the give accurate effects of these changes. With WW B
Copper ga ge only varied from 14.35 to 14.20 C (57.8 static, IP 3 could still not be closed beyond 0.2 m

to 57.6 F), indicating an extremely stable (0.8 ft). Most likely the gate was held open by
condition downstream. This was attributed to debris. Since IP 3 could not be fully closed, it
overnight cooling downstream rather than a change was opened to 0.6 m (2.0 ft) and [P 5 remained
in the temperature of water from the wet well. fully open. The outflow was then shifted from WW A

to WW B.
On the second day, an attempt was made to

shift the major portion of the flow to the lower A significant change in flow occurred with
gate and close the upper gate, fol lowed by this last operation. Prior to the change, WTC B
partially opening the upper gate. Shifting from was set at30.77 m (2.51 ft) with a downstream flow
one wet well to the other was necessary to of 14.3 m /s (505 ft /s). After the change, the
completely close IP 3. At the end of the study it WTC B was at 0.78 m3 (2.55 ft), 3 but the flow had
was also necessary to shift wet wells to meet dropped to 13.0 m /s (460 ft'/s). The change
operational conditions desired by ODFW. As occurred over a long enough time for downstream
explained later, we found shifting of wet wells was conditions to stabilize. This could be considered
not necessary for structural integrity due to the an indication of inaccuracies in gate settings or
absence of possible intake gate problems. downstream gage height readings. It illustrates

the inability to finely control outflows.
IP 5 was incrementally opened from 0.9 to 1.8

m (3.0 to 6.0 ft). Temperature was noticeably The next step was to set the project back to
affected, because the increased gate opening normal operational conditions. Because ODFW's
provided additional cooler water from the lower desired target temperature was for 14.0'C (57.2 F)
level intake port (Figure 5). water, the pre-test outflow water temperature

conditions were not re-sstablished. To reach
The final step of the test was to close IP 3 14.0 C, an increase of 3.5 C was required in the

and run the total flow through IP 5. In closing IP final step of the test. The final gate settings
3, what was thought to be a velocity problem, were based on a lake temperature profile taken 6
prevented closurl beyond 0.J m (0.8 ft) while October. From that profile, shown on Figure 3. it
dischargiig 14.3 m /s (505 ft /s) through WW B. was decided that IP's 3 & 4 and WTC's A & B should
Attempting to close IP 3 resulted in a decrease in be opened. The first operation was to close IP S

temperature at the Copper gage. with WTC B fully open. No problems, such as
vibration or cable slacking were encountered while

To close IP 3 entirely, the outflow was closing IP 5 with a maximum flow in the wet well.
shifted from WW B to WW A ([P 4) to provide a
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Temperature in ° C Flow in ft 3 /s
20' 1 -. _ . . . -- - - 500

400
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6 October 1903
Figure 5. 1983 Test Study Effect of Gate Changes on Temperature and Flow Day 2

To control for 14.0 C outflow temperature, WTC flows, but WW B did not have the same problem.
B was set to 0.32 m (1.05 ft) and WTC A to 0.62 m
(2.05 ft) . After 30 minutes the downstream Conclusion of Test Results
temperature was found to be rising faster than
expected or desired. WTC A was raised to 0.76 m From the data collected during the test.
(2.48 ft) and WTC B lowered to 0.17 m (0.57 ft) to noticeable temperature changes indicate that mixing
slow the rate of increase in temperature. Two and did indeed take place in the small, single wet well
one-half hours later, WTC A was lowered to 0.61 m at Applegate Lake using intake ports at different
(2.0 ft) and WTC B was raistd to 0.37 m (1.2 ft) as levels. The amount of flow provided by each intake
a final adjustment for 14.0"C (57.2 F) outflow, port at the various openings was not determinable.

There appeared to be no immediate or short-term
Throughout the test, design flow criteria were structural or operating problems using the two

exceeded at the WTC's and IP's. Design flow for intake ports in a single wet well. In fact, well
the wet wells, with fhe head oi the gates during noise and vibration was considerably less with two
the study. is 13.0 m s (460 ft -,s) with a WTC gate intakes in use, than when a single intake port was
setting of 0.8 m (2.67 ft). The most that the WTC used. Although the test was conducted at a single
gates could be opened during the test was 0.79 m flow, any problems anticipated while making gate
(2.58 5t), which Jave a flow slightly greater than changes, would most likely have occurred at this
14.2 m /(500 ft ,'). The design flow of the IP's near maximum flow rather than at low flows when
is 8.5 m is (300 ft s), but when IP 3 or IP 4 were velocities are less.
used tlone durin the test, the release was near
14.2 m /s (500 ft 's). When operating WW A alone, Results from this test show that it is
a very noisy situation, similar to being close to a feasibile to operate multiple intake ports in a
moving train occurred. Also, substantial vibratioi small, single wet well for temperature mixing and
was evident. This might be attributed to high control.

TALE I

OCTOBER 1983 TEST STUDY OPERATING PROCEDURE - DAY I

WET WELL WET WELL INTAKE INTAKE INTAKE COPPER
STEP OPERATION CONDUCTED TIME WTC A WTC B FLJW PORT 3 <PORT 4 PORT 5 T MP

ft ft ft ,'s ft ft ft C
................ =... ..................... I........ . .. ........... .............. ......

1 Initiate Day I Test 0930 1.08 2.06 523 6.0 6.0 0.0 15.6

2. Set Initial Test Conditions 0933 CLOSFO 2.56 477 6.0 N A 0.0 17.25

3. Begin Using Ports 3 and 5 1137 CLOSED 2.56 491 6.0 N A 1 1 16 05

4. Open Port 5 To Next Increment 1323 CLOSED 2.56 495 6.0 N.A 2.0 15.20

5. Open Port 5 To Next Increment 1534 CLOSED 2.56 495 6.0 NA 3.0 14.35

6. Ended Day I Test 1730 CLOSED 2 56 495 6.0 N A 3.0 14.30

.......................................................................................................
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TABLE 2

OCTOBER 1983 TEST STUDY OPERATING PROCEDURE - DAY 2

WET WELL WET WELL INTAKE INTAKE INTAKE COPPER

STEP OPERATION CONDUCTED TIME WTC A WTC B FL9W PORT 3 PORT 4 PORT 5 T MP
ft ft ft ',s ft ft ft C

I. Initiate Day 2 Test 0915 CLOSED 2.53 505 6.0 N/A 3.0 14.20

2. Open Port 5 To Next Increment 0929 CLOSED 2.53 510 6.0 N/A 4.0 13.85

3. Open Port 5 To Next Increment 1125 CLOSED 2.53 505 6.0 N/A 5.0 13.22

4. Open Port 5 To Full Opening 1313 CLOSED 2.52 505 6.0 N/A 6.0 12.10

5. Set Final Test Condition 1443 CLOSED 2.52 505 0.8 N/A 6.0 11.20

a. Changing Wet Wells 1445 OPENING CLOSING
To Close Port 3 1452 2.55 CLOSED 0.8 6.0 N/A 12.00

b. Adjust to Final Test 1455 CLOSING OPENING 2.0 N,'A 6.0

c. Adjustment Completed 1503 CLOSED 2.55 460 2.0 N'A 6.0 10.55

6. Ended Day 2 Test and
Set Outflow to 14 1632 CLOSED 2.55 6.0 VA CLOSING

a. Changing Wet Wells 1635 OPENING CLOSING 6.0 6.0 0.2

b Set for Temperature Control 1638 2.17 0.85 6.0 6.0 0.2

c. Closing Wet Well to Fully
Close Intake Port 5 1640 2.58 CLOSED N/A 6.0 N/A

d. Adjustment to 14
0C 1650 CLOSING OPENING

e. Finish Adjustment 1652 2.05 1.05 6.0 6.0 0.2

7. Fine Tune Adjustment 1720 2.48 0.57 520 6.0 6.0 0.2 13.15

B. Final Adjustment and
Finish Test 2100 2.00 1.20 540 6 0 6.0 0.2 14.05

SEPTEMR 1966 OFIERATIONAL STUDY On 4 September 1986, the Reservoir Regulation
and Water Quality Section requested tbhat the

In September 1986, an opportunity to tess a project use only WW B to achieve the 12.8 C target
single iet well at the low release rate of 4.8 m /s water temperature. This was attempted by fully

(170 ft /s) was available. The Oregon Department opening of IP 3 to 1.8 m (6 ft) and a partial
of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW had equested a target opening of IP 5 to 0.9 m (3 ft). Initially thee
release temperature of 12.8 C (55 F) for September, was some difficulty establishing a stable 13 C
The target release temperature was being achieved (55°F) outflow. When WW A was closed, and using

by blending water intake port (IP) 3 of wet well only IP 3 of WW B, the release temperature climbed

(WW) B and IP 4 of WW A. The Portland District to over 16°C (60°F) in two hours (Figure 7). When

decided to save as much of the water immediately IP 5 was opened to 0.9 m (3 ft), the release water
below the thermocline as possible to be used later temperature dropped to 11 C (52 F). After two

(Figure 6). The water near to, byt below the hours, it appeared th% release temperature had
thermocline naturally approaches 12.8 C (55 F) from stabilized near 13 C (55 F), so project personnel
thermal heating of the reservoir water during departed. Later, a project operator noticed tpe
September. By mixing warmer surface water with relase temperature had increased to over 18 C
cooler bottom water, the Reservoir Regulation a~d (65 F). Personnel returned to the selective
Water Quality Section felt it could provide 12.9 C withdrawal structure and tried a variety of port
water for an extended time period. IP 3 had 16 to opening combination to re-establish a release
I C (%0 to 65'F) water available while IP S had temperature near 12.8 C. By opening IP 3 to 0.6 m
7 C (45 F) water available for mixing. (2 ft) and IP 5 to 1.2 m (4 f ), ths release water

temperature stabilized near 14 C (57 F).

Hanson, et a!.
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A temperature of 130 to 14'C (550 to 570F) was Elevation in feet Elevation in moters
maintained by releasing from WW B from 2200 hours 1s0s0- 00

on 4 September through 1200 hours on 12 September I l
1986. At that time, the dual wet well mixing 194 I s e l
procedure was established once again. Temperature 50
readings taken from the GOES OCP data, transmitted 1020,

in hourly increments (normal operational schedule)
are shown on Figure 7. 1900, 50o

I

Conclusion of the Operation Study too60
570

( During the nearly 8-day test period, the 14°C 1000
(570F) releases were stable and no operational
problems such as gate vibrations were observed. Of 16401 560
interest is that at the gaging station 0.97 km (0.6
mi) downstream of the project, local downstream 120
effects caused the diel water temperature 550
fluctuatios to be close to one degree C with a 6eO0 0 10 12 14 I6 Il 20 22
constant 14 C water being released. Temperature in C

Figure 6. Applegate Lake Temperature Profile
1 September 1986

Water Temperature
20
19

1315-14 I
13 -1i
12-
II

9
1

5 .

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

September 1986

Figure 7. 1986 Operational Study - Achievement of Target Release Temperature
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TURBINE AERATION

E. Dean Harshbarger

Supervisor. Research and Testing, TVA Engineering Laboratory, Norris, TN

ABSTRACT The system worked. 00 was increased from near
zero in the reservoir to about four ppm in the

Since the early 1970's, the Tennessee Valley tailrace. The main problems with this system were
Authority has been investigating methods for the s-lety concerns over using oxygen and the
aerating hydroturbine discharges. Techniques relatively high initial and operating costs. It
which have been physically tested include small was estimated that an operating system to increase
pore diffusers, draft tube air aspiration, vacuum the DO in the discharge from both hydroturbines at
breaker modifications, hub baffles, draft tube Fort Patrick Henry to 5 ppm would have an initial
forced air systems and ep'limnetic pumps. These capital cost of about $400,000 and an annual
tests are briefly described and the results operating cost of about $110,000.
obtained are discussed. The conclusions are that
to a large extent, aeration methods are site At present, a small pore diffuser system is
specific and no universal solution can be being studied for use on the four units at Douglas
applied. Efforts toward the development of new Dam. The preliminary design calls for nearly
turbines specifically designed for aeration are 6,000, 17.5-cm (7-in.) diameter diffusers placed
suggested. in an area of about 2 acres in front of the

turbine Intakes. A liquid oxygen storage facility
INTRODUCTION capable of supplying about 54 tons of oxygen per

day would be placed nearby to furnish enough
The hydroturbine discharges from some 21 TVA oxygen to raise the discharge DO content up to

dams have been identified as having undesirably 4 ppm. The storage tanks would have to be
low dissolved oxygen (DO) content during the refilled every 3 days under extreme conditions of
summer and fall months. These dams involve a zero incoming DO and full plant discharge of
total of 77 turbines of various types, sizes, and 48 m3/s (16,000 cfs). Costs for the system are
designs. Since the early 1970's efforts have been estimated to be about $3.5M initially and $l.OM
made to develop reliable, economically feasible annually.
systems for increasing the DO in turbine
discharges. Methods which have been investigated Draft Tube Air Aspiration
include: small pore diffusers to bubble oxygen
just upstream from the turbine intake; aspiration To induce air Into the draft tube at Norris
of air Into the turbine draft tube; modification and thus increase the DO in the turbine
of the vacuum breaker system to aspirate more air; discharges, a flow obstruction in the form of a
forced air into the draft tube; epillmnetic pumps metal pipe, triangular in cross section, was
to force oxygenated reservoir surface water into welded to the draft tube wall about 1.5 m (5 ft)
the intakes; and development of a self-aerating downstream from the turbine of Unit 1
turbine. Progress on aeration efforts in TVA have (Harshbarger, 1982a). The pipe (or baffle)
been reported periodically (TVA, 1981, 1983, 1984; protruded 15 cm (6 in.) trom the draft tube wall.
Davis, et al., 1983; Bohac, et al., 1986; Ruane, The upstream side of the baffle served to
et al.. 1986). This paper reviews TVA's past accelerate the flow. This caused a low pressure
efforts and updates the latest efforts to develop on the downstream side to induce air. The
these aeration methods, interior of the pipe served as a passageway for

air which then entered the draft tube through some
AERATION TECHNIQUES INVESTIGATED 40 equally spaced 3.75-cm (1.5-in.) diameter holes

in the downstream side of the baffle. Air reached
Small Pore Diffusers the baffle via a 25-cm (10-in.) pipe through an

opening cut Just below the draft tube mandoor.
Small pore diffusers were extensively This system aspirated enough air to increase the

investigated in the early 1970's as a possible tailrace DO 3-4 ppm, but caused unacceptable
solution for DO problems at Fort Patrick Henry Dam energy losses. Imbedding the baffle Into the wall
(TVA, 1978). Fifteen to twenty different of the draft tube may have reduced energy losses
commercially available diffuser materials were but was not attractive because of construction
evaluated in the laboratory and, based upon difficulties.
information gained, two were selected for use in a
full-scale field test. Ten frames of about 150 Another draft tube baffle scheme was
diffusers each were placed near the bottom of the Installed and tested on a 35 MW Francis unit at
10-foot deep reservoir just upstream from one of Douglas Dam (Harshbarger, 1984d)- For these
the two turbine intakes. Pure oxygen was bubbled tests, a 26.7-cm (10.75-in.) high. 11.9-cm
through these diffusers from a liquid oxygen (4.75-in.) deep manifold was cut Into the draft
storage and evaporating facility located nearby, tube wall about 3.6 m (12 ft) downstream from the
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turbine. Air was supplied to the manifold through consequently discarded as a method for aeration at
a 14-inch pipe entering the draft tube adjacent to Douglas Dam.
the mandoor. Twenty-four equally spaced 4.4-cm
(1).5-in.) diameter holes were cut into the On the 35 MW unit at South Holston, the
manifold for air vents Into the draft tube. Over vacuum breaker ports were relocated farther down
each of these vents was bolted a conical shaped the hub and then baffles were placed over the new
baffle which protruded 12.5 cm (5 in.) from the ports. This particular unit needs air to dampen
draft tube wall. Tests indicated that these severe vibrations caused by flow through the
baffles reduced local pressure, but not enough to penstock and draft tube. The baffles were
induce significant amounts of air into the draft designed to aspirate at gate openings of about 15
tube. to 80 percent. At low gate openings, no air was

induced and the unit vibrated severely. The
Vacuum Breaker Modifications baffles were subsequently removed and no

additional tests were conducted since it was
Most hydroturbines are equipped with vacuum discovered that aeration could be accomplished by

breaker systems to relieve below atmospheric relatively simple modifications to the vacuum
pressures which may occur when flow through the breaker system.
turbine is suddenly stopped. These systems
consist of openings in the turbine hub which lead Successful aeration using hub baffles was
to passageways through the headcover and then to accomplished on the two 50 MW units at Norris
the atmosphere via 15- to 20-cm (6- to B-In.) Dam. After several iterations (Harshbarger,
diameter pipe. A spring loaded valve is placed in Ig83a, I982d, I984c) and a series of Laboratory
the air pipe to admit air if the pressure under tests, bolt-on type baffles were designed and have
the headcover drops below some preset value. been in use for the past three years. These

baffles are in the form of a cylindrical wedge cut
Tests were conducted on 19 units to determine from a section of 25-cm (10-in.) pipe and protrude

if there was enough suction to induce air through out from the hub 13.75 cm (5.5 in.). With these
the vacuum breaker system if the vacuum breaker baffles, enough air is induced to add about 4 ppm
valve was blocked open (Fox, 1980, l981; to the turbine discharges, The baffles and
Harshbarger. 1981a. lg81c, 1981d, 1981e. 1982b. induced air reduce unit efficiency less than
1g8d, 1982e, 1983a). On a few of them, airflow one-half of one percent. To avoid this small
was increased slightly at low wicket gate power loss when aeration is not needed, the
openings, but not at the gate openings where the baffles are bolted on in late summer and removed
units are usually run. Only on the 35 MW unit at as soon as the incoming DO reaches 4 ppm.
South Holston Dam was vacuum breaker suction
sufficient to aspirate significant amounts of air The two units at Norris on which the baffles
(marshbarger. 1985b). On this unit, an additional have been used have experienced an accelerated
opening was cut through the headcover to admit rate of cavitation damage, an expanded cavitation
about 0.9 m'/s (30 cfs) of air at the normal damaged area and cavitation damage in areas which
operating wicket gate opening (near 100%). This are difficult to repair. Consideration is being
was enough to increase DO in the tailrace on the given to the development of new stainless steel
order of 2 ppm. runners which would be less susceptible to

cavitation damage and which could possibly be
Hub Baffles designed to be self aerating.

To lower pressures and thus aspirate more air Draft Tube Forced A'r System

through the vacuum breaker system, small baffles
were installed over the vacuum breaker ports on The feasibility of using blowers to aerate by
the hubs of five different turbines. Tests on two forcing air under the turbine headcover was tested
Francis type units at Cherokee Dam (Harshbarger. on a total of B units (Harshbarger. 1983b. 19b4a.
1981b), one at Douglas Dam (Harshbarger, 1982c) 1984b. 1985a). For most of these tests, access
and one at Wilson Dam (Harshbarger, i9B2e) holes were cut through the turbine head(over and
indicated that the hub baffles increased induced air from portable, diesel powered compressors was
airflow only insignificant amounts at the wicket supplied through temporary pipes and hoses This
gate openings of interest, method worked with varying degrees of success on

nearly all turbines where it was tried. The major
Part of the problems with hub baffles appears problem was that to install a permanent system

to be attributable to changing flow patterns large enough to meet desIred DO conditions
around the turbine hub as flow through the unit is required large blowers and major plant
changed. In order to design a hub baffle which modifications to install necessary piping and
would work well at aIl flows, particularly the controls.
flow obtained at the most efficient gate opening.
TVA contracted with an outside firm to apply a At Douglas Dam, blowers were also used to
mathematical model they had developed to determine force air through the manifold cut into the daft
' he flow around the hub of the Douglas tube of Unit 4 and previously used for the draft
hydroturbine. This information, along with tube baffle tests (Harshbarger. I984d) . Ihe
information obtained from a baffle test apparatus baffles were removed for the blower tests leavinq
at the TVA Engineering Laboratory was subsequently only the holes cut Into the manifold The blower
used to design a hub baffle system for aerating system worked satisfactorily for aerating thy
the Douglas hydroturblnes. This system Involved turbine releases, but there was ro ro)m to install
relocating the vacuum breaker ports and installing the required air ducts and rompressor equipment on
125 cm (5 in.) high cylindrical baffles which a permanent basis.
protruded 12.5 cm (5 in.) out from the turbine hub
over each port. These baffles did induce air but At present, a forced a I system 's he'nq
not in great enough amounts to significantly successfully appiled at tme 45 MW 'ns Fd Tsm
increase DO in the discharge. Hub baffles were (Harshbarger. 198c). At h I site, a ml/%
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(50 cfs) blower has been installed in a small Fox. T. A.. 1981, "Evaluation of Vacuum Breaker
shelter outside the plant and the necessary piping Effect on Airflow, Fontana Unit I." WR28-I-19-lO0,
is routed outside the plant building to a location Tennessee Valley Authority, Division of Air and
near the unit where a tie-in to the vacuum breaker Water Resources, Norris, Tennessee.
system is made. Flow from this blower is
controlled by a damper and is adjusted to maintain Harshbarger, E. 0., lg81a, "Evaluation of Vacuum
a O0 concentration in the tailrace of 4 ppm. Breaker Effect on Airflow, Apalachia Unit 1,"

WR28-2-15-100, Tennessee Valley Authority,

Epilimnetic Pumps Division of Air and Water Resources, Norris,
Tennessee.

Turbine intakes are usually located near the
bottom of reservoirs and draw cooler, low oxygen Harshbarger. E. 0., 198lb, "Evaluation of Hub
content water when the reservoir becomes Baffles on Cherokee Units 1 and 4," WR28-2-12-100.
temperature stratified. At Douglas Dam, an Tennessee Valley Authority. Division of Air and
aeration method using pumps to force highly Water Resources, Norris, Tennessee.
oxygenated reservoir surface water into the
turbine intakes is being tested (Mobley. 1986). Harshbarger. E. D. and L. M. Beard, 1981c,
Each pump consists of a 6-bladed, 4.6-m (15-ft) "Turbine Venting Tests, Cherokee Units 1. 2, and
diameter propeller connected by a shaft and gear 4, July 31, August 1-2, 1981," WR28-2-12-101,
box to a 30-hp electric motor. The motor, gear Tennessee Valley Authority, Division of Air and
box and controls are supported from a raft on the Water Resources, Norris. Tennessee.
water surface while the pump propeller is
suspended beneath the raft at a depth of 3 m (10 Hars' arger. E. 0.. 1981d, "Vacuum Breaker Airflow
ft). The propeller turns at about 21 rpm and is at Boone, Watauga and Hiwassee Dams."
expected to move about 1.4 m2/s (500 cfs) of WR28-1-600-100, Tennessee Valley Authority.
water down some 25 m (80 ft) to the turbine Division of Air and Water Resources. Norris,
intake. Two pumps have been Installed so far with Tennessee.
a third expected to be in place before the
reservoir stratifies next summer. Tests to Harshbarger, E. 0., 1981e, "Evaluation of Vacuum
evaluate the system are planned for July 1987. Breaker System for Turbine Venting at Nottely and

Chatuge Hydroplants," WR28-1-600-101, Tennessee

CONCLUSIONS Valley Authority. Division of Air and Water
Resources, Norris. Tennessee.

Several techniques for aeration of turbine
discharges have been investigated by TVA over the Harshbarger, E. D., 1982a, "Evaluation of Turbine
past several years. These include small pore Venting Systems at Norris Dam, July 1979- November
diffusers, draft tube air aspiration, vacuum 1980," WR28-1-2-t02, Tennessee Valley Authority,
breaker system modifications, hub baffles, blowers Division of Air and Water Resources, Norris.
and epilimnetic pumps. At present, a small pore Tennessee.
diffuser system Is under study for use at Douglas
Dam, the vacuum breaker system has been modified Harshbarger, E. D., 1982b, "Evaluation of Vacuum
to admit more air at South Holston Dam, hub Breaker Effect on &Irflow, South Holston,
baffles are in use at Norris Dam, a blower is WR28-2-21-100, Tennessee Valley Authority.
being used to force air under the turbine Division of Air and Water Resources, Norris,
headcover at Tlms Ford Dam and epilimnetic pumps Tennessee.
are under study at Douglas Dam. In addition, the
development of a self aerating cavitation damage Harshbarger. E. D.. 1982c, "Evaluation of Hub
resistant turbine is being considered to replace Baffles. Douglas Unit 4," WR28 2.20-100. Tennessee
the present turbines at Norris Dam. The Valley Authority. Division of Air and Water
conclusion is that there Is no universal solution Resources. Norris. Tennessee.
for aeration of turbine discharges Geometry
alone demands that each case be considered Harsiibarger, E. , . 1982d, "Evaluation of Vacuum
individually to arrive at the most economical and Breaker By Pass System. Norris Unit 1"

efficient system. WR2B 1 2-101. Tennessee Valley Authority. Division
of Air and Water Resources. Norris. Tennessee
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OXYGENATION OF RELEASES FROM RICHARD B. RUSSELL DAM

Janes W. Gallagher, Jr. 1 and Gary V. Mauldin2

1Hydraulic Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District, Savannah, GA 31402-0889
2 Hydraulic Engineer, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District, Savannah, GA 31402-0889

ABSTRACT Like all deep lakes in the southeast, the
Richard B. Russell Lake thermally stratifies in

During the early planning stages of the Russell the warm summer months. During this time, the
project, a major concern of the State and Federal waters circulated by the wind are confined to
agencies was that the project comply with State the top 30 feet of the lake. With no means to
water quality standards. The Corps of Engineers replenish dissolved oxygen lost due to biological
carutted itself to this objective and developed and chemical activity, the dissolved oxygen concen-
a diffused oxygen injection system to oxygenate trations in the lower layer of the lake are gradual-
the reservoir releases. At Richard B. Russell ly exhausted. Since the turbine intake are located
Lake, oxygen is injected into the lake through in the lower layer of the lake, it is this water
fine pore diffusers located on the bottom of the that is released from the project for power genera-
lake both at the face of the dam and 1 mile upstream tion, and duiing the summer these waters have
from the dan. The paper documents the interagency progressively reduced dissolved oxygen levels.
involvemnt in the oxygen injection system, summar-
izes the results of the field tests which led INTERAGENCY INVOLVETMENT
to the development of the system, and describes
the installation and operation of the system install- During the early planning stages of the Russell
ed in Richard B. Russell Lake. project, a major concern of the State and Federal

agencies was that the project comply with State
INTRODUCTION water quality standards. The State of Georgia

was particularly emphatic on this point, and as
The Savannah District, U.S. Army Corps of a result, the cost sharing agreement between the

Engineers, is currently completing construction State of Georgia and the Federal Government for
and has begun operation of the Richard B. Russell development of the project's recreational areas
Dan and Lake project on the Savannah River between includes the stipulation that the operation of
Georgia and South Carolina. The Richard B. Russell the project will meet State water quality standards.
Damsite is on the Savannah River 37 miles above Besides this comrtment to Georgia, a commitment
Clarks Hill Dan and 30 miles below Hartwell Dan. to provide 6 parts per million (ppm) dissolved
Clarks Hill and Hartwell are both Corps of Engineers oxygen in the releases from the reservoir is also
projects. explicitly stated in the Statement of Findings

for the project filed pursuant to Section 404
The Richard B. Russell Dam and Lake is a of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act nrendments

nulti-purpose project designed to provide hydro- of 1972.
power, some flood control, recreation, and has
a potential for water supply. The dam consists In July 1972, the Georgia Department of Natural
of a 195-foot high, 1,900-foot long concrete gravity Resources requested the formation of a technical
structure flanked by two earth embankments. The ccmiuttee to analyze the water quality matters
project is designed as a peaking powerplant with relating to the Russell project. The objective
an installed capacity of 600 megawatts. The power- of the committee was to evaluate the thermal and
house will contain four 75-negawatt conventional dissolved oxygen characteristics of the Russell
units and four 75-megawatt pump units. This install- project as an integral part of the Hartwell-Clarks
ation will make the project one of the largest Hill reservoir system including the following
Corps of Engineers' hydropower facilities in the specifics:
nation. During per iods of maxinun generation
the plant will release about 60,000 CFS. During a. Maintenance of Federal and State water
maximnum punpback operation, 30,000 CFS will be quality standards.
punped from Clarks Hill Lake back into Russell.
The average daily release from the project is b. Maintenance of a coldwater fishery in
over 3,500 CFS. At maxir um power pool the Russell a 10-mile reach downstream from Hartwell Dan.
Lake covers 26,650 acres and impounds 1,026,000
acre-feet of water. c. Development of a warm and cold water

fishery within Russell Lake.
The lake was irpounded in 1984. Power-on-

line for the first of the four conventional units d. Maintenance of a warm and cold water
occurred in ecember 1984, and the last convert ional fishery within Clarke Hill Lake.
unit became operational in January 1986. Power-
on-line for the first of the four pump storage With these objectives established, physical
units is scheduled for February 1990. The current and mathematical modeling were conducted to determine
project cost estimate is 541 mllion dollars. travel tine, level and thickness of inflows, entrain-

rent and pumpback currents which were then input
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into a mathematical mdel which determined the dis- 130 feet deep. The highest dissolved oxygen cuncen-
solved oxygen and teimperature regies if the "akes trat in recorded in the !irbnes was 4.1 ppl' wt. f.,
and in t he h drower releases. occurred about n days after oxygen injecton sta-,ms.

T, e oackground di.ssolvei oxygen ref ore xygen

In its final report, the cailuttee observed irection ccxwrenced was 0.5 to 0.8 ppr. r,. "
that the water quality objectives could be met about 30 to 40 percent of the oxygen that .as
with the artificial additun of oxygen. Several injected appeared to eventually reach the turbines,
methods of ading oxygen ware then investigated the low oxygen absorption efficiency was due to
including surface aerators, diffused air inject ion, two factors. Flrst, the diffusers on the rack
spillway aeration, penstock air injection, nilti- ware not the most efficient as determined in hase
level penstock intakes, submerged weirs, oxygen I of the study. Second, the close sesicircular
injection into the penstocks, side stream oxygene- spacing of the diffuser racks and hg:h .nect .sn
tion, localized destratification, pulsed oxygen rates per diffuser caused localized destrat iija-
injection through purous diffusers into the lake t ion in tne vicin-ty of the diffuser racKs 'hti
at the face of the dan, and continuous oxygen resulted in the dissolved oxygen-r ich water 'um-nq
injection through porous diffusers into the lake t equilinriur in ti upper level )t the lare

at a point several days travel tine upstrean where it 'was unavailble for dissolved Ixygen enr ch-
of the dan. With the high oxygen and low tempera- rent of the turbine discharges. It was determuned
ture constraints, continuous oxygen injection that uiproverents in the performance 3f the Dxger.
with an on-site Government-owned cryogenic plant injection system could be realized by lhkring
was identified as the most feasible alternative. the injection rate per diffuser by quairupling
Continuous oxygen injection is favored over pulsed the number of diffusers per rack, equipping the
oxygen injection because it avoids the high capital racks with the optnuzn 2 fpm diffusers, and spread-
and operating costs associated with lLquifying ing the racks across the lake cross section.
and storing gaseous oxygen.

These improvements ware made to the system
FIELD TESTS and field tests ware conducted in the summer of

1977(31. The nine racks were fitted with 40 square
Bentwen 19'5 and 1980, the Savannah District, feet of diffusers of 2 fpm standard permeability.

through contracts with Dr. Richard Speece of The racks were placed across the lake cross section
DrexelUniversity, conducted field tests of an 1 mile upstream from the dam and spaced approxi-
oxygen injection system at Clarks Hill Lake. mately 300 feet apart with the first rack located
As a first step, a small scale system capable approxuately 1,200 feet from shore. Oxygen was
of providing sufficient oxygen for the discharge injected continuously for 30 days at a rate of
of one turbine was installed adjacent to the 100 tons/day, and dissolved oxygen and temperature
dam face at Clarks Hill and operated in a pulsed ware monitored in the lake and the turbines.
mode by Speece, et al,

( 1) in the suner of 1975. During this pericod of oxygen injection, dissolved
This made it possible to rapidly ronitor the oxygen concentrations of 4 to 5 ppm ware maintained
oxygen level in the dicharge and determine the with an absorption efficiency of 50 percent.
oxygen absorption efficiency immediately. Although this represented an improvement over

the results from the previous year, the goal of
It was concluded from these tests that it 6 ppm dissolved oxygen was still not achieved

was technically feasible to dissolve oxygen in and the absorption efficiency was still unaccept-
a pulsed mode that was matched to the water dis- able. Although the lake did not destratify in
charge rate. However, as mentioned earlier, the vicinity of the racks, pumping of the oxygen-
the recommended method is continuous oxygen in- ated water occurred causing it to reach the surface
jection at an upstream point in the lake rather where it warred and returned to an intermediate
than pulsed oxygen injection at the face of the layer generally above the turbine withdrawal zone.
dam. Pulsed injection of oxygen to match the It was determined that the pumping was due -o
water discharge rate involves mtchsng the peaking the four-sided diffuser configuration of the :ac-s
discharge pattern which normally occurs less and that the pumping could be eloninated by empIoy-
than 12 hours each weekday and even less on week- ing a linear diffuser configuration.
ends. With on-site cryogenic oxygen being pro-
duced in the gaseous state at a uniform rate, RICHARD B. RUSSELL OXYCEN INJECTION SYST
ccmpressio and storage would need to be provided
to match the production with the usage rate. The oxygen inject ion system at the Richard
This would increase the capital costs of the B. Russell project is described in the Pie-hard
oxygen production facility. Therefore, it was B. Russell Dan and Lake Design 4morandar 5 aid
decided that field tests should be conducted Supplement No. 1 (4 and 5). The syster at Russell
to evaluate the feasibility of continuous injec- has a continuous injection system located 1 ,le
tion into a diffuser systam located approxuately upstream of the RusselI da1,ite but also has tpe-
1 rile upstream of the darn. mental injection capability at -he tae t .-e

dam to be used during periods A t niher hta.& nor-e.

The field tests of the continuous injection releases and unusually high ltssc,,-ved rien iet.-
system began the next summer(2

) . The tests ware cits. Gaseous oxygen is supplied tr, i -T.,
divided into three phases. Phase I was an evalua- ixygen storage facility on trne iaxest,.rP.
tion of the oxygen absorption efficiency of various
diffusers. In this test, diffusers with a standard The continuous systen -ns~sts i I, _
per eability of 0.5 to 2.0 feet per minute (fpm) but,-)n pipe fron 'he xygen ta1. 'y "e
ware identified as the opt inlz diffus ers. Phase diffuser pipes suspended 5 teet Uft 'te ., .', r,

II involved tests of racks of diffusers to deter- The two diffuser pipes a vm t .v.e *., -,,

mine the elevation in the water column at which and are spaced 100 feet ipxar'. Fr Irk, p ,sed
the oxygenated water would come to equilibrilum. system. a ran distr.but;on ie ,'xtermis fri

'he oxygen supply si-e t, te " * p t 'he ar-.
Phase III of the study involved installation AddItionally. eqght feeder pipes extend tr im the

of nine diffuser racks at a location approximately rain dlistribution iire ,icat 'he fae t "ne ie-
1 mile upstrean of the dan in water approxutately and then cxviect t) the 1:ffuser I;nes Terwaen

.alaqher. et a..
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each intake perpendicular to the face of the The oxygen injection system began initial
dam. Each feeder pipe for the pulsed system operation in April 1985 with the onset of lake
,s equipped with a motorized control valve which stratification and continued operating until the
allows operation of any combination of pulsed lake destratified in early December. Figure 2
diffuser lines. Power and telemetry for the shows a dissolved oxygen profile just downstream
rutorzed control valves is provided from the of the system along with a background dissolved
oxygen supply facility by means of underground oxygen profile taken 1-1/2 miles upstream of the
cables. system. As the figure shows, the oxygenated water

remains in the lower layer of the lake where it
A typical section of diffuser piping is shown is available for turbine discharge. The oxygen

on Figure 1. 'rhe diffuser piping consists of injection system has consistently maintained at
an 8-inch center manifold pipe made of fiberglass least 6.0 mg/l of dissolved oxygen in the releases
reinforced plastic. Flotation is attached to from Russell Dan. The total oxygen injected during
the manifold pipe to provide a constant positive 1985 was 13,300 tons which was higher than antici-
buoyancy to the system during shutdown. Vertical pated due to the large amount of oxygen demanding
and horizontal alignment of the system is secured material found in the new lake, and a later than
Dy guying the manifold pipe to concrete anchor norial fall turncver.
Llocks on the lake bottow with stainless steel
cables. Flanged to the manifold pipe are 20- The second season of oxygen injection began
feet sections of 4-inch schedule 80 PVC diffuser in May 1986. As of September 30, 6650 tons of
pipe. Ile diffusers are spaced 1 foot apart oxygen have been injected. This is 2200 tons
along this pipe. A control orifice is installed less than was injected for the same period in
in each flanged connection betweaen the manifold 1985. This reduction in oxygen required is due
pipe and the diffuser pipe to ensure proper flow to the natural aging of the lake and to the reduced
distribution through this system. The diffusers total water released from Russell Dan caused by
are 7 inches in diameter and are made of silica the present drought conditions in the Southeast.
glass bonded together with an organic binder.
The diffusers have a standard permeability of Gas analyses of the bubbles have shown
2 fpm. that bubble size greatly influence the oxygen

transfer efficiency of the system. Measured effi-
The cost of the oxygenation system was 3.9 ciencies have ranged from 25 to 96 percent with

million dollars: 1.0 million dollars for the smaller bubbles averaging greater than 70 percent
oxygen storage facility and 2.9 million dollars and larger bubbles less than 50 percent. Small
for the distribution and diffusing system. hle bubbles result from diffusion through the diffusers
price of liquid oxygen is currently $65/ton. while large bubbles result from leaks in the system

or malfunctioning diffusers.
Based on the best estimates currently available

on the expected dissolved oxygen content of the The oxygen injection system has been in
reservoir releases, the expected daily discharge operating for two seasons and overall the system
from the project and the expected oxygen absorption has performed as designed. 1he dissolved oxygen
efficiency, approximately 5,500 tons of oxygen levels released from the dam have consistently
would have to be added annually at a maximum been greater than 6.0 mg/l with the average oxygen
rate of 150 tons/day to meet the downstream dis- transfer efficiency around 75 percent. The largest
solved oxygen objective of 6 ppm in the hydropower portion of oxygen is absorbed in the lower hypo-
discharges that would occur 90 percent of the limnion which comprises most of the withdrawal
tlne. For the first few years of operation, from the lake. Oxygen injection has not caused
oxygen will be purchased from commercial suppliers, local destratification which would increase the
stored in liquid oxygen storage tanks on the water temperature of the releases.
site, and then vaporized as needed. Although
ult unate plans are to install an on-site oxygen REFERENCES
product ion facility, purchased liquid oxygen
will be used initially to gain detailed data 1. Speece, R. E., et al, "Final Report, Reservoir
on project performance and oxygen requirements. Discharge Oxygenation Demonstration of Clark Hill
After this period, we will be in a better position Lake," Contract No. DACW21-76-C-0003, for the
to determine both the desirability of an on-site U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District,
production facility and the type of facility January 1976.
that will be most economucal to operate.

2. Speece, R. E., et al, "Final Report, Oxygenation
In order to monitor the impacts of Russell Tests at Clark Hill Lake," Contract No. DACW21-

Dm and Lake on the three lake system, the Savannah 76-C-0105 and 0011, for the U.S. Army Corps of
District entered into a cooperative agreement Engineers, Savannah District, March 1977.
with the Waterways Experunent Station for a 3-
year water quality study. This study included 3. Speece, R. E., et al "Final Report, 1977 Clark
3 a]or objectives: Hill Lake Oxygenation Study," Contract No. DACW

21-77-C-0060, for the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers,
P to described post-upounrtent water Savannah District, May 1978.

quality conditions in Richard B. Russell Lake;
(2) to doctument the inpacts of umpoundment 4. U.S. Nrmy Corps Df engineers, Savannah District,

n water quality corditions in Clarks Hill Lake Design Memorandum 35, Richard B. Russell Dam and
arsd; Lake, Oxygen Distribution and Diffusion System,

'3) to evaluate the effectiveness of the November 1981.
oxygeni-njection system in ameliorating potential
water quality probmlems in Richard B. Russell 5. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Savannah District,
Sake and its tailwater. Design Memorandum 35 Supplement No. I, Richard

B. Russell Dam and Lake, Oxygen Production and
Three annual reports sumwmrizing the fLndings Storage Facility, May 1982.

of this study will be published (6)
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6. James. W. F., et al, 'Water Quality Studiies:
Richard B. Russell and Clarks Hill Lak'es; First

Annual Interim Report," Kiscellaneous Paper EL-

85-9, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experimrent
Station. Vicksburg, Miss.,* October 1985.

Figure 1. Typical section of diffuser piping.
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upstream and downstream of continuous oxygen

injection system.
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IN-RESERVOIR AERATION SYSTEMS

C. E. Bohac, Ph.D., P.E., Environmental Engineer,
Tennessee Valley Authority

Chattanooga. Tennessee

ABSTRACT

Two types of aeration systems are are being
demonstrated by the Tennessee Valley Authority.
The first is an aeration/destratificatlon system
using diffused air. The system is installed at
Upper Bear Creek Reservoir, Alabama. The system
is designed to increase DO levels in the reser-
voir as well as reduce concentrations of iron,
manganese, and hydrogen sulfide in the with-
drawals from the reservoir.

The second system is a hypolimnetic
aeration system using high purity oxygen. The
system is designed to aerate only a small
submerged pool of cool water in an embayment
of a large reservoir. The embayment acts as a
refuge for fish during times when the main
reservoir body is anoxic and fish are stressed.

Figure 1. Upper Bear Creek Reservoir
INTRODUCTION

There are two classes of problems arising The water quality problems associated with
from anoxic conditions in reservoirs. The first Upper Bear Creek Reservoir are low summser DO
is that depressed reservoir oxygen levels can which leads to the high concentrations of iron.
result in low oxygen concentrations in the manganese, and sometimes hydrogen sulfide. The
releases from reservoirs. The second is that anozic reservoir provides a reducing environment
depressed reservoir oxygen levels can directly and the insoluble iron, manganese, and sulfide
result in adverse biological and biochemical in the reservoir sediments become dis-
conditions in the reservoir. In some cases solved. The source of these three constituents
reservoir aeration can be used to improve the is believed to be upstream coal mining.
dissolved oxygen (DO) levels in the releases
from the reservoir and used to modify the Problems result in that the water treatment
chemical and biological environment within plant using the reservoir as a water supply
the reservoir. often struggles with the removal of the iron and

manganese. In addition, water released at
This paper reports on two in-reservoir approximately 7.1 m2/sec (250 cfs) through

aeration efforts. The first was to aerate and an aerating valve for the floatway does not
possibly destratify a significant portion of provide sufficient oxidation time for the iron
the Upper Bear Creek Reservoir near Haleyville, and manganese. The oxidation rate for the iron
Alabama. The second was to aerate a portion of and manganese are on the order of hours for the
the hypolimnion of Cherokee Reservoir near iron and days for the manganese. Therefore. the
Morristown, Tennessee. iron and manganese oxidize and precipitate in

the creek, leaving it highly stained, with large
UPPER BEAR CREEK RESERVOIR growths of iron bacteria, and with precipitates

coating much of the aquatic life below the
Upper Bear Creek Reservoir has a volume of stream. An additional problem occurs when the

approximately 2.8lO'ml (23,000 acre-feet) with reservoir level drops below the spillway crest.
a surface area of about 1.2 to 1.6xlO'm2 (3000 In order to maintain minimum streamflow of about
to 4000) acres. Filling of the reservoir began 0.2 to 0.3 m'/sec (7 to 10 cfs), a small.
in 1974. The reservoir provides flood protec- unaersted valve is used to provide the minimum
tion and serves as a water supply for several releases because the flows are too small to use
communities in west-central Alabama. In addi- the aerating valve. This operation not only
tion. the reservoir provides water for the results in iron and manganese problems as de-
weekend operation of the Bear Creek Floatway, a scribed above, but concentrations of hydrogen
major recreational feature in the area. The sulfide as high as 0.5 mg/L have been detected
reservoir and outlet structure are shown in in the creek. Hydrogen sulfide concentrations
figure 1. greater than 0.002 mg/L can be toxic to aquatic

life.
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one compressor for each two diffusers. The com- itself. Even if the reservoir could be aerated.
pressors are to run continuously from about the it was not certain that the water would be suf-
first of May through September. ficiently cool to sustain the bass.

System Operation Description of the Dam and Aeration System

Operation of the aeration system was de- A small embayment, shown in figure 7, at
layed due to a failure of the original coupling Holston River mile (HEM) 55 was selected for the
connecting the two sections of each diffuser. refuge. The refuge was constructed by placing a
Additional delay was caused by two diving submerged dam across the mouth of a small embay-
accidents during installation. The delays ment to trap cold water in the spring of the
resulted in initiating operation after the year and retain it throughout the summer. The
reservoir had stratified. water trapped by the dam was aerated using

liquid oxygen and a diffuser system placed on
Soon after operation began, the water the bottom of the embayment.

treatment plant, which has its intake at the
dam, experienced a change in water quality which
significantly upset plant operation. The aera-
tion system was then shut down for Lwo weeks.
The upper two diffusers which are approximately
1.2 to 1.6 kilometers (0.75 to 1.0 miles)
upstream from the dam were then operated for
approximately one week after which time the
water treatment plant again experienced condi-
tions of fluctuating water quality which again
resulted in significant upsets of the plant's
operation. The aeration system was again shut
down. After three weeks the two diffusers were
operated but this time for only a day and a
half Several days later, the water treatment

plant again experienced an upset.

The difficulty experienced by the water
treatment plant was thought to be caused by the
slow oxidation and sedimentation of the
manganese in the water upwelled by the Figure 7. Refuge Embayment
aerators. Because the oxidation rate of the
manganese is on the order of days, it was not
removed by the time it reached the water Submerged dam
treatment plant intake. It is hoped that under
normal operation of the aeration system in which The submerged dam is made from Hypolon
the system is started before the reservoir strips cemented together in 1.5 m (S-foot
stratifies, the deep portions of the reservoir sections. Approximately 96 m (31S feet) of
will stay aerobic and prevent the manganese from the fabric is used to span the mouth of the
becoming soluble. cove. The fabric is up to 21 m (70 feet) wide

in the middle where the embayment is deepest,
CHEROKEE RESERVOIR and tapers to approximately 12 m (40 feet) along

the ends. The dam is about 15 m (50 feet) high
During late summer, the temperature in the at the deepest point. The fabric is folded at

epilimnion of Cherokee Reservoir exceeds the the bottom to provide a tail which lies flat
optimum temperature of 22 to 24*C (72 to 75'F) along the bottom of the embayment. The bottom
for striped bass, a very important ganefish in is sealed by placing gabions filled with
the reservoir. The striped bass seek cooler sandbags on top of the tail. Because of the
parts of the reservoir during critical tempera- steepness of the side slopes, the gabions are
ture periods. Unfortunately, the hypolinnion. held in place by cables connected to anchor pins
which is cooler, contains insufficient concen- drilled and grouted into the reservoir side.

trations of DO. The bass, therefore, seek
refuge elsewhere to wait out the duration of the The top of the fabric is suspended from a
stressful conditions. The more popular refuge 9.5 m (3/S-inch) cable which is bolted to two
areas are embayments fed by cool spring water pins on each side of the embayment. One pin
high in DO. However, there have been fish kills laterally restrains the cable and the other pin
over the years because the refuges were not vertically restrains it.
large enough for all the fish, the refuges were
unable to maintain cool enough temperatures, the When the reservoir is unstratified, there
DO was not sufficiently high, or all of these are no loads on the dam and the fabric hangs
factors. limp. When the reservoir becomes stratified and

the temperature on either side of the dan is
Because of the need for additional and equal, the dam remains limp. However, as the

improved refuges, an artificial refuge was cold water is pulled from the hypolimnion for
created for the striped bass in the reservoir, power generation, the thermocline is lowered
The refuge approach was selected due to the high resulting in higher temperatures at lower
cost of trying to aerate in the reservoir
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elevations in the reservoir. Because the The oxygen system requires approximately
water behind the submerged dam is isolated from one-fifth the gas flow rate of an air system and

the effects of the turbine releases, the thermo- thus much less water is upwelled. This reduces
cline remains at its original depth behind the the chance of losing the cold water over the top

submerged weir. This, of course, causes a of the barrier. The diffuser system is con-

temperature difference to occur between the structed of six 0.9 m (3-foot) by 7.6 cm (3-
water behind the dam in the embayment and water inch), fine-pore ceramic diffusers (manufac-
in the main body of the reservoir. The cooler tured by Mares Corporation) mounted end to

and more dense embayment water pushes against end on a galvanized pipe frame (see figures 10
the fabric dam billowing it out much like a and 11). There are 13 pipe frames each approxi-

sail. When the maximum temperature difference mately 6.1 m (20 feet) long arranged as shown in

is achieved, there is as much as 6360 kg (14.000 figure 12. The oxygen is supplied to diffusers

pounds) of force acting vertically on the main at a rate of 45 to 90 kg/day (100 to 200

support cable. This load is supported with 66 lbs/day).

underwater buoys attached to the main support
cable. When the dam is unloaded (no temperature Because no access roads could be provided
difference exists) the buoys are held down by to an onshore oxygen storage site, oxygen is

concrete anchors on the embayment floor. As the barged to the refuge. A 6.4 m (21-foot) pontoon

temperature difference develops, the heavier boat was fitted for storing four 341 kg
water inside the embayment begins to pull the (750-pound) liquid oxygen tanks. The tanks are
fabric down, relaxing the tension in the anchor connected to a comon manifold, followed by a
lines between the buoys and the buoy anchors and metering system, before the oxygen is delivered

allows the vertical load acting on the fabric to to the diffusers. The oxygen requirement is low

now be borne by the buoys. Figures 8 and 9 enough that vaporizing devices are not
schematically depict the fabric dam. The design required. The oxygen barge and mooring

criteria for the dam are presented in table 1. facilities are 'epicted in figures 13, 14,

Table 1

Design Date

Length of dam on area 96 m 31 ft7
Distance between anchor pins 88 m (290 ft

Bottom elevation 293 m (960 ft
Top of dam elevation 207 m (1008 ft
Number of buoys and anchors 66

Number of gabions 29
Number of sandbags 1300

Length of anchor rope 1520 m (5000 ft.)

Fabric mil Hypolon®
Maximum temperature difference 8*C (14F)

Normal reservoir full pool elevation 328 m (1075 ft)

Minimum reservoir full pool elevation 811 m (1020 ft )

Diffuser length 79 m (260 ft I

Oxygen flow Up to 114 kg/day (250 lbs/day)
Oxygen storage Four 341 kg (750 lb) dewars
Volume of refuge 1 4ilOm'(ll7 ac ft

Refuge surface area at elevation 1008.5 2. 7slO'm(6 6 ac

Average depth 5.5 m (18 ft

Maximum depth of coldwater pool 15 m (48 ft

Aeration system and 15. Approximately every 7 to 21 days,

depending on the oxygen flow rate, the oxygen
One of the design objectives for the &era- barge is taken to a nearby boat launching

tion system was to lose as little of the cool facility where the empty oxygen tanks are

water behind the dam as possible. Therefore, exchanged for full ones.
high purity oxygen was selected for the aeration

system in preference to a diffused air system. Table 1 lists the more important design

features of the dam and the aeration system.

1. The intakes to the hydropower turbines at System Performance
Cherokee Dam are located deep in the hypo-
limnion. Because Cherokee is one of the Figure 16 shows the effect of the submerged

main hydropower generation facilities on the dam and the aeration system on temperature and

TVA system, it is used as much as possible DO As figure 16 indicates, the temperature in

during summer months to meet high peak air the embayment behind the dam during July was A
conditioning demands. The result is that to 6'C (6 to 11 "F) cooler than water at the
the hypolimnion is generally depleted same elevation outside the refuge. DO levels of

of cool water by late August.
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up to 6 mgIL were maintained inside the refuge that of Jim Ruane and Dick Shane. The pre-
while DO dropped to zero outside the refuge. liminary engineering to develop the concept

came from Morgan Goranflow and Steve Adams.
By comparison to a nearby control cove Ron Pasch and Bill Seawell provided the design

of similar features, large numbers of forage criteria for the refuge. The final design ofthe
fish, primarily alewife, are attracted to the dam was performed by Dave Hegoeth. Robert
artificial refuge. Although the high oxygen Hunter and his diving crew constructed the dam.
concentrations, cool water, and abundant food David McIntosh developed the design criteria for
are provided, striped bass have not appeared the refuge aeration system and Marvin Smith
in the cove in the same numbers that designed the system. The aeration system was
frequentsome of the natural refuges. Part of operated by David Page and Paul Smith.
the problem might be caused by the anozic layer Fisheries data were obtained and analyzed by
that forms between the top of the dam and the Jim Baker.
bottom of the epilimnion as seen in figure 16.
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The artificial refuge has been in operation

for two summers. Efforts are continuing to make Carriker. H. E. , 19B1, Impacts of Strip Mine
the artificial refuge more attractive to Runoff on Upper Bear Creek Reservoir; Prelimi-
the striped bass. nary Report, Tennessee Valley Authority.
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EPILIMNEIIC PUMPS TO IMPROVE RESERVOIR RELEASES

1. H. Mobley' and E. C. Harshbarger
2

'Project Engineer. Tennessee Valley Authority. Engineering Laboratory, Norris. TN
2
Supervisor. Research and Testing. Tennessee Valley Authority. Engineering Laboratory. Norris, TN

ABSTRACT Rivers. The dam Is equipped wlth four
hydroelectric generating units which discharge

The Tennessee Valley Authority has installed about 120 ml/s (4.000 cfs) each. Thermal
high wolume, low speed, axial pumps in Douglas stratification In Douglas reservoir is relatively
Reservoir just upstream from the turbine intakes, strong during late summer. Surface temperatures
The purpose of these pumps Is to force highly are normally near 25°C (77*F) while temperatures
oxygenated epillmnetic surface water Into the at turbine intake level are about 13°C (55*F).
turbine intakes when the reservoir Is thermally The usual depth from surface to the intake
stratified and the bottom water Is low in centerline is about 25 m (80 ft) during the
dissolved oxygen. A description of the test stratified time period. 00 in the hypolimnion
installation is given, the results of preliminary often drops to near zero, and therefore, low
tests are presented and plans for future tests are dissolved oxygen in the discharges is an annual
discussed. occurrence during the summer months. This low DO

contributes to waste assimulation problems in the
INTRODUCTION downstream area. and is detrimental to fish and

other aquatic life habitat.
Low dissolved oxygen (DO) content Is a common

water quality problem in the hydroturbine Several methods of increasing the DO in the
discharges from many deep reservoirs. In turbine discharges have been tested (Harshbarger,
addition, cold water temperatures can be a problem 1982, 1983, 1984) none of which have proven
if the discharge area is a warm water fishery. feasible from both a technical and economic

viewpoint. The current tests undertaken by TVA
Most of the low temperature and dissolved are to provide a solution to the Douglas DO

oxygen problems In turbine discharges can be problem and at the same time to provide basic
attributed to thermal stratification of the information concerning the application of such
reservoir from which the turbine flow is devices to other locations having large flowrates,
obtained. Usually, the turbine intake Is located deep turbine intakes, and fairly strong thermal
at a low level and withdraws only relatively cold, stratification.
poorly oxygenated hypolimnetic water. Often,
highly oxygenated, warmer water is available in DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT
the epilimnion, but cannot move downward through
the thermocline to reach the turbine intake Each of the three epilimnetic pumps being
because of density differences, tested by TVA consists of a 6-bladed, 4.6-m

(lS-ft) diameter propeller connected by a shaft
Professor J. E. Garton (retired), of Oklahoma and gear box to a 30 hp electric motor. The

State University developed the concept of using a motor, gear box and controls are supported on a
high volume, low speed, axial pump to locally 4.9 m by 4.9 m (16 ft by 16 ft) square floating
destratify the reservoir and move surface water platform on the water surface, while the propeller
into the turbine intake withdrawal zone. This is suspended beneath the platform at a depth of
general technique has been applied by several approximately 3 m (10 ft). The propeller is
others (Quintero and Garton, 1973; Steichen, 1974; turned at 21 rpm and is expected to move
Strecker, 1976; Garton and Rice, 1976; Garton and approximately 1.4 m

3
/s (500 cfs) of water down

Jarrell, 1976; Dortch and Williams, 1978; Garton some 25 m (80 ft) to the level of the turbine
and Peralta. 1978; Punnett, 1978; Garton and intakes.
Punnett, 1980; Garton and Miller, 1982; Robinson,
1982), but has never been permanently installed In Much of the machinery required for
deep water, high flow situations, construction of the epillmnetic pumps was

purchased from Union Electric Company. Robert
The Tennessee Valley Authority is currently Miller of Union Electric and Professor Garton used

installing three of these "epilimnetlc" pumps at this equipment in their tests at Bagnell Dam on
Douglas Dam to investigate their use In a high the Lake of the Ozarks In 1981 (Garton and Miller,
flow, relatively deep reservoir application. 1982). The equipment purchased from Union

Electric Company included:
BACKGROUND

1. 80:1 right angle gear reducers
Douglas Dam Is located at mile 32.3 of the 2. 30 hp electric motors

French Broad River in east Tennessee. The city of 3. 4,575-mm (I80-in.) dia. cast aluminum
Knoxville is located some 30 miles downstream at cooling tower fans
the confluence of the French Broad and Holston
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4 shafts, motor/gear reducer mountIng frame, stiff legs 'he telescoping stiff-legs were
guide bearings adjusted so that the closest edge of the platforms

was 7 62 m (2 5 ft) from the face of the dam. This
To complete the test apparatus. TvA designed was chosen as the c losest pump location so that

three flotation platforms consisting of square the downward moving water pushed by the pumps
steel tubing frames, aluminum clad polystyrene would cTear the top of the cylindrically shaped
flotation billets, and wooden decks and handrails intakes at Douglas that extend out 6 m (20 ft).

The telescoping stiff-legs were capable of

To meet TVA safety requirements, a protective extending the pumps out an additional 4.6 m (15

cage made of fence wire attached to a steel ft). The torque of the operating pumps was
framework was designed to enclose the propellers counteracted by the stiff legs and guy cables that
and keep swimmers out of danger. The platforms were attached to the outside corners.
were fitted with large signs on every side that
warned of "danger". "high voltage", and "rotating Electrical power was supplied by a 100 amp

machinery*. Two lighted buoys were placed out line from the dam that fed Into three motor
from the platforms to warn away boaters both day control boxes mounted on the handrails on the deck
and night. of the dam. The power cables were suspended from

the control boxes out to the platforms. A system
A system of telescoping "stiff-legs" of pulleys and weights was used to tension the

consisting of a 3.3 m (I ft) diameter pipe, steel cables and allow movement with reservoir
tubing and guy cables was designed to connect the fluctuations.

group of three pumps to the face of the dam and
allow flexibility in positioning the pumps for TESTS PERFORMED AND RESULTS

various tests. In order to respond to the 18.3 m
(60 ft), fluctuations In the reservoir level, the Cue to the time required to purchase and
stiff-legs were connected to the face of the dam assemble the apparatus, the epillmnetic pumps were
with a sIlding connection. This connection not Installed before the reservoir destratified.
consisted of a short "I" beam section that was However, two dye studies have been performed to

bolted onto the end of the stiff-legs and slid in check the performance of the pumps and verify test
a "C" shaped channel that was bolted to the face procedures for future tests.

of the dam.
The first test was conducted on October 3,

DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION 1986. The purpose of this test was to find out
what percentage of the output of the pump was

At the TVA Engineering Laboratory, each being withdrawn from the reservoir through the
flotation platform was assembled as a unit with turbine Intake under the destratifled conditions.

the gear reducer and electric motor mounted and The temperature difference from the surface to the
aligned. The protective cages were built in depth of the intakes had been measured to be less
sections to allow easy transportation and than 2°C (3°F) . The headwater elevation (HWEL)
assembly. The telescoping stiff-legs were was 951.5, 16.5 m (54 ft) above the centerline of
assembled complete with flotation and sliding the intake.

connection to be bolted to the face of the dam.
All of these components were loaded on two "WIDE Only the turbine equipped with the

LOAD" trucks for transportation to Douglas Dam. epIlimnetIc pumps (Unit 4) was run for the test.
The procedure was to inject a known flowrate and

Scaffolding was erected at a site on the concentration of rhodamine dye into the water
North abutment of Douglas Dam to support the above the pump propellers and then monitor the
platforms for final assembly. When the partially concentrations of dye in the scrollcase, at the

assembled pump units arrived at the dam, they were boll in the tailrace and in the river downstream.
lifted with a crane to support beams on top of the The concentrations at the monitoring points were
scaffolding. Once the platforms were located on then multiplied by the known flowrate during the
the scaffolding, the final assembly of the test (from the Winter-Kennedy taps on Unit 4) to

submerged part of the pumps began. This included, get a total mass flowrate of dye to compare with
Installing the shaft, making the chain couplings that originally injected (assuming uniform
on the shaft, building the supports to the lower mixing). Measurements taken from a boat
guide bearings, installing the propeller hub and positioned In the river about 450 m (1,500 ft)

blades, setting the pitch of the propeller blades, downstream from the dam reflected a mass flowrate
and assembling the protective cage. of dye ecja1 to about 95 percent of the mass

flowrate Injected. The other two measurements at

Using a crane, each completed pump was the scroi'case, and in the boil In the taiIrace
removed from the scaffolding and carried out on did not reflect nearly as much dye concentration.
the deck of the dam, where It was lowered Into the but it was expected that these measurements were
reservoir. The first pump to be assembled was in error because of less than adequate mixing.

damaged in a crane accident as it was being
removed from the scaffolding. It was salvaged and During preparation for the first dye test.

Y reassembled using pieces of the third pump which the epililmnetIc pumps were run for about 10

will not be completed until replacement parts are minutes while the turbines were all off. It was
procured. The succeeding crane lifts were done notIced that under these conditions, a plume of

with a larger crane and went smoothly. mud was stirred up between the pumps and the dam.
This mud plume was thought to be from the bottom,

Boats were used to maneuver the floating some 23 to 30.5 m (15 to 100 ft) below the level
pumps into position in front of the intakes of of the platforms. Since there was some question
Unit a. The two complete6 pumps were connected about whether the pumps were actually pushing a
into one rigid unit, with a .3 m (I ft) space jet that deep, a second dye test was run.
between the floatIng platforms. The pumps were

held out from the dam with two floating

aioi6W,



The second dye test was run October 10, 1986, Means of a Large Diameter Pump,' Final Technical
while all units were off. The HWEL was 950. The Report, Oklahoma Water Resources Institute,
purpose of this test was to determine if the pump Project C-5228. Agreement No. 14-31-0001-4215.
jet was reaching to the bottom of the reservoir
under the destratified conditions. Three weighted Garton. J. E., and H. R. Jarrell. 1976,
dye sampling lines were lowered to depths of about "Demonstration of Water Quality Enhancement
21 to 27 m (70 to 90 ft). Two of the lines were Through Use of the Garton Pump," Supplement to the
positioned between the pump platforms and the dam, Technical Completion Report, Project C-5228,
the third line was positioned between the two Oklahoma Water Resources Institute.
platforms. Both epilimnetic pumps were started
along with the pump on the sampling lines, and Garton J. E.. and R. C. Peralta. 1978. "Water
after allowing time for the pump jet to become Quality Enhancement by Point Destratification,
established, a small amount of dye was injected Gillam Lake, Arkansas," A Special Report of the
near the water surface between the two units. Oklahoma Water Resources Institute. Project A-065.
After a delay of approximately 3 minutes the water
samples showed a strong peak of dye concentration, Garton, J. E., and R. E. Punnett, 1980, "Quality
thus showing that the pump jets were penetrating Improvement of Releases from Reservoirs,"
to a depth of at least 27 m (90 ft). (Unpublished paper presented at the Symposium on

Surface Water Impoundments, Minneapolis,
FUTURE TESTS Minnesota, June 1980).

The third pump unit is anticipated to be Garton J. E., and R. Miller, 1982, "Dissolved
completed sometime in the spring of 1987. The Oxygen Improvement By Local Mixing," Journal
arrangement of the third pump in relation to the Article J-4043, Oklahoma Agriculture Experiment
existing two pumps and the arrangement of the Station.
assembly with respect to the intakes will be
studied in a literature search and possibly a Harshbarger, E. 0., 1982, "Evaluation of Hub
physical model study. The purpose of the model Baffles, Douglas Unit 4," WR28-2-20-I00, Tennessee
study would be to determine the optimum Valley Authority. Division of Air and Water
positioning for penetration and maximum flow from Resources, Norris, Tennessee.
the surface to the turbine intakes.

Harshbarger, E. D., 1983. "Forced Air Turbine
Once the lake has begun to stratify a series Venting Studies, January Through December, 1982,"

of mass flow dye tests will be run to determine WR28-1-600-104, Tennessee valley Authority.
the percentage of the pump jet to reach the Division of Air and Water Resources. Norris.
turbine intake versus depth and stratification Tennessee.
strength.

Harshbarger, E. D.. 1984. "Aeration Tests Using a
Once the third pump unit is installed and Draft Tube Manifold, Douglas Unit 2,"

operating, a test will be run during strongly WR28-2-20-101, Tennessee Valley Authority,
stratified conditions to determine the maximum Division of Air and Water Resources. Norris.
improvement in the quality of the turbine Tennessee.
discharge gained by operation of the pumps. For
this test the DO and temperature of the reservoir Punnett, R. E., 1978, "Destratification of Lake
and turbine discharge will be monitored. Arbuckle with a Cluster of Low Energy Pumps,"

(Unpublished M. S. Thesis, Oklahoma State
CONCLUSIONS University, Stillwater, Oklahoma. July 1978).

At this time, TVA has epilimnetic pumps Quintero, J. E., and J. E. Garton, 1973, "A Low
installed at Douglas Dam that show potential for Energy Lake Destratifier,' Transactions of the
improving the releases from the low level turbine American Society of Agricultural Engineers. Vol.
intakes. Tests to date have been run only in low 16, No. 5, pp 973-978.
HWEL, destratified conditions; therefore, the
effectiveness of the pumps under strongly Robinson. K. M., 1975, "Reservoir Release Water
stratified conditions at summer levels is still Quality Improvement By Localized
unknown. However, the pumps have performed well Destratification," (Unpublished Masters Thesis,
thus far and show promise for success next spring. Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma,

1981.)
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A-. 2ECTH':F::ATISN SYSTEM FoR MARK rW&TN '.AKE

Steven C. A4iftelms' and1 Thomas J. Furdei(2

Resear- ycr3%aul.2 Engineer, USAE Waterways Experiment Station
z.v~ronmenral Thnemist, Water Quality Section. JSAED, St. L3,uis

ABSRA :It-is, when hydropower or low-level releases were
made, t hey were co Id and contained low DO .

Re~e3 :i-:g s'art-1p Cf generitlon a' However , lata colleted during the 1984 tuArbine
-i- *war *zame VT: nave been :,,)1 and low in tests tended to confuise this scenario. The Cauises
l.333 , el oXyge-!. >.,r ,ng per! 1s ofr no genera- of' and recommended solution to this problem and

'n d poo)r-;,-al: .t warter n35 graduailly explanations of the apparent anomalies in tn e
i ,jr 4 1 e t .ine ta3.1 oI y. The 3ltnors lbserved data are discuss3ed in this paper.

esen or.~Je la an IeSCr:Oe Ine )rrOCesseS
'a' 'ell.~'. teeo3ervaticta. Thie mini- DATA AND PROCESSES
.1- n-'cr.3 nsre regtn in M-_ between the main

: n ' ar 'e -m -rit ie conl ral w-ir TZW), DO and temperature data3 were collected ait
-as'r- t i': .7en g~rnera'on ceasei if' tne lake Several locations at the project: ')main lake,

l rex-r-e anl oxlr a re Ac-ove tne elvto ipstream Of 'he T-W: ' 2) minlake, the region
77'e ~ -~ i~rnora PreSen' 301lutlons, and between tne main dam and TCW; and A) downstreaM

.,11' a r.ra~ e''fctinsystem of' the powerhouse. The DO and temperature
re i'alL:_l 'o _estritify 'ne minilac<e. The proriles shown in Figure 2 were taken on 19
iv3ign ararett,-S ind consra~lnts are snown and August , 23 Au.gust:, and 13 September 19R4. Similar

I s?5,silem Oca:gn :s 1ev-l,)pe1. A lesign for t he proriles were observed in 1985 and 1986. In 1984
3Y3~.- /'emn 1.s iggested. tuArbine operation lests were being conducted that

had a significant impact on the profiles observed
INT§: :T:Nin tne minilace. Examination of Figure 2 will

reveal tnat the minilak e I d not have the Same
'-arI< Twain .awe- MTL' on tne Salt River near tempera3ture prof Ile as the ma In lake. However,

*'annital. , Mssou-rl. exhib).tS Summer stratification the minilake profiles were taken after turbine
nar -eslts in anosx: conditions In tne hypolim- teats were conduActed. The profiles imply that the
-in1. Hjdropower releases, whtc n are generally Water in the Mini'le was withndrawn and replaced
i'n,'aiwn fom deep in tne pool, are usual3ly Cold Witn water from line stratum near the TOW crest
'r in n dis so-lved oxygen 'DO) for these elevation. Cons3equAently, the water was warmer In
.iea. :rlxr ly tn'ls problem would be overcome the depths of' tne minilace than in the main lake,
it .. In .'r e temperature control weir TCW), buit was still anoxic since the oxynline was3 above

w u an earrnen liae appr.roxmtelY 122 m 400 the -,W c!rest.
p3-im of ?.:arence a3nnon Dam -CD) 'Figure

71e -W. ln r-sra, - 17 m* 80 r), bservations made during tuirb ine testr.s
_________________________________confuised these concluisions. In tne early part o)f

t the Kaplan tuirbine test, th ;e "speed, no-load1
con I -ion was establ'i s hed with A very low
discharge rate. During this time the DO content

177 530) of release Water was very high, nearly as high as
the DO content of the epilimnion. As the test
progressed, and the Jiscoarge from the turbine

Y-RiPwER Increased, the DO decreased. However, after abouit
TEMPERATURE a0 mlnutes of operation the DO began to increase

__N7ULaccompanied by an increase in temperature.
.E:R

Duiring the speed, no-load portion or the
telt the low discnarge (about 28.3 m 3 /sec (1,000

.4 ~ tti of il= wit') 7W. ft !sec)) through the Kaplan turbine wouild have

47t 3 3 -Iming elrto alow caused toe vacluum-breaKer system to fuinction to
ly ~tis siming.er t alo preventvocavitation.a At ,this very low setting,

-aw. f irre rligner -,,ality epilimnetic large volumes of air would ha ve been aspirated
l ~ . ining tne last tnree 3tratifi- i ,nto the draft tuibe region juist below toe trbine

1 ~ sns -I , I ne t nermocllIne formed wh1eelI. Thus, the DO uptake< as tnls air-wate-r
it r w iabove tne -Pest of tne TOW, mnixture traveled to t e tailrace area was quite

s 'mmlg cpiblit orthe significant. As the tuirbine discharge increased,
7 W. - :g-.te-oI~e 'lt to toe i0U tne amouint of air aspiration decrea3sed, resuilting

-', 4asr -1.3-I 1 po i zonlions to be ..I lower DO u1ptaKes and a decrease in the release
-V4,3- n- ir-3 n-Iw-en 'ne IOW and -OD. DO. However, because of the relatively small

- volume of water between toe TOW and main dam, this
. W n~a.<3 lt7 3'1411 ci'ed "e'-in are In was a short-lived phenomenon. Once the volume of

-efe -P tI r N-31 1 ral -eleI the minilace had been withdrawn, the skimming
~a. i' ,l~ ~action of the TCW Caused the release temperature
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content and cold temperature of releasea until he
I CCW can influence the quality of the water le: rig

o '0 .1 n withdrawn.

0 , Main like profile data from 1915 and ?St

0also showed that the thermocline and oxycline were
2 . above or near the crest of the TCW during most of

*the stratification period of' Jun e through
October. Minilake profile data for this same
period also indicated that the minilake was

0, MAeWaIN LAKE DATA restratifying after generation shutdown. The

'2 DATt ,eAUaInm temperature and DO profiles in the mini lake
.0o EL ,So0 , IW2 Go approximated the main-lake profiles from tne

0LGEND surface to the crest of the TCW. Below the rCW,
,i : N= =i the minilake was homogeneous with temperature and

,i I i .I 00 .,f1.LASi
91 .2Wg .ThU0 ,L.02 DO content of water at tne TCW crest elevation.

n In May 1986 a Hydrolab Data Sonde II water
22 quality monitor was installed in the tailbay of

the hydropower facility. The monitor was coupled
with a data collection platform that transmits the
measured values of the water quality parameters to

IL__ the GOES satellite system for retrieval. Thus, a
a continuous record of water quality data in tne

turbine bay tailrace was obtained. These data
2 showed the same trends as the 1984 data indicating

MARK TWAINLAKE DATA that the same processes that were at work in '984OAT fLAUGIN were still affecting release quality.

An additional problem was discovered when
measurements in the turbine tailbay indicated tnat
cool hypolimnetic water with a very low or zero DO
content was gradually replacing the just-released
epilimnetic water after generation shutdown.
After extended periods of no generation, the
quality of the water in the turbine bay approxi-

MI mated the quality of the water in the hypolimnion
l-~. -- Of the minilake. Based on these observations, it

was concluded that the source of this cold poor-
" 2 quality water was leakage through the turbines and

1 2 that these conditions posed a potential concern
I whenever the main lake thermocline and oxycline

SMARKI TWAIN LAKE DATA were above the elevation of the TCW.

DATE 13SP111

O 0 2POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
27 I

,0 The CCD hydropower project is a peak power
Mgeneration facility. Power production is on

demand and has no fixed scnedule. Slignt
modification to ordinary operations couild, at
least partially, eliminate the problem of low DO

Figure 2. Mark Twain Lake temperature in the release water. For example, at power plant
and DO profiles. start-up during the critical stratification

periods, the Kaplan unit could be operated at
as well as the release DO to increase, speed, no load until the volume of the minilake

has been flushed downstream. At this juncture,
This conclusion was verified with data from however, it is unknown if this could be a workable

the test of the second turbine unit at CCD: a solution.
pump-turbine. The pump-turbine unit does not have
a vacuum-breaker system, and during its start-up Future operating procedures at CCD are
tests, low or zero DO was observed in the extremely important, particularly given that the
releases. However, after approximately 40-50 project has pumped storage capabilities. Pump-
minutes, the DO began to increase accompanied by a back, if implemented on a regular basis, could
temperature increase, This result illustrates the significantly impact the stratification in the
impact of the minilake and the TCW. main lake and the minilake. Because of the

turbulent mixing and entrainment of the pumpback
It appears from comparison of the 1984 in- jet as it flows over the TCW, some depression of

lake and minilake temperature and DO profiles and the thermocline in the lake to an elevation below
evaluation of the release DO and temperature the TCW crest could be anticipated. This effect
values produced by operation of the CCD powerhouse would result in warmer higher quality water being
that the major cause of the initial cold low DO withdrawn into the minilake for release at the
release is the physical restratification of the startup of generation. It is important to note
minilake. With the tnermocline and oxycline above that frequency of pumpback would determine the
the crest of the TCW, the minilake restratifies. extent of these effects and tnat other techniques
This restratification results in the low DO to improve release quality may have to be adopted.

Wilnelms, et 32.
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Another potential solution is to raise the level. The use of local hydraulic destratifi-
elevation of toe TCW crest. This would prevent cation would avoid the potential for nitrogen
the restratificatlon of the minilake witn cold, supersaturation that might be encountered with a
low-DO nypolimnetic water since that water would pneumatic destratification system. An additional
be below the crest elevation and could not flow benefit of the destratification system is tne
into the minil3Ke. Additionally, the higher crest elimination of the cold poor-quality water leaking
would raise the withdrawal zone to the upper through the turbines. Since hypolimnetic water
levels of the lake, thereby improving the skimming would not be present in the minilake, the leakage
action of the TCW. Operational considerations to would not be cold or low in DO.
improve release DO during start-up time should be
unnecessary with this alternative. This alterna- DESIGN PARAMETERS, CONSTRAINTS, AND GEOMETRY
tive would, however, require study in a physical
nydraulic model to assure that flow conditions To be effective in preventing the release of
approaching the structure would be satisfactory cold low-DO water, the destratificaton system
with the higher TOW. must be able to break up the stratification in tne

minilake in the time period between generation
Hypolimnetic aeration and oxygenation are cycles. It was anticipated that generation would

potential solutions to the low-DO release start about 2:00 pm and continue until about 12:00
problem. For these alternatives, the hypolimnion am; thus, there would be about 14 hours of down-
oxygen content would be improved by aerating or time from generation shutdown until the next
oxygenating the hypollmnion. However, neither of generation cycle. The destratification system
these alternatives would impact the transitory must therefore perform its task in this 14-hour
effects of releasing cold water during turbine time period.
start-up, nor address the potential problem of
cold water leakage through the turbines and The following parameters were selected for the
accumulation in the tailbay. I ther, these design:
alternatives would act on the hypolimnion, when in
fact, the causative agents appear to be in the TCW a. Length of diffuser: 122 m 400 ft)
and minilake and resulting hydrodynamics.

b. Diffuser ports: 13-mm (1/2-in.) diameter;
Total lake destratification would prevent the 30.5 cm (I ft) on centers; 400 ports

occurrence of cold hypolimnetic water and low DO
since temperature and chemical stratification c. Time for destratification t8 o: 50,400 sec
would not exist. However, the system and energy (14 hours)
requirements to implement this alternative could
be extensive, and total lake destratification may d. Volume of minilgke withnormal el 184 (604)
not be desirable for other project purposes. VR: 1.49 x 1l0k3wi6n. acre-ft)
Using the concept of destratification in a
localized area could potentially produce the e. Density difference between

1 
epilimnion and

results desired at CCD. The TCW provides the hypolimnion Ap: 0.00329 gm/cm (0.00638
lIxury of a minilake that could possibly be slugs/ft

0
)

maintained in a destratified condition. This
system and its energy requirements co,ild be much f. Reference density p: 1.0000 g/cm

3 
(1.9403

more attractive than total lake destratification. slugs/ft
3
)

Turbine ienting through aspiration or forced- g. Depth of the diffuser dR: 25.6 m (84.0 ft)
air injection into the flow in the power project
coull favorably impact the release DO althou-gh h. Acceleration due to gravity g: 9.81 m/sec

2

tnis alternative wouild not affect release tempera- (32.2 ft/sec
2
)

tures. As described earlier, Kaplan turbines
aspirate sir at certain operating levels. Using these data and the design relationships
However, aspiration usually occurs only at lower recommended by Dortcn (1979), Dortch and Holland
discharges. Thus, such additional measures as (1980). and Holland and Dortcl ()184), dimension-
deflector plates must be taken to induce aspira- less time to "80 percent mixed " t80 as a function
tion, or compressed-air injection must be of system discharge Q is
employed. Thls alternative may not prove to be * t 8 oQ
the complete solution, but it should improve the t - _ - O.OO314Q (1)
release DO. 

80 VR

Holland and Dortch (1984) developed a relationship
RECOMMENDED ALTERNATIVE between dimensionless time and the destratifl-

cation densimetric Froude number Fr
The recommended approach for the solution ofr .57

the problem of transitory cold, low-DO releases at
CCD is the use of a local destrstification system t;o - 0 - 0.204 (2)
coupled with, if necessary, the use of turbine 2 d /
venting. Hydraulic destratification of the mini- p
lake would prevent temperature and oxygen strati-
fication without requiring the capital and energy I Analysis of 1985 prototype stratification data
outlay for a system to destratify the entire indicated that this density difference was maximum
lake. Regardless of the operating procedures and occurred over a period when lake stability was
adopted for power production, or the level of the maximized.
lake whlch impacts the thermocline elevation),
the temperature and DO content of the minilake 2 The "80 percent mixed" design point approximated
!ould probably be maintained at an acceptable the filly mixed condition for the purpose of

system design.

Wilhelms, et al.
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where the pujmp head to acc ount for additional losses in
connections, elbows, and v31ves that were not

Vp - average velocity tnroighi diffuser included in the foregoing comp-itat~ons. This, the
port. ,rn/sec recommended design for ea-cn sibsystem isa for a

pump that ca produce a discharge of 0.146 m3 se

Substituting Equation 1into Equation 2 and using (5 ft
3
/sec) with 3 delivery pressuire of 15.2 m (50

the continuity relationship ft) of head.

Q - nA V (3) For system installation, polyvinyl chloride
P p (PVC) schedule 40 pipe which snouild provide the

where needed strength and corrosion resistance, should
be flanged togetner rather than glued for ease of

n - number of ports in diffuser construction. A suggested design for the diffuser

are o idiidalpotm
2  support system is presented in Figure 4. This3

Ap - rao ni~ulpr,.30.5 cm ('2 In.) :-

tne discharge required to destratify tne mini.ake
is

Q - 1.8 m
3
/sec 119.3 ft

3
/sec)

Using approximately 25 percent overdesi3 factor,
the system discharge should be 2.3 ci /sec :25
ft

3
/sec). This overdesign factor 3hoild accouint

for tne most severe stratification possible as -RES74:N1G S:iAPS
well as potential pool elevation flucrtuations.!.m ft

:h1e system snould be divided into five
suibsystems. This dvision shoul-d provide the most A1.;MlNL'M AN:_,5
effective system since it Can be operated in
stages and 3noild one system need repair, tne
remainder can provide tne destratification
needed. F05 h~ desjgn, eac:h subsystem would LM fcarry 0.46 m 'sec (5 ft /sec) of epilimnetic water
to a 2i4.4-m- ,80-ft-) long hypolimnetic diffuser.
Oortch (1979) recommended that an upward jet of CON:RETE FILED P. - -

epilimnetic water Jischarged in the hypolimnion ~ U
will provide t ne best destratification effi- SU

ciency. Therefore, the pumps, which should be CA
submersible, should be positioned about at el 180
(592) (Figure 3). This would provide adequate

I-sign couldI be prefabrizcated and assembl~j
onsite. It would pro-vide tne separation between
the diffuser and lice tttom In Zrewent entrain-

Figire 3. Pump location in MTL ment of bottom seliments. The capped PVC stibs
would provide tne ballast ind buoyancy fo)r SIIclng

submergence at low pool elevations, yet allow or retrieving the diffuser. A flexible 30.5-cm-
pumping of epilimnetic water for relatively high '12-in.-) diameter nose would be 1sed to connec.t
pool elevations dur in g the stratification the diffuser to the feellne from the pump.
season. Complete submergence of the pumping
systems would precluide the need for iuction and 7he buOyancy to, retrieve tne d:-fser systm
discharge lines to enter tne lake's suirface, shouild be prowi led by -ne ?z.- cm- 9-4h.-
thereby relieving a potential maintenance problem diameter scneldule .0 p,;p 3t tne lower vertexes of

because of iclecover (o)nly power and pump cnrl tne t- ingujlar sipport Ircc'ssown in Fig-ire
conduits would enter the lake). 4. :ompressed I, 40-1id ioPlied to tne30

Pipes to cause the dliffibr t bla-t . Thep pIPes

The diffuser should be constricted from 30.5- would t) flooded Io alloW the 11' ffuser to 3:n..
cm- (12-in.-) diameter pipe. There would be elgry Toe bi!list for tne Iift se- 30 -i.I ID, p'lId by
13-m- (1/2-in.-. diameter ports on e3acn sibsystem toe T 3eclions 10 tr. fna~ pi-le3. A
diffuser. Based on head loss computrati.ons. tne capped, cornce~e-fi.'.P '-,-" -ov .a 7 cr ' ft'
pump for each subs-stem sho il be able to deliver long sho-ill be fI 1ed nt) -i- o provlde 3
3.16 .

3
/sec (5 ft sec; at a pressuire head of a footing as Well as 11d1ed ballast.

minimum of 12.2 m Q. ft). Co assure performance,
a 25 percent nverdeslgn factor may be applied to
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SUMMARY delivering 0.46 m
3
/sec (5 ft

3
,'sec1 at 15.2 m O

ft) of pressure nead feeding a 30.5-zm- 12-in.-'

Based on analysis of temperature and DO data diameter 21.,;-m- 80-ft-) long diffuser pipe wirn
taken during and after hydropower operation, the 13-mm- 01/2-1n.-) diameter ports bored 30.5 n "-

transitory release of cold low-DO water is appar- ft) on centers. This design woul provide tne
ently due to the thermal and chemical restratifi- necessary volume and momentum to satisfy tne

cation of the minilake when the tnermocline and destratification requirements. PVC scnedule 40
oxycline are above the crest of the TCW. For pipe should fulfill the strengtn and corrosion
example, during generation since the TOW is resistance requirements of the Jesign. A
skimming epilimnetic water for release, the suggested design of the diffuser suipport system is

minilake is homogeneous, toe release temperature shown in Figures 3 and 4. :n 31ilion I:
is relatively warm, and the release DO concen- providing the diffuser sipport, tne piping an,
tration is relatively high. However, when framework serve as ballast and incnor.ng weig4t

generation stops, the minilaKe restratifies. and flotation system.
Because toe tnermocline is above the elevation of

toe TOW, the water at the crest lwhcn is cooler REFERENCES
and thus more dense than the water in the mini-

lake) flows down the bactside of the TOW and Dortch, M. S. 1979. "Artificial Destratification
gradually fills the minilake to the crest of Reservoirs," Tecnnical Report E-"9-1. US Army

elevation. This also causes chemical stratifi- Engineer Waterways Experiment Station. VicKsburg,
cation of toe minilaKe, since the water flowing Miss.
into the minllaKe at the crest elevation is low in

DO. During generation start-up, this water must Dortcn, M. S., and Holland, J. P. 1980. "Methods
be withdrawn before the skimming action of toe TCW of Total Lake Destratification," Proceedings,
can impact toe release temperature and DO. Symposium on Surface Water impoindments, American

Society of Civil Engineers, June 2-5, 1980,
The solution to tnis problem shou'ld eliminate Minneapolis, Minn.

the cause of toe cold low-DO releases during
generation start-up, e.g., it shDull prevent the Fletcher, B. P. 1971. "Spillway for Clarence
restratiflcation of the minilike. Thus, the Cannon Reservoir, Salt River, Missouri."
recommended technique Is a local Jestrattfication Technical Report H-71-7, US Army Engineer

system. A nydrauliC destratificatIon system to Waterways Experiment Station, Vicksburg, Miss.

.mix 'he 11ii1laKe would prevent or minimize the
effects of stratification in the minilake. Holland, J. P., and Dortcn, M. S. 1984 ,Aug

"Design Guidance on Hydraulic Debtratif1!ation,"

The recommended design for the deStratifl- Environmental and Water Quallty Operational
cat In system is for five subsystems. Each Studies Information Exchange Bulletin, Vol E-84-4,
subsystem would Consist of a pump capable of US Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station,

Vicksburg, Miss.
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LAKE ALLATi'OA - AN EARLY EXPERIENCE IN IESTRATIFICATION REVISITED

Nathaniel D. McClIr IV. P.E.

'.hief, Environment and Resources Branch, Mobile District,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

ARSTRACT In 1968, evaluations were underway related
to the impending construction of West Point Lake

In lq63, a rather bold experiment in lake on the Chattahoochee River downstream of Atlanta,
destratification was undertaken in hope of demon- rleorgia. Even though the acute environmental
strating a viable approach for inproving the sensitivity currently existing was not yet mani-
dissolved oxygen (1.0.) concentrations in release fested, at least not on a mandatory basis, there
waters from hydropower dams. Lake Allatoona in were concerns about the quality of release waters.
North Georgia was selectpd for a prototype instal- particularly in regard to dissolved oxygen (0.O.)
lation to determine if the concept could be uti- concentrations in the release waters. In an
lized for the then prooosed West Point Project on attempt to address these concerns, a rather bold
the Chattahoochee River downstream from Atlanta. experimentation was undertaken in the form of a
The approaches for design. 'abrication, and demonstration project at Lake Allatoona to
installation of the system are presented along ascertain t.ie viability of a diffused air pump
with a review of the State of the Art that existed destratification system to improve the 0.O. in
at that time. The operational and testing pro- release waters. This paper revisits this early
grams are discussed and the results produced are experimental approach and discusses the design and
presented. In general, the normal stratification installation of the system, as well as its
pattern of the lake was altered to the extent that operational characteristics over the past 19
0.0. concentrations were increased at depths from years. It should be noted that the system was not
9.1 to 24.4 meters (m) (30 to 90 feet). The D.O. designed to be a permanent operational feature,
concentrations in the release waters were also but rather to operate for a limited time period,
increased. Recause of the water quality improve- three to four years, while its effectiveness as a
ments, especially increased 0.O. concentrations, water quality management tool was evaluated.
the )riginally envisioned temporary experimental Therefore, it is remarkable that the original
test was operated 'or the past 19 years. Opera- installation remained operational, albeit at
tional experiences and costs are discussed. A gradually reduced efficiency, through 1986.
sumnmary analysis of the overall experience is
presented, including views on how the system could PRIOR REPORTS
be inoroved if it were installed today.

A comprehensive report ('JSCE, Iq73) on the
RACKR0JNO destratification test was issued by the Savannah

Ilistrict. This report contains extensive water
lurinq the 1,50's, greater interest and quality data collected from 1963 through 1970, as

e-iohasis was beginning to be placed on water qual- well as other information related to the effec-
ity and other environiental amenities. Prior to tiveness of the system. The system was operated
this tithe period, the design of water resource in 1969 and 1959, but not in 1970, so water qual-
projects included very little, if any, considera- ity data could be collected for comparative pur-
tion of such issues as the quality of release poses. As a matter of explanation as to Savannah
waters and effects of releases on downstream fish- District's i involvement in projects within the
ery resources. This observation is not meant to Civil Works boundaries of the Mobile District
be critical, but rather reflects upon sensitivi- (both Allatoona and West Doint are Mobile District
ties and priorities that generally existed at both projects), the South Atlantic Division assigned
the National and local levels pri or to 1970. On the design and construction of the West Point
I January 1970, President Nixon signed Public Law project to Savannah District in order to Dalance
(DL) 91-19r), the National Environmental Policy workloads. Savannah District subsequently
Act (NEDA). This statute, which was unanimously requested Mobile District to design, construct,
passed by the 1Inited States Senate, illustrated and install the prototype destratification system
that environmental matters were a National pri- at Allatoona Lake and to conduct water quality
ority (Anderson, 1973). Water quality can be a investigations on its effects. Savannah District
,'tal component of the overall environmental then prepared the above referenced report with
Qual ty, especi ally in conjunction with the devel- input from the Mobile District. This cooperative
opment and operati on of 'najor water resource venture bears evidence to the udaqe 'Tne "orps
projects. The significance of water quality was Family."
e"mhasi zed n two Federal Statutes PL 92-500,
The Federal 4ater Pol l'jtion Control Act (1972) and ,HARACTERISTICS OF LAKE ALLAT)ONA
DL 32-217, the glean Aater Act (1977). Thus,
while the water quality that would be associated Allatoona Lake was selected "or the ex-eri-
with a proposed reservoir under today's circfm- 'nental test because of its geograohicul iroxiiity
stances would be closely scrutinized and evalu- to West Point and the general similarity in phys-
ated, *his has not always been the case. ical and operational characteristics. hile
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Allatoona iS on the Etowah River in the upper STATE OF THE ART
4ob'le River basin and .4est Doint is on the
Chattahoochee Riser in the alachicola River The concept of reservoir destratification or
basin, both orojects operate as neaking hydropower mixing was not unique in the 1963 t ie 'rame, how-
plants, and are located witnin 161 Vilometers (hIn) ever, the utilization of a diffused air pump in a
(l'0 miles) of each other. Since the prototype large reservoir, such as Allatoona, was a new
system was not installed at Aest Point, no further venture. Dr. James M. Symons of the National
discussion of that project is presented and full Environmental Research Center served as a consul-
attention will be devoted to the Lake Allatoona tant providing guidance on the overall size and
experience, configuration of the system. Previous work by

Dr. Symons (Symons et al., 1967) illustrates the
The Allatoona project operates for the pur- "Stateof the Art" at the time the design for Lake

poses of flood control, regulation of streamflow Allatoona was initiated. Destratification efforts
for navigation, development of hydropower, and on eight lakes are described. The largest lake
recreation. Construction was completed in 1955. had a storage volume of 41,617,953 cu.m. (33,740
There is a winter drawdown for flood control pur- acre-feet) or less than 10 percent of the volume
poses, put the operational plan calls for attempt- of Lake Allatoona. Therefore, the Lake Allatoona
ing to maintain a constant pool from I May through experiment was an order of magnitude larger than
I October, at elevation 3V0 MSL. Obviously the any known previous efforts.
water surface elevation fluctuates due to hydro-
logical variations but the 940 elevation serves as SYSTEM nESIGN
a guide for reservoir operations.

Several factors influenced the design of the
Table I contains vital statistics of Lake system, including cost, capability of performing

Allatoona with emphasis on characteristics related the installation without elaborate equipment,
to reservoir stratification. The stratification availability of materials to meet time con-
ratio (Huber and Harleman, 1968) represents a straints, and uncertainties related to the manner
"rule of thumih" dimensionless indicator of the in which the compressed air system would perform
type stratification a reservoir can be expected to under various operating conditions. Five 60
exhibit. Lake Allatoona exhibits a relatively horsepower, electrically powered, rotary type
strong classical three-layered stratification sys- compressors were selected. Each compressor had a
tem as generally described by Ford et al. (1986). minimum capacity of 250 cfm free air at 100 psig.

Once the determination was made on the number and
'able I size of compressors to be utilized the design

focused on the method to distribute the compressed
Lake Allatoona Characteristics air into the lake in the most effective manner.

As a first step, diffusers were evaluated. The
Characteristic Amount Units selected diffuser was about 0.61 m (2 feet) in

length with an outside diameter of 7.62 centi-
Orainage Area 2,149(1,110) Sq.km(sq.mi) meters (cm) (3 inches). The diffusers basically
Maximum neotLI

/  
45.7 (150) m (feet) consisted of a corrugated metal core covered by

Surface Area-' 4,100(11.860) hectares 0.16 cm (1/16-inch) diameter saran cord which was
(acres) wrapped around the metal core to assure the air

Storage ^apacity
1/  

453.3x10
6 

(367,500) cu. m. exited the diffuser in relatively small bubbles.
(acre-ft) Because of the capacity of the individual dif-

Average Annual ')ischarge 46.84(1,654) cu.m/s (cfs) fusers, a total of 200 was required. Five arrays
Stratification Ratio

/  
3.3 limensionless with 40 diffusers each were designed to spread the

air diffusion in a controlled fashion (Figure 1).I-/Normal smnmer pool elevation 236 m (340

leet) above mean sea level (MSL) Figure 2 shows the elevation and plan .iew
of the arrays. The arrays were configured to

?/The Stratification Ratio (Huber and Harle- suspend the diffusers 3.05 m (10 feet) above the

man, 168) is colputed by dividing the average bottom in order to keep the diffusers out of the
annual discharge, integrated over the entire year bottom sediments, yet keep them relatively close
and expressed in acre-feet by the storage volume to the bottom for greater pumping efficiency. A
in the same units. system consisting of an anchor and a submerged

buoy was incorporated below and above the cross-
POWERHOUSE arms, respectively. A network of cables was

utilized to hold the diffusers level. The cables
The powerhouse contains two 36,000 kilowatt served the dual purposes of fixing the elevation

main units and a 2,000 kilowatt service unit. The of the diffusers and in absorbing the stresses
main unit penstocks are 6.1 m (20 feet) in diame- associated with lifting the arrays for installa-
ter with the centerline of these intakes 27.4 m tion, so undue forces would not be exerted on the
(90 feet) below the normal summer pool, while the diffuser crossarms. The combination buoy-anchor
service unit is 1.67 m (5.5 feet) in diameter with system had to function with the diffuser arms full
its centerline 16.7 n (55 feet) below the normal of water and with the added buoyancy from the air

summer pool. A minimum discharge of 5.66 cum/s in the arms when the system was in operation.
(200 cfs) via the service unit exists at all times Another interesting aspect was the manner in which
that the main units are not operated. The main styrofoam performed at water depths of 42.7 m (140
units, with a discharge of approximately 113.3 feet). Conventional styrofoam compressed about 20
cum/s (4,000 cfs) each, discharge for generally to 25 percent of its volume at atmospheric pres-
short durations from 2 to 8 hours to meet peaking sure when lowered to this depth. bviously this
electric power demands within a power grid system. greatly affected its buoyancy and a high density
As discussed in more detail later, the physical styrofoam especially formulated for the Navy to be
characteristics of the reservoir, powerplant con- utilized in submarines was selected because of its
figurations, and operational patterns all contrib- ability to maintain much of its original volume,
ute to the wat.r quality, especially the n.O. and thus buoyancy, even at significant depths.
concentration of the release waters.
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AIR SUPPLY supply line that resembled a pretzel which had
several sheared ;oints. Another problem vncoun-

The bank of compressors to sipply the air tered was a kinked plastic tibe leading to an
was )laced in a fenced area completely exposed to array which required retrieval of the array nd
the ambient weather conditions. A house or shed replacement of the plastic pipe. Cons, er'nj tne
was not considered necessary since the system was equipment that oes available, the inexperience of
only to be operated for a couple of years. A the installation crew (no one had ever been
manifold was designed so any number of compressors involved in this type effort), and the physical
could be operated to serve the five arrays in an setting that existed, it is amazing that the
individual or collective fashion. Dressure gauges system was successfully installed. The 'orps
and flowneters were incorporated to facilitate a motto "Essayons" was certainly adropos to this
balanced distribution of air to the individual effort. The cost of the system installed was
arrays. The manifold played an important role SP3,633 (!SCE, 1,173).
during periods when one or more compressors were
out of operation for maintenance or other purposes SYSTEM OPERATIN
by evenly distributing the available air to the
five arrays. Also, valves were incluided so any of The system has been in operation since l%6'
the arrays could be shut off if a malfunction continuously with the exception of 1970 and 1174.
lev eloped. The two years that the system were iot operated

serve very well as a base so the effectiveness of
INSTALL AT ! N the system can be measured. Table " presents 3

surmary of the operational history. Since the
Installation of the arrays and the 5.1 c- installation was to be temporary, commercial power

{tw-inch) galvanized feeder pipes created a was utilized even though it was nore expensive.
special set of challenges to he overcome. The Special arrangements needed at the powerhouse to
'urthermost array was about '1.54 km (one-third of provide government power could not be accomplished
a nile) from the compressors and the feeder pipe to meet the operation startup in 1968. In 1077,
had to essentially conform to the contours of the the system was switched to government power. Ihe
steep shoreline and the irregular lake bottom, switch resulted in a reduction in cost of power
The supply lines were initially strung out along from $200.00 per day to $21.50 per day. An urner-
the lake surface with buoys attached to keep it on sized circuit breaker would only icconrodate four
the surface. The far end of the line (away from compressors luring 1o5. A replacement prior to
the compressors) was secured to a somewhat flex- the 1969 season permitted full operation of the
ible plastic tube connected to the center of the system. The compressors operated continuously, as
array, which had previously been lowered into indicated in Table 2, except for orief periods
position on the lake bottom. (The arrays were when single compressors were taken off line for
assembled on too of the dam; lowered over the up- maintenance. Major repairs were jenerally accom-
stream face and into the water. A motorized raft plished during the off season. As noted, one
with a power winch was connected to the cable compressor had to be removed from operation during
above the submerged buoy and transported the array 1981, a sec'nd compressor went out after 1985. A
suspended below the water surface to a designated third comprm sor became unserviceable in September
location in the lake. The winch then lowered the 1936. It is not certain whether it is permanently
the array assembly to the bottom while the plas- Out of cormiission.
tic tubing was manually fed out as the array
descended, retaining the unconnected end to be '4ATER 'IJALITY IMPPOVEMENT
attached to the supply line.) An innovative
swivel joint was incorporated incrementally along The initial evaluation of the system ,:SC,
the supply line to facilitate the lowering process 1973) led to the conclusion that the 1.o. concen-
and to allow the supply line to better conform to trations in the release water was Jefinitely
the irregularities of the bottom. The swivel improved by the operat'on of the system. 'he D.1.
j:oint consisted of two 90 degree elbows turned to was increased in the reservoir at deDths from 2.1
face each other and connected by a short nipple, to ?1.4 1 (30 to 31 feet), with some increase
Thus, the joint was somewhat rigid, but neverthe- below 24.4 n (?0 feet). The fall overturn was
less provided enough flexibility to relieve exces- also observed to occur a month to six weeks
sive stress from the pipe joints. A union joint earlier than normal. The increase in P.0. in the
was incorporated to facilitate connection of pipe reservoir manifested itself in higher I. (.
sections. An earlier attempt to install the concentrations in the release waters. In 1169,
supply line with only standard couplings used to with the system in full operation, the 0..
connect the 6.1 m (20-foot) sections of galvanized content of peak flows exceeded 4 mg/l for the
pipe failed because the stresses encountered in entire summer and fall periods. Low flow concen-
lowerinq the pipe to the bottom pulled the pipe trations exceeded 4 mg/l, except for one week in
out of the couplings, late August. While the report ('IJSCE, 1973) pro-

vides this summary, observed values at the water
The installation crew (all Corps employees) quality monitor in Appendix 8 of the report indi-

consisted of a fabrication team that preassembled cates values below 4.0 mg/l did exist for short
the arrays and pipe sections on the dam and a team periods during the hours of darkness. There was a
that accomplished the actual installation. The temperature increase of 2 to 4 degrees centigrade
installation team utilized two 5.5 m 713-foot) associated with increase in 0.O. for the months of
work boats and a motorized raft and included seven June through August.
or eight people. The installation process was
evolutionary based on trials and errors and A new continuous water quality monitor was
experimentation. Once the process was fully installed about 1 km (0.6 miles) downstream of the
developed, it went fairly smoothly. Some inter- dam in the early 1970's. Although the record is
esting problems were encountered such as having not complete due to various operational problems,
almost 0.54 km (one-third of a mile) of supply the monitor data does allow a detailed analysis of
line stretched out on the lake surface, suspended what happens to the P.O. regimen in the release
by 200 liter (55 gallon) drums serving as buoys, water throughout an entire day, as well as pro-
and a strong wind coming up. The result was a viding data for .atistical analysis for longer

Mc u,. ,re
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Table 2

Qec)rl )f )rrtion-

Yea r Be a-n End-edJ Veark s

I1q68 5/9 1.130 initial year of OIperation. Power from cootnercial
source. lperated at 30 percent capacity.
q93,762 K4H

2

i'169 /317 Full operation 1,091,340 KWH
2

19
7

02 Oid no operation for comparison purposes.

1971 -2 1Ii'14

V 3 Y/22 3/24

4 ')id iot ooerate.

10'S4,2910/3

19~6 /5 .9/3

4, 3111 )/29 Swi t ched to ;over rine nt Po wer.

4 '3 9/29

l914 q /2q

I93 3/7 4/30 Ine cinp ress or oe rm anentlIy remov ed 'ron ope e3t i n
91'15/3i.

) 24,5 q/17

1983 4/4 3/5

4/Q14 9/3)

11395 4/1 9/30

1936 4/1 /3)'The array out of operation. 'hree compressors
ope ra ti1ng 'noSt of year. Two operational after

ISysten co)ns'sted )f 5 sixty horsepower -orpressors. E-ach cynpressor h~as 3 nini-iiii capacity )f 250

cubiC feet p)er second of 1'91 psig.

?v1lowat ho~rs '<P/i Plectrical nnergv p)resented 'or c,)noa-'SOn of -'erqy input. 2ther years of
oprat'31on ire -rocort-)nal to p)erio)ds )I operaton alo rr'ber )' c~mpressors operating.

peni ods . SI nce t he destrati f, cat,. on syste9 didI 'atle 3
not op)erate during :1174, a very convenient base
for coriparison exists. Pecognizing there wouild be -omparison of Oiosolwed )xygen 00 values ng/I
natural variations 'rom year to year due to in Delease Waterst.
hydrol ogical., clim-atol oqical., a nd operational
1i 1ferences , a compari son of 1973 to 10)74 s Sverae t2. _L. Minum D. 2).
nevertheless illustrative of the general trend of
imporovement in "I.I. produced by the destratifica- Jul A Se Jul Aj~~
t'on system. 'able 3 presents summary data 'ron
1973 and 1974. Roth ionthly mninimri and average 1973 3.9 4.2 3.4 '.3 2.2 1.4
monthly 0.2). values are hillher with the system in
operation. However, there are a number of t'-es :074 3/.6 2 .2 3.2 1).1 ).4 ).1
that the 0.1. is less than I 1q/l whnich was not
the case stated for 1969, as discussed above. it n' 2ta from vater qual ity 'nonitor - miles
is not clear whether this is due to ictial quality downstreian of V~latoond Dam.
differences or better instrumentation. 2'Sse i o oeaei 94

Figures 3-6 lernonst rate the .2.re')' ens
'or selected days in late August of 1972 3Md ,)71 the 0.2). responds to the operation of the large
associated wnth typical operitional scenaros. turbi nes (tooth operati ng) because the zone of
The conditions depicted generally represent worst wnthdrawal is from lower in the lake where the
case scenarios since it is late in the season and nl.). levels ire depressed. The 3.2). is increasing

the lake is fully stratified. Figure 3 shows how 'rom an overnight low of 3bout 4 ng/l and is
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toproaching 5 mg/i, apparently due to photosyn- perspectives and rejection was recommended.
thetic oxygenation, when the peaking plant comes Secondly, it was concluded that the destratifica-
on line and the discharge increases dramatically tion design could be improved in several areas,
from 5.66 to 220.9 cum/s (200 to 7, 300 cfs). such ds diffuser location, type diffuser, lowerinq
Correspondingly the D.O. level drops to about 3.4 diffuser loading rates, and spacing, as well as
mg/lI. When the period of peaking generation ends the configuration of diffusers. Based on these
the D.0. increases then gradually decreases due to findings the replacement contract was terminated
respiration during the evening hours. This and consideration was given to a redesign of the
operational pattern is contrasted to a weekend day destratification of the system.
in Figure 4, where no peak discharge is made. The
D.O.'s associated with the 5.66 cum/s (200 c's) CONCLUSIONS
release in Figure 4 is somewhat lower than in
Figure 3, but it apoears that diurnal variation of The Allatoona destratification experiment is
approximately I mg/l is consistent. comsidered to be a success even though it lid not

destratify the lake and most likely its effective-
Figures 5 and 6 depict similar tine franes ness could be improved upon. A system designed to

and situations in 1974, when the dest-arification perform for two to three years has o;)erated for 19
system was not operated. Not only was the 0.O. years. 4hile the State of ^Deorgia standards for
associated with the 5.66 cumi/S (2C' cf§ discharge D.O. of 5 mg/1 are not always met, the D.O.
lower when compared to 1973, but the depression in concentration in the release waters has been
0.0. reached about 1.? rg/, contrasted to a increased substantially. As of this date,
minimun of 3.4 mg/l in 1973. Figure 6 represents although there have been discussions with WES on
a situation when only one of the large generators how the system could be ionpro, ed, redesign has not
is put on line for two separate two-hour periods, been initiated due to higher priority efforts.
Again, the response of the n.0. is graphically However, the existing system was operated through-
displayed. out 1q86,

Another way to compare the impact of the It is possible that the system design could
destratification is the pounds per day of D.0. in be improved with a resulting increase in 0.0. in
the release water. The computed values are the release waters. It is not known if the antic-
15,150; 2,025; 7,954, and 2,3F4 kilograms (33,330; ipated increase would be sufficient to produce a
4,455; 17,500; and 6,300 pounds) per day for D.O. regi:nen that would meet State Standards at
Figures 3 through 5, respectively. On this basis all times. Other measures, such as t rbine vent-
the pounds of f.I. available in Figure 5, for ing, could also be incorporated iV determined to
waste assimilation and "or use by aquatic organ- be necessary, engineeringly feasiole, and cost
isms, was only 52 percent of that in Figure 3. effective.
The average discharge in Figure 3 was 46 cum/s

(1,625 cfs), which was 1.25 times more than in REFERENCES:
Figure 5, so while part of the difference can be
explained by the increased discharge, the Anderson, F. R., 1973, NEPA in the Courts, A Legal
destratification system still made a significant Analysis of the National Environmental
contribution to the 9.3. regimen. Policy Act: Raltimore, Johns 4opki ns

University press.
DROP0SED REPLACEMENT

Ford, Dennis E. and Johnson, Linda S., 1 16, "An
In IQ34, plans and specifications were Assessment of Reservoir ix'ng Processes",

issued to reolace and upgrade the Allatoona Envirornmental and Aater Juality 'terational
destratification system. The design was essen- Studies, Technical Report --6-7, '..S. Ar-y
tially the same as the original with a few Engineer Waterways Experinent Station,
improvements such as: Iicksbirg, M4ississi:pi .

a. A building to house the compressors. -4iber, Mayne 2. anJ Harleman, Donall 0, ,, 1H3.
Laborat)ry and Ana'yt'cl StJies )f the

b. 'hree 130 horsepower compress)rs to 'herIal trti'cation )f veservoirs,
deliver 14.2 can/minute (590 SCFm) each at 110 4ydroJya-ics Laboratory Oeort No. 112,
psig (an increase in total air of 250 cJFM). School ')f Eng' neeri ng , Massachusetts

nst I ,jte of Technol ;y. amr- lIe,
c. 'ograded diffuser tubes. 'Aassachusetts.

1. Revised submerged float. Semons, I. '. , Trw n, 1. , Qns)n, K ., Ind!
P )oec k , I I . .. ,1 ) ". , . :'--)o iwn i n-

e. Upograding all galvanized "oIpe In the 7mstrt'cat 'n hor Paiw 4aater -1,a ity
arrays and supply lines to stainless steel. I )tr)l 'vir) ner ri cal yr

'' .sdf r-'m 4 : ra he
Rids were opened with a low bid of 41,371 and a 1,erran 4ltr ,C]rk5 "ss)i'zr

, 
, ,-

contract was awarded in 1,14• In January 1'B5, . ),- I - t,. ....
the s-iccess ful cont ractor s ubmn'tted a ,al ye
Engineering proposal to s,4bst it jte a ont' nos * " r-y - r *: ' ", irr5 V ' 'i ate
Laminar Flow Invers'on/Nv9en ' 

syste for hp ri''0 ,t
designed concept. The ob Ile 0 strict rP,1est d .ija' , .. 't -a
the assistance of aterways Exerilent tati on)

(WES) in evaluati ng the proposal. 'his ovi at, n '-, 'e' r s ' " -..a , ,.,rws n.%,Y.'

produced two sjnificant concl is' s. rst j' r ,.,- " i ", "
(WES, 1985) the contractor r wal ws 'nnd t) i'n"(, , ,' a., ' ''i,

be questionable or l.c knq Irom a napebr of 's'r- ' : to''' .a . .;
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PNEUMATIC DIFFUSERS

P. L. Johnson, P.E.

Hydraulic Engineer, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver. Colorado

ABSTRACT rich metalimnion and epilimnion water. The
mixed water sinks to an intermediate level

Pneumatic diffusers are devices which aerate dictated by its temperature. Stratified
and destratify reservoirs through the use of circulation cells that extend over large areas
free air bubble plumes. They are widely used Of the reservoir result. Pneumatic diffusers
to enhance the quality of reservoir water and can effectively and economically aerate
reservoir releases. Experience indicates that hypolimnion water. In many cases the number

pneumatic diffusers offer a proven and cost effec- and extent of surface algal blooms are reduced.
tive treatment technique. They function by upwell- Use of the device does yield at least partial
ing oxygen depleted hypolimnion water toward destratification with surface cooling and
the surface -mere it mixes with oxygen rich meta- hypolimnion warming.
lilnion and epl'mn ion water. Use of pneumatic
diffusers resu'ts in varying degrees of destrati- The impact of a diffuser on a reservoir
fication depending an the design. is a function of the specific reservoir and

the specific diffuser with its bubble plume.
-h's paper is a limited overview of pneumatic A diffuser should be designed to fit the needs

iiff.sers. 'Te paper includes discussion of of a reservoir with its specific temperature
basic teorv, possible resulting reservoir impacts, and density structure and with its oxygen demand.
design, and dosmented field experience. To evaluate reaeration needs, reservoir parameters

including reservoir volume, reservoir geometric
:NTRODUC':)% configuration, temperature and density stratifica-

tion, oxygen demand, inflows, and outflows must
Numerous devices and techniques are available be considered. In addition, the performance

to either treat or rectify the problems associated of a diffuser is a function of diffuser length,
wItn 'ake stratification and hypolimnion oxygen diffuser configuration, diffuser position within
deplet'on Options include operational approaches the reservoir, diffuser submergence, the size
s.uh as .se of deep level outlets to minimize and spacing between diffuser orifices, and the
"jPo',mn,n residence times. reaeration of releases air discharge per orifice.
t'iro..gn Jse )f" draft tube aeration, turbulent
st ' g as'ns. )r * se )f release structures RESERVOIR PARAMETERS
-'a, -o 0 a tve'1 aerate the flow. use of selec-
* 'e .- o1awa to Drevent the release o

f 
anaerobic To Jefine the initial reservoir conditions

.ael. aera!')n ).f a'Ira, e flows through use from which modification would be made and to
)' st'. ,es s j,-" 's -ock or , affled weirs. define the extent of the desired modifications,

)r aerateon rf t'v eservoir There are numerous the physical and chemical characteristics of

.pt )ns a"a'a D'e o ,n-reservoir aeration the reservoir should be understood,
]DtorS r"c'de nto lniion aeration devi-es
and "'.se! mre,.ur )oygen w r' are expensive Reservoir Volume and Geometry
ul w-' io -ot I'sturb the eservoir ,emperature

,t.-vti'
" 

tcn vnd Ies'1at'"i cat1 o dependent Reservoir volume and volume distribution
le" vs , d'"g Y'a" ' uns. -mchanical as a function of depth are parameters required
ouEmtv'hq. 4nd pre~mt': l,'#,sers to define both the stability of the reservoir

and the total oxygen demand of the rrservoir
-- 0 4pPo'r'

t
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The reservoir volume to depth relationship of the hypolimnion resulting in nearly linear
is also used along with observed or predicted temperature and D.O. profiles from the diffuser
D.O. profiles to determine the total D.O. within to the surface. This indicates that substantial
the reservoir. To do this, the product of the mixing is occurring throughout the water column,
D.O. concentrations and reservoir volume a - although the mixing is not sufficient to create
integrated over the reservoir depth. Comparis.- a homogeneous water body. On the other hand,
of total D.O. values through the stratified season the line diffuser, although still showing sub-
yields evaluation of total oxygen demand within stantial mixing influence, did not break down
the unmodified reservoir. If this demand is the thermocline as much. This pattern was
then compared to a similar D.O. decline rate observed over a wide range of line diffuser
for the modified or aerated reservoir (which airflow rates. Note that the mixed hypolimnion
reflects minimum acceptable D.O. levels), than is fairly homogeneous and that a distinct
a required diffuser aeration rate is found. thermocline and epilimnion exist. This indicates
This aeration rate is used in conjunction with that the upwelled water detaches from the bubble
diffuser reaeration efficiencies to size the curtain in the thermocline and that the diffuser
diffuser system. is mixing the hypolimnion well. A second

thermocline and oxycline is developed at the
Reservoir Density Stratification diffuser elevation. Below this is undisturbed

hypolimnion.
Mixing action due to a pneumatic diffuser

results from shear and drag energy transfer from
the rising bubble curtain to the surrounding I-

water. This yields an upwelling of the deep, /

dense, low oxygen water. This water rises into ..

warmer, less dense water where gravitational
effects tend to pull the upwelled water downward.
The upwelled water is therefore influenced by
momentum established by the bubble plume and ,
by the negative buoyancy which results due to f's,
temperature differences. If the bubble plume
is concentrated containing large bubbles, or I!if the temperature and density stratification .n

is weak, the bubble curtain may dominate over .
the negative buoyancy and the deep water will I

be upwelled to the surface. However, with a
dispersed curtain made up of small bubbles with
reduced momentum, or with a strong density
stratification, velocities established in the
upwelled water may not be sufficient to completely .4 . I

overcome the negative buoyancy. Under these I . ./
conditions, the upwelled water will detach from
the bubble curtain and sink back to depth without
reaching the surface. Reaeration is thus , _ _ _

influenced in that strong upwelling to the surface .
yields fairly localized but relatively intense
mixing between the upwelled hypolimnion water
and the epilimnion and thermocline water (the Figure 1. - Reservoir profiles.
main source of hypolimnion reaeration). Also,
if the hypolimnion water is supersaturated with Reservoir Flowthrough
any gases (nitrogen, hydrogen sulfide), the
upwelled water would be more readily stripped Flowthrough represents a source of mixing
of the gas under these conditions. Weaker which in some cases may be so substantial that
upwelling which may not reach the surface could reservoir stratification will not form. A rule
result in mixing with only the thermocline and of thumb indicates that if the total annual
lower epilimnion water. This mixing would be flowthrough is less than 10 times the total
at a reduced intensity level and would result reservoir storage capacity, the reservoir will
in reduced localized aeration and degasing. stratify, and if the total annual flowthrough
Weaker upwelling, however, results from the use is greater than 20 times the total storage
of a more dispersed bubble plume which also results capacity, the reservoir will be mixed. Of course,
in the mixing occurring over a larger area. this is quite rough and does not define
The findings of a study by Johnson (1980) indicates intermediate conditions. However, it should
that the widespread plume yields substantially be noted that even if stratification does occur,
more oxygenation and destratification per unit substantial flowthrough will weaken the
of energy consumed. Thus, although localized stratification and likely increase hypolimnion
destratification and aeration are reduced, total D.O. levels.
destratification and aeration are increased.

Stratified inflows or outflows may result
In addition to differences in efficiencies, in either freshening of oxygen-depleted water

differences in mixing patterns result due to in the reservoir or removal of oxygen-depleted
variations in bubble plume density and reservoir water from the reservoir. Stratified inflows
statification. This is shown on figure I where will settle in the reservoir at the elevation
typical midsummer temperature and 0.0. profiles where the reservoir water has the same density.
are shown for a reservoir with no reaeration, If the inflow, which may be high in D.O., settles
for the same reservoir with point source diffuser in an oxygen-depleted zone, then aeration or
operation (concentrated bubble plume), and for freshening of that zone could result. Likewise,
the reservoir with line diffuser operation (dis- through the use of selective withdrawal, hypolim-
persed bubble olume). The point source diffuser nion water may be constantly removed from the
caused breakdown of the thermocline with warming reservoir and released to the downstream channel.
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In some cases where flowthroughs are adequate,
this inflow-outflow mechanism may be used to
maintain satisfactory hypolimnion D.O. levels
with no additional reaeration.

The influence of stratified inflows and
outflows on reservoir temperature stratification
and thus reservoir stability can be evaluated
through the use of any of numerous mathematical
thermal and hydrodynamic simulation models.

In recent years, efforts have been made to extend
these models to obtain prediction of D.O. profiles
within the reservoir. Both the temperature and
D.O. prediction models require substantial
reservoir and inflow physical and chemical data
as well as atmospheric data. Their predictive Figure 2. - W

2
/V evaluation.

accuracy is limited, but certainly sufficient
to describe likely temperature and D.O.
development patterns.

DIFFUSER AND BUBBLE PLUME PARAMETERS

The influence of a pneumatic diffuser on
a reservoir is strongly controlled by the size,
physical nature, and positioning of the bubble
plume. Numerous parameters influence the bubble
plume. These parameters should be understood
if an optimum design is to be obtained.

Submergence o-

The depth of diffuser submergence controls
the vertical height of the bubble plume and, Figure 3. - Coefficient of entrainment.
therefore, controls the path length of interaction
between the bubble plume and the water body. Field observations indicate that the
Work done by Straub (1959), Kobus (1968), and Cederwall and Ditmars equations give a reasonable
Bulson (1961) disagrees on the exact relationship prediction of plume half-width.
but indicates that the quantity of water upwelled
is a function of unit air discharge rate (air With a known plume cross-sectional area,
discharge per unit length of diffuser) and submer- in particular at the top of the hypolimnion,
gence. These parameters influence both the and with a known average velocity across the
cross-sectional area of the plume and the upward plume section, upwelled discharges and, in
velocities within the plume. Cederwall and Ditmars particular, upwelled discharges from the
(1970), in their analysis of the Kobus data, hypolimnion can be computed. The velocity
find the plume half-width equal to: distribution in upwelled plumes is a function

of bubble density and size. For smaller bubbles

V less than 15 mn in diameter it appears that
b gq H (1) a Gaussian velocity distribution is

(I + X
2
) U

3  
V representative. Cederwall and Ditmars give

b the centerline upwelled velocity (Um) to be:

where qo is the unit airflow rate at atmospheric
pressure, Ho  is the barometric head, A is the Um (1 + A

2
) b

2  
V

plume spreading ratio (Kobus found this to be Ub W (4)
practically a constant over the airflow range
he studied; a reasonable assumed value is 0.2?. where V/W is a parameter that is evaluated using
Ub is the bubble slip velocity (which can be the parameters Z and G in conjunction with
considered equal to the terminal rise velocity figure 4.
of a single bubble), and W

2
/V is a parameter

that is evaluated using figure 2. To use figure 2,
the parameters Z and G must be evaluated: ..

Ho + H - X (2)

and ,oo-

Go = 
2 

(Ho + H) - (I + y2) U3

g qo HO (3)

where H is the submergence, X is the vertical
distance from the diffuser to the station of
interest, and - is a coefficient of entrainment
that is a function of unit airflow rate as indi- Figure 4. - V/W evaluation.
cated on figure 3.

They note that for a line diffuser in a
homogeneous fluid, the velocity distribution
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through the rising plume may be approximated are a function of the size of the diffuser
by: orifices, the airflow rates through the orifices,

y2/1b2 and the spacing between the orifices. Bubble
U 

= 
Um e (5) size and distribution affect the water-air

interfacial area, the bubble rise velocities
where Y is the lateral coordinate of the local in the plume and, in general, the gas and energy
plume velocity U. An integration of this velocity transfer from the plume to the reservoir. Smaller
distribution over the plume width yields the bubbles have higher surface area to volume ratios
upwelled unit discharge: and develop proportionally more drag than larger

bubbles. Thus, they have better gas and energy
q = "w Umb (6) transfer characteristics. If these bubbles

are widely dispersed, they will have increased
Depending on reservoir density stratification potential for contact with the reservoir body

strength, there may be small or significant and their effectiveness will be further improved.
reductions from predicted upwelled discharge. Concentrated bubble plumes develop higher velocity
The presented analysis may, however, be used center cores which have reduced interaction
to obtain an approximate evaluation of the effect with the reservoir body. Thus, the relative
of submergence and guide design modifications. energy and gas transfer potential of the plume

are reduced.
To maximize diffuser impact, the diffuser

should be located as deep within the reservoir Similar research studies have been conducted
as possible. Therefore, depth of submergence by Neilson (1972), Holroyd and Parker (1949),
is largely a function of the reservoir depth. and Camp (1963) which have evaluated the aeration
At the same time, the diffuser must be kept a potential of pneumatic aerators. These studies
sufficient distance above the bottom to prevent were conducted in small volume laboratory test
mixing of bottom sediment. Experience indicates facilities. The tests were run with homogeneous
that line diffusers have an influence to a depth oxygen-depleted water. A limited range of bubble
approximately 5 meters below the diffuser, sizes were evaluated and very low density bubble
Five meters thus appears to be an adequate distance plumes were used. These tests evaluated as
to place the diffuser above the bottom, separate factors the aeration across the reservoir

water surface, the aeration from the rising
Diffuser Configuration bubbles, and the aeration that results due to

bubble bursting at the reservoir surface. These
Diffuser configuration controls the shape studies i'dicate that for typical pneumatic

of the resulting bubble plume. A straight-line aerator sites with 5 my to 15 my bubble diameters
diffuser will yield a single-plane bubble plume that gas transfer across the reservoir water
while a circular diffuser will yield a cylindrical surface comprises more than 95 percent of the
bubble plume, and a single point diffuser will total aeration gas transfer. These studies
yield a single-column bubble plume. The shape indicate that direct gas transfer from the rising
of the plume affects the area of the plume that bubbles is small and that bubble diameters would
comes into effective shear and gas transfer have to be substantially reduced to make this
interaction with the main body of the reservoir, a significant factor.
A single-plane bubble plume, if centrally located
in the reservoir, will have effective gas transfer Upwelled Discharge
and shear on both of its sides. This offers
an optimum potential for interaction with the Bubble size and distribution also influence
reservoir. The literature contains limited the velocity distribution within the plume,
information on the influence of bubble plume the rate of plume spread, the rate of surrounding
shape. Cederwall and Ditmars (1970) analyzed reservoir water entrainment, the resulting
both line and point diffusers. Their analysis, upwelled water discharge, and thus aeration
which is based on a homogeneous reservoir, when and reservoir destratification. Bubble size
applied over airflow discharge ranges used at influences bubble shape, the drag interaction
field sites indicates that for equal total airflow between the bubble and the water, and
rates, the line diffuser will yield between 2.5 consequently, the rise velocity of the bubble.
and 3.5 times more uowelled hypolimnion water Larger bubbles yield higher rise velocities
at the thermocline than a point source. No and reduced relative drag and energy transfer.
information was found that compared straight-line Bulson (1961) and Wilkinson (1979) show that
diffusers to line diffusers of other for large airflow rates with unit discharges
configurations. greater than 15.8 std. (L/s)/m of diffuser,

velocity distributions vary markedly away from
.n addition, the diffuser should be located Gaussian with increased centerltne velocities,

Such that both sides of the bubble plume have while with smaller bubbles and reduced air
access to the main reservoir body. The diffuser concentrations the velocity distribution 's
Should not be placed where the Libble plume would nearly Gaussian. Centerline velocities within
isolate a small portion (for example, a bay) the plume are higher than the terminal rise
of the reservoir from the main body. In such velocities of -ndividual bubbles. AS Dreviously
a loration, one side of the bubble plume might observed, veloc'ties within the plume are also
have reduced infl.ence which could result in a function of submergence. Lvaluatlon of '"ese
a decrease of 'Gtal diffuser efficiency. velocities is dscssed in the submergen.P

presentation earlier 'n thiS .POrt AS thporl:Pd
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to airflow rate ratios. Thus, they conclude
that this type of plume has a more efficient ....... X...,
upwelling action and that unit airflow rates ;' .... -- ...

should be kept low. From Kobus's work, Wilkinson
(1979) concludes that unit airflow rates should
be held below 10.0 (L/s)/m of diffuser.

Minimum Diffuser Differential Pressure I
To keep the diffuser purged of water and

to maintain relatively uniform airflow over the
diffuser lengths, a minimum differential pressure
of at least 10 kPa should be maintained across
the diffuser orifices. This has been confirmed
by field observations. Figure 6. - Terminal velocity.

Bubble Size In summary, a diffuser that creates a
bubble plume made up of small, well dispersed

A theoretical analysis by Van Krevelen bubbles will yield increased oxygen transfer
and Hoftijzer (1950) may be used to analyze the from the rising bubble, ;ncreased upwelled water
size of bubble produced by a diffuser. They per unit volume of air and thus, increased
show that for small air flow rates, bubble size reservoir surfac, aeration and increased
at or immediately above the diffuser is solely destratification. Ali of this results in response
a function of orifice diameter. For larger air to the increased total bubble surface area,
discharges, bubble size is found to be a function increased relative drag, and increased plume
of the air discharge at the orifice to the entrainment that occur due to the small, dispersed
0.4 power. The findings of this analysis are bubbles. Good bubble dispersion is obtained
summarized on figure 5. For bubbles smaller through the use of a fairly long diffuser which
than 7 millimeters in diameter, this analysis allows for substantial spacing between orifices.
was verified by experimental work by Coppock A 0.3-meter center-to-center spacing has been
and Meiklejohn (1951). Field observations used successfully at several sites. Small bubbles
approximately confirm these findings. Differences are obtained through the use of small orifices
in orifice orientation and/or flow conditions which operate with a minimum differential
past the diffuser may cause variations. pressure. One-millimeter-oiameter orifices

represent a minimum diameter that can be easily
field drilled. A differential pressure of 10 kPa

._ -appears to be about the minimum that could be
used while keeping the diffuser flushed of water
and maintaining fairly uniform air dispersion.
The orifices can be drilled in the diffuser
sides and alternated from side to side. Limited
laboratory flume studies show this arrangement
to yield increased entrainment over that obtained

____-- -with the orifices placed in the top of the
diffuser pipe. Alternating the orifices from
side to side balances the forces exerted by
the air releases on the liffuser.

SAMPLE DESIGN

As an initial step, the size or extent
of the problem to be treated is defined. To
do this, the size of the impoundment to be treated
and thus the volume of water to be treated should
be determined. Likewise, the expected oxygen
demand in the untreated impoundment and desired

m...... . . .:.., . oxygen decline rates in the treated reservoir
should be defined. Expected oxygen demand in
the untreated impoundment may be evaluated through

Figure 5. - Bubble diameter, observation of historical data for that
impoundment, through observation of the oxygen

Bubble Rise ve'ocity response in similar impoundments, or through
the use of D.O. prediction mathematical models.

Haberman and Morton (1954) show that the It should be noted that oxygen demand observed
terminal rise ve'ocity of individual bubbles from historical data or from similar reservoirs
1 unfiltered wate, ,s solely a function of bubble will vary over the short term, for example,
,o., me. "le, 1-1 t"at bubble shape changes because of the decay of algae blooms or flooding;
with volume f.onm spheres to ellipsoids to spherical and over tre long term, for example, because
daos A graohD1IiaI relationst'ip is developed of reservoir maturing or seasonal variations.
fg 61 that Plates terl,,Ial velocity to A decision must be made as to whether reaeration

equ'va'ent Oubble la 'is The (,quivalent radius system design should be based on typical oxygen
". fund by _ofivp!,nq the bi'bLle vo'ume. for decline rates or on some extreme value. Sizing

whatever shape the bubbe might be, 'nto a sphere a system based on an extreme decline rate will
anl deter ilning te ra,115s yield a system that is oversized for most cases

and thus may have both excessive capital and
operating costs However, sizing a system based
on a typical or mean decline rate will yield
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a system that is unable to meet all desired A similar computational process can be
demands. The design D.O. reaeration rate selected done for the untreated reservoir. The total
generally depends on how critical the reaeration D.C. mass content of the reservoir at the start

is. of the stratified season can be computed.
Likewise, a total D.O. content at the end of

It appears that historical data for the the stratified season or when the hypolimnion
reservoir of interest may supply the best estimate goes anaerobic can also be computed. Note that
of initial untreated D.C. demand. Similar reser- once the hypolimnion goes anaerobic, the total
voirs can supply a good estimate of untreated oxygen decline rate changes because there is
conditions. However, care should be taken to no oxygen left to be depleted. Again, by taking
ensure suffirient similarity. The comparison the difference between the total D.C. mass at
impoundment should be in the same vicinity as the start of the season and the depleted total
the impoundment of interest, should experience D.O. mass, the total D.O. mass decline that
fairly similar climatic conditions, and should occurs in the untreated reservoir is found.
be of similar depth or at least deep enough to When this is divided by the time period, the
allow similar thermocline and hypolimnion stratified season length, or the time length
development. The comparison reservoir should to an anaerobic hypolimnion, the total oxygen
experience similar inflow and release discharges. decline rate in the untreated reservoir is found
The relative influence of the flowthrough should (for example, 3 00 kg 02/day). The difference
be similar and thus the relative magnitude of between total D.O. decline rates (3 700 to
the discharges versus reservoir volume and the 2 500 kg 02/day) represents a reaeration rate
stratified flow response of the flows in the that must be supplied by the device.
reservoirs should be similar. This also implies
the need, where multiple release structures exist, It should be noted that the untreated
to have similar operating characteristics for D.C. levels in the reservoirs which were obtained
the two sites. Finally, for a good comparison either from historic data, a similar reservoir,
of D.O. response, the oxygen demand of the two or mathematical models include the influence
reservoir hypolimnion should be similar. This of inflows and releases on reservoir D.O. This
generally implies that the impoundments have does not however consider oxygen demand of the
similar nutrient characteristics, biological oxygen-depleted flowthrough. In these cases,
productivity, and that they are biologically it may be required to size the reaeration system
managed in similar ways. to treat both the reservoir and the flowthrough.

Noting flowthrough volumes and desired D.C.
As previously noted math models may also levels, estimates of required additional

be used to predict initial or untreated reservoir reaeration for the flowthrough can be obtained.
states. Use of the models requires substantial
data bases; the models are best applied where With a knowledge of the required total
sufficient data exist for verification. With oxygenation or reaeration rate (1 200 kg 02/day
limited input data and with no historic profiles for the example), the reaeration system may
to help fit the model, only approximate predictions then be sized. The pneumatic diffuser
and guidance can be obtained, efficiencies shown in figures 7 and 8 may be

referred to. The efficiencies were obtained
After determining the untreated D.O. state for a straight-line diffuser submerged at a

of the reservoir, minimum acceptable D.O. levels depth of 46 m. Air was supplied to the diffusers
should be selected. Desired uses of the water with rotary screw, electric motor-driven,
should be considered in this selection. For single-stage compressors. Energy losses through
example, if the objective is to prevent the the distribution piping and diffuser system
development of anaerobic conditions, a level were less than 4 percent of the available energy
of 2 mg/I might be selected. However, if the in the air flow at the compressors. The
objective is to maintain a trout fishery, a minimum efficiencies shown in figures 7 and 8 reflect
acceptable hypolimnion D.C. level of 5 mg/l might this particular compressor and distribution
be selected. Noting then that the epilimnion system design. Compressor selection and
water will tend to be saturated in D.C., and distribution system design can significantly
considering the degree of destratification or influence efficiencies. Thus to directly apply
variation away from a traditional two-layer density the efficiencies shown in figures 7 and 8 the
profile (discussed earlier in the paper) that compressor and distribution system should be
would result, estimated treated D.C. profiles similar to that mentioned above. Variations
can be obtained. These profiles are an from this design can be computationally
epilimnion-hypolimnion composite with a transition compensated for. In figures 7 and 8 the
between the two layers. Hypolimnion D.C. levels efficiency bands labeled "Diffuser System" should
will decline from saturation at the start of be used. These efficiency bands reflect
the stratification season to minimum acceptable uncertainty in efficiency evaluation and thus
values just prior to fall turnover. By noting uncertainty in actual efficiency values. By
the total D.O. mass decline for the treated referring to the efficiency data shown in
reservoir (as indicated by the developed profiles), figure 7, and knowing the required reaeration
and dividing by the expected stratification season rate (1 200 kg 021day) and a selected unit air
length, an acceptable total D.C. mass decline flow rate (for example 0.6 std.L/s/m of diffuser)
rate is obtained. For example, if it is found a reaeration efficiency can be determined
that an acceptable total D.O. mass decline of (3.5 kg C2/kWh) and a required energy consumption
5 x 10

5 
kg 02 could occur over the stratified rate obtained (343 kWh per day). For the

season and if the expected stratified season previously described compressor and distribution
length is 200 days, an acceptable total D.O. system this energy consumption rate corresponds
decline rate of 2.500 kg 021day could be tolerated, to a system supplied by a 19.5-horsepower,
It should be noted that if destratification 37 std.L/s capacity compressor.
accompanies the reaeration then the stratified
season will be shorter than it would be in the
untreated reservoir.
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in upwelled hypolimnion discharge. To obtain
the desired impact, the 0.6 std.L/s/m unit air
discharge could be maintained and the diffuser
length reduced by 33 percent. This would yield

m a 41.6-m long diffuser with a total required
',,°...,,.",,, air discharge of 24.9 std.L/s.

.. , , .- ..~A similar computational process could

"' be undertaken if diffuser submergence was to
be less than 46 m. For this case analysis

Sindicates the need for either a longer diffuser
. , or increased unit air discharges. Increased

unit discharges are used at the expense of reduced
reaeration and destratification efficiencies.

With the diffuser sized, numerous other
- . design problems can be addressed. Included

is sizing of the distribution and diffuser piping;

Figure 7. - Oxygenation efficiency. selection of valves, instrumentation, compressors,
compressor shelters, and system security; and
design of anchors, floats, and retrieval gear.
It is strongly recommended that the designer
contact or visit existing installations. Much
fabrication, operation, and maintenance knowledge

-..,.........can be obtained through experience.
./ . . : .r.. . .. ..

Two final factors should be considered
....... ... , in reaeration system design. First, since

destratification results from system operation,
satisfactory reservoir temperatures may or may
not be obtained. Typically, destratification
cools the epilimnion and warms the hypoliormion.
If the reservoir is intended for a temperature
dependent use, such as for a cold water fishery,
then a conflict may result. Sufficient reaeration
to yield the desired D.O. levels may produce
unacceptable temperatures. Figure 8 shows pneu-
matic diffuser destratification efficiencies
as a function of unit air discharge. The effi-
ciencies were obtained using the previously

Figure 8. - Destratification efficiency, described diffuser design. A technique similar
to the one presented in this paper for reaeration

This sizing was based on an assumed unit may be followed to evaluate the destratification
air flow rate of 0.6 std.L/s/m of diffuser. influence. Initial untreated temperature profiles
This is approximately the minimum unit air flow can be determined, untreated reservoir stabilities
rate that could be effectively supplied by the computed, destratification influence on stability
diffuser as designed. As previously noted, evaluated (using system size determined from
findings indicated that more widely dispersed the reaeration computations and appropriate
bubbles (smaller unit air flow rates) yield higher destratification efficiencies), and the impact
reaeration efficiencies. The 37 std.L/s air on temperature profiles found. If the temperature
discharge with a unit air flow rate of 0.6 impact is unacceptable, a treatment device that
std.L/s/m yields a line diffuser that is 61.7-m would yield less or no destratification could
long. As previously noted, it is recommended be selected.
that this diffuser be constructed with
1.0-mm-diameter orifices placed at 0.3-m centers. A final consideration is potential nitrogen

supersaturation development within the reservoir.
This design assumes diffuser submergence Supersaturation may develop either from direct

to be 46 m (the depth that the efficiency curves gas transfer from air bubbles or from the warming
were developed at). If reservoir geometry dictates of the water that results with destratification.
a diffuser submergence of for example 60 m, then Warmning lowers the saturation concentration.
diffuser length, unit air flow rate, and thus Thus warming can yield supersaturation even
total air flow rate can be adjusted to compensate, with no additional gas transfer. Fast and
To do this, equations 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6 and Hulquist (1982) show the degree of supersaturation
figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 can be used. If the development to be a function of diffuser design
upwelled discharge is computed at the approximate and mixing intensity. In many cases, nitrogen
bottom of the thermocline for the 60-m submergence supersaturation development does not pose a
and compared to the corresponding upwelled problem. Because of submergence, dissolved
discharge with 46 m of submergence, a compensation gas levels at depth within the reservoirs are
factor can be evaluated. If the bottom of the typically well below saturation levels. Likewise,
thermocline is predicted to be at 9 m depth (51 m high turbulence releases or high turbulence
above the diffuser) a computed upwelled unit tailrace flows can strip the excess gas from
discharge at that location in the plume would the release water and alleviate the problem.
be 1.44 m

3
/s. Using the same equations and figures Only where low turbulence submerged releases

the upwelled discharge at the 9-m depth (37-m (such as power releases) are made does the
above the diffuser) is 0.97 m

3
/s/m with 46 m supersaturation pose a problem. Where

of diffuser submergence. Thus the increased supersaturation is a problem, hypolimnion aeration
submergence would yield a 48 percent increase may be required.
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have been installed at relatively shallow reservoir Coppock, P. D., and Meiklejohn, G. T. 1951.
sites at which the hypolimnion thickness is small. "The Behaviour of Gas Bubbles in Relation to
Bubble plume interaction with the hypolimnion Mass Transfer," Trans. Institute of Chemical
is very limited and consequently the quantity Engineers, Vol. 29, pp. 75-86.
of hypolirmion water upwelled is small. The
result is metalimnion and epilimnion mixing with Evans, J. J. 1955. "Pneumatic and Similar
very little hypolimnion influence. At other Breakwaters," Proc., Royal Society, Series A.
sites extremely concentrated bubble plumes have Vol. 231, pp. 457-466.
been used which, because of the inefficient use
of the air, have been ineffective. Fast, A. W. 1968. "Artificial Destratification

of El Capitan Reservoir by Aeration," Fish Bul-
There are several sites for which well letin 141, State of California Department of

documented reports on successful application Fish and Game.
are available. These reports contain not only
details on the aeration system design but also Fast, A. W. 1971. "The Effects of Artificial
details on physical, chemical, and biological Aeration on Lake Ecology," Project No. 16010
reservoir impact. Some of the better references EXE, USEPA.
are those by Barnett (1975); Bowles, Powling,
and Burns (1979), and Fast (1968, 1971). Fast, A. W., and Hulquist, R. G. 1982.

"Supersaturation of Nitrogen Gas in Reservoirs
CONCLUSIONS Caused by Artificial Aeration," prepared for

U. S. Army Engineers Waterways Experiment Station,
Pneumatic diffusers offer a proven technique Vicksburg, Mississippi.

for reaeration of reservoir water. As with all
reaeration options pneumatic diffusers have Haberman, W. L., and Morton, R. K. 1954. "An
specific traits that may or may not make the Experimental Study of Bubbles Moving in Liquids,"
device desirable for specific applications. Trans., Am. Soc. Civ. Eng.. Vol. 80, No. 387.
Depending on the site and the reaeration objective,
pneumatic diffusers can offer a cost effective, Holroyd, A., and Parker, H. B. 1949. "Investiga-
dependable treatment option. Through a process tions on the Dynamics of Aeration," Inst. of
of definition of specific reaeration objectives Sewage Purif., Pt. 3, pp. 292-313.
and consideration of various parameters that
influence diffuser performance, a diffuser system Johnson, P. L. 1980. "The Influence of Air
can be designed to meet the needs of a specific Flow Rate on Line Diffuser Efficiency and Impound-
site. Pneumatic diffusers achieve efficient ment Impact," Proceedings of the Symposium on
reaeration through reservoir destratification. Surface Water Impoundments, ASCE.
This results in at least a partial vertical mixing
of the reservoir which results in epilimnion Kobus, H. E. 1968. "Analysis of the Flow Induced
cooling and hypolimnion warming. Destratification by Air-Bubble Systems," Proc., 11th Conference
may result in reduction of surface algal blooms on Coastal Engineering, London, pp. 1016-1031.
and development of nitrogen supersaturation in
the hypolimnion. Nitrogen supersaturation may Neilson, B. J. 1972. "Mechanisms of Oxygen
or may not pose a problem depending primarily Transport and Transfer by Bubbles," Ph. D. Thesis,
on the type of reservoir release. The Johns Hopkins University.
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RETRO-FITTING FOR HIGH-LEVEL RELEASES
TO IMPROVE DOWNSTREAM QUALITY

Richard E. Punnett, PhD

Hydraulic Engineer, Corps of Engineers, Huntington District. WV

ABSTRACT outflows which were followed by many days of low-volume, turbid
outflows. Downstream recreation, especially sport fishing, was

Historically. the downstream releases from Sutton Lake. West degraded for several weeks following a single flood event.
Virginia. experienced turbidity and temperature problems because
of hypolimnetic releases. To provide for epilimnetic releases, a semi- To solve the downstream turbidity problem, a semi-circular
circular conduit was retro-fitted to the face of an existing dam. "riser" was fastened to the face of the dam in front of one of the
Improvements in the quality of the releases have been noted, existing flood gates. The design process included a numerical lake
Operational guidelines, which are a product of interagency model (to predict temperature changes? and a physical model (to
coordination, have been developed, ensure surface vortices did not occuri.

AUTHOR'S NOTE The riser met the primary objectives of providing control of the
downstream turbidity and providing a warmer outflow temperature

The written paper was not available at the time of publication. Because of the change in withdrawal zones *from about 100 feet to
Therefore, the following synopsis was provided in lieu of the full about 14 feet deep), the thermocline zone became shallower and
report. narrower. The accompanying change in the thermal-density profile

caused inflows to enter the lake as an interflow nearer the surface
SYNOPSIS Thus, a temporary increase in near-surface turbidity was evident

after flood events.
After Sutton Dam, West Virginia, began operations in 1961, a

distinct turbidity problem was incurred which adversely affected Coordination between the West Virginia Department of Natural
downstream recreation. The dam had five flood conduits located at Resources and the Corps yielded a plan of operation that met the
the bottom of the lake and did not have a high-level low-flow outlet. desires of both agencies During low-flow periods, the riser was used
Following a storm event, the initial release water had low turbidity exclusively. When outflows exceeded 1200 cfs, the riser was closed
even though the downstream tributaries were turbid. After a few and the bottom gates were used. When outflows exceeded 8000 cfs
days of flood releases. theoutflow became turbid and remained turbid Isummer channel capacityl, the riser and all gates were used evenly
for extended periods of time i long after the downstream tributaries The plan allowed for hypolimnetic releases during flood events and
became clear. Turbid inflows into Sutton Lake were passing through conserved the epilimnion for use during low-flow periods without
but the time delay resulted in a few days of high-volume, clear hamperingoutflowratesorrequiringexcessivegateoperations
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APPENDIX A - LIST OF ATTENDEES



CE WORKSHOP ON RESERVOIR RELEASES

28-30 October 1986

Hyatt Regency Ravinia

Atlanta, Georgia

LIST OF ATTENDEES

Name Address Telephone

Steve Adams Tennessee Valley Authority 615-632-1961

Engineering Laberatory

P.O. Drawer E

Norris, TN 37828

Edward Andrews USAED*, North Atlantic FTS 264-7459

ATTN: NADEN-TH/90 Church Street 212-264-7459

New York, NY 10007-9998

Mark Anthony USAED, Ohio River FTS 684-3070

ATTN: ORDEO-W/P.O. Box 1159 513-684-3070

Cincinnati, OH 45202-1159

Robert Bank USAED, Baltimore FTS 922-4893

ATTN: NABEN-RW/P.O. Box 1715

Baltimore, MD 21203-1715

Brian L. Barels Nebraska Public Power District 402-563-5335

1414 15th Street

Columbus, NE 68601

Alex Barna USAED, Pittsburgh FTS 722-6860

ATTN: ORPED-HS/1000 Liberty Avenue 412-644-6860

Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4186

Dennis Barnett USAED, South Atlantic FTS 242-4580

ATTN: SADPD-R 404-331-4580

510 Title Building

30 Pryor Street, S. W.

Atlanta, GA 30335-6801

Robert A. Biel USAED, Louisville FTS 352-5640
ATTN: ORLED-H/P.O. Box 59 502-582-5640

Louisville, KY 40201-0059

David P. Bierl USAED, Rock Island FTS 386-6361

ATTN: NCRED-HQ 309-788-6361

Clock Tower Building, P.O. Box 2004

Rock Island, IL 61204-2004

Chuck Bohac Tennessee Valley Authority 615-'51-'31Q

270 Haneg Building

Chattanooga, TN 37401

* U.S. Army Engineer Division/District



LIST OF ATTENDEES (Continued)

Name Address Telephone

Bevan Brown Tennessee Valley Authority 615-632-6770

140 Evans Building

Knoxville, TN 37902

David R. Brown USAED, Southwestern FTS 729-2384

ATTN: SWDED-WA/1114 Commerce Street 214-767-2384

Dallas, TX 75242-0216

Jack Brown USAED, Nashville FTS 852-5637

ATTN: ORNED-E/P.O. Box 1070 615-736-5637

Nashville, TN 37202-1070

Terry M. Brown USAED, Wilmington FTS 671-4761

ATTN: SAWEN-HA/P.O. Box 1890 919-343-4761

Wilmington, NC 28402-1890

Dave Buelow Office, Chief of Engineers FTS 272-8512

ATTN: DAEN-CWH-W 202-272-8512

20 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.

Washington, DC 20314-1000

Joe Carroll USAE Waterways Experiment Station 803-447-8561

Richard B. Russell Limnological Laboratory

P.O. Box 533

Calhoun Falls, SC 29628

John Crossman Tennessee Valley Authority 615-632-6657

217 Summer Place Building

Knoxville. TN 37902

JacK L. Davis Tennessee Valley Authority 615-632-7564

252LB-K
Knoxville, TN 37902

Kenneth Day USAED, Mobile
ATTN: SAMOP-R/P.O, Box 2288

Mobile, AL 36628-0001

, S. - LJSAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-3517

AT'N: WESES-Q/P.O. Box 631 601-634-3517

VIc1sburg, MS 39180-0631

,Petral Nebraska Public Power 308-995-8601

ir.' "rriqation District

N i' e, 'F 6AQ4 -r56

"AF". mot,'e FTS 537-3857

'I ,AwmPi- P.O. Box 2288 205-694-3857



LIST OF ATTENDEES (ContinueD)

Name Address Telephone

Thomas J. Furdek USAED, St. Louis FTS 273-4008

ATTN: LMSED-HQ 314-263-4008

Foot of Arsenal Street

St. Louis, MO 63118

Jim Gallagher USAED, Savannah FTS 248-5515

ATTN: SASEN-HA/P.O. Box 889 912-944-5515

Savannah, GA 31402-0889

James Graham USAED, Portland FTS 423-6444

ATTN: NPPEN-HH-S/P.O. Box 2946 503-221-6444

Portland, OR 97208-2946

John Hains USAE Waterways Experiment Station 803-447-8561

Richard B. Russell Limnological Laboratory

P.O. Box 533

Calhoun Falls, SC 29628

Brad Hall USAED, Seattle FTS 446-3597
ATTN: NPSEN-HH-HC/P.O. Box C-3755 206-764-3597

Seattle, WA 98124-2255

Dorothy E. Hamlin USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-2676

ATTN: WESES-Q/P.O. Box 631 601-634-2676

Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631

Jeffrey Hanson USAED, Portland FTS 423-6468

ATTN: NPPEN-HH-R/P.O. Box 2946 503-221-6468

Portland, OR 97208-2946

E. Dean Harshbarger Tennessee Valley Authority 615-632-1947

Engineering Laboratory

P.O. Drawer E

Norris, TN 37828

Gary E. Hauser Tennessee Valley Authority 615-632-1888

Engineering Laboratory

P.O. Drawer E

Norris, TN 37828

Jim Helms USAEO, Seattle FTS 446-3544

ATTN: NPSEN-HH-WM/P.O. Box C-3755 206-764-3544

Seattle, WA 98124-2255

Steve Hiebert U.S. Bureau of Reclamation FTS 7'6-6009

MC-1522 103-236-6009

P.O. Box 25007/Denver Federal Center

Denver, CO 80225



LIST OF ATTENDEES (Continued)

Name Address Telephone
Jeff Holland USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS $42-2644

ATTN: WESHS-R/P.O. Box 631 601-634-2644
Vicksburg, NS 39180-0631

Bert Holler USAED, South Atlantic FTS 242-4260
ATTN: SADEN-TH 404-331-4260

510 Title Building

30 Pryor Street, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30303-6801

Stacy Howlngton USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-2939
ATTN: WESHS-R/P.O. Box 631 601-634-2939

Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631

Linda Jenks USAEO, Omaha FTS 864-4608
ATTN: MROEO-HC 402-221-4608
6014 U.S. Post Office and Courthouse

Omaha, NE 68102-4978

David R. Johnson YSAEO, Vicksburg FTS 542-7221
ATTN: LMKEO-HW/P.O. Box 60 601-634-7221
Vicksburg, MS 39180-0060

Perry Johnson U.S. Bureau of Reclamation FTS 776-6160

Mail Code 0-1531
P.O. Box 25007
Denver, CO 80225

Robert Kennedy USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-3659
ATTN: WESES-A/P.O. Box 631 601-634-3659
Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631

Don Kraus Central Nebraska Public Power and 308-995-8601
irrigation District

P.O. Box 356
Holdrege, NE 68949-0356

Lynn Lamar Office, Chief of Engineers FTS 272-8513
ATTN: DAEN-CWH-W 202-272-8513

20 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20314-1000

0a'P eggett USAED, Little Rock FTS 740-5834

ATTN: SWLPL-A/P.O. Box 86? 501-378-5834
Little Rock, AR 72203-0867

je-y 1 war ' , USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-3635
ATTN: WESEP-W/P.0. Box 631 E01-634-3635
vicksburg, MS 39180-0631
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LIST OF ATTENDEES (Continued)

NameAddress Telephone

Allen Pinar USAED. Wilmington FTS 671-4762

ATTN: SAWEN-HA/P.O. Box 1890 919-343-4762
Wilmington. MC 28402-1890

Richard E. Price USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-2440

ATTN: WESHS-R/P.O. Box 631 601-634-2440
Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631

Richard E. Punnett USAED, Huntington FTS 924-5604

502 8th Street 304-592-5604

Huntington. WV 25701-2070

Jim Robinson USAEO, Norfolk FTS 827-3774

ATTN: NAOPL-H/803 Front Street 804-441-3774

Norfolk, VA 23510-1096

Richard Aol ine U.S. Bureau of Reclamation FTS 776-6005

P.O. Box 25007/Denver Federal Center 303-236-6009

Deriver, CO 8025

51' Du~P'ing USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-3542

ATTN: WESEP-W/P.0. Box 631 601-634-3542
Vicksburg. 14S 39180-0631

Harold ". %&risng USAEO, Nashville FTS 852-5675

ATTN OMUD-E/P.0. Box 1070 61S-736-S675
Nashville, TN 37202-1070

6vo~rge A "'j USAED. Philadelphia 21S-S97-6829

ATTN: NAPEN-H/2nd 6 Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, PA 19106-2991

Federal Energy Regulatory Coission FTS 376-9791

400 [Is Street. NW.. 702-376-9791

Washington* . C 20001-7027

SAE waterways ExperIment Statiofi FTS S42-3424

ATTN WESMS-R/PO. Box 611 601-634-3424

V , %bvg 11 19180-0631

*~.. jSAF Waterways Fsperimont Stationw 803-447-856

khisse' immoloogilt' kaboratory

II %few* 'onnexli. e valo Authority, 132 ',PI 615-63?-1241

mnOs01 10 TN '0"?

a'. u mos'i entiessee Va'uey A,,thorlfy 657102

IS1641 i"ovt P'.rp
0efteriatoga, IN j'401



LIST OF ATTENDEES (Concluded)

Name Address Telephone
Linda Stafford USAED, Pittsburgh FTS 722-4645

ATTN: ORPED-HW/IOOO Liberty Avenue 412-644-4645
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-4186

John A. Swenson USAEO, Philadelphia 215-597-6832
ATTN: NAPEN-H/2nd & Chestnut Streets

Philadelphia, PA 19106-2991

Lloyd 0. Timblin, Jr. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation FTS 776-5991
Mail Code D-1520/P.O. Box 25007 303-236-5991
Denver, CO 80225

Jim Vearil USAED, Jacksonville FTS 946-2116
ATTN: SAJEN-HW/P.O. Box 4970 904-791-2116

Jacksonville, FL 32232-0019

Wayne Wagner USAED, Seattle FTS 446-3542
ATTN: NPSEN-HH-WM/P.O. Box C-3755 206-764-3542
Seattle, WA 98124-2255

Tsong Wei USAED, Missouri River FTS 864-7325
ATTN: MRDEO-TH 402-221-7325

P.O. Box 103, Downtown Station
Omaha, NE 68101-0103

Paul M. White USAED, Huntington FTS 924-5488
ATTN: ORHOP-R/502 8th Street
Huntington, WV 25705-2070

Steve Wilhelms USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-2475
ATTN: WESHS-R/P.O. Box 631 601-634-2475

Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631

Laurin Yates USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-2344
ATTN: WESHS-S/P.O. Box 631 601-634-2344
Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631

Tom Yourk USAEO, Savannah FTS 24B-5793
ATTN: SASPO-EI/P.O. Box 889 912-944-5793
Savannah, GA 31402-0889

Marc ilmnerman USAE Waterways Experiment Station FTS 542-3784
ATTN: WESES-Q/P.O. Box 631 601-634-3784
Vicksburg, MS 39180-0631
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